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[Track 1]

Could I start by asking you when and where you were born?

Oh, I don’t really know but I was told in Norwich and Norfolk [laughs].

And do you remember having a sort of earliest memory that –?

The earliest memory? Oh, dear. Er, nothing very interesting except my elder – my
sister who is a few years old than me did once put a clockwork train on my head [both
laugh] and it wound up the hair and my mother had to teach her not to do such things
and rubbed a rather red curious ointment over my head –

Oh, really.

Which my sister obviously thought it was blood [laughs]. I suppose that’s the one, I
must have been about five I suppose but I don’t really remember very much then,
thereafter, hmmm …

Thank you. Could we talk about your parents? I’ll take them in turn. Your father,
could you –?

Well, he fought in the ‘14 – ‘18 war and was a prisoner of war with the Germans.
Joined the Home Guard in 1939 [laughs] –

Right, yeah.

By the time I really knew him he was a self-employed builder –

Right.

And he’d done many things before that. He’d worked for Bolton & Pole’s [ph] and
very nearly died on the R101 because he was working – due to work on that at the
time it crashed, but luckily he didn’t go or I wouldn’t be here.
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And your mother?

Oh, just a very nice woman [laughs]. She was a nurse at one stage while father was
fighting in the war and then when she got married she just looked after the children
and the home.

How did they meet?

Oh, long before the war I think when they lived together in south Norfolk, hmmm, I
never really heard very much about that [laughs].

Did you –? I’m going to ask you about your grandparents, and I’ll do that
systematically as well, I mean I realise some of them you may not have known or some
you may not have had much contact with but if the – if you didn’t, if there were any
stories about them in the family that are significant then that would be interesting as
well. So if we could start with your paternal grandfather.

Well, he was the – those two grandparents I did actually meet. My mother’s
grandparents I never met although we have sort of quite a big family, many aunts and
uncles on both sides. They were very old by the time I knew them, my gosh, he must
have been seventy-odd, you know, given the war and various things which happened.
My parents married fairly late in life and I guess – yeah, so there were people in a
sense I never – you know, you were taken to see them and they were friendly enough
but I don’t think one could say one ever had a sort of rapport with them, no …

Would you be able to say whether they had any influence over you in terms of your
interests?

I should say no really, I mean it was a different world. Oh, my parents’ world was a
different world in a sense and, erm,yeah.

And the grandparents that you didn’t meet –
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Yes.

[03:40]

I wondered whether there were any stories of them in the family about what they did
or who they were.

No, not – I’m ashamed to say I couldn’t even tell you what his trade was. The other
grandfather was very interesting actually because my sister lived for many years with
her husband in Salhouse and the biggish house and when they – their children were
grown up they wanted a smaller house so they bought the house next door. And
you’ll never guess what they were handed with the deeds, it was my grandfather’s
apprenticeship certificate. That’s where he’d served his apprenticeship [laughs].

Gosh, small county.

That’s what his apprenticeship was from, yes.

Sorry, his apprenticeship was for –?

As a wheelwright but he was a carpenter and a thatcher and all sorts of things.

Did he work across Norfolk?

He – yes, I suppose so, fairly – but mainly in the Broads district which was where
reeds were cut and so on but they were all – oh, it was the Norfolk reed in those days,
now it’s Spanish reed [laughs] or Turkish or something.

So he was involved in, not in the cutting, but in the thatching of the –

Well, I think they did everything, you know, in the firm I think they sort of started life
as collecting – you know, cutting the reeds and bringing them into the place and
trimming them and all the rest of it, then gradually progressed to being a person who
could actually do it.
© The British Library Board
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Yes.

And it was wonderful trade to watch actually, I can remember as a child sort of
watching these people with their curved hazel twigs and just sort of putting them in to
hold the thing down, and it looked as though it would blow apart immediately but it
seemed to be very [laughs] –

Yes.

Very windproof in fact.

[05:22]

Do you remember your family home in – presumably in Norfolk?

Yes, just outside Norwich in Hellesdon in north Norwich. Yes, I suppose so, because
in those days it was long before buses had penetrated out that far, so we walked into
school and I guess we just roamed in those days, no-one sort of thought there were
nasty men standing in the street [laughs]. You had the complete freedom of Norfolk
more or less if you climbed on your bicycle, that was – yeah, as I say, it’s a shame the
world has changed in all these ways, which …

Which is better [ph]. Could you –? I don’t know whether you remember it well
enough, but if you can could you take me on a tour of your family home? So imagine
you’ve gone into the front door, room by room, if you could describe it.

[laughs] Room by room, well, that’s very curious, I’ll try. It was – I think father built
it actually [laughs]. It was a bungalow, the back door opened onto, I suppose you
would call it a parlour, and then it had an oven and a fire in it, and that fire drove the
boiler for the main hot water supply. Just to the right of that there was a washroom
with a boiler, you know, one of these fantastic old fashioned boilers, and beyond that
there was a small bedroom. Then the other way, there were two bedrooms front and
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back at the end, and then a big sitting room and a bay window in the front with a hall,
L-shaped hall, through from the back door to the front door.

I see. And do you remember how each room was decorated?

Oh [laughs]. Well, I did – I suppose I did decorate some of those actually – no, I
can’t really remember very much detail about it I’m afraid.

Thank you. Now –

We had a Morrison shelter in the front room during the war, in the so-called sitting
room during the war. As boy scouts in fact we … everyone laughs at me but between
us we must have put up, I don’t know, a tenth of the Morrison shelters in Norwich.
We had a section and we went round the streets every night and put up about ten
every night, and this went on I seem to remember in 1940 for about three months,
something like that. And we got very good at it [laughs].

Could you –? I was going to ask you about sort of … landscapes of your childhood
and leisure activities, but as you brought this up perhaps we could talk about this
first. Could you in detail tell the story of putting up the shelters with the scouts?

Hmmm, well, I suppose so, yes, I mean there’s not much of a story in it [laughs]. We
had a local scout troop but in those days there was no wolf cub pack so they very
kindly allowed me to become a scout at the age of nine, I think it was [laughs].

Right, yeah. [adjusts microphone?]

And when the war came and they needed – you know, all the men were called up and
so forth, so when Morrison shelters were distributed, which must have been –
Anderson shelters came out just before the war, and they were the ones which were
dug into the ground, but Morrison shelters, I don’t know if you remember, they were
these steel things rather like a big table with a quarter inch roof of steel, mainly to
stop people being hurt when the ceiling fell down. And so these often went into
people’s front rooms or sometimes up in bedrooms, and three boy scouts could just
© The British Library Board
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about do it. And if you were reasonably nimble with your fingers I guess it took
about twenty minutes, provided they’d all been delivered and provided people had
cleared the room and knew where they wanted it you could be in and out of the house
in something like twenty minutes, so you could then move on. You could get through
three – well, very nearly three an hour, and three hours in one night I suppose really,
multiply it out and –

And what did they look like when they arrived then, sort of –?

Oh, you know, just L cross-section with little pillars about – only about this sort of
height [demonstrates].

So that’s about a metre high, yeah.

Yeah, about a metre high and then quite long runners between them and essentially
then just one big large steel plate which clamped on the top and was bolted down.
Which was sufficient, as I say, to stop masonry and things like that and the ceilings
coming down and upsetting people.

So as three boy scouts did you carry the sort of pack of materials?

Well, no, to carry the pack would have been a bit much even for three boy scouts.
You simply opened it up and just put the bits out separately, and the only one where
you might just ask for a bit of help – but three could just about manage the table top
itself, the rest was really quite straightforward.

So the people had these materials in the house ready, they’d been delivered to the
households?

Well, they’d been – they were probably standing out – most of them were standing
outside as I remember it and then they had a little instruction book saying how much
space was needed and would they please clear the space and, you know, the boy
scouts would come round on such and such date or [laughs] – and off we went. It was
very well organised.
© The British Library Board
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[10:53]

What was involved in putting them together?

Oh, I’ve tried to remember. A set of eight bolts with each corner to hold the
framework together and then probably about twenty smallish bolts to just simply hold
the tabletop down, and that’s probably all there was. There were – were there
springs? I can’t honestly remember. No, I don’t think they supplied springs but for
the beds in between, I think they simply suggested you had airbed sort of things
underneath.

Yes, thank you. Now you would have been about eight I think when the war started?

Nine.

Nine, okay.

Nine, yes.

And I wonder whether you could tell me about the sights and sounds of war as you
remember them.

[Laughs]. Well, oddly enough I – we – the scout troop was camping at – in
Wroxham, in a village just seven miles away to the north east, and hmmm, I really
can’t remember how I knew all about these things but I had an aerial of about 100
yards of army wire which was sufficient to – in those days to drive headphones of the
BBC, so we actually heard the news of the outbreak of war while we were in camp on
[laughs] this somewhat strange equipment which I had with me. I can remember we
debated whether we ought to go home, then we thought oh no, perhaps not, they
won’t have made up their minds what to do with this anyhow [laughs]. So we decided
we could stay and camp for another two days.
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The war could carry on without you just for those two days. How did the –? Sorry, if
you could explain a bit more fully for people who won’t understand this sort of
improvised technology, how did the wire allow you to listen to the radio, listen to the
BBC, what other –?

Well, you’d get an aerial and this simply contains an RF signal which is modulated –

Right.

But headphones are essentially are a detector, that’s to say they simply cut it into half
as it were and now if they’ve got a sufficiently sensitive – well, it’s an inverse
microphone in effect, and so it will simply produce the audio for you and it can’t
possibly respond to the high frequency. You don’t need any IFs or anything of that
sort of, this is simply a way of getting a signal. It sounds impossible but you get an
audio signal straight from a radio signal.

And so the radio then was in the camp, the radio itself was in the camp was it?

No, no, they were just headphones, there was nothing else there at all. [laughs]

Gosh, this is – I think this will surprise people. So just headphones with a certain
length of wire is enough to pick it up?

Yes, yes. Well, you need a crystal I mean just to –

Yeah, okay.

Throw away the – make sure the RF doesn’t come through and burn you [laughs].

Right, okay.

They were called crystal sets, they were quite amazing things, yeah.
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Hmm, thank you. I wonder whether you could – you’ve told me about the scouts and
about hearing the outbreak of war, did you see evidence of the war around you at
different times?

Yes, it wasn’t very long before we saw the first German plane coming overhead, and I
can remember – do you remember the street shelters? There were brick street
shelters, which were –

No, I –

I see. They built brick shelters in virtually every street in which you could rush into if
a plane did come over. And I can remember being, I suppose, a bit naughty but
coming out to peer out of the door to be grabbed by an adult and shoved firmly back
inside [laughs]. And in fact the plane was letting loose with a machine gun, so it was
a rather strange experience.

So looking up at the sky and seeing the plane, can you remember –?

Oh, well, the German planes and English planes were immediately obvious, but the
German ones were always very angular and the Spitfire and the Hurricane were
always sort of very streamlined, so anything which looked remotely sort of square,
anything square about it, it was a ninety per cent certainty a German plane, if it was
nicely streamlined it was ninety per cent certain to be a British one.

And this first plane you saw sneaking out of your front door and pulled back in, you
were looking up at the sky. How did you know that it was firing, what could you see?

Oh, you could hear then, so you could sort of see the smoke, with the machine gun
fire you usually sort of get the smoke dragged into the thing, so it was fairly – fairly
visible straight away, you know.

[15:45]
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And as a nine year old do you remember your feelings about that?

Just how surprising it all was really [laughs]. I mean we were using to having the
airfield there, to having the RAF, odd RAF planes about, but the idea that people
would actually come and – and as we discovered, you know, later Norwich was very
badly burned and Father was out with the fire brigade for weeks at a time and when
the Blitz surely came they treated Norwich as a port and virtually burnt the centre of
it. It really was rather horrifying.

Could you see sights of the town burning –

Oh, yes.

From your –?

Yes.

And do you remember your father –? What do you remember of your father’s
comings and goings working in the Home Guard?

Well, he just sort of – you know, when I was at home he was working all night and
exhausted and so on and so forth, and some scary stories as well, you know, buildings
collapsing and all the rest of it, you know. Probably more dangerous [laughs] than
being a soldier at the time.

Do you remember family conversations about the war, perhaps about the morality of
war or the –?

No, I don’t think we ever really delved into that, it was just rather obviously a nasty
thing and it was going on for a long while and it was – even occasionally, you know,
doubtful if we were going to win it. One remembers – well, remembers Churchill I
suppose, I mean he did hold the country together in a funny sort of way, much as one
didn’t all together approve of him as a – anathema to father, you see. I’ve forgotten
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what mistake he made in the First World War but something which – well, Gallipoli I
suppose, which he was mainly responsible for, yes.

So what did your father say about Churchill and –?

Wasn’t to be trusted [laughs]. A politician who should keep his fingers out of the
army’s business or such like things.

And can you remember what your dad would have said at that time about the
Germans and about Hitler?

Oh, well, yeah he was – as I say, he was a prisoner of war of the Germans. He didn’t
really talk very much about it and one just realised it was something rather horrible in
life which was best kept out of the way, and I think that was really what it amounted
to.

Do you remember your mother’s reaction to the war and what was going on?

Hmmm … well, she was a gentle soul, she wouldn’t really sort of let off steam about
it but you could see she didn’t like it [laughs] yes.

And your sister, your sister was an older sister or –?

Yes, an older sister, ten years older.

Ten years older? Okay.

Yes, yes, quite, erm, a different generation more or less. [laughs]

Yes. So therefore nineteen when –

Yes, indeed yes.

Was she at home then still?
© The British Library Board
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Yes, she’d just left school and was training to be a teacher at Homerton in Cambridge.

Right.

And, er, I suppose it was a good time for her. I mean there were all these young,
handsome young men [laughs], who seemed to be queuing up to look after her, yes.

[18:58]

And as you were growing up then, from the sort of earliest time that you can
remember, what was your – what did your relationship with your sister involve in
terms of time spent together, things done together?

Oh, not very much, I mean, you know, ten years older [ph], I mean she very kindly
looked after me from time to time and, er, used to escort me down to the public
library, which looking back I must have been quite precocious ‘cause I was allowed in
the adult library at the age of about seven I seem to remember [laughs].

Can you remember the sorts of things that you were choosing with your sister taking
…?

Hmmm, no, I can – I had two sort of tastes, one I suppose was what you might call
popular science in those days, and the other one was romantic novels, you know,
Sabatini and, er [laughs] [inaud]. Yes, a voracious reader I’m afraid and …

You mentioned that you had two reading tastes, popular science and romantic fiction.
Could you expand on what constituted popular science choices for you at that age?

Oh, that was the great days of Ellington and Sir James Jeans and, er, gosh, I’m
ashamed to say many others I must have forgotten, but they were the two great
gentlemen, you know, and the universe and all the rest of it. And I suppose Einstein
came into it slowly but not as a – when did I first read Einstein? I can’t remember.
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No, I must have been sixteen or seventeen before I graduated to the work by the man
himself but [laughs] –

Right, so –

But Ellington and Sir James Jeans were the great popular writers of astronomy and the
universe and so on.

Do you remember the titles of their books?

Oh, gosh.

Am I being demanding?

[Laughs] Hmmm … dear or dear. No, I’ve forgotten. No, I’m ashamed to say I can’t
– the only I can remember is Ellington’s last book which was called Fundamental
Theory but that was – by that stage you had to be a mathematician to read it but the –
no, the popular ones, I’ve almost completely forgotten. [laughs]

And what sorts of things were you finding at that age attractive in terms of the
popular science that you’re reading? I’m wondering whether you can remember
certain kinds of illustration or ideas or theories that you’re reading in this popular
literature.

No, I suppose it was essentially the – the difference in scale between the ideas being
discussed in the book and the normal every day life which was, you know – it was
somewhat circumscribe, you could go as far as you could on your bicycle and in those
days you didn’t often go much by train. Later in school you travelled on coaches to
go and play neighbouring schools. I mean what was the furthest one ever moved? I
suppose sixty miles [laughs] in order to play a rugby match, which seems – how we
got petrol for it, I’ve forgotten [laughs], but, yes.

So it was about in the way you’ve described it being able to travel further, sort of
travelling in your imagination?
© The British Library Board
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Hmmm … no, I knew the history of Everest by that time in great detail. I was – I
suppose it was when … what on earth would we call them? There was a change in
the structure of the scouts and they invented new patrol names, and Mallory was one
of the patrol names which one could have and so naturally one sort of went through
all the, you know, 1920 to ‘24 the expeditions and so and so forth. And then I
suppose the biggest influence was the brother of my headmaster at Norwich School,
he’d been on the British Greenland expedition in 1935-37, and he came and gave a
talk to the school, and I guess that’s what actually made me apply to work for what
was then the Falkland Island Dependency Survey when I got fed up with working on
guided missiles [laughs].

[23:23]

Could you tell me about –? You’ve told me that you roamed fairly freely on your
bicycle, I wonder whether you can talk about significant Norfolk landscapes of your
childhood, places in Norfolk that perhaps you visited on holiday or you visited on
your bicycle in a much more informal way, but important landscapes.

Oh, well, you – for those who don’t know are probably completely surprised but we
used to have a day – a week off school to go and help with farming, digging
vegetables, picking fruit and all the rest of it. And then in the summer the boy scouts
actually went to a forestry camp in Thetford Chase and we were allowed to fell quite
big trees for pit props and such like things it was actually [laughs] – well, it was good
fun and it was very, very hard work too, yes. And it was amazing how far we walked
in those days, I mean we followed the old Roman road from Thetford Chase up to
near Brancaster and so on and so forth. Yes, I mean Norfolk – most people think of
Norfolk as flat but Norfolk actually isn’t flat in the sense you have – practically
nowhere do you have large, long views, it’s always just bumpy enough to make sure
you’re always looking at quite a small field of view and yet it changes in the sort of
next five miles if you climb the next ridge, as it were, and something new happens. I
mean even in the Broads you don’t really get those huge views till you get right down
to the – very nearly to the salt marshes. And we can – the scouts used to continue
camping at Wroxham, which was just about seven miles away. The landowner
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allowed us the use of a barn there, so if it was bad weather we could sleep in the barn,
otherwise we would camp. So that was really quite frequent and …

You’ve mentioned bike riding and hinted at homemade radios –

Yes.

And scouting. What other sort of leisure activities, what other distractions, did you
get up to as a child?

No, I think you must have covered it I think [laughs]. I was in charge of the
greenhouse, it was my job to go and collect the tomato plants and to look after them
and tie them in.

The greenhouse at home?

At home, yes indeed, and there were lawns to cut and all sorts of things. And, you
know, one – one grew a lot of vegetables in those days and if you didn’t, you didn’t
get much look in on – the markets had more or less disappeared and so on and so
forth, yes. Oh, yes.

What in your family home do you remember thinking of as being quite modern –

Modern?

Technologically modern?

Hmmm … not really sure, nothing except the radio I suspect. The beginning of
comedy with ITMA and such like things [laughs]. No, I guess – I mean – well, there
weren’t many things to get during the war, I mean you were lucky to – even to find
new radios, I mean that took an effort usually to find them. No, I guess we were
never up to date. I’m still a complete – [laughs]

[27:07]
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Okay, thank you. Could you tell me about the role of religion at home in your family?

Oh, dear. [Sighs] … You approach a delicate subject I suppose. Well, I mean as
scouts one went to church parades because they were somehow the things to do. I
don’t think I ever found it very attractive and, hmmm … I guess I upset mother
greatly by, on one occasion, having a stand up argument with a bishop who came to –
[laughs]

Sorry, the –?

I forget, he was the Bishop of Birmingham I seem to think and I’ve never really
forgotten the end of the conversation when he looked at me very sadly and said,
‘There, there, I expect you’ll learn better as you grow up,’ [laughs]. And that’s the
last thing to tell young people at that stage as they sort of start asking all these silly
questions which – but it’s the way people don’t answer – I mean it’s much the same
with science today and that’s why we have all these wretched arguments. People just
won’t answer questions factually, you have to impress your … whatever it is,
background. Your attitude to things has to come out somehow in the answers you
give, if you just stuck to facts life might be a bit less contentious. [laughs]

Do you remember what you said to the …?

I’ve forgotten what it was now. I guess it must have been almost a precursor of what I
later came to feel about Wittgenstein that, you know, people were using all these
wretched things but when you sort of kept saying you use these three letters together,
G, O, D, I remember – I haven’t yet fathomed out what on earth you mean by it, it
doesn’t sort of – you know, it’s not a concept which somehow I’ve got any real
control over. And then they just say, oh, well, forget all about it, you know, it will
come, it will come [laughs]. To which the answer is, well, it never does I think but if
– but if you think in the silly ways which I do I guess it never comes at all [laughs].
There’s no room for it.
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What do you mean if you think in the silly ways –?

Well, you know, what’s science all about? Science is thinking you know how things
work and so you make something work and it either works as you think it does or it
doesn’t work as you think it does and now you move on. But it’s no good sort of
praying to God and something doesn’t happen so you, I mean this isn’t the test of
anything, and so all the words which are being flung at you over the pulpit and so on,
it might just as well be a meaningless noise. You know, you might as well stand up
and say, blah, blah, blah [laughs].

And how far had your ideas in this respect developed as a child? I mean …

Oh, quite a long way I think. Yeah, I suppose this was – well, I mean by fifteen one
had got to the stage where one – you didn’t want to read a book about it any more
because you just knew you were going to be fobbed off yet again somehow. Whereas,
you know, at least with science you could begin vaguely to understand that usually
there was a test you could apply and, you know, okay that’s right, let’s do that
[laughs].

Did your parents go to church?

No, my father never really did, no. Hmmm, Mother did, yes indeed, and sister did to
a certain extent.

Did your mother –? How did your mother feel about the way your views developed?

Oh, I think she just hoped that someone who knew more about it than me would take
me in hand and put me right, unfortunately we never found that sort of person
[laughs]. So she – I guess she just gave up on me in a sense and somewhat sadly, and
I was somewhat sad too that I couldn’t – you know, I couldn’t really talk to her about
it very much but I could see it upset her, and it didn’t really seem the right thing to do
but –

[31:18]
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Before the age of – you know, before you got to this age, fifteen, can you, as a sort of
younger child, do you remember time spent with your mother, how most time with
your mother was spent?

Well … I guess we were usually doing things about the house. I mean, you know, in
those days there weren’t many spare men about so you got quite handy with your
hands and she wanted something done, you sort of did it. Coal was short and there
were woods, local woods available, so you collected firewood and things of this sort.
Hmmm, I guess one was just really quite busy and since one wasted quite a lot of time
at boy scout camps you felt when you were at home you had to sort of do your share
of what needed doing somehow.

Were you read to by your mother?

Oh, she must have done very early, yes. I mean … was I precocious? I haven’t a
clue. I don’t remember her reading to me after the time I was about seven. I guess – I
mean she was very good, I can – as I say, I was grabbing books out of the adult public
library by then so she sort of felt she’d done her bit [laughs].

Yeah. And how was the majority of time that you spent with your father spent?

Oh, I guess that was – in the holidays one used to go and help him doing the work
and, you know, I learnt very quickly how to paper rooms and such like things, put
roofs on and – yeah, I guess again it was all doing things rather than sort of standing
about talking.

Thank you. Could we talk about your first school? When did –

School?

When and where did you first go to school?
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Well, that was a very local school. What on earth was it called? I suppose it was
called – was it called Hellesdon? No, I can’t remember that, isn’t it terrible? Hmmm
… I don’t really remember very much about the early years, one just went and I
suppose did what one was told and met a lot of people who became friends and played
a lot of football [laughs] and various other things. I think it must –

So was this –?

By the time – well, no, by the time I was nine the headmaster sort of decided that he
really couldn’t do much with me in a class any more and so I used to go and sit in his
study with all sort of maths problems and things which he very kindly sort of saw me
through as it were [laughs]. So it was a strange time in some ways, I’m not sure the
other teachers liked it very much but, hmmm …–

So this wasn’t King Edward School, this was before?

No, no, this was the local county school.

The county primary school, okay.

The county primary school. It must have been called Hellesdon I suppose, yes.

And you went there from what age to what?

Er … well, certainly five and the birthday in August meant you were probably the
youngest in the class, if you see what I mean [laughs], because you start in September
and so you were the youngest one.

And so – and when did you start at King Edward?

Well, oh, that was – gosh, it must have been … 1951 I suppose, yes, 1951.

So that when you were eleven?
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September 1951, yes.

Okay, yeah, I see. So do you remember –? So at this very first county primary school
would you remember any –? Before you were taken from class and did separate
activities, do you remember any of the teaching before that stage, before the age of
nine?

Hmmm … no, I’m ashamed to say I can’t recall many faces because of the war. I
suppose … or what would there have been –? If we start at five there would have
been sort of six lots I think. Yes, there could only have been the headmaster who was
above military age and one other man, I think, who also would have been above
military age and then five ladies. And I’m ashamed to say I can’t really put a face to
any of them now [laughs].

It may be asking a lot, but would you remember any science teaching at that stage?

Oh, we didn’t do science, we were – maths, it was really – I mean that was the only –
there was no chemistry or physics or anything of that sort, or biology. No, no, I mean
they – it was essentially the classics. I mean there were no languages even in those
days, so maths was the only really sort of technical thing, hmmm, and I must have
been a bit precocious I suppose because he could obviously see I was bored and sort
of found lots of nice problems for me to sit and work out.

You did those problems in his office rather than in the class?

Yes, he thought it would upset other people if they saw me writing away while the
teacher was expecting them to be paying attention to her. And I don’t know, it was a
very curious arrangement in looking back on it but … who knows? [laughs]

[36:32]

And I wonder whether you could describe the next school which is King Edward’s
School in Norwich?
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Well, that was what was called the grammar school, hmmm …

Could you start by describing the building as a physical, the building and grounds, as
a physical place as far as you can remember?

[laughs] Well, it’s next to the cathedral. There was … oh, it wasn’t very big in those
days, we had the chapel and it’s still there today, with a crypt which was used
occasionally when space was limited. It got bombed of course and being a naughty
boy I was … in detention at the time and the master very kindly allowed me to go
along with a sledgehammer walking on some rather rickety walls knocking them
down for him [laughs] which I always felt afterwards was really a rather silly way of
trying to punish a young boy but [laughs]. So it was very – yes, and of course all the
masters again were above military age so they were, you know, way out of the age
range as it were. But, you know, I suppose they were – occasionally we got young
people just before they were called up, having got ready to come up to university or
something of that sort, so they were the only young ones we ever saw.

So in terms of that bombing, were you in school when –?

No, luckily it was bombed at night and – though we had – I mean it was a mixed – we
had a very small boarding house and it must have been – luckily that wasn’t on the
wing which actually caught fire. That was when the Germans were mainly dropping
incendiaries and – rather than high explosives and …

Could you remember any particular lessons from this school, ones that –?

[Laughs]. Hmmm, yes, I suppose so. I don’t know, I guess I just liked everything.

Could you –?

I mean later on, you know, with the sixth form it was all more or less sort of assumed
to be automatic that I would do maths and science rather than classical things. I
remember with a lot of pleasure my old French master who was very disappointed
that I wasn’t going to continue with French and rearranged his timetable so I could go
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to an hour of French each – each week with the sixth form, hmmm, where he
introduced me to Tartarin of Tarascon, Alphonse Daudet and various other wonderful
things, yes.

Could you tell me about the science teaching in particular at King Edward?

The science. Hmmm, oh … yes, I mean the chemistry master was really a very nice
man when you got to know him but he was one of these – I suppose he was slightly
shy and so he liked to portray himself as a tyrant and he used to go about hitting you
on the head rather hard if you didn’t do your work and all the rest of it [laughs]. You
later discovered that as long as you did your work he was really quite a friendly soul,
and he also took it upon himself to repair lots of the school lawns and dig out daisies
and things [laughs].

Can you remember the content of any teaching, the kinds of things that you did in
lessons?

Well … I guess a lot of the problem at that stage was that science had been sort of
moving on and it was awfully apparent if you went to the library and pulled down the
right books that there were an awful lot of things which they really either couldn’t
find the time, or they weren’t at all certain, were fit for you to read, you know,
electrons and things like this. I mean chemistry was mainly sort of a question of
adding things together and seeing things happen and that sort of thing but the basic
ideas of what was going on behind it in the sort of strictly physical terms was – that
was not the way the examinations were posed then. You weren’t supposed to know
about it from the point of view of the examination but naturally everyone who sort of
grabbed these books and read them were only too keen to know about it, so the poor
teacher really had a mixed problem [laughs]. He could either sort of take them on one
side and say – explain to you what he thought was going on and so –

And so in terms of sort of behaviour of molecules, the arrangement of molecules, this
wasn’t –?
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Well, molecules was really a sort of dead term, it just meant there were some bits
where if you tried to go inside them they ceased to have anything to do with chemistry
and they behaved in different ways altogether. So there was a building block called a
molecule but why the molecule was there and what held it together, and how you got
it in the first place, that really wasn’t an examination question in those days so –

Do you remember in that case any physical experiments that you did in, hmmm, sort
of this high school science?

Well, only in the sense that I remember the last A level physics practical exam which
we were given [laughs].

Okay, could you describe that?

Well, it’s turned out to be a very strange affair looking back on it. Hmmm, you know
if you hang a weight on a wire it extends and gets thinner, right, and you know that
the resistance of a wire depends on the diameter. So we were asked to hang weights
on copper wire and to measure the resistance of it [laughs]. Unfortunately, I keep
meaning to try and look this up one day to find out, you’ll equally be familiar I’m sure
with the idea that if you do a set of measurements over a range of something it’s not a
bad idea to go back the other way again and then to reproduce them [laughs]. Well,
unfortunately if you’ve been told in this examination to load it so heavily that in the
end it just sort of gives way [laughs] then you can’t go back again. I can remember
wondering how to write this up, the sort of pointing out to the gentleman who must
have known about it but you did sort of feel like saying, it’s a bit unkind stopping us
reproducing. You tell us to let it go back again but it won’t go back you idiot
[laughs]. And so having told him why it wouldn’t go back I suppose that was the end
of writing it up, yeah. It didn’t do me any harm I suspect but nevertheless one did feel
it was a little bit unfair [laughs].

[44:10]

You’ve hinted that there were kinds of developments in science at the time that school
hadn’t caught up with in terms of teaching. Can you remember then at school the
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kinds of things that you were discovering through, and reading about them yourself,
that you saw as particularly novel or groundbreaking or exciting in relation to
lessons which weren’t there?

Oh, yes, I mean the periodic classification of elements was a very typical example
where at school these things which were similar were just lumped together, and then
you discovered sort of picking down the latest book, well, this was perfectly obvious
it’s because one had a valance, it had one elec – you know, one set had one valance
electron, the next one had two and so on and so forth, and there were some which
didn’t really have valance electrons at all [laughs] and the rare earths and all, you
know – you were suddenly offered a glimpse of this huge sort of new infrastructure
behind it all but, you know, chemistry masters weren’t encouraged really to try and
teach you anything about it, and no examination question would ever dare to sort of
mention a term like valance electron in the examination question. So it was quite
obvious there were huge horizons beyond what we were being allowed to educated to
which were going to be exciting, which one you found most exciting was another
question all together. But – and that was where Ellington to some extent in his – and,
you know, I picked up Fundamental Theory at a stage which no child should be
allowed to I suppose, but again, you know, there were these visions of huge
masterplans which we could explain an awful lot about and – as today. And there’s
always a little corner of unknown territory which luckily changes the whole direction
[laughs] and off we go again.

So this significant book that you’ve mentioned is Fundamentals of –?

It’s called Fundamental Theory which is essentially a book of relativistic quantum
mechanics, though Ellington wouldn’t have called it that but – and then he was a
Quaker and then … he very clearly had this vision that if you got the right ideas you
didn’t really need almost to do experiments ‘cause you could work out how the world
should behave and could only behave in that way, etc, etc. And so it’s a very strange
book in many ways but on the other hand there’s an awful – it’s a very stimulating
book if you’re just able to grasp what he’s sort of saying and realise that it’s amazing
how much you can deduce without ever having - well, without even touching the
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world [laughs]. You know, there are some things which must be as it were, it’s a bit
like religion in some ways and …

At what age did you first read that?

Oh, sixteen or seventeen I suppose.

So that would have been while you were at King Edward School?

Yeah, that was before I went up to university certainly.

So is this the sort of book that you spoke about earlier as being beyond what was
being taught, well beyond what was being taught, if you managed to extract it?

Oh, well yes. You know, if you said to a master at school, I’ve been reading this, he
would say, don’t waste your time [laughs]. Of course it did – I mean ideas do grab
you, I mean there’s no doubt abstract ideas can actually drive you a long way and it’s
but … yeah, there we are.

[47:28]

Do you remember geography teaching at the school?

Oh, yes, I suppose so. Hmmm … it was mainly a list of things in those days and
carrying maps in your head and being able to do sketch maps and such like things,
yes. Hmmm, yeah, I should explain that perhaps I don’t know as much as I should
about some of these things because in the strange way which schools – how they
decided I could take school cert a year early, so I missed a whole year of school as it
were, which I’ve never really caught up with. I don’t know why they want to put
people through as quickly as all that, I mean it’s a bit –
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At what age should you have done it and at what age did you do it?

Well, I missed the year before school cert, I went straight from two years before
school cert, into school certificate, into doing school certificate the next year and so
there were bits of Latin I never – that was a pity ‘cause I liked Latin and I could even
just write Latin poetry at one stage [laughs].

How did you see yourself in relation to other children? You’ve mentioned that you
were naughty [JF laughs], so that was – did you sense that about yourself at the time,
was that part of your identity at the time that you were, or you’re looking –?

No, I don’t think so, hmmm …

No.

[Sighs] I guess I got on well with most of them. It’s the usual problem with – I
suspect, with always being in the top two or three. In those days one had weekly class
lists and various things, you knew where you were in the class and essentially I was
always in the top three, but at least I played rugby and hockey and other things, so noone really – so one mixed in well then and one did schoolwork well. So I guess on
the whole you were fortunate to be liked by both masters and [laughs] – and your
friends as it were.

Do you remember significant friendships or even relationships at that age?

No, I don’t think so. Essentially, as far as I was concerned, it was a day school.
There was a small class of boarders who clearly behaved in a different way, I mean
they were one of the school houses and they were, you know, into house sports and all
this sort of thing and it was perfectly obvious they were much more of a homogeneous
group than the day boy houses, as it were. Hmmm … no, I don’t think I had any very
special friends and I don’t think I had any very special enemies, thank goodness
[laughs].
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And could you tell me about your involvement in sport then which you’ve mentioned a
few times?

Well, you know, it was – I was lucky in the sense that there were at least two or three
masters who went out of their way to make, whatever you like to call it, academic
children actually take part in the sports and sort of insist we get our fingers broken in
rugby matches [laughs], and so we had an idea of what life’s really like. No, I was
never particularly good at sport but I played for several school teams I suppose. I had
one particularly bad duty in fact, it was – I was near enough to the first fifteen so
usually, if I wasn’t playing, to be a reserve and it was quite difficult to find people to
play in those days because of travel and things, so we played an awful lot of local
men’s side and in particular army – army air force sides. And if they arrived a man
short I’d quite often find myself playing against school [laughs].

[End of Track 1]
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[Track 2]

Now before we move on to university and sticking with the time where you’re moving
between your family home and going to school during the day, we’ve got to the point
now where you’re going to King Edward’s School. Could you tell me about time
spent, how you spent your time at weekends to begin with?

Well, the – in a sense the weekend didn’t exist because we went to school on Saturday
morning and most Saturday afternoons if you played sports you had a match of some
form, be it rugby, hockey or cricket. So in a sense there was only Sunday which was
– Saturday evening was scouts I suppose but you got there having played a hard rugby
match [laughs] and so on and so forth. So it was – yes, it was a rather strange life
looking back on it, you just accepted it as it came along. I suppose the idea of people
going to school on Saturday mornings, what was it, nine o’clock till quarter to one,
yes, nine o’clock till quarter to one. And I say nine o’clock but it wasn’t really nine
o’clock because by the time you became a prefect and you got into reading the lesson
in chapel before school started you had to be there, oh, at eight o’clock because there
were two services in the morning, one for the junior school and one for the senior
school, so you had quite a lot of practise in reading the lesson and so on. And I’ve
never forgotten, what was it, St Paul’s day on one occasion where I went and read the
early lesson to the junior school and got up to read the lesson later, a quarter of an
hour later for the senior school, to be suddenly – my attention to be drawn by the
master who did these things and he’s waving at me and so I sort of stood still and he
came rushing out. He’d forgotten it was St Paul’s day and so the lesson I’d carefully
prepared was suddenly taken out of my hands and he turned over the pages and
whispered in my ear, ‘Go on until you see me signal to stop,’ [both laugh]. Oh, dear
yes.

In terms of the perhaps spare time you managed to grab then in holidays, what sort of
thing did you do in terms of sort of outdoor pursuits?

Well, I guess during the war we spent an awful lot of it doing – doing work. As I say,
we did forestry camps which went on for a month. By the time you’d visited a few
relatives, aunts and uncles, it was not that easy because there weren’t very many buses
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and so on and so forth. There really wasn’t much spare time, no, it was a very full life
in many ways, one didn’t have much time for retrospection shall we say [laughs].

[03:53]

Did you visit institutions like the museums and, er, organisations concerned with
nature study, perhaps Norwich Museum?

Well, Norwich is full of museums, it is a wonderful place. There’s the big Castle
Museum with – even in those days there were pretty good nature sections and they’ve
made it immensely better since of course, with things you can interact with and so on
and so forth. They had a wonderful art collection, I suppose a lot of the more valuable
ones got taken away during the war and sealed off, sealed away somewhere. Then the
Brideswell Museum, Stranger’s Hall, you know, museums of every sort, you could
spend – and one did I suppose, spend an awful lot of time wondering around them.
And there were even places where you could go and see typical Norfolk things being
done, you know, thatching and various other things, but thatching in particular was
sort of more or less a family interest ‘cause a great uncle had done most of the
Sandringham estates and so on and so forth. No, one was never – I mean Norfolk –
Norwich, Norfolk, it’s a wonderful place and you’re never short of things to do.

And you mentioned, before we were recording, going to see Ted Ellis in the natural
history part of the –

Yes, indeed he was always there and he was very easy to approach and talk to. Yeah,
[laughs] one of the great men of nature.

I wondered, as well as the popular science books you were taking from the library,
was there at this time any radio programming in terms of science or natural history
that you listened to?

Hmmm, I don’t really remember any. My memory of radio during the war is almost
entirely of news or the few comedy programmes, like ITMA and things which were
there and which were meant to cheer one up, which I suppose they did [laughs]. I
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don’t remember any serious content until the Third Programme came along. What
one does remember of course is the – how quickly, whatever it was called, what was it
called, was it called the Third Programme first? I suppose it was, yes, it was called
the Third Programme, hmmm, it even had a comedy programme with Peter Ustinov
and Peter Jones, I don’t know if you remember it?

No.

It was a thing called In all Directions and it just started off with them in a car and it
went on for half an hour as they were trying to find a certain address in north London
somewhere [laughs]. And I remember thinking, gosh, this is a new form of comedy
programme, ‘cause it just seems so inane but somehow it was – once you started
listening you somehow couldn’t [laughs] escape, yes.

And the newspapers that you took at home, do you remember what your family read?

Hmmm, oh, I think it was a question of what you could get hold of in those days. I
remember the Express being about. What was the other one? The News Chronicle
appeared from time to time.

Right.

I don’t think I ever saw a Times or a Telegraph till I was much, much older. I’m not
sure I want to see them again [laughs].

[06:45]

Could I ask you now please about the transition between school and university, and I
wonder whether we could start with how you made decisions about what you wanted
to study and where you wanted to study?

… Oh, I’m not sure one did make decisions [laughs]. In a sense they sort of grew up
on you, your parents naturally talked to masters and I guess the masters must have
said he seems much more at home with doing science, you know, he’s not bad at
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French and various other things but on the whole he really seems to get most of his
enjoyment out of the sciences. And I guess, you know, there wasn’t any real question
in those days. I think it was – well, one of the masters – well, I think they would have
liked me to do pure mathematics but I think it dawned on them fairly late in the
proceeding I wasn’t really a mathematician as such [laughs]. I could cope but I
wasn’t – didn’t have much innovative skill I suspect. He was a nice man, he climbed
with Smythe before the war, I later discovered after I’d done a little bit of climbing
myself and, yes. Ah. No, I guess it was just taken for granted. Well, we had a closed
scholarship from school to Corpus and it was just naturally taken for granted if you
were good enough you went – came up and took the open scholarship. Hmmm … and
then of course in those days it all became rather difficult because it depended entirely
on what the college thought as to what should happen next, and there were colleges
which asked you to do your national service first and there were colleges who
preferred you to come up to Cambridge first and then sort of do your national service
afterwards. And Corpus had been in that category and then suddenly switched in my
particular year, so I went from school into national service, and we in fact were the
last group to do eighteen months’ national service instead of two years. The
government suddenly realising that if it extended my particular group to two years
they’d be rather short of people going to university [laughs]. So everyone with a
university place was actually allowed to leave the army after eighteen months rather
than having it prolonged to two years and –

[09:28]

Could you tell me then what your national service, the eighteen months of national
service, involved?

Well, that was a new university course because I went into a thing called the Royal
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. You do six weeks preliminary training, as
every soldier does, to learn how to fire a rifle and silly things. They then gave us a
nine month course which was essentially a three year electrical engineering control
technology university degree. Er, then because of the – all the mucking about with
the national service they’d done they suddenly discovered to their horror that they
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needed some new instructors, so the rest of the national service was spent instructing
other people.

Gosh.

It must have been a terrible climb down in standards of teaching [laughs].

Could you tell me then about the – what the electrical engineering technology training
involved?

Well, in my particular case – well, I mean first of all it, as I say, it was essentially for
two thirds of that, it was just simply basic electricity and magnetism and a little bit of
engineering. And then it very quickly became a – a very hardworking three months
on the wonderful new thing called radar and … and we were rather lucky because one
of – one of the mobile radars had caught fire when we were there and two of us who
volunteered were allowed to rebuild – take it all to bits and rebuild it [laughs].

Well, this is fascinating. So just for sort of clarification of detail, where were –?

This was Arborfield in – near Reading, that’s the home of the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers.

Okay, and the mobile radar. First of all, I mean it’s difficult to predict who is going
to listen to this recording and many of the people recording won’t have any idea what
a mobile radar system –

Oh, I see [laughs].

What it looks like, what it does.

Well, it’s a cab about as big as this room.

Which is? For the recording how big would you assess that?
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Oh, I don’t know it must be – I’d say half the size of this, half the size, about this high
with a parabola dish mounted on the top of it, all on four wheels, crammed with what
looked like – vaguely like filing cabinets but they were all full of equipment. You’d
pull the drawer and there were valves staring you in the face everywhere. Masses of
cables round the wall, not necessarily hidden [laughs] as here. Really quite a beast in
fact.

So about four metres square, the actual unit, yeah?

Yes, yes, something of that sort, yeah.

And on the top of it a –?

A parabola dish.

Right.

This was an anti-aircraft – this was meant to control anti-aircraft guns, so this was
looking at the sky. It could have been just brought down for tanks but it really
wouldn’t have been suitable for people who were firing ground ammunition about the
place, so essentially it was a thing looking upwards. And, er, you know, you learnt to
set it up from scratch in essence, and it worked after a time I’m happy to say.

Could you –? It set fire and then presumably it didn’t work and you said that you and
one other person volunteered?

Well, they were asking for volunteers and we said yes. We knew there wasn’t room
inside for more than two people working, everything was – you could strip it all out
and then a lot of people could have worked on it but it was much easier to deal with
the unit at the time, make sure the wiring was right and so on.

So you – could you tell in as much detail as you can remember what was involved in
putting this thing back together?
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Oh, it was finding the damaged wires and replacing and making sure everything,
relays and all that sort of thing, were mechanically sound or replacing if they got
burnt themselves and so on and so forth. It was just a question of judging what was
keepable and what had to be replaced to make a working thing again.

And the dish is pointing upwards because this is –?

Oh, yes, but I mean it followed – it’s an automatic tracker and the dish swivels round
automatically. Once it’s locked onto an aircraft it will and so on and so forth.

And does the machine have an output in any way in terms of –? I mean it’s tracking
an aircraft, does it –?

Well, it’s linked to the nearest gun so it’s telling the gun which direction to point in,
and the gun then start – the gun has a server mechanism [ph] on it which receives the
signal from the antenna and then locks itself to follow that, and then all the operators
have to do is press the button and fire a round when they feel it’s a reasonably easy
course to follow [laughs].

Was this your first introduction to radar, this national service?

Well, this was after we’d done the theoretical course, we knew what each bit was
supposed to do, this was the first time we’d actually got our hands on the – how it was
implemented so to speak, so it was quite fun finding out what was drawn as a black
box which supposedly did this, and here it was in principle. And so you knew
vaguely how to test each bit of the – each different unit separately and then put them
together and hope, in the usual way [laughs].

[14:50]

Could you then describe the theoretical teaching that came first?

Oh, well, that was just advanced electrical mechanical engineering. I mean it started
at fairly low level, which is essentially AC and DC theory, and then very quickly got
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to almost cutting edge control theory. I mean, yes, it was quite literally – I mean all
the relevant books came from the States I seem to recall and there weren’t very few
English ones available at the time.

And for the benefit of people whose experience is well beyond this, could you explain
what cutting edge control theory entailed?

Erm, well, it sounds easy enough to have something which senses an object out there
by means of that you discover where it’s going and so on and so forth. But now it’s a
question of when it moves, what’s the best way to keep tracking it? Well, if it moves
too fast or too jerkily it can’t – it’s not always very easy to follow that, so you’re
playing silly mathematical tricks, which is filtering the information. Every short little
movement you don’t want to know about, all you want is the smooth path it’s
following so that the gun can keep firing after it [laughs]. So it’s the old business of
deciding what the most important – and, you know, you get a hell of a lot of data in.
In practice ninety per cent of it’s redundant and ten per cent is misleading, and the odd
one per cent left which you really want to know about. How do you build machines
which will actually do all this for you? You can’t have it handed all to someone who
then does an analysis on a piece of paper and hands it back, it’s all over by then
[laughs]. So it’s real time decisions as to what to do next, as it were.

So the actual mathematical calculations to do with filtering out the sort of noise of
data and –

Well, that’s how you get to what you want to do so you have to work at it from both
sides. You have to a) get the data in numerical form and try your tricks on it and see
if that’s going to do what you want, then you have to invent a circuit to do it for you,
and if possible do it faster for you than you can do it [laughs].

And the raw data then that the machine produces, before we input the mathematics
and the circuits to filter out the noise, the numbers that come back, could you describe
–?
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Well, they’re just – essentially I mean they’re whatever is needed to tell you where
the thing is. I mean ideally in a mathematical view you’d like perpendicular
distances, you know, three x, y, z to three distances, but in practise it’s much easier to
think in terms of angle pointing at it. So you’ve got two angles from the reference
frame of the floor and from some arbitrary reference frame in the vertical somewhere,
and then the distance to the range of the thing, what we call the range, is the only one
distance quantity which you really want and so you – yeah, you’re exploring, seeing if
in fact there are any reasons why you shouldn’t use these three coordinates instead of
– and then if you’ve got the three distance coordinates, the three vertical coordinates
of the distance, and it’s now quite obvious how you – the rates of change of these
three things affect on the rate of change of all the others, so it’s quite a … yeah, a
technical game and –

Were you involved –? You were being taught this for the first time and then you
ended up teaching it to the new wave of students.

And to regular officers actually [laughs].

And did you make any changes to the circuitry of the systems?

Oh, no, we weren’t –

No?

No, one wouldn’t be allowed to do any –

Okay, so it was –

No, that’s all set in steel. I mean you can point out to people you think it will work
better in this way to higher and better people and you wouldn’t necessarily be
involved.

So you were learning how this sort of thing was working for the first time.
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Yes.

[19:15]

Apart from then these mobile radar systems, were there any other pieces of
technology that you were encountering for the first time?

Oh, yes, that’s where we first found high fidelity amplifiers, musical amplifiers. The
head of this particular school [laughs] had – yes, I suppose he had built the first, or
some of the first, can’t say the first, but some of the first really good audio amplifiers
and he – he was a very nice man, he would let you have the circuit and would even let
you, dare we say it, build it in the labs. You had to pay a small price for this, yes, you
had to go on four successive evenings and hear Wagner’s Ring [laughs] played on his
equipment.

So that is to say – perhaps we should start then, what was the name of the head of
school?

Oh, God, I’m scared to say.

Even in –

There was – there was a gathering about four years ago to commemorate him but
unfortunately I couldn’t go and I’ve now forgotten again, oh dear. I’m ashamed to
say it won’t come, I think I was – before we finish all this I’ll tell you, but anyhow.

So he had as part – and how was this linked to the military training, the [inaud]?

Well, he was the major in charge, the technical expert for running this particular
training school, you see, all the electronics and the radar and all the rest of it.

So is –
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It just so happened he was very interested in music and then also interested in the first
attempts to – for what you might call Hi-Fi. I mean they were the – Hi-Fi hadn’t been
heard of then but they were some of the very best and some of the simplest diagrams
that you ever saw too. They were – they were masters of thinking and going on what
was available. And, you know, this was long before the days of transistors, this was
all valves and really complicated nasty things which, you know, you get hum in them
which you don’t want and how to reduce hum and all these things, it’s all good fun.
Hmmm, [inaud] enough, it’s no good I shall need to go – [laughs].

So he built this for his – because he was interested in music, not because it had a
military application?

Oh, no, no military application whatsoever, no, it was just – just he wanted a better
gramophone, essentially, than you could buy in those days.

And in order to for you – and you then wanted to experiment with these sorts of things
yourself?

Well, he very kindly, as I say, offered the diagrams, which presumably he could and
probably did sell later on. I mean the first commercial one was a thing called the
Leak Point One which was – had less harmonic distortion than point one per cent.
And I guess his thing would have met this test, whether he actually sold it to Leak
I’ve never discovered.

And did you end up making –?

Yes, I probably still have it in the loft but I can’t get the valves any more [laughs].

So you followed his design in order to make a –?

Oh, yes indeed, yes. We later modified this and that but, er, it was all good fun.

And explain the condition regarding having to listen to the Ring?
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Oh, he – well, he just thought you really ought to hear this thing in operation and so
the invitation – well, it was essential – well, he wanted an excuse to play [laughs].
Whether his wife didn’t like Wagner or not, I never discovered [laughs]. He wanted
an excuse to play the Ring I think.

[22:45]

And do we have any other pieces of technology that you were using for the first time
on this National Service, the radar?

No, I – I can tell you another piece of technology though. We – the regimental
sergeant major of this establishment was Brittain, regimental sergeant major Brittain,
a very famous gentleman [laughs], and part of the price you had to pay for being an
instructor later on in the school is you also had to learn how to take parades and such
like things, and I’ve never forgotten that regimental sergeant major Brittain was very
upset with me. I took too long – my strides were far too long [laughs] and so he took
me out in front of everyone with his parade stick and said, ‘Now please take 100
paces down there’ and he came along twiddling. And he’d gone and he said, ‘Do you
realise your pace is three foot nine inches long? In the British army and in REME it is
two foot nine inches. Would you mind conforming to it?’ [laughs] Oh dear, happy
days.

Thank you. So after national service it was Corpus Christi, Cambridge –

It was, yes, yes.

Which degree did you read for? What did you choose?

That was a moot point. Hmmm, I – I thought I was going to take natural science
tripos but my tutor at the time said to me, ‘Oh, if you want to be a physicist there’s no
escape these days, you really ought to read part two of the maths tripos.’ What he had
forgotten is that being eighteen months away [laughs] all together you lose some of
the tricks you could do once and, no, it wasn’t a good thing to do.
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So you wanted to do physics, can you explain but why – why at that age you decided
that that is the science that you were interested in most?

Hmmm … [sighs], no, I mean largely … the world was very, very different then and I
have no doubt if I was doing it again with hindsight one might well have gone into
sort of multidisciplinary things, erm, but there weren’t such things in those days. The
idea that biology and biochemistry could actually become real hard science, as it
were, well, it was almost unthinkable, so really you had a straight choice between
what you’d call hard science and what you’d call in a funny way, and rudely, soft
science.

And the soft sciences were?

Well, the biological ones essentially because there it seemed you weren’t really
actually getting down to the stage of measuring what you really wanted to know, you
measured what you knew how to measure, as it were. And that’s how physics started,
you know, you measured what you could measure and then later of course it got much
harder and so you had to decide what you wanted to measure and then see if you
could measure it [laughs]. But in the soft, what you like to call the soft stage of a
science, you simply measure everything you can in ways which you can without
necessarily trying to get the ultimate out of it. And so … I guess, yes, one – you
know, one had that silly attitude in mind which meant that physics was a hard science.

So let’s ask it from the other direction, which at this stage did you regard as the hard
sciences?

[Sighs] … hmmm, I’m not sure that I had those concepts firmly then, one just sort of
more or less did what was suggested to one, and when it was said to you that there’s
no point in doing – reading a course called physics if you want to become a physicist,
you really want to read mathematics ‘cause that’s where it’s going, you did. And then
discover to your horror that you weren’t – after eighteen months in the army you
weren’t really in a fit state to do in two years what would normally take, you know –
normally you’d be allowed three years for. There’s a thing called part one maths
which everybody who wants to read part two maths should go through unless they’ve
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actually been a very good mathematician at school, which I wasn’t in a strict sense. I
was probably one of the better mathematicians at school but that was nothing – not in
the same class [laughs] as meaning that you were a real mathematician by any means.
And I – looking back I think that what happened then was a mistake, what I would
have done in life if I’d have done what I ought to have done and read part two – part
one in natural sciences, I have no idea. But at any rate I didn’t make much of a
success of reading part two mathematics [laughs] and then I did part two natural
sciences, physics for a year and …

[28:49]

Could you expand on something which you said that I’m not completely clear on, and
therefore I suspect some people listening may not either; and that is the distinction
you made between soft sciences where you measure what can be measured, in other
words things that are already known and that you’ve got systems to measure, and you
measure them, compared to hard sciences which involves a different kind of
speculative measurement, or – I mean I wonder whether you could expand a bit more
on that distinction?

It’s a question of, is it not, of maturity of subject? That the … when a subject is born
you start doing it then quite naturally you can only use experimental techniques in it
which are available, and it’s by no means clear. I mean ideally you would think, well,
perhaps what you ought to do is sit down and think what do I want to measure and
now let’s invent a way of making that measurement. But you always start off, nearly
always in any rate in history, by simply measuring what you can and then realising
that this is pushing you to a new direction, you ought to be measuring something else.
It would then a look a bit – you know, everything will start to fall into place if only
you could do that.

Yes, I see.

So it’s a question of maturity of the subject and, you know, at the time I came up to
university science was about to change, you know, in the way in which everything
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else has changed; techniques suddenly evolve at lightning speed and you can do
wonderful things which when you started you had no idea of, no conception of.

And so you arrived then at Cambridge in which year, and which – ?

Oh, that was 1951.

In 1951. So in 1951 which particular departments of the university, scientific
departments of the university, were you reading as you were maths part two?

Oh, you read part two maths – maths was a separate institute as it were, a subsection,
so you’d simply go to the lectures there and –

Okay. And it would have been mainly lectures and note taking?

Yes, precisely that, yeah, yes.

Yeah, okay. Do you remember any particular lectures [JF laughs] or lecturers or
programmes of study that would be historically interesting because this is maths at
Cambridge in the early ‘50s?

No, that would be naughty, yes [laughs]. You’ll need to scrub some of this, yes.
Hmmm … one of my lecturers in maths was Hermann Bondi, the famous triumvirate
of Bondi, Hoyle and Gold, and you could actually go and see them if you were so
inclined, playing the slinky on the stairs at Trinity College. The slinky is a spring
which goes down the stairs. You could see them doing that, and playing with tippytop as well which they were – they were also the first to write a mathematical
explanation of.

Did you go and see them doing it?

Yes [laughs]. They were – I mean you didn’t necessarily speak to them but – and
Bondi was quite an entertaining lecturer, he used to lecture on electromagnetism if I
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remember rightly, yes. One of his attempts to make a laugh was to say, ‘I can’t
understand the electricity company. They will keep sending me bills. I send them
back as many electrons as they send to me, what are they asking for?’ [laughs] Now
that’s typical Bondi, he later – I should say he became head of NERC, head of the
Natural Environment Research Council and, erm, I’ve never forgiven him because he
came to inspect the British Antarctic Survey two years before the ozone hole and,
erm, we explained what we were doing to him and, er … unfortunately he then
produced what can – one can only say is a fairly typical high table remark. He looked
at us very sadly and he said, oh, he said, ‘You’re making these measurements for
posterity are you? Tell me, what has posterity done for you?’ And I could have
kicked him [laughs], ‘cause they had all the, you know, young men who were sort of
working on it and we all thought we were doing quite a good job of a rather tedious
and time consuming exercise, and when a great man like that – suddenly says that to
you it’s not good.

No.

You can cut that out I suspect [laughs].

Do you remember, this is just a very nice story, I wonder if you remember in detail
going and seeing those mathematicians playing with the slinky? What were they
doing in terms of talking about it and measuring? And then another – you said they
also did something with a –?

With a tippy-top?

I don’t – could you explain what that –?

This is a top which inverts itself if you –

A spinning top?

If you spin it fast enough it spins with the weight up in the highest position then as its
spin decreases it will tip over and suddenly become stable with the mass lower down.
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And it’s quite an interesting mathematical exercise to get all that right. No, they
weren’t sort of talk... I mean it was just known that if you peered around the corner
you could see them, I don’t think many young men took the – had the sort of, oh, what
shall we say, urge to go and confront them and say what are you idiots doing?
[laughs]

So you just watched – you went and watched?

No, I just wondered if the story was true, so out of curiosity went to see if indeed they
were there and, yes, indeed they were.

Does that mean then that they were doing this – presumably they were repeatedly
doing it?

Oh, I think they wrote papers on it in the end, I mean to explain it, ‘cause most people
have sort of thought that the tippy-top was more or less impossible and it wasn’t quite
obvious how slinky worked either, this wonderful spring which goes down the stairs
and so on and so forth.

So they were sort of mathematically modelling why it reproduces itself by going
down?

Yeah, someone had shown it to them and I guess the normal sort of thoughts had gone
through their mind like the rest of us, this is impossible but – [laughs]

‘Cause both involve a sort of weight, a sudden weight redistribution don’t they – ?

That’s right, yeah.

[35:00]

Okay. So you remember his lectures, Bondi’s lectures, any other mathematic’s
lecturers from that period when you were studying the part two?
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Oh, they were such a mixed collection. I mean we had one gentleman who lectured
on quantum mechanics and, you know, it wouldn’t be allowed today. Quite literally
you were sitting in your seats and the door would open and he would walk in. He
probably just glanced to see there were a few people there and he immediately turned
to the blackboard and started writing, and after fifty minutes he would close his book
of notes and walk out again. And quite a lot of the time you couldn’t read his writing,
it was really, you know – it was so really unbelievable almost and I’m sure we did
complain [laughs] but – and, you know, there were some very good people, there were
some showmen in the usual way. We had Fred Hoyle and Fred at least was honest,
and he came in on one occasion, what was he doing? No, it must have been
something to do with statistical mechanics and entropy and such like things, and he
started writing and talking a bit at the same time. All of a sudden there was a sort of
slight tapping on the desk from several of us and he paused and looked round at us
somewhat dubiously and three of us sort of looked at him and said, ‘The line above,
there seems to be a mistake in there.’ [laughs] And he looked at it and he sort of
nodded his head vaguely and, yes, he said, ‘I see what you mean. I’ll tell you what,
why don’t you go away and come back? Next time I’ll get it right,’ [laughs]. At least
he didn’t sort of make a fuss and try and put it right on the spot [laughs]. Oh, dear.
No-one would believe us if told them these [laughs].

And so presumably in the mathematics, when you said it was purely lectures the sorts
of – the slinky going down the stairs is something they were doing outside?

Yes.

Was there any experimentation at all in part two maths? Any sort of moving about
and –?

Anything which couldn’t stand on the lecture desk, certainly nothing would have – no,
I don’t think anything ever appeared which moved or did anything, it was all … well,
it was either talk and quite a lot of chalk, I mean amazingly chalk in those days and,
you know, none of this post-script files and you sit there with your button and slides,
and nice beautiful slides appear, the most wonky writing you’ve ever seen [laughs].
What did they say? It was the most efficient way of getting something from the
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lecturer’s notebook into the student’s notebook or something, with the minimum of
effort [laughs].

Thank you. So at this early stage when you were reading maths, this first two years,
could you describe your living arrangements at the time, your college room, could
you? Were you in college?

Yes there were – oh, being a scholar I was privileged, I had a separate bedroom and a
study as it were, and very comfortable. Gas fires, yes, gas fires luckily, not coal.
Hmmm [sighs], what else to say? I’m not too sure.

Did you –? I wonder whether the walls of your particular room, you had anything on
the walls that were personal to you or pictures or –?

No, I had my version of the Hi-Fi amplifier [laughs].

On which you used to play – you used to play music working – ?

I used to play a thing, yes, I can’t remember what it was now. Perhaps it was Wagner,
I’m not a fan of Wagner. No, I don’t think it could have been Wagner. No, it’s just
that I can remember meeting the dean of college in the – who had rooms just across a
small distance away, and meeting him in the court the next morning he smiled at me
and said, ‘That was a very fine concert you gave last night,’ [laughs] which I took to
mean he thought perhaps I’d been playing and had turned the radio up a little high
[laughs]. But that was his gentle way of saying – you were meant to draw the obvious
conclusion, so I took care to keep the window shut [laughs] in the bedroom.

Could you at this stage tell me about significant friendships and relationships if you,
you know, had the opportunity for meeting girls at this stage? But starting with any
significant friendships in your sort of first few years there.

Well, yes, you see we were very lucky. I’ve told you about the radar school at
Arborfield, there were something like twenty of us who became instructors in various
guises who all were coming up to Oxford or Cambridge at something like sixteen,
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came up to Cambridge, so they were all a group of friends there. We’d all played –
one of the secrets of Arborfield was you needn’t do military parades provided you
trained for basketball, so you got up at six o’clock to train for an hour for basketball
and then you were allowed to have breakfast while all the others were on parade
[laughs].

I see.

So you learnt – you know, learnt the real secrets of life –

Yes.

How to find things you wanted to do and do it at the expense of things you didn’t
want to do. And, yes, we remained good friends. In fact we – we nearly all played
basketball and, well, yes certainly six or seven of us played basketball for Cambridge.
And, yes, what with sport and these other things you couldn’t – I’m trying to think
what the proportion of girls, there must have been three girls reading maths out of …
200 or something [laughs], so competition was rather fierce. And that was what
Cambridge University has, like all big universities, a huge collection of clubs, two or
300 clubs, and if you wanted to meet girls I guess you went out to those ‘cause there
weren’t any mixed colleges in those days. That was one of the notable things when
they did start mixing the colleges was that suddenly you didn’t need to go out to meet
girls any more and so clubs went through a very poor time after that for the first four
or five years, yes. So that was quite curious to see that.

Apart from, then, basketball what clubs did you join?

Oh, I can’t remember now. I was a heretic which meant you saw Wittgenstein on the
occasions he bothered to come [laughs], which he did of course, though he – yes, he
died that year. He came the first term, two terms we saw him, and then – then he
disappeared and we discovered later he died. I now – some people have fairies at the
bottom of their garden, I have Wittgenstein, he’s just over my garden wall and so we
keep an eye on him.
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Could you tell me about seeing him lecture or to speak?

No, I didn’t really sort of lecturing, he’d given up lecturing by that time. He came to
the heretics club, a thing called the heretics club, and he just – I think he felt it his
duty to come and … let’s be rude, make ‘wise’ [requests commas] remarks after the
talk. He didn’t always make wise remarks ‘cause he was somewhat intemperate on
occasion. If something upset him he actually spoke quite vehemently about it, he was
a very strange character I think.

So at the heretics club; people would give a talk?

A talk yes, and then there’d be the usual – you know, university business people
would have a discussion afterwards and –

So he was a member of the audience on a couple of cases?

Yes, he was a member of the audience, yes.

I see. And did you give a paper at the heretic –?

No.

No?

No, no.

Do you remember then anything in particular that annoyed him and he commented on
in those sort of occasions?

No, I missed the great one, the one which is well known where he is supposed to grab
– Popper when he grabbed the poker and all the rest of it. I wasn’t actually at that one
I regret to say [laughs]. Hmmm … I don’t know, it’s perfectly clear that he had some
strange effect on people which I don’t think he really wanted, I don’t know quite what
it was but, hmmm, he greatly mistrusted I think being looked up to as someone who
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knew what was right all the time and things like that ‘cause he – I guess he just felt
very insecure somehow and that wasn’t really what life was all about, but I guess he
had to find some way of coping with it. And the easiest way is to just get rather
intemperate and call the discussion to a halt isn’t it?

And so you were in the same room as him?

Oh, yes.

So what –?

He just looked very – he never took any trouble about his dress, he was always very
casually dressed, he – and I don’t know, he was just one of these legends of
Cambridge and when you read about him it’s perfectly clear why and how and all the
rest of it.

Did you speak to him in person?

No, I never exchanged a word with him, one felt it wasn’t – after all I wasn’t a
philosopher so to speak [laughs].

[44:48]

And other clubs?

Oh, I was just trying to think, there were hundreds of them weren’t there? [Sigh] Er ,
goodness me. No, I guess there were just so many that one didn’t go to many
regularly, as it were, you just picked and chose. It would be a strange week if you
didn’t go to at least two meetings but it would equally be a fairly strange term if you
went only to one or two clubs following their full programme, you know, it was much
easier to sort of switch between them.
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Any scientific clubs?

Oh, there were lots of scientific lectures and things and one – one normally went to
the ones with the famous people, so to speak, yes.

Were there any that were sort of remarkable or notable or memorable?

Not, no, they don’t live in the memory. I mean I could tell you about some in later
life –

Yeah.

Which ones, you know, you suddenly felt, gosh, here’s a master of his subject, not
only that but a born entertainer [laughs]. How nice, you know, you can mix the two.

Yes, yes.

It makes you sort of think [laughs].

I wonder – you’d come from Norwich to Cambridge. Could you tell me about your
sort of wider experience of Cambridge after your arrival here in terms of things you
got up to?

Oh, I see. Hmmm, in a funny sort of way … you know, there was another scholar in
Cambridge who had also I suppose been in the army and we sat next to each other at
dinner one night, I suppose, and then became fairly good friends, and he discovered I
had a row of mountaineering books and discovered I’d never set foot on a mountain.
So I guess he made me join the, or suggested I join, the Cambridge University
mountaineering club and we used to go on meets, in the vacations. I guess that
changed my life in many ways, yes.
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Can you say more about how it changed your life?

Er … oh, well, it meant one skiied and didn’t mind snow and ice and things like that.
And so when later I had to sort of make a choice it meant essentially you kept – you
read all these things, you read about Mallory and you read about Scott and so on and
so forth but you never seem to do anything [laughs]. So later when I sort of had to
decide whether I wanted to apply to go to the Antarctic I guess I sort of looked back
and you thought, well, you were always saying you wanted to, if you leave it any
more longer you won’t – you’ll never do it, so if you want to do it, do it now. And in
the end I did, yes.

Did you go on any expeditions or climbs at university as part of this club?

Yes, with the head meets – every vacation we had – we went to Langdale quite often
and we had one in Scotland. And … where else did we go? Well, then Peter and I
went off to start climbing in the Alps by ourselves, which was – turned out to be a
curious exercise.

Was this after university, climbing?

No, this was during the vacations.

Could you tell us about it?

Oh, we just wandered around the Alps climbing everything in sight [laughs]. Nothing
difficult ‘cause we weren’t technical people.

You and Peter?

Martin.

Who was your – the friend that you’d –
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Yeah, he was this friend in college, yes, and later his brother came along on one
occasion. Then I met various other people. Yes, they were friends, I mean one young
man has since died of a heart attack while climbing with his elder brother and I got to
know him much better afterwards. Occasionally we still wander off and get our
muscles tired [laughs] but we’re long past technical stuff.

[49:06]

Thank you. Okay, could we then talk about the switch from reading maths part two to
in your final year you –?

Oh, you read part two natural science which essentially is theoretical physics.

Could you then talk about lecturers then in the theoretical physics department or the
physics department I assume?

Oh [sighs] … there were some quite good ones in a funny sort of way. Hmmm …
yes, I think by that stage I almost sort of realised I wasn’t really cut out to be an
academic or whatever and, er … one more or less went to the lectures for
entertainment I suppose [laughs] without any serious thought that they might later
become interesting. One of the ones one remembers mainly for his sort of beautiful
way of putting things was Peppard, Dr Peppard, and he’s – later when I came back
and worked for the British Antarctic Survey we used to go to lunch in the Cavendish
before the survey building became big enough to have its own canteen and at that
stage Peppard was playing with a Foucault Pendulum. Do you know about the
Foucault Pendulum?

Hmm.

He – his main concern was that although the Foucault Pendulum … in Paris I suppose
has been swinging for 100 years [laughs], and various ones have been built around the
world, no-one had yet succeeded in building one which actually did what it was
purported to do. The story is that if you swing it, it stays in the same planes, so you
can measure the rate of rotation of the earth simply by seeing how long it takes to go
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round. Well, the best experiment by that stage was about a quarter of an hour out
[laughs], and he thought it’d be a jolly nice experiment to do it properly and see if he
can actually get a reasonably accurate result. And, erm, I can remember talking to
him about this and he was busily asking me about the geology and things like that and
I sort of said, no, I don’t think there’s any hidden gravity anomalies which can be
upsetting you because underneath here there’s chalk and that should be pretty uniform
all the way round so I think you can forget all that. And it really turned out to be a
huge problem. I mean first of all it’s no good writing to the firm and saying ‘I want a
piece of wire such and such a length to hang my pendulum on’ ‘cause they will coil it
up and send it to you in the post, and of course by the time you’ve unwrapped it it’s
now got so much torsion in all over the place so you have to buy one which comes –
is drawn in a straight line and is strapped to a telegraph pole [laughs], hand delivered
to you and so on and so forth. And, okay, that’s fun. Well, yeah, see how we go from
there. Now, well how do you actually release the pull? You pull at that side but very
difficult to actually start it going when it’s not bobbling about all over the place, so
the only sensible way, well, you draw it aside with a piece of cotton, so you tie it to a
little post and you let it settle down and then you burn the cotton [laughs] and you
stand some slight chance of getting it going in a straight line, and so it goes on. Every
conceivable thing you sort of want to try and get eliminated, it’s very, very difficult
and I still think the nearest anyone’s got to measuring the rate of rotation of the earth
is about five minutes out, which isn’t really good.

No. What was he lecturing on at the time, Peppard?

Oh, he was into the electronic structure of copper wire and the old problem of how
fast does a current move through a piece of copper wire. You know, there’s still a
huge problem and so on and so forth. No, I didn’t bother to go to his lectures in those
days. I was always glad to talk about Foucault Pendulums [laughs].

And other lecturers in this year that you were reading natural science?

Er … there was another and [inaud] I’ve forgotten his name, what was he? Budden.
He used to work with Jeffries in the early days on earthquake theory, seismology and
so on and so forth, and then he changed his interest to the ionosphere and the
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reflection and transmission of radio waves through the ionosphere and so on and so
forth. He was always great fun because he was – he could make the maths, which was
quite high, high powered maths, he’d usually make that sound intelligible and
reasonable [laughs], which is a gift in some people, another one.

[54:37]

And do you remember the sort of visual element of his lectures? So his lecturing
about the ionosphere and radio waves, so – and you’re in the lecture hall, how is this
science being presented?

No-one really bothered in those days, visual things didn’t really – I mean, you know,
he – with a piece of chalk he could do quite interesting things on the blackboard and
things, but I mean no-one ever had any slides, no-one ever really – very few people
brought in anything for you to look at or whatever. No, the world has changed and
perhaps those who doubt climate change might be shown a little experiment on –

On the blackboard?

No, no, no. No, you can now actually make – you simply take a cylindrical container
with some, er, salt solution in it and you don’t need any rotating parts at all and all
you – you have a flexible bottom in this thing and all you do is you apply an up and
down force like this [demonstrates] at the bottom of the thing and before your very
eyes you start a circulation. You set up circular movement of the fluid within the
thing [laughs] and discover to your – your horror that you can set up whole
circulations inside there just by exciting it in a very simple up and down pattern.
There’s no circulation anywhere, apart from the earth going round itself, and that will
actually set up something very akin to the circulation of the atmosphere and, erm,
people would learn fairly quickly that what controls, as it were, the winds, the
horizontal movements within the layers, is largely controlled by the way in which it’s
overturning, which should be a dreadful lesson to those who think you can’t change
the climate [laughs]. But, er …

I wondered whether at this time studying physics in what would have been 1953 –
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‘53, yes.

That whether there were any pieces of – new pieces of equipment that were being
introduced into physics at this time that you were learning about through studying the
subject.

Well, as I say, you had a choice in part two natural sciences. You could if you liked
opt out of doing practical work at all and you could simply do the option called
theoretical physics, which was essentially about the sort of interesting maths –

Yes.

What these days would no doubt be called chaos theory and such like things which
didn’t have the name then but for all intents and purposes – erm, it was a very bad
time wasn’t it for development of new measuring things because there was this huge
hiatus after the war, everything had been channelled into the vast new field of control
theory, you know, the radars and all the rest of it, and that actual new devices for
making simple measurements in labs and things was yet to come. I mean that
blossomed forth – that was probably not till almost 1960 I suppose before huge
changes were being made.

Yes.

So it was a funny sort of time really. Ideas were king in a sense, I suppose [laughs].
Perhaps that’s not a bad idea.

[58:14]

Yes. And so what were the – in terms of the theoretical and mathematical study of
physical systems what –? You’ve got the chap who was studying the ionosphere, what
were the sort of focuses for this kind of theoretical physics apart from …?
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Er … well, I mean there are really sort of quite interesting things tied up with it which
may sound so pedantic as to be nonsense. For example, hmmm, if you want to
transmit time signals about the world and if you want to do it by radio, then if you
want to do it in the other hemisphere you’ve got to go virtually to the outside of the
ionosphere to be able to – I mean you can still only do it on the straight lines as it
were but if you want to get your – reach as far into the other hemisphere as possible,
you’ve actually got a nasty lot of problems around to know just how long it takes the
radio waves. I mean it doesn’t go up and hit a mirror and come back down again, it
goes slowly on a curved course. And if you want to know the real time it takes to do
that to the nearest – I mean if you want to do it to a microsecond hard luck [laughs],
but you’ve got quite a real job on your hand if you really want to know what the
limitations of this way of using time signals is. And you see I mean clocks are
perhaps a case in point. When I went to the Antarctic, heaven help me, in ’56, the
IGY [International Geophysical Year] we took with us the most up to date pendulum
clock available which had a device on it which sensed if the pendulum was decaying
and when it got down to a sufficiently low limit you dropped a weight on it and hit it
to keep it going again. And this was supposed to be the state of the art and, you
know, you spent your life – well, not quite, you made it as certain as you could and if
you got a big magnetic storm you couldn’t guarantee that, but we listened to WWH
Hawaii in order to get to within a tenth of a second from our clock to the world
standard [laughs]. And that was considered very good going if you actually kept a
clock going till within a tenth of a second for a whole year. Now, you know, you’re –
well, you’re talking gigaseconds and you – mind you, have you caught up yet with
DAB?

Yes, I’ve got one of those.

You’ve got one of those?

Yeah.

You have noticed have you that you’re not getting the time signal but you’re getting a
recording of it?
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Yes.

Yes [laughs]. Now this ought to be illegal to broadcast a thing without telling people
this is not the time signal.

Yes.

You know, I could shoot someone and then I could play the DAB radio. You know, if
I shoot someone and it’s the ordinary radio, analogue radio, you hear the time signal.
Then I could turn on the other one and record the DAB one and say, look there’s no
shot at this time.

Yes, yes.

No, it ought to be strictly illegal. Have you seen the Corpus clock yet changed [ph]?

No.

[End of Track 2]
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[Track 3]

Oh, what am I trying to do? It’s sensed that I think – that’s okay, it shouldn’t – let us
not only sleep, let’s shut it down. Are you sure? Yes please. Oh –

Could you tell me about any other aspects of the content of your final year in natural
science? You were reading natural science part two in the last year of your –

Well, it’s essentially theoretical physics.

Yeah, the content of that course.

Oh, I don’t know. Well it did strike it in the mind, one always wondered what
spherical harmonics are all about and in those days it was merely a way of doing data
but actually, hmmm, you can invent a very simple problem which everyone taking
that particular year of studies can solve for themselves, which is what happens to the
sea level when the ice cap on Antarctica melts.

Was this –? No.

No, it never actually occurred but it did occur to me later in life that actually I could
do this on the back of an envelope [laughs]. The point being of course that you have
to share the water out all over the world, and of course you’ve also done something
else when you melt it, you’ve changed the gravitational field. So the ice cap tucked
up [ph] is actually pulling the sea towards it, so as you melt it you’re gradually
weakening the gravitational field. So the question is at which latitude does the level
of the sea remain unchanged, and nearer to Antarctica because you’ve reduced the
pull you’ve actually lowered the sea level, and north of the point of no change you’ve
actually increased it [laughs].

Yes.

That sounds quite a difficult programme but actually for spherical harmonics it turns
out to be reasonably straightforward. [laughs] I won’t do it for you but – and you do
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sometimes wonder when you’re doing these strange things in these sort of lectures,
you think what on earth’s the point of this? Oh, here’s a problem that actually works,
yes, good.

So other – perhaps a way of helping you to pin these things down is other lecturers
that you remember at this time and what they were lecturing on?

Oh, they were a complete mixed bunch as they are now. I mean looking back what is
appalling is how … how good they were as lecturers certainly didn’t come into their
choice for the positions. I mean you met some extremely good ones and you met
some extremely poor ones. I mean it’s perfectly clear that no thought – they weren’t
even asked to give a trial lecture before they were appointed, they were appointed for
other reasons and then part of the job was simply to lecture to the students and they
did according to their particular likes. Some just weren’t interested and showed it,
and some were very interested and showed it [laughs]. The usual mix of people in
fact.

Could we talk about students and their view of each other? How, for example, was
science as a subject, as a whole area, viewed by students studying classics or
literature or art? In other words, what was the view of science from non-science
students?

[Laughs]. Well, looking back to sort of having dinner in college I guess it solved
itself, you know, there wasn’t much mixing between the different subjects. I mean
scientists and sports people certainly knew each other. I mean I suppose sport is the
unifying thing, or perhaps music. No, it’s partly the choir I suppose we went
occasionally, that your friends disappeared and went perhaps to talk to someone in the
classics subject. I guess it was … it was a great gulf actually between you, you didn’t
really learn very much about what that sort of person thought about the world. And
did you care? I’m not sure [laughs].
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And what was your view as a scientist of those areas?

Well, again they were – I suppose in those days the classics was probably more, you
know, the greater number of students were – there were only a few … a quarter, I
mean a quarter, three quarters science to non-scientists. Yeah, er, I don’t know
whether it’s changed very much now really when I look at sort of nephews and things
like that. You do sometimes wonder [laughs].

Can you remember how geography was viewed as a subject?

Geography? Oh, I don’t think I never knew anyone who read geography. What is
that because college never took them? Hmmm, I couldn’t even think who would have
been the tutors for it now.

[05:22]

Frank Debenham I think was there.

Frank Debenham. Yes, he was up here, yes. No, I mean that was one of the things I
should have – you suddenly reminded me, you asked me what I did. The Scott Polar
was one of the places where I would go every week for talks and lectures. There’d be
lectures on a Saturday and then later on in my final year there were a few lectures
devoted to people who were going to undertake so-called polar studies which usually
meant sort of Canada and the Russian Arctic tribes and so on and so forth, but no, that
was a great place to go because they had talks from explorers I suppose you might call
them.

Do you remember anything in particular that you saw?

Yeah, we had the British North Greenland expedition which was just finished when I
came up I suppose two years before and that was quite interesting. I suppose it’s
where I first met Hammy who I came to work for him actually. What was he? I
suppose he rose to be a deputy director of the Met Office.
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Right.

And when he retired he came and helped me in writing up some of the ozone stuff,
which was very kind of him.

So his name was?

Hamilton. He was in charge of Lerwick Observatory in the Shetlands for ten years I
suppose before he graduated to be a, whatever I called him. What did I just call him?
A deputy director.

Yes. And – but at that time when you were going to the Scott Polar on a Saturday and
you met him, what was his role?

Oh, he was just coming to give a talk. He was the chief scientist on the British North
Greenland expedition from ‘48 to ‘51 I suppose, yes something of that sort. So he
was – in my last year I suppose he would have been just back from there and be busy
working up the results of it, yeah.

What was the Scott Polar organisation like at that time?

Oh [sighs], I don’t remember much about it. I guess it had a director [laughs].

Do you know –?

No, I can’t remember. There was Gordon – was it before Gordon Robin’s day?

There was various directors at –

No, Debenham was director at that stage wasn’t he and then Gordon Robin took over
from him. Gordon Robin had been with the precursor of BAS with FIDS on Signy
Island as a meteorologist, yes. No, it – would did it do? Did it run –? I don’t even
think it ran field campaigns then, later on it did, certainly did organise expeditions but
– summer expeditions that is, but I don’t think it did at the time, no, as they wouldn’t
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have had enough money I suspect [laughs]. It was long before the days of
government money being funnelled through into these things, yes.

[08:24]

Could you tell me what happened then at the end of your three years at Cambridge?

Well, then I had to look for a job [laughs].

Yes, in terms of your decisions about what to do and where and so on.

Well, no, I mean – I guess life was fairly difficult then and mainly because of the
army experience I applied for a job in the de Havilland Propellers. There were three
de Havilland firms, one Engineering, one called Propellers and one called the Aircraft
Company, the Aircraft Company built the Comet. Propellers had become a control
system establishment essentially and they were engaged on building Blue Streak air to
air missile and so I started work there on the control server mechanism inside Blue
Streak. Had a very nice boss who played the violin, incessant chain smoker where I
acquired the habit of smoking [laughs]. I discovered if he came and asked me a
question he would pull out a cigarette so I felt in my pocket and I produced a pouch
and I sort of opened the pouch and the pipe and then I put – by the time I’d done all
that I could usually cope with whatever question he’d asked [laughs] and he didn’t
seem to mind ‘cause he was busy chain smoking.

Could you tell me where de Havilland –?

Hatfield – Hatfield in Hertfordshire.

Do you remember the –? If we take this step by step, do you remember the interview
process?

Hmmm, no, I don’t. Why don’t I remember that? I wouldn’t wish to be … dishonest
but, hmmm, I’m not sure there was an interview process. I think they were so keen to
get their hands on anyone who had any understanding of maths and physics that they
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more or less offered you the job for a month’s trial and then that sort of took the place.
I don’t honestly remember an interview.

[10:46]

In that case can you tell me about your first month there?

First month? Oh, well, you sort of were finding what was expected of you and what
was expected of me was – seemed to have been applying as much pure mathematics
to some rather complicated engineering as could be expected. I and a friend nearly
wrote one of the first papers on the real effects of Coulomb friction, do you
understand Coulomb friction? It means that if something is still the friction you need
to overcome to start it rolling is much greater than the friction which subsequently
slows it down as its moving. So if you’ve got a device which is oscillating it matters
critically, so to speak, whether it actually comes to a dead halt in the middle and so on
and so forth, and it turned out to be a very, very difficult problem. And as usual with
de Havillands by the time we were sort of really getting to grips with it they’d decided
there was a practical solution which didn’t involve understanding this, which was to
make it oscillate all the time at a rather high speed and so that it would never really
stick at all, which didn’t turn out to be quite true [laughs] but nevertheless was a good
working solution.

How did this relate to the missile itself then? Which part was this –?

Oh, this was to control the – that has little control fins, four control fins. It’s a
cruciform thing so it has two veins here and two veins here, and these do all the
controlling.

So four – so it’s on the end of the rocket –

Yes.

You’ve got four fins that control its direction?
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Yes, effectively they’re like ailerons and then elevate on an aircraft and then what we
– I mean necessarily what you’ve got to do is to monitor the way the thing is rolling
‘cause they interchange as it rolls, as it were. So if you – you know, if you want to go
up and down you have to choose the right ones and so on and so forth. So it is a good
practical problem, yes [laughs].

So you were – so one of the things you were looking at then is at the stage when they
thought these fins were going to move and then stop and then move –

That’s it.

And then stop, and then move and then stop, you were working in terms of
mathematics –

Yes, pure mathematics.

On the differential friction involved in getting the fin to move in the first place –

Yes.

Compared to allowing it to continue to move on its course. And then you said that de
Havilland decided that they were going to have the things moving constantly?

No, no, if you put a sufficiently high frequency on. I mean normally the rate at which
you want to change these fins is sort of in degrees per second or something of that
sort. So if you make it oscillate at say a thousand cycles per second in a fairly narrow
range at least it won’t, you know – it can’t stick longer than a thousandth of a second
‘cause it’s [laughs] – and that may be a sufficient practical solution and you don’t
need to worry about understanding what really happens in the other case at all.

Yes.

And that was what was continually happening on this damn thing. They set us some
incredible problems, one of which was to – it turned out that they built it in a very
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curious way so it was effectively hinged in the middle and when you had a picture of
the thing going along it was sort of doing this all the time [demonstrates?] and –

The rocket –

Yes, one of the problems we were set was to actually analyse this damn thing and
work out what the natural periods were and so on and so forth. And this gentleman I
was telling you about and I actually spent one whole weekend where we slept for
about six hours with solving – I’ve forgotten what it was now, it was something like
100 by 100 matrix –

Right.

To get the natural period, by hand [laughs].

For the recording could you explain what that involves, solving 100 by 100 matrix so
that –?

Oh, no, it just means you’ve got lots and lots of very tedious calculations to do. It
was a fairly sparse one thank goodness or you’d never even dream of doing it, but all
the arithmetic necessarily had to be to a reasonably high precision. So you had to use
a desk calculator for it, or a hand calculator in those days, if you want to get sufficient
precision. And we did actually manage to get the right answer for the period of the
vibration of this thing.

Why was it necessary to calculate the period of vi –?

Oh, it wasn’t really strictly necessary when you thought about it because what you
might have expected would happen anyhow. The damn people really in charge of the
engineering sort of decided, oh, well, I expect they’ll produce an answer next week
for it or something so meanwhile we’ll just stick some extra metal in and make it
much stiffer [laughs]. So it was really that sort of place, they – they had a lot of
theoreticians and some of us were quite good I like to think. But really it didn’t
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matter at the end of the day ‘cause it usually had been changed before you had – had
given your advice, which was really what led to the next step I suppose [laughs].

And so you looked at the fins which were – how were the fins used in terms of what
the missile did or they wanted it to do?

Oh, well, they were what kept it on course. I mean it had an infrared sensor in the
front and it homed onto the engines of the aircraft it was attacking. This guided it
towards it and you simply had to find how far away the thing was and direction it was
pointing in, and the fins were then used to get it on a collision course as it were. Not
that it really worked that way but …

[16:20]

How did you feel about working on a missile?

Bloodthirsty [laughs]. I’m not sure. Hmmm … it was brought home to one vividly,
should I say [laughs], by – by the test pilot John Cunningham. We were taken along
to see this thing being tried and John Cunningham had a drogue towing behind his
plane and emitting the necessary light for the thing to home onto it, and he took off
and flew round in a rather small circle and the thing was fired and off it went, bzzz,
and the drogue suddenly fell to the ground. And there were huge cheers from all
around and the pilot brought his aircraft in and taxi-ed up to the group waving and
cheering and opened the cockpit looking somewhat white faced and said, ‘Very
funny,’ he said, ‘would you mind cutting the cable a little nearer the drogue than the
aircraft next time?’ And it had actually got quite close to it but it had fins, four
cruciform fins, it was really quite a horrible thing and it – one of these had caught the
wire and snapped it but as he said it had done that about twenty yards. There was
about 100 yards between him and the target but it actually had done it quite close to
his tail [laughs].

In other words the missile nearly –
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It was an accident, yes [laughs], and it could have knocked him down of course, yeah.
Oh dear, not funny, no.

So did you observe that launch?

Yes, I saw that, yeah.

In what way was it launched from the ground, what was the sort of set-up on the
ground to fire the missile?

Oh, it took off quasi vertically and then – then when it was up 150 feet it would try
and lock on and gradually it would sort of turn over and become roughly horizontal
when it wasn’t too far away from the signal. No, it wasn’t too bad apart from the fact
[laughs] that it didn’t really seem to know when it went past it, that’s the unfortunate
thing.

So leaving aside sort of concerns you may have had about its accuracy, I wonder how
you felt about the use of science for –

The use of science to do that. I don’t know, it –

For military, the guidance of a missile towards its target.

I suppose it was … the thought that if a plane was carrying an atomic bomb perhaps
you did need a little protection and it really wasn’t too far a moral choice whether you
knocked the thing down before it exploded or let it explode and knock out a whole …
yeah, I guess Japan had sort of made us really think about these things. Have you
ever been to Nagasaki or Hiroshima?

No. Have you?

Yes.

When did you go?
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I worked with the Japanese for a little while and we were taken down there on the way
to their volcanic natural park. That was an eye opener too, where they’ve got time
lapse from one of their little volcanoes and then you see it over the course of a year,
and if you have muttered the phrase as solid as a rock you would never use that phrase
again actually [laughs], it was quite incredible. No, I mean the museums in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki had to be seen to sort of put you in your place I think then.

When did you see them?

Oh, this was what, soon after the ozone hole, in 1988 I suppose, ‘89, yes.

Could you describe what you saw and what you felt?

Hmmm, no, there were various things offered. Later on I went and did some work for
Greenpeace there and I did choose my own day off as it were, and that was to go to
their magnificent building park. They’ve brought together just south of Tokyo a
collection of all the oldest houses they could find on the islands and on Japan itself
and re-erected them there with a complete museum of old Japanese woodworking
tools and things. And that – that’s a eye opener too, you see a hut which is sort of
built three foot off the ground with double bamboo walls, all of which slide open.
Beautiful cedar wood inside, a wonderful smell, and you think here I am living in an
eighteen storey hotel in the middle of Tokyo [laughs] and they call this civilisation?
No way, no way.

I wondered how the sights and your feelings of the Hiroshima museum and Nagasaki
–?

Well, like everything it’s just a moral [ph], did it save lives? I only know - who
knows? I mean but you don’t do you? I mean, I don’t know. Do you deliberately kill
whatever the number of people there was? I mean knock a hole in the middle of a
town to bits, it’s … I don’t see how any human being can drop an atomic bomb on
somewhere like London or Berlin or New York and it’s not as, you know – they’re
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not small explosions you’re causing, they’re monstrous. We’re strange creatures, did
a committee and that will [laughs] give you the moral support but –

[22:12]

If we go back to de Havilland propellers –

Yes.

And your boss, who was he?

A gentleman called John Yarnell who’s a very good amateur violinist and is now
retired and is making violins. Hmmm …

And he was a scientist at the same time [ph]?

Well, he – well, he had another qualification actually which – he worked in the –
when he was a student at Oxford he worked with the Met Office Research Flight and
made some very early measurements from aircraft of water vapour. So later when I
had to go round and learn things his name was very useful as being remembered in the
Met Office by various people and he was a very nice chap and the first of very good
friendships of several people in the Met Office and –

And the person that you worked with on the matrix to study the –

Oh, that was him, that was John yes. That was John, yes.

John Yarnell?

John Yarnell, yes.

And who did you work with on the fin question?
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Well, he was the boss of our section and he came and dished out jobs from time to
time and – [laughs]

Who else was in your section?

Oh, various people. The only one I really remember is Tony Benson, a chap called
Tony Benson, who was a great Beecham fan, changing the subject to music. I guess
he insisted I went to various concerts with him, and he was also a Berlioz fan and I
guess that’s stuck with me as long as it has with him, so between us we probably own
all the records of Berlioz [laughs]. And who was the other one? I’ve forgotten his
name. He was a terrible man, he was another one of these makers of electronic
equipment and he had his own amplifier and gramophone and things but you would
get invited to go and listen to something but it took an hour to actually set the thing
up. You got out the cathode ray oscillograph and you set the turntable going and you
observed to see if it was fluctuating or what it was doing, and you had to put a
frequency test through the loudspeaker. An hour later he would say I think we can
play it now [laughs]. That was Hi-Fi in those days, yes.

And what was the sort of – the day to day office culture like? How would you
describe the environment?

Oh, I should think it’s one of the happiest places I think I’ve worked in on the whole.
We were mainly sort of fair – the average age was quite young, John was the eldest
one I suppose. We took life seriously in the work but we also enjoyed ourselves. We
had the privilege of having Comet shaken to bits outside our window. You remember
when Comet fell from the sky? They eventually brought it back, one back, and set it
up and pumped water into it and they pumped it out again so to stimulate going up
into the stratosphere. So they put a large pressure inside and so they built a big tank
of water to do this in and after three days it was fairly obvious what had happened.
That was almost monstrous. I don’t know if you remember it but it actually had
rectangular windows and goodness knows how it got through the design stage,
because everyone knows if you have rectangular windows and the skin is flexing the
stress near the sharp corner rises by a factor of a thousand over what it is in the rest of
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the skin, sooner or later, you know, it’s going to break, and it did twice, three times,
catastrophically.

Yes, the only – I only know that from then onwards we’ve had circular windows but –

They have rounded – they have rounded windows.

Can you remember –?

No, no, I wasn’t – we weren’t in the aircraft division so we know nothing about the
choices but we gathered, the rumours said, it was one of the people higher up the scale
who said he didn’t like these rather rounded windows, couldn’t he have rectangular
ones, and no-one sort of pointed out to him what the – you know, there must have
been people who knew but somehow it sort of just got through, really quite
extraordinary when you look back at it. It cost us the lead in supersonic aircraft, the
Americans had theirs up and flying and overtook us.

Do you remember the building of the column of water to test the fuselage?

No, it wasn’t a column, it was in a tank probably as big as these two rooms together
with a fuselage inside.

Oh, so sort of, I don’t know, ten metre -

Yeah.

Ten metres long.

You know, with whatever it was, 100 metres long. It was quite a massive tank but
about ten metres square.
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Did you use a section of it to –?

Well, yes, the wings were – I can’t remember if they sawed the wings off, I mean it
just shows what you do when you’re in a hurry to do things.

Did you – apart from working on Blue Streak and its fins and the oscillation of it as it
travelled, did you work on any other aspect of this?

No, I think the Blue Streak actually – I mean Blue Streak I suppose was the most
prestigious wretched job they were on because it was going to safeguard us against all
these terrible things. No, I guess that was it.

How was it talked about then as a missile in the department?

Oh, well, in – I mean there were other things going on in the department. This
particular section, you know, its job was simply to – as back-up to the engineers and
most of us got slightly disillusioned, as I say, in the sense that we usually engineer – if
something needed fixing the engineer fixed it and then came to you and said he’d
done it regardless of what you said you thought he ought to do.

Can you remember an occasion where you think that your mathematical workings had
actually influenced?

No, I can’t really think of one which, you know, wouldn’t have been solved by brute
force and simply strengthening something or modifying a shape or something. Again,
you know, it was nice to understand it but it didn’t really seem to be – I mean I think
you have to remember that the aircraft firms were treated very gently by the
government and they were quite happy to fund them to take on young graduates
without necessarily really having something for the young graduates to do. So in a
sense we were paid by de Havilland’s but subsidised fairly heavily by the government
on the grounds that we must be doing some general good. I hope we did [laughs]. It
certainly taught me to play bridge I suppose and a few other things like that.
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Bridge at lunchtime?

Bridge at lunchtime. I had a Polish friend and we played bridge at lunchtime, we
played two evenings a week in two different competitions. There was usually another
competition at the weekend and very occasionally he’d ring me up and say, ‘I think
we need some more practise, shall we go up to town today and play for money?’ Oh,
dear.

Where did you play for money, is that in Hatfield?

Oh, yeah, a club where I – he was a very good player and he knew – he was in some
of the better clubs and luckily he was good enough so we didn’t lose very much
[laughs].

Anyone else involved in bridge or just –?

In a lot of them. There were several very good bridge players there. I did once have
the pleasure of playing for Hertfordshire against Reece, Shapiro and a few other
people whose names will be known to you [laughs]. Then I went to the Antarctic and
forgot about it and, oh dear, I wouldn’t have been any good I think.

[30:30]

Could you tell me whether you were asked to sign any sort of Official Secrets Acts for
any of your work with Blue Streak or de Havilland generally?

I think I must have signed the Official Secrets Act at least ten times but I was trying to
remember where. Yes, we certainly did at De Havillands and we did in the army and
when we left the army and things like that there were various things we were not
supposed to do. Where else? I’m not even sure we weren’t asked to do it in the
British Antarctic Survey at one stage [laughs]. It seemed to be me that you wouldn’t
divulge menus I seem to remember seemed to be high on the list of things it was not
wise to divulge, yes. Yes … yes, they have their silly ways, I’m not sure it does any
good and –
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And apart from Blue Streak what else did you work on while you were at Propellers?

I don’t really remember anything else. What was I there? Two years, two – yes, two
years I suppose, yes, just, three years.

And then –

The amount of bridge I played [laughs] kept me fairly busy I think.

So at the end of – or why did the three years –?

Well, that was when the IGY came along and they were putting in advertisements for
people to go and do essentially the first geophysical measurements in Antarctica and I
sort of blinked at it and I sort of – you know, so it went through my mind that rather
like sort of Peter had been telling me you’re always on about Scott and Shackleton
and all these people, now you’ve got the chance to apply to go and, you know, you’re
getting on. I forget how old I was then, twenty-four or five, and it thought well if I
don’t do it now I won’t ever do it, so I applied and –

Where was the advertisement?

Oh, I can’t remember. New Scientist or something like that I think was the one I
actually answered yes. You want some water? Right.

Could I ask you, sticking just with de Havilland at the moment and working near
Hatfield –

Right.

Could I ask you at this time where you were living in what sort of arrangements you
were living?
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Oh, gosh. Er … to start with they offer you rooms in nearby flats and so on. I guess I
stayed there for almost a year and then later I shared a flat in St Albans with a friend
from de Havillands.

The Polish bridge playing friend was that?

No, not him. No, no, that would have been a disaster if we’d have drunk too much.
We – you know, Sarkey’s [ph] old joke or something where you – we went to Lower
Fishpole Street in St Albans and by goodness me we did lower it [both talking at
once]. We lived next door to the Lower Red Lion and we discovered … well, first of
all there were some rather large bottles in our cellar which were empty Remy Martin
bottles. And then it turned out there was actually a way through, we could get
through into the cellar of the Lower Red Lion.

Useful.

Well, it was useful ‘cause the landlord was really rather naughty. And you’d better
switch it off [laughs].

Okay, I wonder at this time whether there are any relationships that in order for a
complete life story we need to consider. Any girlfriends or –?

Oh, hmmm, I don’t suppose there were many. There were one or two but they didn’t
turn out to be very permanent.

And we’ve got bridge and –

Bridge, yes.

Drinking in the –

And rugby football and, yes, I played rugby for de Havilland’s and we used to go up
once a year for the England-Scotland match when it was in Scotland and play a border
team, and that was good fun too for a weekend. And then when it was at Twickenham
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they came down here. Yeah, I – all these things ended when I went to the Antarctic, I
never really took up anything else after that and all the rugby and the cricket
disappeared and bridge just about, and there we are.

Okay. And could I talk – ask you about the relations with your family at this time,
both your mother, your father and your older sister?

They were getting – well, the sister had married, by that stage had one – yes, I can’t
remember, one or two sons. That’s all she had, I mean two obviously, I was just
trying to think when they were born but, yes, they’re now – well, they’re now forty
each aren’t they or more, yes indeed, yes. So they were living not very far away from
my parents. When did Mother die? Gosh, isn’t it a shaming thing to do? No, it was
after I came back from the Antarctic and I was in Edinburgh wasn’t I, yes. So Mother
and Father were both alive and Joan was living near enough to keep on them. I think
they were somewhat surprised when I went home and said I’m giving up my job and
going to the Antarctic [laughs] but in the usual way of mothers and fathers they took it
not too badly.

What was their reaction, can you remember the conversation you had when you –?

No, not really, I’m not even really sure they were aware of what I was going to let
myself in for [laughs]. They were I think promised that they – those were the days
before communications were what they are today, so in essence we had the huge
privilege of being able to send out 100 words per month to, I suppose both – well, if
both parents lived together just one message to two parents, and they could send 100
words into us. And then once a year they were offered the chance to go out to London
and actually talk – ‘cause we could hear the radios, the shortwave radios down there
from here, but we couldn’t – didn’t have enough power to transmit out that way [ph]
so everything which came back from us had to be in Morse code, hmmm, and the
usual tedious [laughs] things associated with it. Oh, that’s right, yes, that’s where the
Freedom of Information Act came in of course. Sorry, yes.
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How?

Well, if you’re the base commander you have access to navy codes and you have to
sign various things to –

So while you were at de Havilland did you go back into your parents at that stage?

Yes, I used to go fairly frequently up and down to see them and keep an eye on them
to see what’s happening. They were tough old birds really when you think about it
and, yes.

What was their view of your job at de Havilland?

Oh, I didn’t think they – I never really tried to explain it to them and I think they’d
have been horrified if they – I think they’d both become pacifists by that stage believe
it or not, which is not a bad place to be really but …

[38:28]

Okay, could you then talk about your very early appointment, the very early stages of
your appointment, with FIDS? So you applied for the role – what was the job title
that you applied for?

A good question. Hmmm … I think it must have said physicist, in very general terms.
Perhaps it said physicist and meteorologist, I’m not too sure, I’ve forgotten now. I
think certainly physicist. To – I suppose it said to run a station during the
International Geophysical Year in essence, yes.

What did you know at that stage seeing this advert in the New Scientist which you said
you responded to? What did you know at that stage of the International Geophysical
Year, of its proposed existence?

I guess it had been in gestation since about 1953 [laughs].
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And were you aware of that?

Hmmm, yes, I’d become aware of it, well, presumably from New Scientist or
something of the sort where these things were sort of talked about. And, er, I’m just
trying to think did – had the terrible man got his hands on it already? Robert Maxwell
made an awful lot of his money by publishing – well they [ph] eventually publishing,
all the volumes of results from it, hmmm, but equally there were instruction manuals
in every subject and some rather more general things, and I guess some of those were
just becoming available when we – when we started, though the ozone one oddly
enough wasn’t. That came down soon after, the first year we were down there. We
didn’t take it with us but the next relief, the actual manual came in, which was a little
bit sad because we’d have learnt more had we known before.

What was the link between Murdoch and the instruction manual?

Maxwell.

Maxwell, yes.

Well, he published it in the Pergamon Press, he got a contract. The Pergamon Press
got the contract for publishing all the official IGY publications and that turned out to
be an enormous thing, that must have been how essentially he started his fortune,
yeah. We’ll stop there [laughs].

And so you’d read in the New Scientist you think about the existence of the IGY –

Yes.

Seen an advert that you think might have said physicist and meteorologist –

Yes, certainly physicist and I mean at that stage there was – I was going to say, you
know, they published – there must have been some preliminary publications. There
were details of where the observatories were going to be and things of that sort.
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Essentially, yeah, the first thing which came out was a list of the possible stations with
the subjects of each one you had to do, so all that was known crudely, yes.

And so you applied for the job and can you remember the interviewing process for
this?

Yes, I can remember it fairly well, yes. This – Bunny Fuchs was director of the
survey in name but had got leave to do the trans Antarctic expedition and the
temporary – and the job was being held for him by Sir Raymond Priestley, a survivor
of Scott’s expeditions, and so he was – he chaired the board. I’ve never seen quite so
many disparate people on a board before but they were mostly all Met Office people
in their various sort of trades, people who ran magnetic observatories and weather
observatories and you name it, they were there, so there was a rather large table full.

Can you remember any of the individuals at any of the –?

Oh, there was Absalom [ph], he was in charge of the, whatever it’s called, the Met
Office roof in Holborn, you know, where the Met Office still runs an observing
station above the roof above London. He did many things in his lifetime but he
happened to be there at the time. Did Dobson come to it himself on the –? No, I
don’t think he did. No, I think Dobs’ – the first time I met Dobson was at his house
later. Anyhow, there were quite a lot of technical experts. I suppose I’d done my
homework so I could answer questions like how do you measure ozone and how do
you do this [laughs] and various other things. Er …

Can you remember what –?

Did I think I’d done well? I don’t know [laughs].

Do you remember any –? Sorry, go on.

Sorry.

Do you remember any of the questions that –?
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Hmmm … oh, yeah, I mean I – certainly one of the questions was how do you think
we measure ozone and I had read about Dobson’s instruments so I was able to tell
them with a fair amount of background knowledge of stories and why and how you
did it this way, though they weren’t very up to date I thought [laughs] on what
Dobson had actually decided. Hmmm –

Where had you read –?

No, basic physics sort of really seemed to – oh, I don’t know, I mean you can’t do
things like the internet but in those days it wasn’t too difficult to find your way into a
university library and manage to find the right publications. I mean any new circulars
– well, there’s the Journal of Scientific Instruments but every good scientific
instrument appeared in it very quickly and then most of the design work was in there
and so on.

Had you read about any other instruments in those sorts of journals before?

Well, I knew about weather instruments and the various things in various ways as
well. What else? Geomagnetism run – magnetic observatories. Well, you knew
about that because one had read reports of the North Greenland expedition and
various other things, and the Scott’s expedition. I mean I knew what they’d achieved
many, many years ago and so on and so forth. Yeah, I mean I guess I knew my polar
literature and I guess I knew the scientific literature to a certain extent.

Was this preparation immediately before the interview or was it leading you –?

Well, I mean the interview was – oh, I don’t know, it took about six months between
applying and being told you had an interview and the actual interview being set up, so
there was plenty of time to do some homework, which I think I must have done fairly
thoroughly [laughs]. I must have wanted to go I suppose [laughs].

Do you remember any of the other individuals on the panel who we haven’t mentioned
yet?
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Not really, no, I mean it just went fairly well and I suppose I thought, oh well, you
know, one now can only wait and see if they’ve got any better people or people they
like better. I think, no, that’s – [laughs]

[45:48]

And then what happened next when – what was next?

Oh, I must try and remember when that interview was, that must have been something
like the October of ‘55 and it took about a month I think to receive an offer to start
with them in March of ‘56, yes, which is where one really learnt about things but –
[laughs] oh, dear.

So in March 1956 you received the offer and –

I was trying to remember the right sequence of things now. Hmmm … I suppose we
started in Gayfere Street which is where the British Antarctic Survey logistics section
was then and where the director sat. For several weeks one wondered backwards and
forth to various branches of the Met Office to discover things and then eventually – I
think I then went up to Lerwick Observatory where – forgotten the wretched man’s
name now. Anyhow, where one sat actually, you know, running – helping the
superintendent to run his observatory [laughs]. He was quite happy to delegate to
one, I was surprised to discover fairly early. At any rate we – I must have been there
until … September I suppose and then we were due to sail to the Antarctic in October.
I was thankful later on and somewhat surprised to – I mean at that stage, as far as I
was aware, I was going to be the only physicist on the station and then, I can’t
remember, was it June or July, someone appeared in the observatory in Lerwick
saying he’d been appointed as my assistant and so he’d come up to be trained in all
these things. And then I had to run away and leave him while I went down to sail on
the early ship and he was coming down on the later one.
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Who was that?

A chap called David Simmonds who still lives in Cambridge and he later came and
joined us in the British Antarctic Survey again and I stayed on continuously in the
survey, and when I came back he left and then came and joined us in Cambridge,
whenever it came back to Cambridge. Was that ‘77 or ‘78, he must have joined us
again.

You mentioned –

So we didn’t hate each other quite [laughs]. Sorry.

You mentioned when you first started at what was then called FIDS Greyfriars Street,
the first thing that you said you spent weeks going back and forth to the Met Office.

Well, to various branches of it. I was quickly running through – essentially the Met
Office is set up in funny ways, it has sections which deal with the observatories in the
sense of repairing instruments and doing research to make sure what new instruments
are coming and so on and so forth. They don’t actually do much in the way of
observatory routine at these places. So you go to these places first of all and then the
sort of expert tells you about the instrument and various other things, and then later on
you’d go up to Lerwick and you’d get given the instrument. Well, you worked
through the disciplines and taking a week doing the observatory routine, so you
actually really know just what it means to keep this damn thing going for twenty-four
hours a day, for seven days a week and so on and so forth. It’s quite – quite a hard
trade to [inaud].

Was this your first experience of sort of meteorology directly then, you’d –?

Yes, I suppose so, but being a climber you – I mean you know about [laughs] some
aspects of meteorology some would say, yes [ph].

[51:01]
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So in these – can you remember whereabouts the small Met Office –?

Oh, they’re mainly … no, I mean they were the days before the thing got all taken out
to Bracknell and centralised. There was the Holborn one where quite a lot of work
was done on the roof. There was Kew Observatory where much of the original
radiation work was done. They had another field station at Shoeburyness on the
artillery range there and another one in Larkhill, that’s in Salisbury Plain, again
another place where they send up balloons for the artillery people and things of that
sort. Where else did we go? No, I didn’t go down to Hartland on that occasion and I
don’t suppose we came – no, we didn’t – didn’t think about magnetic observatories
till we got to Lerwick. Hmmm … what else did we do? Oh, the highlight I suppose
of the early training was invitation to go to Oxford and have tea with Dobson and
Lady Dobson and meet Sir Charles Normand, the three great – two great names in
ozone studies [laughs] which was very – I mean very university sort of, very genteel
as it were. They were good fun too, yes. Hmmm … yeah.

Any other aspects of the early training before I ask you some specific questions?

Well, it was sort of very episodic and then you had to work really hard to get anything
really detailed from the ones where you didn’t actually have your hands on. I mean
just to be shown an instrument and sort of someone manipulate it for you is not much
fun, so it’s only when you get up to Lerwick and you suddenly – you know, the
superintendent, if you’re lucky, takes you round the first time and shows you how to
do things and then eventually say, ‘Well, I think you can – you can take over the
observations for us now,’ [laughs] so you find yourself doing it in a fairly hard way.

So in terms of that first less interesting stage, could you take me through one by one
the instruments that you were shown and were manipulated in front of you? It’s very
historically interesting in terms of the kinds of pieces of technology that were being
used then.

You know, okay, I mean let’s start at really square one. The first fundamental sort of
thing is a Stevenson screen to take surface observations, reporting on the state of the
sky and all the rest of it, in other words, how to make synoptic weather observations.
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That takes quite a lot of getting used to ‘cause it’s all codes and code books and you
have to become so familiar with it that you don’t have to look each one up. And in
time, you know, you look at the sky and instead of saying it’s cirrocumulus at a height
of something or other you give the right numbers to give the right types and subtypes, etc, etc, hmmm, and so on and so forth. The next stage in the meteorology is
sending up the radiosonde each day, so you’ve got to learn all about generating
hydrogen, which in they Met Office case you don’t know, it comes in cylinders but
you have to learn how to use the cylinders safely otherwise you can kill yourself
[laughs]. Then you have to learn about filling the balloon and then you have to
prepare the sonde and calibrate the sonde and then you have to hang it on the bottom.
Then two of you have somehow to get it up into the sky, and if there’s a wind blowing
that can be great fun, very athletic. You know, one of you holds the balloon and
staggers forth and the other one has got plimsolls on ready to run. And then if there’s
a high wind the balloon whips away and the other man has to run as fast as he can and
hurl the thing up, and that’s great fun. We also had fun with that in the Antarctic, we
learnt to play on the top of an ice cliff and that gave you an extra bit of height so this
thing could run down, we got quite good at that actually. Oh dear, okay, that’s I guess
meteorology. Then they’re continuously recording radiation, instruments which
record which we call the direct solar radiation, which is everything in the sky and sun
together. Then you shield off the sun and you get what’s called the diffuse or sky
radiation. They all have to be calibrated from time to time and cleaned and silica gel
put in to keep them dry and so on and so forth, those are all the sort of practical things
what needs to be done.

[54:44]

No, I forgot, there are wet and dry bulb thermometers to measure humidity and things
like that. Which leads me to a good story I suppose which was on one occasion – if
you try and run wet and dry thermometers in a place which is always semi-freezing
they get very difficult because you have to keep scraping ice off or putting a little bit
of ice on them. Later on in life when I received a signal from one of our stations,
South Georgia, they said that, ‘It’s bloody tedious doing all this for the [inaud] why
can’t we use alcohol?’ So I blinked and I sent a little message back saying I knew
you were drinking but I didn’t realise you were releasing that amount of alcohol into
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the air [laughs]. And a little shamefaced message appeared two days later saying
sorry, we weren’t thinking. But by then oddly enough I had tried it on a very old and
renowned meteorologist in Edinburgh and he blinked, and it took him about nearly
quarter of an hour before – he went away and came back and said, ‘What were you
talking about, do you want to be an idiot?’ And I said, ‘No, I’m glad you thought I
do.’ But it’s amazing how you can catch people out with quite silly things at times
[laughs], oh dear. Right, where are we up to?

So Stevenson’s screen.

Oh, we’ve done radiation measurement.

Radiosonde.

Well, then there is another device called an Angström pyrheliometer which you
actually point straight at the sun and you take filter measurements on it, so you get
measurements in different ranges of the spectrum, hmmm, which takes a little bit of
getting used to. Then you’ve got the whole business of running a magnetic
observatory where these days it’s all sort of done by computers and everything else
but in those days you hung magnets up in various ways so you could record the
horizontal component of the earth’s magnetic field and the direction of the earth’s
magnetic field in the horizontal and the vertical component. All of these have to be
separately calibrated and absolute measurements taken. I mean these are routine
direct recordings on magnetic paper, hmmm, you’re not allowed to have any metal
within, you know, 100 yards of a magnetic observatory, so all the nails are copper and
all the rest of it and you have to be quite careful of what you’re doing. You have to
learn how to sort of do sensible things in the way of wiring up rooms so they’re
heated fairly uniformly and not in a way which creates huge currents of air which can
upset things and so on and so forth. Hmmm … and then you have to get used in those
days to the somewhat difficult task – very few instruments were provided with long
rolls of paper. Magnetic records in fact were all recorded on by shining lights onto
photographic paper and they had to be changed every twenty-four hours and
preferably at a reasonable time of the day and, hmmm, if it’s a blizzard outside
regardless of whether you feel like going out you have to trudge your 500 yards away
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from the generators to get to the magnetic station and so on and so forth. It all sounds
rather tedious doesn’t it but [laughs] it actually keeps you going. What else have we
done? We’ve done radiation, we’ve done magnetic – oh, we had seismographs as
well, some of the first seismographs taken to the Antarctic and so you have to gain the
– you’ll need charts changing at the right times. Then with the magnetic records you
have various things you have to do to the records after – well, first of all one of the
things you have to do with magnetic records on paper or film is to wash them to
achieve what they call archival permanence, which means at least ten changes of
water and water isn’t quite on tap in the Antarctic, so [laughs] … that tends to keep
you a little bit busy doing that. Oh, dear, and so on and so forth. And then they all
have to be stacked away and notated and goodness knows what. It makes you fill up
the diaries, you know, once you’ve written down. Essentially when there are two of
you on the station you sort of share these things out and sort of interchange week to
week. Because there are various things to work up and you want to make sure you get
it right, essentially if you’re running the magnetic observatory you abstract data,
hmmm, well, the absolute observations have to be worked out and so they’re stacked
away and then the next week when the man takes over to do these things himself he
will check yours in the course of working up his own, and so there’s always a
duplicate. Everything is worked out twice in turn, so it gets all very tedious [laughs],
if you don’t have a system like that you can end up in dire trouble.

[End of Track 3]
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[Track 4]

Could I ask you to talk about your time at Lerwick Observatory which taking on from
what we were saying last time seems to have been towards the final step in the
training for the IGY? And you mentioned various pieces – just briefly you mentioned
various pieces of recording equipment that you were using in a routine way for the
first time at Lerwick. I wonder whether you could start by describing the Lerwick
Observatory simply as a place, its interior and exterior and so on.

[laughs] Hmmm, yes, it’s a lovely place, it’s actually tucked away on top of the cliffs,
and Shetland cliffs usually have to be seen to be believed. There’s a lot of flat space
on top ‘cause one of the things you have to do is launch radiosonde balloons and for
that you need something like a football pitch when the wind’s blowing very strong to
give you enough room to actually manoeuvre it off the ground, otherwise if you just
toss it in the air it’s quite liable to be – a gust will knock it back down again. So you
– you need to keep hold of it and running [laughs] in order to get the best calm bit you
can –

Rather like launching a kite.

Then let it go quickly so it’ll gain a little bit of height and get away. It’s almost like a
sport actually [laughs], the trouble is there’s a few 100 pounds worth of equipment at
risk each time. Yes, well, Lerwick Observatory effectively did everything which we
were going to do, so very kindly the superintendent, what was his name? Pothecary,
yes, taught us how to use all of the instruments and then I suppose in a sense, rather
luckily for him ‘cause he was having a bit of eye trouble and doing some of the things
you have to do, you have to squint and do all sorts of things, we actually I suppose got
good enough to run the place for him for a couple of months, and then so that was
good for both sides [laughs].

Yes. What was the arrangement of the interior of the building in terms of its rooms
and –?
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Oh, no, essentially there’s – there was living accommodation and the kitchen which
was a highly important part of it. A good cook is essential in the Shetland, and then
most of the programmes have their own sort of buildings. I mean a magnetic hut, for
example, is really a rather special thing. It mustn’t have any iron in it and so it’s built
largely from wood and copper nails and things of that sort. It has to be heated and in
all this you have about four separate non-magnetic buildings, fairly close together so
there’s a little community of it but essentially well away from the main buildings. So
Shetland being what Shetland is, when it rains you get wet [laughs] going to and fro
all the time.

Why was it necessary to have four non –?

Oh, well, you’ve got recording ones and you’ve got places where we make what are
called the absolute observations, which is just essentially an instrument which
measures one component of the earth’s field. And in the old days most of these things
had quite big magnets in them, so you can’t possibly make all the measurements close
together, so each one has to have its own separation so it’s only measuring what it
really wants and not the effect of the other magnets.

Yes, yes, so the four magnetic buildings. The other buildings, what were they?

I was trying to think where we had the Dobson in those days. Hmmm … I think we
had a separate Dobson hut. Again, that’s fairly important because you need space
overhead so there’s nothing to interfere with where the sonde is. Then there are
radiation instruments, again they’re recording one’s – essentially recording the total
intensity of light which includes the direct solar radiation that’s allowed to fall on it
but it of course gets the diffuse radiation from the sky. Then you have a separate one
in which you shield off the sun and only get the sky radiation, but because you’re
blocking off a bit of the sky you have to make corrections to get it back to where it
should be and son and so forth. What else? Gosh, over the months [ph] I’d forgotten
about this. Then of course you have to understand all the routine Met observations
which happen every three hours and the Stevenson screen, the Holy Grail [laughs],
has to be quite a long way away from all the stations so that the rain’s not affected and
wind speeds are not affected and so on and so forth. And, erm, the radiosondes, I was
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saying, you’ve got to launch them, hmmm, and in really stormy weather they try and
actually – you have a canvas cone and you haul the balloon up to the top of quite a
large tower, so you’ve got 120 feet odd to play with when you do release it. And at a
certain stage when you feel happy you pull the lever which releases the canvas cover
and the balloon just runs away. Normally on a good day you just have two people,
one holding the balloon and one the sonde, and you nod at each other when you feel
happy and off you go, but when it’s really very windy it can be quite tricky getting
them away.

[05:44]

Were there any instruments recording – any seismic instruments?

I was trying to remember that. No, I don’t think they did ‘cause we had to go – oh,
where did we go for training? Well, that was down in the artillery range out beyond
Southend, what’s it called, Shoeburyness, Shoeburyness. That was where we first set
our eyes on seismology, or the ones we were going to use, yeah.

We’ll come back to –

A lot to come back to, yes.

Yeah, we’ll come back to Shoeburyness. Okay, well let’s take each of those things at
a time.

Right.

I wonder whether you could describe the recording equipment first and then I’m
going to ask you other questions, such as how you use it, what did its output look like,
what was involved in keeping it going and that sort of thing and the problems and
difficulties. But let’s start then with the spectrometer, the Dobson spectrometer.

Dobson spectrometer, okay.
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[06:26]

Could you first of all describe it as a physical object, what it looked like?

Oh, it looks like a handsomely white enamelled aluminium case which is about, what,
four foot six long, and has a hole on the top to let the light in and normally when
you’re trying to observe the sun you have a periscope standing there with a prism, a
movable prism on top, so you – the light shines on the – the sunlight shines on the
prism and you can adjust the prism so that it goes down into the instrument where
there’s a double spectrophotometer, what – the whole essence of a Dobson is you
need four different wavelengths which you select in pairs by means of levers on the
side. And the device is all – in one of the beams of light you have an absorbing prism
and you introduce enough of this so that the two wavelengths give you a constant –
one of the wavelength’s intensity is reduced to bring it down to the other one and you
have levers to move the absorbing thing and that enables you to read off how much
absorption you have to put in to make them equal, so you get a ratio of the two
wavelengths, not an absolute measurement of the intensity, just a ratio, and you
always work with ratios in the Dobson and so you have four wavelengths in two
wavelength pairs and then so you end up with two ratios from which you can deduce
effectively the amount of ozone in the path between the sun and you.

I see.

And now you need the time of the day and you need to work out how high it is and all
the rest of it, so you know roughly what the thickness of the atmosphere you’re
looking through. I mean if you look straight up always you’re looking just through
one atmosphere thing but when you get down to somewhere near the horizon you can
often be using ten times the atmosphere to do the absorption as it were.

Yes, okay, thank you. The pairs of wavelengths that you selected, hmmm, which
wavelengths did you select to pair up in the four?

Oh, well, you have … you have these levers which have prisms on them which enable
you to grab hold of two quite narrow bands of wavelength. And since you want four
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at a time normally what you do is you set little stops on the levers so you can push the
levers up to the stops and then push them down to a second set of stops. You can do
all this very quickly and in fact what you’re trying to do is to get these measurements
all done within about thirty or forty seconds, which just needs a lot of practise and
some people get good, some don’t [laughs]. But there’s a lot of skill in using it, it’s
not – not the sort of thing you can just pick up in a day or two, it needs a few weeks of
practise.

So in first using it what would be – what difficulties would you encounter in first using
the Dobson spectrometer in getting the measurement?

Erm … oh, just getting in your mind what you need to do and then getting that firmly
enough established so you don’t have to think about it any more, so it’s quite
automatic, you walk up to the instrument and you switch it on and you wait for it to
warm up, and you choose – well, you have to then read the thermometer, it’s stuck in
the instrument, because all these wavelengths are – the way you choose the
wavelengths is quite strongly dependent on the temperature of the instrument at the
time, so you first look up your table and you put the stops where you want them to
pick out the wavelengths you want, and then you just hope it’s all going to come
naturally as I say [laughs].

Why was –?

And then what you actually do, you see, is you – you have an alternator inside which
allows the two wavelengths in succession to fall on a … a detector and then the output
from the detector is fed to a galvanometer and if the wavelengths are equal, well, of
course the galvanometer needle stays still, but on the other hand if it’s not in the right
place then the needle will affect to one side or the other and then oscillate. And so
you’ve got to learn sort of to pick all these signals up and twist your hands at the same
time. It all sounds very complicated but it’s –

When the needle is oscillating or isn’t in the centre and you realise you need to make
an adjustment to –
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Well, you have to learn which way to turn it because it may or may not be what you
automatically think. [laughs] It’s perfectly arbitrary with a given instrument as to how
it is wired up inside.

So what did you have to turn in order to get the two wavelengths the same? Was it a
dial or a lever when you noticed the –?

No, it’s a wheel on top which you rotate with your fingers on it and then, as I say –
what you have is – well, it’s actually a double wedge but essentially it’s a wedge
whose absorption is thin at one end and quite strong at the other. In fact there are two
of these which slide past each other to make it a bit more robust and so on, and so you
just have to fiddle with your hand here, keeping the needle just slightly dithering and
you learn – and in those days you recorded all this because you actually had a smoked
plate on top and you had a little clock which drove a little stylus round for you, so as
you twisted this you’d get a recording on the smoked plate that’s scratched and so you
don’t actually need to note what the dial is or anything like that. You can forget all
that and then afterwards you have to read it off by drawing lines on it. You can set
the dial to the whole numbers and just draw lines across it and then you can read off
to the nearest tenth of a thing. It’s really quite a precise instrument in many ways.

[12:11]

So that is the output, that is the recording method –

Yes.

It’s the smoked plate. So you wait until you’ve got the two wavelengths the same
according to –

Yes.

The needle and then at that point it’ll still be recording on the smoked plate so do you
have to take that off and find out what –?
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Well, you don’t need to, you can – well, it’s best not to take it off until you’ve drawn
the calibration lines on it.

Right.

And, as I say, if you calibrate a degree setting, every degree setting of the thing, then
you can later read it off at your leisure and –

And that tells you –

Read quite accurately [ph]. And that tells you – well, that tells you where you are on
the double wedge and so if you had the wedge you had to – part of the routine of
keeping, looking after the instrument is to continually be recalibrating what the actual
absorption means at a certain setting of the wedges.

I see, okay, thank you. Well, that’s a very useful description. Could you tell me –?
You’ve told me what the output of the machine looks like, it’s on the smoked plate.
It’s a mark on the smoked plate, on the top, sort –?

It’s a mark you put on yourself, yes.

Okay. Now what was involved then in keeping this equipment working and –?

Oh [laughs]. Well, there’s a whole host of standard tests which you had to do. First
of all, every so often you have to run through a range of temperature with the
instrument and make sure that the wavelengths have been detected in the right place.
You have special mercury lamps which emit radiation of a known wavelength at a
known temperature, so you can effectively calibrate the wedge in terms of a) the
amount it absorbs and b) you can do the dial in terms of the wavelength.

Okay, so you artificial – you’re sort of artificially introducing wavelengths of light
from the mercury bulbs –

Yes.
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In order –

And known wavelengths in the sense of being absolutely precisely determined in the
laboratory.

And that allows you to – these wedges seem particularly important in –

Oh, yes, they’re very – that’s the whole heart of the thing, yes, so that’s where you get
your absolute absorption from, that gives you the ratio of the two – intensity of the
two wavelengths.

Was it necessary to calibrate the wedges using these lamps before every reading?

Oh, no, I mean once – most of the routine tests can be what – you know, you set the
instrument up from scratch when you are – when it’s being unpacked and we were
able to do this with the one which was being interchanged in most networks but not in
the Antarctic. Part of the game is to interchange instruments fairly often and let it go
back to a laboratory with a much better facilities for calibrating and testing and so on
and so forth. In Antarctica it’s much more difficult because it’s such a long journey
that by the time you’ve got it back you’ve probably had something happen to the
instrument anyhow and you never really do find out what it was doing at your own
station. But there it’s very important that all the relative tests are done as carefully as
you can, and then you hope later on in if a new instrument comes in okay that’s fine.
And you have to connect all the bits of the series up and so on and so forth.

Is the Dobson something that you operated on your own?

Hmmm … I think, yes, most – most of us preferred to do it on their own. There are
one or two things where four hands are helpful but on the whole by the time you’ve
organised someone to do it [laughs] and you’ve lost your temper with each other, or
every time you get close of course [ph] you do the wrong thing at the wrong time.
Yes, it can be done by yourself but –
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At Lerwick did you use this instrument on your own or did you –? Were there times
when you used it with colleagues at Lerwick with other trainees or –?

Hmmm, well, I went up in March and then I had thought I was going to the Antarctic
by myself but then later on they kindly relented and thought perhaps we do need two
people. So my colleague who was to be with me for the next two years came up,
hmmm, and, yes, by the time we had a certain amount of practise the permanent staff
at Lerwick were really quite happy for us to do all their work for them [laughs].

Yes, yes.

Although, you know, if we wanted to go off and do something on a particular day
they would fill in, but by and large they were happy for us to be producing the
observatory records after a little a bit of training – well, quite a lot actually, yes.

[17:12]

Okay. Could you tell me how the – you’ve calibrated the machine, you’ve used the
machine to get the reading by getting the two wavelengths to be equivalent, how does
that relate to a measurement of ozone in the atmosphere above, depending on where
the thing is pointing?

Oh, well, the essential missing bit is the time, so all your measurements have to be
fairly precisely timed and part of the game is to – well, thinking of the carbon, the
black plate, right [laughs].

Yes.

You want to make your little squiggles on it last for, say, twenty seconds, that gives
you enough time to see how much – how variable it is.

Right.
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If it’s all nice and steady and then you can read off the mean at that point accurately
but you also have to make quite sure you have the best time you can for the middle of
the – of the reading. So your next step is to calculate the height of the sun at the time
[laughs] which then gives you what we call the zenith angle, the distance, the angular
distance, the sun is from overhead, and that gives you the relative thickness of the
atmosphere. So if when you went up, directly up through the sky to get to space you
got, what shall we say, 300 Dobson Units, that’s a quantity of ozone, then when you
look sideways at thirty degrees, sine of thirty or whatever, that tells you how much
ozone there is there. So it’s the absorption divided by the cosine of the zenith angle
which actually gives you the absolute amount of ozone corrected to the zenith as it
were.

Yes, I see. The Dobson Units then, how –?

That’s just a name, the technical SU unit I suppose you should use these days is a
milli-atmosphere centimetre [laughs].

Right. And that can be – that can be calculated from the zenith angle, in other words,
how vertically the thing is pointing.

Yes, and – but you have to know the absorption coefficient of ozone at the
wavelength settings you’ve got.

Which you can read off a chart at the time?

Well, no, I mean these are all determined in advance. I mean that’s the sort of thing
you can measure in a proper physical laboratory and hand it on to the people running
the instruments.

How was that information handed to you then as someone using the instrument?

Oh, well, I mean there are standard tables and books which come with every
instrument and so on and so forth. You just have to learn to find your way through
those and …
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It seems to be a combination of an awful lot of things –

Oh, yes.

The angles, the particular chemistry at particular temperatures –

Yes.

The readings that you’ve got from the machine –

Yes.

Which are themselves based on a sort of best fit with the squiggle on the carbon plate
and an average of time.

[19:57]

Provided that – if conditions – you’ve got a lot of broken cloud then you may well
find you’re starting to do an observation and it just starts to vary too much so you stop
and wait and try and get a better break in the cloud. But provided you can keep your
squiggle on the carbon plate to, what shall we say, less than half a centimetre, you can
read off the middle of that with pretty good accuracy to –

Yes.

I mean effectively you should be able to measure ozone to plus or minus about five
Dobson Units in 300 as a typical one. So, yes, I mean it needs care and it needs
practise and so on and so forth but in essence it’s perfectly straightforward.

Yes. And at that time why was ozone being measured?

Ah, that’s a good question [laughs]. I suppose the quick and easy answer is that it
does happen to be a gas with a highly peculiar spectrum and it’s one of the few
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constituents you can measure in such an easy way with such precision. I mean there
are lots of other things you’d love to be able to measure but they all turn out to be
much more difficult in essence because it’s the easiest measurement you can make of
something in the whole thickness of the atmosphere.

At that time then if the techniques were set no limits on what you could measure, what
would have been a more interesting atmospheric chemical to measure if you – there
weren’t these limits set by what a human on the ground can measure?

[laughs] Oh, that’s a very good question. Hmmm … I suppose the next one one really
wants to know is carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is in a sense much more difficult
because you’re in infrared wavelengths which is not an easy thing to handle even in
the lab. I mean Keeling’s record of CO2 from Mauna Loa which – it was only about
measuring carbon dioxide chemically at ground level but nevertheless that’s another
series of measurements which became very famous. Everyone kept saying, oh why
are you doing this? And then when he eventually came along and handed over thirty
years of, you know, everyone suddenly woke up [laughs]. It was quite interesting, the
French did make some measurements of CO2 down in the part of the world we went
to but by the time I got round to reading them up and looking at them I decided that
perhaps they weren’t really good measurements at all [laughs], which was a pity.
They measured all sorts of odd things, the French did, and they measured the
ammonia in – in snow, which is another curious thing which everyone does these days
and that was a pioneer effort if ever you had one.

So why then –? I know that you’ve said that ozone was measured partly because it
was something that could be measured.

Yeah.

[23:34]

Having measured it as something that could be measured, hmmm, how was it used in
meteorological analysis or atmospheric analysis then, at this very early stage with the
–?
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Well, I – I think it’s fair to say in a sense it wasn’t. IGY really gave the first set big
enough to make any use of it. You have to understand the way ozone’s distributed in
the sky, it actually has a fairly sharp peak which for practical purposes we might as
well say it’s between twenty-five and thirty-five kilometres. So when you see day to
day changes of ozone most of what you’re seeing is what’s happening to that
thickness of the atmosphere. And with a little bit of luck you can get a reasonable
vertical distribution, although there’s a bit of another story but [laughs] – and you can
tell a bit about what’s happening in the troposphere, just, and you can tell a little bit
about what’s happening above, but basically it’s telling you about the lower to middle
stratosphere from day to day changes. I mean the sort of maps you’ve got there,
essentially that’s a map at some fairly indeterminate region between twenty-five and
thirty kilometres, enough to sort of think about because it’s a … it’s a part of the
atmosphere where essentially all motion is horizontal. To a first approximation all the
airflow’s not quite horizontal but along what we call a level of potential temperature
and it’s quite a two-dimensional, three-dimensionals don’t really come into it very
much. They’re very much a small correction to it, yes.

Was the recognition that air movement is largely horizontal?

Oh, no, that was much later [laughs].

Oh, so it didn’t come from ozone as a sort of tracer of movement?

It could be deduced from it. We did in fact make this deduction ourselves in, I
suppose it was 19 – essentially ‘63 when the big eruption of Mount Agung in the East
Indies. It was easy enough from radiation measurements to tell when the dust first
reached the Antarctic, hmmm, and it was also equally clear that it didn’t reach the
Antarctic until the normal spring rise in ozone had commenced. And now the spring
rise in ozone is essentially a pushing apart – away of one bit of the atmosphere and
bringing in new air with not much more ozone in it, okay. Well, the new ozone didn’t
come in until the dust came. I mean the dust didn’t come in until the ozone came out
[laughs].
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Yes, yes, okay.

All of which shows that you can get sort of redistribution of different things
happening in different ways. The Americans actually chose more or less to disregard
that when they started trying to explain the ozone hole by dynamics, it really never
was on as we tried hard to point out to them but – it took a little bit of time for that to
get accepted.

Thank you. Now with – this week’s going brilliantly. We’ve done now I think the
Dobson instruments –

Yes.

So let’s look at another set of instruments that you were using at Lerwick. Perhaps
we could – you could talk about what the instruments used to measure magnetic field
of the earth looked like to begin with. What were they like as physical objects?

[27:19]

I see, right [laughs]. Ah, as I’m – the observatory or any observatory tries to measure,
or tried in those days to measure, separately the three orthogonal components, that’s
to say the vertical and some two components of the horizontal field at right angles,
which gives you enough to get your vector in space. There are ways these days of
measuring the vector straight away but that’s another story [laughs]. And so
essentially to measure the vertical field you mount a magnet on knife edges, you allow
the centre of gravity to be slightly offset from the positions of the knife edges so that
the magnetic torque on the magnet which is trying to lift it up and down is
counterbalanced by the gravitational force and the slightly displaced centre of gravity
of the metal, as it were. So if you – well, if you can get it somewhere near balance
then you can set it up and with a series of prisms you shine a light onto a mirror
mounted on top of the magnet and that comes back and is let through a slit and
records on a – well, it’s focused and then records at a spot on a piece of paper on a
drum which goes round. There’s enough paper to last for twenty-four hours and you
change the chart every day and develop and all the rest of it. Also in that chart are the
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other components. I mean if you think about it there are other things you want to
know, the usual choice, not necessary, is firstly simply to hang a magnet up on a
quartz fibre so that the change in direction of the field puts a couple on the magnet in
the horizontal sense and that’s balanced by the torsion in the fibre. And again as the
magnetic field changes so the thing moves slightly round and that can all be put back
through various things [laughs].

And so the movement of the magnet, there’s light shining on the magnet so when it
moves it alters the way that the light is reflected back onto the paper?

Yes, that’s right.

So that’s how it’s recorded?

Yes.

Okay. So in these four buildings, how many sort of magnets suspended or –?

[laughs] Well, you have two – two rooms, one of which you call the normal set of
magnetometers, and they operate in – as sensitively as possible. If you try and do it
far too sensitively of course everything just moves very rapidly and you can’t focus
anything and all the rest of it. So essentially that depends on latitude and it’s also laid
down for you before you start roughly what sort of sensitivity you want at a given
latitude. So that’s what we call the normal magnetometers, which is essentially doing
it on as large a scale as you can but still maintaining stability. And then you have
another room in which you make a set as insensitive almost as possible. And most of
the time they sit there scarcely moving but of course in a big storm the other one will
move so much it will keep going off the paper. Now there are ways of bringing it
back by having multiple sources of light, i.e. you have a light shining and you send it
through prisms and through prisms so you can actually get five sort of offsets on the
normal one but in a really big storm that just gets tremendous and it’s much easier to
have a set at very, very low sensitivity which is usually deemed to be such that you
just allow one subsidiary light source so you’re never more than one reflection off the
actual record. IGY had some big enough storms that we learnt a little bit [laughs] that
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we needed to change the thing a bit, and you can of course alter the sensitivity by the
distance from the – where the instruments are to the – coming back to the drum which
may be a possible thing to do if you feel you’ve made a mistake in what you were told
to do the first time. I don’t think we ever had to do that.

And what was involved in – apart from replacing the paper every twenty-four hours
on the drum –

Right.

What was involved in maintaining this set-up of equipment, keeping the thing –?

Well, you now need to know what the sensitivity of the recording magnets is in terms
of centimetres on the paper to changes in the magnetic field, in the strength of the
magnetic field. So what you have to do now is you have to have another hut and you
have a whole set of instruments by which you can measure each of the three
components again, the horizontal field, strength or the direction of the horizontal field
and the strength of the vertical field. And so you have special instruments which
allow you to twiddle knobs and things and infer what these three components are, and
now it’s your job to correlate those abs – what we call absolute observations with the
charts so that you can now tell just by looking at the chart and making a measurement
on the chart what those components are at any stage of the recording.

Is this how you take the piece of paper off the drum, look at presumably the movement
of the light beam has left a mark on there –?

Well, you have to develop it.

Yeah.

Photograph – yeah.

So on the photograph paper – so when you’ve developed it you’ve got a line have
you?
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Yes, you’ve got a line, you’ve got what are called baselines. These are just standing
mirrors somewhere near the thing and it’s purely arbitrary what the distance is and
that’s why you have to have these absolute observations so that you can write enough
equations to solve for you what the sensitivity of the magnets are and what the
strength of the field is thereafter.

Otherwise all you’ve got is a line which seems to be wobbling in relation to a straight
line.

Yes.

So how do you then interpret then and say how the wobble of the line relates to the
magnetic field of the earth in terms of –?

Oh, well, every time you make an absolute observation of course you have to make it
at a given time, so if you know what time you made your absolute observation then
you just look at the chart, find what that is, and so if you do this enough times you
then automatically have enough information to –

[33:25]

So you relate the absolute observation to the amount of wiggle on the pen?

You have to have enough of these to sample these squares and all the rest of it
[laughs] –

So how was –? Yes. So how was the absolute measurement taken then?

Hmmm, oh, they are really essentially much the same thing, they depend on having a
magnet more or less suspended in the same way as the magnetometers and then you
have – usually have either magnetic coils which you send a current through which
produces a field at the centre so you can simply make a series of different current
readings and find their – essentially you’re trying to hold things still, you’re trying to
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counterbalance the earth’s field with the artificial means you have. It may be a big
magnet or in the – in the case of a coil you can use electric currents. Electric currents
are nicer because they – in a sense it’s easier to have a good ammeter and know more
or less absolutely what the force you’re using to balance it is, otherwise you depend
on calibrations of big magnets which have been given to you and they can equally
fade with time and temperature and all sorts of things. There are all sorts of
secondary effects which – I mean it all sounds, and it is in a sense, quite
straightforward, it’s just tedious because there are so many nasty things happening in
the world all the time [laughs] that you have to be quite careful that you eliminate all
these.

Thank you, okay.

And also there’s a certain amount of skill in all this. I mean you – for instance, when
– let’s state the simple one when you’re trying to find the direction of the – horizontal
direction, of the field. Essentially every time you move the instrument about it starts
swinging and before you can make a sensible measurement you have to kill it down,
so you have to learn the little trick of having a little nail in the end of a piece of wood
and you gradually sort of – and you get quite clever, I mean it can be swinging wildly
and you just sort of discover if you do it just the right time you can almost sort of hold
it still and then gradually let it settle down [laughs]. There’s an awful lot of finger
skills in it, it’s – and it’s quite exciting to learn this in a way.

So is this involved in the absolute measurement, what you’re doing describing with
the bit of wood?

Oh, well, this is in the absolute arrangement essentially.

Right. So what is swinging and can you explain how you stop it with the piece of
wood and the nail?

Oh, I see. Well, yes, I mean essentially what you’re trying to do is use a graduated
horizontal scale and you’re hanging a magnet above it and you’ve got to determine its
use or how it got to correlate the direction of the magnet to be made off the dial. Now
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however you set this up and however you release the magnet, by and large a) you
can’t let it swing all the while or you sooner or later lose all your little threads which
are hanging it all up, so it has to be kept normally locked away very careful. And then
when you release it, it will automatically start to swing in the normal way things do
and you just have to damp it down by putting a little piece of metal near it and then
gradually bringing it in at the right time. As it swings this way you see, you push that
in and that will sort of hold it a bit steady and then wait for it to come and then – yes,
it’s as satisfying a bit of skill as many others. It’s a bit like ball games, either you hate
them or you sort of see them as skill and there’s an awful lot of skill in the silly things
you do with the magnet [laughs].

Sort of using the attraction and repulsion to sort of –

Yes.

Create little resistances to –

Just to deaden it down just so its amplitudes gradually get smaller and then – and if
you’re lucky you can actually – I mean once you get skilled at it you can see it
swinging quite wildly in just one, two, and that’s it and somebody comes and sees,
‘How do you do that?’ And it is an acquired – certainly I couldn’t do it now [laughs],
that’s for sure.

Thank you.

However –

Now other significant instruments. We’ve looked at the magnetic instruments, the
Dobson spectrometer –

Dobson’s yes, so did I talk about –? Yes, radiation we talked about as well.

[37:44]
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We’re going to – no radiation, yes, measurement of –

Well, these are essentially just fairly big thermopiles carefully kept below glass domes
and have to be kept dry and all the rest of it. And, yes, there is a device which you
point directly at the sun, that’s a thing called an Angström pyrheliometer and you can
actually measure the strength of the sun’s radiation effectively reaching the ground.
And … with that you’re equipped with filters which pick out two or three fairly
narrow bits of it, so again you can derive information about that spectrum from it.
And there’s a paper in here somewhere where we did this with the Agung dust. When
the Agung dust was present the comparison of the spectral strength of the solar
radiation enables you [sighs] to make fairly strict inferences about what the particles
up there causing the extinction might be. Not are but might be [laughs].

Was this piece of equipment at the Lerwick Observatory?

I don’t think it was when we were training, I’ve forgotten where we acquired that,
hmmm, I think that was a bit later.

So we can talk about that a little bit more in relation to the IGY?

Well, yes, that would be in the ‘60s by the time – in Edinburgh and we decided that
this was a necessary piece of equipment for somewhere like Antarctica.

Yes, that’s very interesting, yes. So other pieces of equipment that you were using at
Lerwick?

I’m just trying hard to think now what we’d done.

Including the very routine atmospheric equipment, that would be interesting bit by bit.

Oh, I see. Yes, well you – it’s amazing how difficult it is to make objective
comments about the sky. I mean there are all sorts of things you have to learn about
all the different types of clouds, how to guess the height of the cloud. I say guess
because there are ways of – the one time you can measure cloud height is with a
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searchlight at night because you can sort of shine it up and get a nice little ball of light
sort of apparently in the sky and now you can take measurements with a theodolite or,
you know, not necessarily a little bit of cardboard with a little weight on. But there
you do actually infer the height of the cloud but other ones you’ve just got to get used
to each station you go to and most people going down to the Antarctic find that
difficult for a month or two ‘cause everything’s at slightly, or at different, heights to
what they are normally in this country and so on and so forth. Yes, the ability to walk
out to the screen and take your thermometer out, read it before it gets – starts getting
warm to measure the humidity with all the dreadful things of wet bulbs and so on and
so forth. In the Antarctic wet bulbs are nearly always ice bulbs and occasionally
they’re just a nasty mess and you can’t really do anything about it.

Can you describe the process of using a wet bulb in terms of how you used it as
Lerwick? A wet bulb or the various thermometers that you used at Lerwick.

Yes, I mean the Stevenson screen contains two thermometers held horizontally.
There’s the dry bulb which is just a question of reading it before your own body heat
has started to affect it and so on and so forth, and then there’s the wet bulb which
normally you need to go ten minutes or so before you actually make the observation
and just check that it still is wet and if necessary – it’s just got a wick over it which
dips down into a little water and that just has to be kept clean and so on and enough
water there, so you have to check that before you go and do it so then when you go
and measure the – or read the dry one you can read the wet one at the same time, and
the difference between the two enables you to calculate how much water there is in
that bit of atmosphere. No, I was just saying that it really is a fairly messy game,
there must be better ways these – well, there are of course but in those days still old
fashioned. But my young men did send me a message on one occasion from South
Georgia which is a typical sub-Antarctic island and there everything’s always
oscillating somewhere near zero, and they were complaining about the troubles in
getting a wet bulb to operate properly and said, ‘Wouldn’t it be much easier if we
could put alcohol on it instead?’ So I sent them a little message saying I had realised
they were drinking a lot recently, I hadn’t realised it had got into the atmosphere to
that extent. And a little shamefaced message came back a few days later saying sorry,
we weren’t thinking [laughs].
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[End of Track 4]
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[Track 5]

Okay, I wonder whether you could tell me about the equipment that you learnt to use
at Lerwick, or perhaps you might have even helped to install, of the sea level
recorder, what that was like as a physical object to begin with?

Yes, I’ve forgotten where we learnt about that. In essence the normal way of
recording sea level at a port in this country is to have a big metal tube, oh, about
eighteen inches across with a very small hole in the bottom to damp out the wave
motion. And this is strapped to some nice vertical [inaud] or whatever and you
simply have a float in it which pulls – goes over a pulley and drives a pen on a chart
in a typical way. For some curious reason it was thought we might get away with one
of these which us – so we took one down and us duly set it in but Argentine Islands is
a rather curious place. Most of the places where you can put such a thing in the sea
are actually reasonably shallow and so in fact this sat there perched on some – on
some rocks and tied in. The idea was to put enough heating in to be able to keep it
liquid inside through the winter with us, didn’t really work at all, so we had a good – a
good record while the sea was unfrozen. And then we were forced into the position of
trying to measure sea level there, you wait for the sea ice to form and get thick enough
to be able to crawl out and then you simply make a hole and build a small sort of
shelter to keep the hole free and simply chuck a weight to the bottom on the end of
your wire and then it’s the motion of the ice up and down which actually enables you
to record the depth of the sea at that point, and so for most of the year we had a record
of sea level. What else? We were also supposed to have a thing called a longwave
recorder which didn’t worry about the actual depth of the sea but simply isolated the
longish waves for you but that turned out to be a much more tricky beast because it
had some quite small orifices in which is very difficult, even with oil, to sort of keep
the thing working during – during the depths of the winter, shall we say, yes.

Did you use the sea level gauges in Lerwick?

No, no, we hadn’t seen them. I’ve forgotten where we went then, probably
Southampton or somewhere like that.
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I see. Okay, could you briefly describe then to start with, the process or the history of
your move from training at Lerwick to actually being in station at the Argentine
Islands? So if you could tell [JF laughs] –? Well, once we’ve got there we’ll talk
about routines and measuring and that sort of thing, but if you could give a sort of
overview of that transition.

Er … yes, I was trying to – at that stage the … if I just call it the survey that will be
the easiest way to avoid what the rest of the long name was. We had two ships and
then one used to leave in – normally leave Southampton in September and the other
one end of October, or something of the sort. So having been training for about six
months at Lerwick they decided I had to go, so I think I had a fortnight’s leave and
then turned up at Southampton. It was low tide, I seem to remember, and there was
rather a large ship standing in – not very far away. What on earth was it? The Queen
Elizabeth [laughs] or something. And I couldn’t quite make out where the ship I was
going to travel was and then I leant over the side and there it was down below
[laughs]. It really seemed minute when you sort of looked at this huge liner and here
was this little, not quite cockleshell but anyhow, so where we? Ah, yes, we were
delayed for some reason, I can’t remember why now … no, anyway we thought we
were going to sail one day but we didn’t and so we all went down to the pub and there
were some journalists about and, hmmm, so we thought we’d enjoy ourselves and
then talked about the wonderful little helicopter which we – model helicopter which
we were taking down to carry a small camera so it could do an air survey for us
[laughs]. It did actually appear in one of the papers the next day, I seem to remember.
It just goes to show you can’t – you can’t make jokes for some people but – yes, in
those days what happened? Well, it was an important time because if you wanted to
have a nice new camera to take to the south then you could get it duty free provided it
was delivered to you on the ship and so on and so forth. So there was the usual sort of
fuss about all these things appearing, which they duly did but – and then into the Bay
of Biscay where most of us discovered we weren’t cut out to be sailors [laughs].
Yeah, it was an ex-Baltic shop and flat bottomed which – she did roll a bit but – and
then five week – no, what was it? Four weeks later you reached Stanley on the
Falkland Islands, more of the more interesting ports in the world, ‘cause you learn you
got there by nose. Essentially they burn peat and after the middle of the Atlantic
which is relatively uncontaminated you suddenly smell the island and it may well be
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sort of – if the wind’s in the right direction it can easily be well out of – out of sight
and – ah, and then the fun starts. You have to get issued with all your Polar clothing
and all such things, introduced to the governor of the Falkland Islands who’s
nominally in charge of it all, and hmmm … I can’t remember. Then we managed to
escape for a walk in the middle of the Falklands ‘cause we were stuck there for longer
than they wanted us to really, so I remember saying fairly firmly on one occasion if
we’re not going tomorrow we can at least go for a walk [laughs]. And you probably
never heard about the Americans but the Americans have this wonderful catchphrase
which essentially is ‘hurry up and wait’, and it can get a bit wearing at times [laughs].

Who did you –? We’ll pick up from there in a second.

Yes.

[07:25]

Who did you travel down with on this –?

Oh, we were at that stage – that was in the days of a lot of surveying because the place
wasn’t awfully well mapped to go with the surveying, which meant field trips with
dogs and quite long ones at that. There was a lot of field geology going on, so I guess
at that stage we were running something like eight stations, so that would have been
roughly speaking two or three people going in to each one at about twenty-five, thirty
people, in addition to the crew. I mean they had enough crew to do quite a lot of the
work and – but we – we were asked to take it in turns to help with various things such
as chipping paint off the decks and repainting and all the rest of it, the normal things
which go on in the course of a ship’s life.

Which members of the group going down to cover all of the FIDS stations were the
ones that were going to join you at –?

Oh, I was the only one going to do the IGY work and my colleague would come down
on the later ship in November.
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So you were destined for Argentine Islands alone?

Well … yes, as far as I remember on the first ship, yes.

And was there going to be anyone there already?

Oh, yes, there was a team of eleven there, some of whom, half of whom, would stay
and half would come out. Yes – no, I think all the replacement meteorologists, er …
yes, and all the replacements were essentially coming down on the second ship.

I see. And what was your sort of job title, your status in terms of the base at that
stage?

Oh, goodness only knows. I suppose I was called a physicist [laughs].

Right, yeah. So who was the base commander if there was –?

Yeah, well, the doctor was going to be the base commander the first year and then I
took over from – he was just going down just for – doctors are difficult to come by
and they very rarely stay two successive winters. So I took over from him as base
commander in the, whatever it was, February next year.

I see. Dr – his surname, do you –?

Emerson, Dr Emerson. He still lives in Cambridge [laughs].

[10:19]

Right, I see. Now I’m just going to hop back to leaving for this trip. You had two
weeks’ leave after the Lerwick training – I wonder how you spent that leave in terms
of friends and families and relationships at home considering that you were just about
to go to Antarctica for a protracted period.
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Well, yes I mean, you know, it’s the – it’s the usual trouble, you’re so full of what
you’re going to do and it’s new and exciting that you perhaps fail a bit in your duty to
your parents to assure them that everything’s going to be all right and so on and so
forth. No, I think the fortnight was spent mainly at home. My parents were by
modern standards old compared to me, ‘cause Father fought in the ‘14 – ‘18 war and
they didn’t get married till their mid twenties I suppose it was. No, ‘22 when my
sister was born. That’s right, yes.

Do you remember any conversations you had with your parents in those two weeks
about what –?

No, not really, I think I was just trying to be as matter of fact about it as I could and
explaining to them that, hmmm, the equivalent of telegrams would be posted to them
after it had been travelled by Morse to get home and that they were allowed to send
100 words which could come down by Morse each month. And then later on it turned
out in fact that they were invited to the nearest BBC station and could actually record
a message for us.

Do you remember any messages that you received?

Well, one remembers it in this funny sort of way. I mean it’s a thing you have to
handle with a certain amount of care and the routine on base which we developed, I
suppose yes, was essentially the – the recipient of the message was allowed to have
the radio room to himself and everyone else listened in the lounge on a different piece
of equipment and, hmmm, part of the necessary game was you didn’t laugh at other
parents’ messages [laughs]. ‘Cause it is, it’s horribly difficult for them to speak to a
different world essentially and it’s too easy to say the wrong sort of things. I think we
treated it as well as we could and, yes. We were never – we couldn’t get – we
couldn’t guarantee voice output back to them, so it had to be this sort of business of
telegrams and things and … yes.
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Were your parents aware of what the IGY was from media coverage?

No, I don’t think so, I tried to explain roughly the sort of things which we were going
to be doing, it all sounded rather boring in many ways [laughs] but of course it wasn’t
but –

And what kinds of media coverage – before you actually set off, and I’m going to ask
you about the encounter with the journalist at the docks, journalists at the docks, but
before that what –? Being very alert to it obviously ‘cause you were going can you
remember any coverage of the year in advance, you know, scientists are going to –?

Well, no, it was already actually – it wouldn’t have mattered to the press in many
ways because nothing was going to happen until June the next year and then the IGY
was set to begin on the first of July. So there really wasn’t very much fuss in the
press at that time, the fact that I was going to get down there in time to make sure
everything was working and so on and so forth wasn’t of much interest to anyone I
suspect.

I see.

But that would come later. There was a lot of fuss in the press when it did start and –

By which time you were already out there –

By which time we were already down there and established, yes.

So the journalists at the port –?

Oh, well, they were always a nuisance, they always wanted to – they wanted a story
[laughs].

So they presumably knew that the FIDS ship was going on that day –
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Yes, oh yes, they came down every time people were going and, I don’t know,
basically there are two sorts of people, ones who don’t mind any publicity they get,
and those who think it’s all a bit of a strange game.

Do you remember which newspaper –?

No, I –

Published the story, the fake story, about the heli’ –?

I think it was the News Chronicle as far as I remember, but it sounded a good story
too, I was rather proud of it, perhaps we should have actually made one of these
which worked [laughs].

[14:44]

Okay, thank you. So you’ve arrived at base, at Argentine Islands, could you –?

Oh, no, it took a long while to get there, we’ve got to Stanley so far.

Oh, yes, go from Stanley, thank you, yeah.

[laughs] Well, no I’ll tell you why because it actually – in essence make sure you
arrive on base just about as fit as you can be. I mean on the way we – what did we
do? I can’t remember, we went to South Georgia, to Signy Island which was about
halfway to the peninsula, Admiralty Bay, Hope Bay and – and, yes, probably about
five stations. And at each of these stations you’ve got to unload probably eighty tons
of stores for the – for the year and that’s actually very hard work. And so, as I say,
you actually end up being reasonably fit ‘cause you – I mean there were no cranes in
those days, everything was packed in small enough boxes to be able to handle by one
man and, i.e. nothing more than eighty pounds I suppose at the heaviest and mostly
around the sort of sixty pound thing. If you’ve got a huge mound of these to actually
transfer from the ship into the scow there’s a flat bottomed boat to take it there and
then you’ve got to somehow get ashore, and in some cases you may have to go up
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some more ice cliffs and sort of hand them up one at a time to each other and so on
[laughs]. So, yes, you got indoctrinated fairly quickly that life was not going to be too
easy but, yeah, good fun.

Can you remember first, or what do you remember, of first seeing yourself directly in
Antarctic landscape given that this is something that you’d read about and thought
about? What were your impressions of seeing for the first time what you thought was
Antarctica?

Oh, I suppose the old story that at its best it’s awe inspiring, it’s beautiful [laughs],
you know, it’s everything. I was fairly used to the high Alps so I mean it didn’t sort
of completely shock me. There were other things you had to sort of learn about such
– the way that everyone – the camp routine down there and travelling with dogs if you
– if you have to, I mean we didn’t on our particular station. Our job to the dogs was
simply to let them die unfortunately because when sledge dogs retire on the whole in
those days they – they weren’t shot straight away, they were given out, which was
quite a good idea in some ways ‘cause they’re actually good companions. I mean we
had a little saying that if you get fed up with the men you go and talk to the dogs and,
you know, there’s a lot in that. If someone’s irritating you and you walk outside and
pat a dog’s head, and being careful to keep your glove on so it doesn’t bite you
[laughs], yes. But it also meant quite a lot of work in catching seals, it sounds –
looking back one can really scarcely believe that we – you know, dogs weren’t shot
but we were allowed to keep them going for a year, eighteen months in some cases,
but that meant killing a fair number of seals for them. Luckily in those days we
weren’t forbidden to eat seal, so that was a luxury for us as well. We ate penguin and
we ate penguins’ eggs. Again everyone would raise their hands in horror but, you
know, the nearest penguin colony was eight miles away, you could only get there by
walking on sea ice, so it was a – well, you know, you had to know what you were
doing on sea ice ‘cause that’s some of the most treacherous things there are. But the
colony was fifteen million birds and, hmmm, what did we take? Oh, I can’t
remember now, two thousand eggs, three thousand eggs, I mean it’s completely and
utterly trivial. All the birds you take it from will lay another one and the odds on any
one egg becoming an adult penguin are perhaps one in two or 300, so to say that you
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shouldn’t do it because of upsetting the balance of nature is just so preposterously
wrong that you – you don’t worry about it [laughs].

On the ship coming down, when you crossed the Arctic Circle –

Antarctic.

Were you involved in any sort of rituals or –?

No, no, the only rituals at sea is if you happen to cross the Equator for the first time. I
can’t – I don’t think we actually did anything for some reason, there probably couldn’t
have been enough people who’d done it before to be quite excited in the usual visitor.
But, no, the Antarctic Circle itself doesn’t really mean very much. What does mean
something physically to you is the Antarctic convergence which is where the
temperature of the sea suddenly gets colder, all that happens within a degree of sixty
miles, say, something of that sort. You go from having water warm enough to stick
your toes into it to being cold enough so you don’t particularly want to [laughs]. So
that’s what you actually notice, and the clouds change and all this sort of thing. It
depends whether you’re – if you do it in fine weather it’s perhaps a bit more obvious
than if it’s in bad weather. If it’s in bad weather you probably wouldn’t notice
anyhow. I’m trying to think if anything else happened, er … no, no I don’t think –

Could you describe the base at Argentine islands in terms of its separate buildings
and layout and so on?

No, we need a bit more in terms of – first of all, we have to explain where it is. It’s a
spread out but smallish group of islands which is actually about seven miles from the
mainland. Normally in the winter there’s enough ice formed between the islands to
walk anywhere, hmmm, and you can’t go into these places too early in the season
otherwise the poor ship can’t force its way in. It can get and lay off ten miles away in
the bigger straits but – so the timing really has to be managed fairly carefully. Hmmm
… looking out to the west there’s nothing until you come to, I can’t remember,
Australia probably, yes. Looking the other way there’s the wonderful mountainous
mainland seven miles away with peaks up to six thousand, seven thousand feet, but,
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you know, which start with glaciers which reach the sea so it’s the Alps with the
lowland Switzerland removed as it were.

Was there a particular reason for establishing –? This was a relatively new FIDS
base there.

No, it had been occupied before. In fact it had been occupied by the BGLE in 1935.
The chief virtue in having something there was it’s a staging post to get further south,
hmmm, and it’s a relatively safe place locally because everything gets fairly solidly
frozen for most of the time. And on the other hand it’s not really a very good place to
start sledging on because it means you’ve got rather a dangerous passage to get down
to where really firm ice occurs all the winter. So in a sense to put something, sort of
permanent scientific work there, really makes things much more sensible, it avoids
falling into the trap of trying to use it as a travelling base which is fairly well known
for being dangerous and –

So this was the first –

On the other hand it’s easy enough usually to get in and out of fairly quickly in the
year.

Yes, so by new I meant this was the first time that it was being established as a fixed
scientific site?

Well, yes, the story was a little bit different because they did try and set this up as an
observatory in – for ’56. So someone went in, in ‘55, to do most of the building work.
He then I think decided that they’d asked him to do far too much work and he decided
to come out, so the place was left vacant for year and then when we went in we had to
– essentially the first thing we had to do was discover what he’d done and whether we
were happy with it and so on and so forth. And in fact he did a pretty reasonable job.
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What was there?

Oh, the magnetic hut was built and the – no, I think the magnetometers hadn’t really
been properly installed but they were all sitting there ready to get going. He’d made a
very good job of the Dobson spectrophotometer, which I’ve been trying to sell around
the world ever since. Essentially it was stuck under a bit of flat roof and there was a
small bit of the hut which came up and ended in a flat roof, and he’d cut a small hatch
through that and then underneath he’d constructed a metal frame for the Dobson,
which is a very heavy instrument but which ran on roller bearings. So instead of
having it normally on a trolley which you push about and push out into the open air in
order to get a better view, here was this very small hole through the roof, four inch
square, and you could make measurements very easily and all you had to do to put the
instrument in the right orientation during the day was just spin it round on these very
nice heavy roller bearings. And there are only a few places in the world which had
caught onto this. I mean we publicise it quite a bit and it was a very successful bit of
work.

[25:23]

Who was the chap who went down early?

He was a man you may just have heard of, his name was Ross Hesketh and he later
made, I was about to say some sort of notoriety because he got involved in the
business of inventory of the radioactive material at Sellafield and such like things.
You remember there was a discrepancy found in the – when was this? Early in the
‘60s there was a bad discrepancy in the amount of waste which was supposedly stored
there and he was one of the first to draw attention to this.

Thank you. So the Dobson spectrometer with this novel system of the rollers and the
skylight. Other things that were established there when you …?

Oh, what did we do? We had to – well, one of the difficulties of Antarctica is
electricity and essentially for the IGY, which was essentially to keep records going for
seven days a week, 365 days a year, was you need continuous electricity. And most
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of the early generators weren’t really designed with that in mind, so we had separate
generators for the hut which ran, I’ve forgotten, let’s say twelve hours a day and then
we had some small special generators which kept going through the twenty-four hours
to put a small amount of heat into the magnetic observatory and run the lights there
and so on and so forth. So that was a bit tricky. We decided very rapidly that most of
these were small machines and so we had made a plea to have mains electricity, well
AC shall we say for running instruments, to run the clocks, instruments, regenerated,
i.e. you fed a not very good fifty cycles from your generator which could over the
course of a day go from, oh, a variation of five or six cycles per second, which had
been quite hopeless for making an accurate clock so we’d actually taken something
down which would provide us with 100 watts, [laughs] believe it or not, of
regenerated good fifty cycles and that made life very much easier. Otherwise one of
the things which you didn’t have to worry very much about at Lerwick, for example,
was keeping time and there radio signals were easily available. At the Argentine
Islands we had to listen, heaven help us, to WWWH that’s Hawaii, that was the
nearest reliable thing to listen to, to get a time signal. There were some South
American ones but if there were magnetic storms or things of that sort by and large
the reception of those was rather difficult. So that was another job not mentioned at
Lerwick, at least once a day you needed an external time signal to make sure you
hadn’t drifted too far. We’d also taken down a pendulum clock which was – I think
it’s still sold, it’s called a Synchronome which essentially senses the swinging of the
pendulum and when the amplitude of the oscillation of the pendulum slowly decreases
for whatever reason, then when it drops below a certain amount you release a lever
and it drops down – a weight drops down on the pendulum as it goes and sort of
pushes it up to a bigger amplitude again. All good fun. Well, we put this up on the
wall, which was a silly thing to do when I think I about it, the wall of course being a
wooden hut built on concrete foundations and so on and so forth, and the clock
wouldn’t keep going. And it suddenly sort of dawned on one that the problem was
you didn’t really have a firm framework. All the energy of the clock was being
transmitted to the hut [laughs] and so you actually had to provide a stand firm enough
for the clock for it to be able to work. We did this eventually but it was a bit of a
shock to sort of suddenly realise, gosh, here we are trying to swing the hut [laughs].

[30:17]
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So you’ve got the Dobson, you’ve got various means of establishing time –

Time, yes.

Particularly listening to WW Hawaii. Other instruments on site there at Argentine
islands that you were using – going to use routinely?

Oh, yes, there were solarimeters. There was the balloon hut to generate hydrogen
which was done with caustic soda and aluminium. I mean they were a small supply of
cylinders for emergency but basically we were rather naughty and made it a chemical
way and then I regret to say the residue from that usually went in the sea, which didn’t
do too much good to it but not too much harm, the first year at any rate. The – I
should explain that the magnetic hut there was a bit of a pain in the sense it was, oh,
nearly 500 yards away from the main station. The main hut was on a little peninsula
and there was a very slow, small snow bridge connecting it to the rest of the island
which – and I don’t know why we decided to change everything at nine o’clock at
night but we did for some curious reason [laughs]. So even in winter we had this little
trek and we had to find the sort of narrow crossing and end up in the magnetic hut and
go back again. I don’t think we ever failed to – to change the chart at the right time
with a little bit of forethought, but it was a bit of a pain I think really looking back.

Having mentioned the changing of the chart at nine o’clock I wonder whether you
could now describe a typical day, a full day, of observing and recording. So from the
moment of getting up if you could take us through a whole day, where you go, what
you do, what you take from places to other places, what you perhaps might write
down, collect, that sort of thing, so –

Oh, yes okay, let me try and take myself back to this time. Oh, essentially there were
two of us and, hmmm, the work was split up into either looking after the magnetic
observatory and the sea level recorder, or the work associated with the ozone and the
radiation measurements. So we worked on each of these two things for a week and
then handed over. Now, part of the job during the week of running the magnetic
observatory was to check what your colleague had done in the previous week, i.e. you
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had to rework through all these absolute obs and check the labelling of the charts and
so on and so forth, as well as making your own in turn to pass on to him the next
week. So … gosh, my chief memory is that, hmmm, I don’t think I ever got up after
six o’clock ‘cause the seismometers again were again a bit of a pain. To run them at a
fast enough speed to really be useful to us we had to change the charts three times a
day, yes, I think that’s right, eight hours [laughs]. So I seem to remember I used to
get up at about ten to six and change the seismometer chart and then later on at – oh,
no, it was every six hours. No, it was every six hours when we ran it. We had to
change, yes, three times a day. And the last thing I did before I went to bed was to
change the seismometer chart at twelve o’clock, at midnight [laughs].

What was involved in changing a seismometer chart?

Oh, just … well everything is light-tight of course. First of all, you had to switch a
few lights off and you opened the lid and all this has to be done in the dark, you take
off the paper and slip it in a rather nice big envelope which is lightproof and that’s all
right, it can stay in that for a day or two if necessary. But we used to basically
develop the magnetic charts once a week, no, twice a week, and the seismometers
with rather more sheets of paper, I suppose every second or – second day.

Where did you leave the envelopes before you –?

Oh, they were in the darkroom, we had a special darkroom which – I mean that was
one of the hobbies on the base, photography, so a dark – you know, a well equipped
darkroom was an absolute necessity.

So having changed the paper in the seismometer you had to take the envelope and
leave it in the darkroom for the next time?

And leave it in the darkroom for the night, yes indeed –

Okay.
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And then you – then the real problem was water, because in principle you’re supposed
to wash the these to archival permeance which literally means ten changes of water.
That’s tedious –

Yes.

And all the water has to be melted anyhow from the snow and filtered first.

[35:29]

So still at six in the morning you’ve gone to the seismo –

Oh, I’m not sure what I’m doing at the moment.

You’ve gone to the seismometer to change the –

For some curious reason I think I was the only one who changed the seismic charts I
seem to remember or did I do –? No, I did the two outside ones and David did the
two inside ones during the day. So if you want to know what life was like, yes, I
guess I never slept more than quarter past twelve to quarter to six [laughs]. We had a
dormitory which the window was open most of the time unless there was a blizzard,
so we did sleep quite well, yes. And then it – well, it depends entirely on where you
were in the year. I mean in the summer, for instance, the Dobson measurements,
you’re supposed to make readings when what’s called the mu [µ] factor, which is the
amplification of the amount of ozone in the atmosphere on the sun path, you’re
supposed to make measurements from – it was three-point-five all the way through to
midday and then back again to three-point-five. And then of course as the sun – as
the length of the day gradually slips during the year you only have to make one
observation at noon for the Dobson then. There’s another bit of the Dobson which we
didn’t sort of talk about before, is in principle you can measure the vertical
distribution of the Dobson by taking measurements till the sun sets and you find as
you are making measurements towards sunset things first of all start to decrease and
then suddenly increase again before the sun actually sets. That’s because you’re
getting much more scattering with very long paths through the atmosphere and it’s
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what’s called the Umkehr Effect, and in principle by measuring this is in some detail
you can do some quite complicated maths and actually derive – well, probably the
best you can say is you can get some sort of separation of the ozone into five altitude
ranges, which before the day of ozonesondes with balloons was at least an attempt to
sort of see whether it was like the rest of the world or not. I mean we didn’t really
know at that stage whether the vertical distribution was what people expected it to be,
shall we say [laughs].

Was this measuring the sort of thickness of the band in which the ozone was found
when you’re talking about the vertical distribution of the ozone?

Well, no, it’s a question of the shape of the curve. You’re taking measurements of the
intensity of the skylight and the intensity of the skylight falls off as you’re going
towards sunset and then suddenly it turns over and increases again, because it’s now
getting multiple scattering when you’ve got a very long slant path. Now the shape of
the curve is sufficient to abstract something like five points from that curve and
perform enough mathematics to be able to sort of say – well, let’s take it the other
way round. Well, when the sun’s just gone below the horizon, effectively all the
ozone you see up there is strictly – most of the signal comes from the ozone at the
very top and then slowly as you work your way up to a higher sun it slowly disappears
the other way and all that really matters is the amount in between twenty-five and
thirty-five kilometres, say, and you’ve got no information about what’s above that or
below that ‘cause it’s swamped by the huge amount in the middle. It’s a very crude
way of doing it but it’s – you know, it was – well, it’d never been measured there
before so it was quite exciting to at least have a look at it and see very crudely what it
was telling us.

[39:30]

Could you tell me – describe in detail of using the Dobson spectrometer there as
opposed to Lerwick being in a particular environment with a particular angle to the
sun and so on?
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In some ways it was rather more convenient at Faraday because I said – because of
the way the instrument was set up to hang from the roof you didn’t have to go outside,
so you didn’t need to dress up or anything of the sort. You could – even if it was
snowing or the wind blowing quite hard ‘cause you had such a small hole in the roof
you could actually afford to leave it open fifteen minutes at a time and then sort of
cover up and clear up a bit and then you’d go on from there, so that was all really
quite straightforward. In terms of the number of frequency of observations, well, of
course in the summer you’ve got much more time to wait for the sun to reach the
lower limit at which you can take it. So in there I mean you may find yourself
measuring ozone at six in the morning and six at night, which is – I mean you’re not
working continuously on it but you’ve still got intermediate ones to do but at least it
sort of keeps you occupied. When there are many other things to do be done you’ve
still got these – this long day to sort of fit in and mix in with all the other things.
Basically you’ve just got too much to do and then you did the best you could to cope.
There was no danger of dying of boredom, I can tell you [laughs].

So ozone measuring in the summer, ozone measuring say at six in the morning –

Yes, and if you were doing an Umkehr till the sun actually set. I mean an Umkehr
would normally start at noon you see and then it would go on till the sun was four or
five degrees below the horizon.

Right. And how often across that period –?

Well, you’d have to have a very clear sky for this and luckily you didn’t get clear
skies very often. We did – we did have one period of thirty-six hours and I seem to
remember we took three Umkehrs in that the first afternoon and then the next morning
and then again the next one, so that was – yes, that was quite – [laughs]

And how long did each use of the spectrometer take typically?

Oh –

You go into the hut to start –
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It would take – I mean if you – yes, by the time you switched on the power and things
like that the minimum you could actually make a sensible measurement at one
wavelength would be, say, five minutes and you could chuck in a few more
wavelengths and then another five minutes, and then you would have an hour to kick
your heels or go and do something else, I mean obviously go and do something else
and then come back to do – so you had – in a good Umkehr measurement in the
middle of the summer you would expect to get twenty points on your curve and that
would be reasonably well defined, yes.

Okay, so you’ve changed the magnetic roll – sorry, not the mag – the seismometer.
The Dobson measurement is obviously varying by time of year. Other things you
might do?

Well, then you would – it did depend again. On clear days you would be looking after
the radiation instruments. They would essentially sent an electrical signal back to the
base on cables and then record on the straightforward galvanometer. You, erm, would
make careful time marks on it at least three times a day to make quite sure that – and
if the clock was behaving or not you might make more, it depends if the clock – if the
clock was well behaved, which you hoped it was if you kept it clean [laughs], two or
three good time marks would see you through that. You’re continually adjusting the
ring which goes on what we call the diffuse radiometer, the one which shields off the
sun, and that needs watching every time you get direct sunlight to make quite sure that
the sun’s disc is actually hitting the middle of it. You don’t want to sort of hit the
edge of the ring and splay over a bit or anything like that, certainly every time the sun
shines you’re off to have a quick look, especially after a day or two –

To make sure that it’s still blocking out –?

Yes, still blocking out correctly and so on and so forth. These days I expect you do it
all automatically but –

[43:57]
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So these instruments are in one place and you said that the readings that they produce
are transmitted electrically to another place on the site?

Yes, effectively they’re … whatever you call them [laughs], thermocouples, and they
produce an electrical signal and that was taken into the hut and then the recorders
were just simple galvanometer recordings sitting on the shelf inside the hut and –

But presumably you’d have to go and read those at various points.

No, you don’t need to read them, you need to calibrate them every now and again, you
know, put a standard signal in to make quite sure that nothing has changed with the
overall calibration of them.

Could you describe that process, calibrating the –?

Well, it just demands a good voltmeter and then you apply a little known signal to the
chart. I mean you take the – disconnect the signal from the sun for a little moment
and just put a standard voltage on and leave it there long enough to be able to be
carefully written [ph] and so on. And, you know, it’s an amazing … demonstration of
the obvious I suppose [laughs] that if you relax too much and forget to do one of these
things at the wrong time you’re very liable to find, gosh, I don’t really know what this
means. And on the other hand if you’ve got it all under control then you can always
go back and sort of work out what’s happened in an emergency.

And when you said that you have to have time codes which you mark on the chart, do
you, at particular –? When you said that you had to write time codes in relation to
the radiation measurements and you – presumably there’s a clock near to the
recorder is there, and you’re marking on it in some way?

Yes, one has sort of the standard clock sitting there and you just simply disconnect for
say ten seconds or enough to give you a visible gap in – in the chart. And the same
with the magnetic recordings, they’re all done with these lights and the obvious time
signal there is to turn the lights out for twenty seconds and then you get a little gap in
the thing, which is very precise. I mean you can measure on a magnetic chart which
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is this sort of length. You can measure to a minute quite easily because of the
thinness of the gap which you can produce in the things.

And did you write in pencil or something –?

No, it all goes in the book. No, you have logbooks –

Okay.

And you try to interfere with the actual charts as little as possible, that any
contamination doesn’t –

And when you said that was okay when the clocks were well behaved. Can you tell
me about what happened when it meant by a clock not being well behaved and what
happened when that happened?

Oh, clocks get dirty and so on and so forth and you just have to sort of stop and lose a
quarter of an hour’s record while you clean it gently and oil it and all the rest of it.

And how would you know it was wrong, by listening to the time code on the –?

Oh, well, it’s usually apparent, it just looks horrible [laughs]. I mean basically most
of the time signals are done every hour, you get a little gap every hour and if they’re
not – don’t look at all, you know, by eye they’re not uniform, you know jolly well
you’ve got to get on and try and make it better.

Now you’ve described what seems to be a process of going to different places on the
site, taking recordings, calibrating things, keeping things going, checking that things
are aligned and that sort of thing. Can you remember any occasions where you
thought that particular parts of the data that you’d created had been damaged
perhaps by pieces of equipment breaking down or not being aligned correctly or,
hmmm –

Oh yes.
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Mistakes that have been [JF laughs] – given that it seems quite a complicated
mechanical process a lot –

[47:47]

It is indeed, yes, and I mean in particular in the magnetic hut, which is a reasonable
way away, erm, it nevertheless is a wise precaution if you don’t want to lose too much
to put your head through the door two or three times a day and, you know, they’re –
the clocks are very funny things in a magnetic hut because we – because you mustn’t
have iron anywhere they’re all phosphour bronze and they tend to perhaps pick up a
little more dust than the average things and so I’m ashamed to say the hut does get
quite dusty, it sounds silly, but nevertheless [laughs] it’s very difficult to vacuum it
thoroughly after it’s been built and there’s always bits there and so if you disturb
something a little bit of dust goes about. Yes, I mean just to – yes, so you don’t lose
too much. You’re pretty well forced to have a look as often as you can and then
especially if you – occasionally you will wander across and find the clock has stopped
and if you were lucky it wasn’t very long and you could interpolate it anyhow. No, I
think we didn’t lose awfully much but I think you could have done if you were a bit
more – less painstaking. It really is a question of … well, just making your excuses,
you know [laughs]. You have to keep an eye on things, is the point of it really.

Could you comment on changes to your routine on the regular world days, WRDs,
and world meteorological intervals, WMIs, that were outlined in a timetable?

Yes, the only thing which essentially matters here I think for most people was – I
mean essentially we were dedicated to, you know, as I say, 365 and a quarter days per
year, and twenty-four hours a day. Most of the things like regular world days were
essentially for people who perhaps had a less full programme than we did. The one
which interested us mostly was the world meteorological intervals where in essence
on those days, those sequence of days, we did two radiosonde flights a day instead of
one, so that was the additional main effort. Yes, otherwise I don’t think … hmmm,
no, I can’t say I ever concerned myself with meteoric activity, chiefly because we
didn’t have enough clear skies to do it. Solar eclipse, when did we have a solar
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eclipse? Gosh, I’ve forgotten. Where are we? That one? Yes, it is, yes. Oh, there
we are, the 23rd of October, that’s right, yes. Yes, I do remember that, and the 19th.
Yes. I guess the main importance of this was for things in civilised countries where
you weren’t stuck on the base, you know, your attention always on things anyhow so
this was simply meant to ask people working a five day week to be a bit more
generous with their time.

[51:32]

Thank you. Could you tell me about any relations that you had while in Antarctica
with the IGY data centres? I know that you worked on producing data after you’d
been to Antarctica, but while you were there operating this particular station what
links did you have with the IGY data centres?

Well, a slightly misguided question I think because in essence the main data centres
did much of their collecting at the end of IGY when records were brought back and
handed to them.

Okay.

But we – every month we, for example, sent out a thing called a ‘K’ index, which is a
measure of magnetic activity and which is scaled every three hours. These were
stored for a month and then transported out by Morse code. Radiosonde observations
were sent in immediately, once the flight was terminated and worked up the message
went out within half an hour usually and it went back to the Falkland Islands and then
into the world network. So – but again there was a sort of halfway stage between the
world network and the actual IGY data centres which afterwards collected everything
together and from all the different stations, but it really wasn’t real time working for
the IGY data centres. If there was real time working it was always being done by
something like the World MET Organisation for all the surface observations and the
radiosonde things.

I see.
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No, we generated a fair amount of Morse code between us as it were but …

What links did you have to what was called Weather Central at Little America?

Hmmm … virtually none because in essence you’re asking us to get messages across
the magnetic pole and most of the time you can’t do it, there’s no – all the things
which went to Little America actually went out to Stanley and then looped round to be
handed back into Little America. Direct transmission in those days with the, hmmm,
not very good radio equipment which wasn’t very powerful and then we most of the
time wouldn’t have got through even if we did try.

So the –

Especially in the winter when the aurora is about [laughs].

So the impression in reading something like Once Round the Sun, which is an account
of the IGY before it happened of, I don’t know, weather data feeding into something
called Weather Central, is misguided or –

Well, I mean it was tried but the routes weren’t – I mean in – okay, there was a real
global network in the civilised part of the world, but in Antarctica you often had to
send things out into the civilised world and then it would go down to Little America
by a rather round about route and there was nothing we could do to get information
directly to Little America, except pigeons if we’d had a few of those [laughs].

But taking this indirect route then via civilisation at that –

Well, it may have been days behind, that’s the trouble.

Yes.

I mean that – it’s very difficult if you want to construct real time charts and … there
really wasn’t too much reason to. I mean when aircraft are flying down there, yes,
you – I mean when later on with the – with the ozone hole we did actually supply our
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ozone sonde information from Halley out to the American flights which were
happening at Punta Arenas, but believe it or not it was still much easier for the Halley
Bay to send the ozone sonde results to me sitting in Cambridge, then I would then
transmit it down to Punta Arenas. To go directly from Halley to Punta Arenas would
again have been a not very rewarding business.

So without the opportunity for direct relation to sort of central weather systems, what
were you expected to –? Apart from the radiosonde measurements which you said
that you –

Well, the synoptic ones went every three hours back to Stanley in the Falkland
Islands.

The synoptic, could you –?

That’s every – that’s just the routine weather observation every three hours.

On the Stevenson screen?

Yes, well and all the rest of it, you know, cloud heights. And they’re quite
complicated things, they may end up by – message of [ph] about forty groups or they
may be as – the minimum would be about sort of twenty groups, and they would go
within a quarter of an hour of being made. I mean – but that was easier for
communications to go north from us to the Falkland Islands, and then relatively easy
for the Falkland Islands with bigger equipment to send it into the global network.

[56:55]

Could you then describe –? I know that these processes are very familiar to you and
that these are at the more well known end of the spectrum, but still for the recording
could you tell me about the process of taking all of the weather measurements, the
ones that are then passed on via Falklands, to –
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Well, you essentially sort of get into the routine. The first things which take a little
time are reading the thermometers and that you have to go outside for. And while
you’re outside you take the opportunity to look at the sky and you’re carrying a little
book and you write down all the relevant groups. I mean by that stage you know
them backwards, you don’t – you probably don’t mention the cloud’s name at all, you
simply quote the numbers which you’re going to write down. And I guess at five past
the hour, if you’ve timed it rightly, you’ve just about taken your outside clothes off
and have started to write it down. You stroll into the radio room and hand it over to
the radio operator and then it disappears from sight [laughs]. Now you now have to
go and enter it up properly in all the logbooks and things so it can be –

So you’ve got cloud type, you’ve got to the thermometers –

Cloud type, height, whether it’s snowing or not, raining or not or whatever. Oh, gosh,
there are far too many of them [laughs]. And then there are wonderful things called
special phenomena, you know, sort of rainbows … and all the rest of it. Yeah, I guess
until I pulled my books out and – [laughs]

And the radio –

Took you through it group by group it’d be quite difficult.

The radiosonde that was actually attached to the balloon –

Yes.

Could you tell me what was involved in –

Oh, in that.

Setting up, calibrating it –

Yes, that’s quite –
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And then receiving its message?

Well, I mean there are basically two jobs which different people will be doing.
There’s some job to be generating the hydrogen necessary to fill the balloon and
which has to be started perhaps three quarters of an hour beforehand. And then nearer
to the time, ten minutes before the time, the balloon will be inside the balloon hut and
filled and tethered, waiting for people. The other people have been playing with the
radiosonde itself and have had that in a special screen in which you’ve got known
humidity and known temperatures and so on and so forth. And so the actual signal
coming out of the radiosonde will be written down and then the necessary calibration
added to it, hmmm, and –

It’s attached –

Five minutes before launch they will walk across carrying carefully the [laughs] – the
little thing and attach it to a piece of string to the cord already dangling from the
balloon and everyone will be looking around saying how are we going to launch it.
And if it’s nice you just walk outside and launch it, and if it’s blowing a hell of a mess
you may struggle [laughs] for half an hour to get it away. We had a rather nice trick
there, we – the peninsula on which the main hut was, was about oh twenty feet high
with the little ice cliffs going down to the channels between the islands, and there was
a nice little place where you could dig a hole for yourself and you could actually sit on
the edge of this ice cliff. So you’ve got twenty feet to spare and you’d play the – hold
the balloon and be sort of waiting for a little lull and then the minute you got a lull
you stood up and hurled the thing away as fast as you could, and we got an awful lot
off in that way. We – I don’t remember we crashed very many at all, no.

And once aloft then what?

Oh, then you sit down and you have to read Morse code as it comes back. It comes
back in Morse code and you have to pick up the wireless message and put your
headphones on and sit scrawling for …

So the sonde is sending down Morse code?
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Yes.

And once interpreted using Morse code that tells you?

Oh, well, then you can draw your pretty diagram and plot it on a chart specially
prepared for it and you plot the temperature and the humidity on the way up, and the
winds of course if you’re following it on the radar. I mean there’s a radar – yes, we
had a radar set the second year. Before that it was done with the other pilot balloon
theodolite where you stand outside with a small theodolite and –

And track it.

If you can see it and just track it, yes, and later there was radar, hmm.

[61:33]

Thank you. Could you talk about social relations on the base [JF laughs] including
the sort of interaction with the actual work that was involved? So I wonder whether
you could talk about the other individuals that you’re working with, the sort of time
off from work with those people, as well as relating with them in work, that sort of
thing.

Ah, well, let’s see how we go. Oh, we better – I suppose the first thing to do is to – is
quickly check that I’ve got some numbers right hadn’t we? We had four
meteorologists whose main task was to take it in turns to do the synoptic observations
every three hours and to do the – get the radiosondes off. Then there were two
physicists who shared all the job of the physics, that comes to six. Then we had a
doctor who was also the base commander the first year, so that’s him. Where are we?
Seven. A diesel mechanic, eight, a wireless operator, nine, and what else do we need?
We must need something else. Oh, a cook [laughs], ten. There’s still one more
somewhere. What have I mentioned? Diesel mechanic. Oh, and an electrician, I
suppose, we had a full time electrician did we? Yes, something like that. Yes, so we
had eleven the first year. The secret of success, hmmm, if success it was, as opposed
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to some of the more morbid things that you read about early polar expeditions, as with
Shackleton and Scott, was in essence we were so busy we didn’t really have time to
get on each other’s nerves. In any case, you’ve probably gathered from the way
things were split up, that we nearly always had individual things to do and essentially
that’s where – I mean everyone says oh, aren’t you going to be lonely? And the
answer is, no, the whole difficulty in an Antarctic base is to get some privacy, but in
essence on that sort of base you got it because most of the jobs you were doing you
did by yourself. Well, it’s only occasionally you had jobs which really necessitated
two people sort of staring each other in the face or something of the sort. Essentially
your work was your privacy and you – I hope you sort of got the impression that
really there wasn’t that much spare time. By the time you’d done all that – had your
meals, which were communal round a table, and so we he had a cook who cooked six
days a week and we took it in turns to fill in on the Sunday so he could have one day
off. And that’s necessary too, because the most stressful job frankly on a base like
that is cooking. No, I mean seriously –

Because of the water and –?

No, not so much the difficulties but just the fact that, you know, you’re feeding ten
other people and everyone’s got different tastes and, you know, when I cook penguin
for you some people will say, ‘I can’t possibly eat those little people in evening
dress,’ and other people will say, ‘Oh gosh, it’s lovely, have some more,’ [laughs].
So, you know, it’s not just a question of providing one dish and everyone will have it,
you have to sort of know that some people are professed vegetarians or whatever, and
so it is really quite a strain in essence. The cook the first year wrote a book on
Antarctic cooking and it was – he gives some wonderful recipes for penguin but I can
assure you that he wouldn’t touch penguin himself. He cooked it beautifully –

Really?

But he was one of these people who said I just can’t bring myself to eat those nice
[laughs] little birds in evening dress.
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What was his name, that first cook?

Oh dear, Gerald Cutland, he later became a cook on the ship, or purser on the ship
later on indeed, yes, and then ran a coffee – a café in Barnstaple in Devon.

Were you able to keep up your interest in playing bridge?

No, no.

No? No cards?

No. Well, there were cards. It’s just I learnt very quickly that people didn’t play
bridge to learn to get any better at it, in that situation you just played bridge to pass
the time. And when I started offering to teach them a bit, no, they politely declined
and so one didn’t push it, because enough to do anyhow.

And in spite of the fact that there was very little time was there anything in the way of
leisure activities? I mean it seems like you were at times pretty well taken up at
evenings –

I was trying to remember what we did play at. I seem to remember someone had a
Scalextric at some stage [laughs]. But no, basically people – well, I mean the great
hobby was photography and I guess there was always a queue for the darkroom. And
they were the early days of things like Ferraniacolor colour. I mean the Kodachrome
was about but of course Kodachrome you had to wait to have professionally
developed when you came back two years later. So the joy of taking down something
like Ferranicolor which you could buy processing kits for and develop on your own
meant the darkroom was in great demand and people used to – there was a good
enlarger and then people used to compete to produce wonderful black and white
prints. But I would say that was the – most people’s sort of favourite occupation
[laughs].
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Including yours?

No time really, I can’t remember printing very many. I mean we printed the odd one
but I mean we were so busy with our hands with at doing magnetic charts and seismic
charts until we were actually quite fed up with developing at that stage [laughs].

Sure.

Usually gave a negative to a friend who we knew was a good printer and said here
would do this one for me [laughs] please and –

[68:03]

Can you remember how the, I know it was separate, but how the Commonwealth
Trans-Antarctic Expedition, Vivian Fuchs’ Trans-Antarctic Expedition, that was
taking place at the same time as the IGY, in it was a traverse from the Weddell Sea to
the Ross Sea via the South Pole I think, and this was taking place at the same time,
can you remember how it was discussed within FIDS for example or on the bases or
between scientists?

Hmmm … I’m not sure it was ever really mentioned, it was just so far away in a
different exciting game. Erm, when … I mean again it would be the same old story,
you see, all this – all the news about it, once they’d left Shackleton and the head of the
Weddell Sea any news which came to us would be two or three days old by the time it
had been up to Britain and back again and so on and so forth. I guess little bits came
through from time to time and most of us were quite happy to know that no-one had
died or put too many snowcats down a crevasse. And the – essentially the – what
shall we say, the squabbles which later developed didn’t really sort of become public
property till much later. It was really … rather strange that Ed Hillary, for example,
who went on to climb Everest and all the rest of it, he could never understand why
Bunny was so annoyed when Ed Hillary took his tractors onto pole, used up all his
petrol, and the tractors had to be abandoned at pole and Ed had a rather uncomfortable
ride back to McMurdo in the back of one of the snowcats. But in essence he had
promised Bunny that he would lay the necessary depots for Bunny to be able to stop
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at the pole, no doubt would have been very grateful to be asked in by the Americans
to have a meal, but Bunny’s one – I mean you see Bunny was unfortunate in a sense
that when TAE – when the Trans-Antarctic was planned he didn’t know the
Americans were going to put a station on the South Pole for the IGY. So that was a
bit of a blow that he would have to come by the station there, but he was absolutely
determined that all he would do would be to stop nearby and ask for nothing, and let’s
say he would have accepted very thankfully a nice meal no doubt [laughs] but his one
idea was that they shouldn’t ask for anything and just pass by in the night. And Ed
spoilt all that by laying his depot and then this – effectively he had enough fuel, diesel
probably, either to go up to pole and then have an empty tank or enough to go back to
the previous depot and get back to McMurdo. And understandably, and having met
Ed later, I suppose you couldn’t have expected anything else. Ed simply drove onto
the pole determined to get there before Bunny. I mean to Bunny it wasn’t a race,
nothing of the sort, you know, couldn’t care less who got to the pole first, but Ed for
some reason got excited and wanted to get his party there first and then, as I say,
didn’t have enough fuel and Bunny refused to ask the Americans for any and so the
New Zealanders had to go back somewhat uncomfortably in the back of one of the
snowcats. And to the end of his life – I mean a year ago he was – Ed Hillary was still
saying publicly, ‘Oh I got to the South Pole first and why Bunny was upset, I don’t
know.’ I mean damn it all, he’d promised the man [laughs].

I wondered whether it was a problem for the IGY that this was taking place, ‘cause I
detect in some of the writing about this that the people involved in setting up the IGY
are very concerned that this is seen as scientific and an exercise in science, and
there’s almost a slight sense that the expedition is muddying the waters and making
people think of geographical exploration instead of science. And I wondered whether
there was this distinction.

Yes, I think it was unfortunate that Bunny didn’t recognise a bit earlier. I mean the
IGY was a long while in gestation where – I’ve forgotten what the books normally say
but I guess it went back to ‘53 or something of that sort of –

Yeah.
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A couple of Americans and Chapman and – yes, and Chapman who really dreamt it
up. Well, you can’t – you know, it is very difficult to combine both is the answer and
when you think of the logistics of the snowcats and the aircraft and laying depots from
each end and all the rest of it, there was time for a little science, a little glaciology and
the odd bit of geology, I suppose, when they actually hit the mountains but … well, it
was Bunny’s ambition is all I can say and Bunny was a man who didn’t let anything
go he got his teeth into. It would have been very difficult – I mean they’d raised all
the money, it would have been very difficult to turn round and hand it to the sponsors
and so on and so forth.

Presumably –

Perhaps the last great journey in the world anyhow [laughs], you know, it was before
the real day – I mean there was air support for a time and then … now of course, you
know, there’s nothing – I just get irritated today that people seem to think they’re
recreating Scott and Shackleton and all these people, not when there are aircraft and a
television camera everywhere, you know, it’s – okay, it’s still dangerous, it’s still
something to have done, but I do think you could, you know, not make too many
extravagant claims about what you’ve done [laughs].

Were you aware of any publicity about the IGY while you were out in – on base? Did
you get –?

Hmmm … very little. What did one get? One got the odd message from the, what
was it, the Bishop of the Falkland Islands and the Archbishop of South America or
something who sent us Christmas messages very kindly saying they hoped that we
weren’t too exhausted or something [laughs]. No, it was a very – a very self
contained existence and … very parochial. I mean you were more worried on whether
you’d catch another seal to feed the dogs or – than you probably were on whether
Great Britain was at war with whoever we were likely to be – what was it, Suez
Canal? We missed Suez, yes, and I’m not sure we missed much but –

[1:15:17]
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While you were there taking these routine recordings, what interested you especially
in the science of what you were doing?

[Sighs] I guess it was all new and exciting. I mean one – there were some very early
historical magnetograms by Scott at McMurdo. There was very little else to go on as
to what you should expect on your magnetic records so it was a learning process. In
fact all of it in a sense was a learning process. The Royal Society advance party had
actually made the first sensible ozone measurements in Antarctica. Ross Hesketh had
tried to make some when he went down, he’d set up the instrument. Unfortunately, I
don’t know, something must have happened when he visited Dobson and as far as I
was concerned, and I tried very hard, I couldn’t really make sense of the sort of
readings he’d taken, there was not enough there to do it. I mean the whole point of
running a Dobson is to take sufficient measurements in as many different ways as
possible so you can get a feeling for the confidence of them by comparing the
different methods with each other, and he simply hadn’t done that. It may be Dobson
gave him some rather curious – I mean we actually visited Dobson to have tea with
his wife [laughs] in the orchard and see him using his instrument and he was busy
working on the handbook to tell everyone what to do. But it changed fairly
dramatically between us seeing the draft versions in Oxford and then he – he didn’t
finish it in time to get it to us before we went down, so we actually had been there a
year and then suddenly received the handbook to discover he wanted us to do things
which he hadn’t told us about before, so I can’t really blame Ross Hesketh for not
having left results which could later be worked up properly. However, we sorted all
that out and then – I think, yeah, I would still be happy with the measurements we
took, I think they’re as robust as any taken up till then. Hmmm …

What did you change having received the handbook from Dobson?

Oh, well, it’s simply a question of how many times a day you do it so you can draw
certain graphs. And basically what you want are a slope of graphs over time and the
gradient gives you some – some useful quantities. If you don’t do enough of these or
if you don’t do them at uniform intervals of time, you end up with nasty little
segments of curves which you have to fight hard to really sort of get special. And I
guess in any case Dobson at that stage, to be fair, hadn’t himself realised what the
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right procedure was. The – the whole point is to eliminate as much of the things due
to the atmosphere other than ozone as possible, which in essence means using a
double difference method of the two pairs of wavelengths, which I was telling you
about. Now when you subtract these pairs of – two pairs of wavelengths from each
other what you actually get left with is an equation which tells you how much ozone
plus a small correction, and at this stage there’s no point in trying to find corrections
or whatever to improve that, it just simply is that the best you can do with this
instrument is to have this little unknown quantity there and it doesn’t amount to more
than one per cent, accept it, don’t try and eliminate any more ‘cause you haven’t got
enough information to do it properly [laughs]. And I don’t think he’d really realised
that at the stage we met him in training. It was only when it was written up properly
in the handbook that it suddenly dawned on you that, you know, that was the best you
can do with this instrument and any attempt to – various people have done silly things
and tried to eliminate other things and you essentially end up with a meaningless
answer.

You’ve just got to accept that?

You’ve got to – you know, this is a robust method. There is a small quantity left
hanging in the air, now there’s nothing you can do to eliminate it and there’s simply
no way on the information you have in which you can get any better estimate of that
quantity and what you can do theoretically by thinking about the atmosphere, and it’s
as simple as that. And, you know, the precision you’re measuring to is far better than
it was in the early days of making ozone measurements and the other thing essentially
is simply – the one thing about using a Dobson is you mustn’t relax, you must always
be cross checking the – doing your routine tests and eliminating all the silly things,
you know, essentially cleaning every now and again to get rid of dust which can be
wavelength dependent and so on and so forth. It’s just keeping on top of it and with
this limit of one or two per cent, which you’re not going to beat anyhow, but you will
struggle still to make sure that you’re doing the best you can to keep to that. Hmmm,
you know, it turns out to be quite sufficient to find [laughs] something exciting over
whatever it was, thirty years or something, yes. And I mean that’s the whole
difficulty when later I sort of became responsible for training young men and sending
them south. This is the whole worry, it’s very easy to keep young men when they’re
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standing next to you awake and all the rest of it, but when they’re 10,000 miles away
and you’re thinking, I wonder if they’re still doing what I told them? [laughs]

Yeah.

And you don’t find out then until it’s too late usually but luckily I think most of the –
we have as good a record as anyone.

‘Cause you’re probably thinking how often are they dusting the Dobson.

Well, that’s right, yes indeed, you know, and a lot of all the things you’re supposed to
be doing if it’s not – I mean, okay, the first people to go for IGY, it’s new and
exciting and you’re keyed up and – and quite naturally you … well, it depends who
you are but you naturally try your hardest but after twenty-five years of people going
there and doing the same old thing and what am I here for, you know, it’s
understandable that you can’t keep that. I mean that’s one of the things about safety
in Antarctica. The first time you go down you’re keyed up and you’re … still alert
and on the whole you don’t take silly risks. And if you’ve been there got for N years
you may – you know, you go and walk on a crevasse and without sort of thinking too
much about it, but it’s all carelessness and it’s all because, you know, circumstances
have combined to make you switch off a bit and, you know. Yeah … I … [laughs].

[End of Track 5]
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[Track 6]

Ooh …

Okay. Could I ask you to describe the reaction, popular interest or press interest, in
what you’d been doing in Antarctica during the IGY that you found when you
returned home?

Oh, gosh. I’m not sure there really was very much, I mean all the work had been done
but as I explained earlier various things did sort of happen in real time but for things
… well, I mean let’s take the ozone data for a start. We send Dobson, out of courtesy
essentially, a summary of all our observations every month and he sent down polite
messages saying good, etc, etc [laughs]. But it still – I mean it was by no means in a
fit state. I’ve explained to you that we used to check each other’s work every week
and so that was fine, we knew there weren’t any huge errors looming but that was still
very far from what was now to happen when we got home. We had to go through it
with a fine-tooth comb and sort out some more corrections and so on and so forth, and
then submit the final answers on sheets to go to Pergamon Press to appear in this
series called Annals of the IGY. The first volumes of the annals are all descriptions of
what was being done and the handbooks of all the various instruments. And then in
essence all the publication – all the data in from all the relevant stations would be
compiled in subject volumes and then – would then be the sort of lasting record of it
all. Long before the days of magnetic tape and all that sort of thing, so all this was
hand Indian inked to fill in the forms so it could be photographed, etc, etc. In fact on
the subject of Indian ink I remember that I got involved at one stage in one of the
early volumes in being asked to review one of the volumes. I was somewhat rude I’m
afraid, I said the data in this volume had all been reproduced photographically from
our Indian ink forms, unfortunately in the two pages written by the publishers there
are at least ten serious errors but we hope that the data is as it was originally
determined [laughs]. Oh, dear. The source of Maxwell’s fortune, just about, indeed
yes, the Pergamon Press. And so in essence there really wasn’t much but I can’t
remember … I mean we’d been – the event of the IGY was the Russian satellite was it
not? I mean that is what had caught the imagination and I’m not sure that young men
sitting in Antarctica filling in page after page was thought to be of great interest at the
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time, and indeed I’m not sure – I mean one of the horrible things about these sort of
games is essentially – I guess it must be one of the greatest ‘unused’ [requests
commas] datasets of the world. I mean we had eighteen months with the IGC, thirty
months of pretty high quality data on the whole, I mean there are a few exceptions
which one came across, but in essence it’s completely underworked. I mean the next
stage in the game was of course saying, oh well, that was at sun spot maximum, we
must now repeat this at the year, you know, for the year of the quiet sun and, okay,
that happened and everyone went through the motions again. But all this sort of
continuing activity meant in a sense there weren’t enough scientists in the world to
actually take advantage of the data which was already there, and then much the same
sad story can be told about satellite after satellite where magnetic tape after magnetic
tape is sitting in the States unread, you know. Lots of dollars spent to get the thing up
there, to get the instrument going, to preserve the magnetic tape and now, well, the
last story I heard was that the only place which had left equipment which could read
one of these magnetic tapes was in the Smithsonian Institution [laughs] and it needed
preparing before one could actually interpret the tape. So, yes, occasionally one’s
inclined to ask what was it all about or what is it? ‘What good came of it at last’ said
little Peterkin. ‘Why that I do not know said he, but it was a famous victory’ [laughs].

[05:34]

So when you actually returned home from Argentine Islands on the boat I wonder,
and stuff might have followed you on different kinds of transport I suppose, but
physically what did the data consist of as, you know, objects and collections of stuff –
?

Box after box of paper – paper charts, photographic charts, all carefully washed we
hoped to archival permanence, all carefully waterproofed, packed so it could stand up
to the thing through the tropics. A little note to the ship’s officers, ‘please can it go in
the lowest hold so it can be kept at a reasonably constant temperature’, etc, etc. That
was all … coming, all of one’s handbooks, you know, each particular subject had a
little logbook which you filled in on alternate weeks and so on and so forth. And
hopefully any major incident which had occurred should somewhere be recorded in
that, I’m not quite sure, we discovered later [laughs] but occasionally we were
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scratching our heads but I think on the whole we did, yes, just about cover everything
and were able to work through most of it. Dave, my colleague, had gone out much
earlier, I nearly got caught there for another year because it was a bad ice year and
luckily there were two American icebreakers about who came and pulled me out of
Argentine Islands I think on the 31st March, otherwise I might have been there for
another year. Anyhow, I – I reached Stanley to be suddenly confronted by the powers
that be saying they realised that I needed to get back quickly and … I’m not quite sure
why, we’ll think about that later. Anyhow, no sooner had I stepped off one ship and I
was ushered gently onto the Darwin which runs up to South America with an air ticket
in my hot hand [laughs] and finding myself on Air France and sort of walking up
some steps carrying my small bag seeing this sort of vision in front of me. Great
difficulty in deciding if it was real or not you see [laughs]. Anyhow, so I was in
London within, what seven days, of having left Argentine Islands and … that I do
remember and I don’t think I shall ever forget it. Going down to the tube in Victoria
Station, having come up from Southampton, and it was near rush hour and I just
remember to this day recoiling against the walls and looking at all these mad people
fighting and shouting to get on the trains and so forth. Two days later I was doing it
myself but I mean for that first one dreadful moment you sort of suddenly felt, what
on earth is all this? [laughs] And the other thing was how long it took to – I mean, you
know, Stanley was mainly a peat place. When you got to, erm, where did we fly
from…Montevideo, hmmm, the petrol smell was enormous. I mean even though
you’d been on a small ship and that was sort of diesel you could smell and then you
got to where petrol was, and even when I got to London I mean I couldn’t stand the
petrol smell everywhere, er, for about another week and then gradually it sort of
faded. I wouldn’t want to go through that again [laughs].

That’s the opposite of –

And then of course why I’d been flown home wasn’t at all obvious really because all
the stuff I wanted to work on was still on the ship and was going to take another three
weeks. I guess it was to give me three weeks holiday quickly so I was ready when the
ship eventually appeared with all its things on, but … yes. And what did it take, I
don’t know, it took us about nine months I suppose to get everything in the right form
and all – I mean all the paper photographic charts all had to be microfilmed and they
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were all processed to archival stability and so on and so forth, so there was a lot of
copying to do and putting – this is where the World Centre came in. None of the
original magnetic charts went to the data centres, it was reduced in size to microfilm
and so on and so forth and –

That was important for permanence and –

Oh, well, just for sheer ease of handling. I mean if every magnetic observatory
around the world had sent in their original paper charts there would have been such a
… well it would be impossible to keep it in sensible conditions I suspect.

And where were they sent to, which world data centre?

Well, the three – I’ve forgotten the exact details now. Hmmm, each subject had
usually three, hmmm, world data centres, one of which almost certainly would have
been in North America and Canada, hmmm … one in Europe and Russia and – yes,
Russia and India, oh, and Japan, Russia and India and Japan shared in essence a
combined third other one, so there were three independent places in the world where
people could apply for the data. I never bothered to look up how many people ever
applied to see it actually, I must do that one day but [laughs]. So yes, there was a
pretty global scheme and usually within the hemisphere of you, you could – What did
Australia and New Zealand do? I suppose they went to Japan, yes, or the States.

[11:15]

Yes, hopefully they were somewhere reasonably close to you which you can get copy
– beg copies from and of course it was much later before all the volumes were
published with the data in numerical form, so that wasn’t – probably not completed by
IQSY in 1965 and – yes, these are difficult things to – it’s fun while you’re sort of
new to it all but as it gradually gets more and more tedious doing all the tidying up
and so on that, er, that’s not so good.
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The original outputs of these various measuring machines that you packed into the
ships, you asked the captain that these could be low in the boat, how are they
packaged in order to preserve them?

Oh, hmmm, essentially they were kept in moderately small amounts so that they could
all be double sealed in plastic bags, in two plastic bags, and sealed each end and so on
and so forth, and then usually in aluminium cases thereafter. Most people have not
the slightest idea I suppose how much a year’s magnetograms actually weighs
[laughs], it’s more than one man can pick up, I can tell you. Yes, well, it’s the old
story, you take every precaution you can and you hope, but –

Was there any loss?

No, no, not as far as I’m aware, we …

And how many out of those aluminium boxes do you think that your base produced
over the time you were there? So how many arrived back at wherever they arrived
back at for your analysis?

Oh, what – what shall we say? Three by three by two, as much as one can lift. Must
have been about twenty of these I suppose was –

Twenty –

Our two years –

For all of the different kinds of –?

Well, no, that’s not counting the original things like logbooks and things like that, it’s
just counting sheer – just charts in essence, yes.
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And where were these taken to?

Oh, these went to what was then the London headquarters of the Falkland Island
Dependency Survey in Gayfere Street. Crown agents did all our buying and shipping,
hmmm, and I guess most of the – when they weren’t needed most of the boxes sat
there and we took them to the office a few at a time so as not to cause too much chaos.

When you are saying we at this time –

Well, David, my colleague who was in Argentine, he didn’t stay quite as long as he
could have done because he wanted the job fairly quickly, er, and I guess I felt it was
my job to sit there long enough to make sure it was done. And … where were we
then? ‘58, May, March, yes, I mean – I suppose IGC was then accepted and various
people had been – I mean that had been quite a job for headquarters to suddenly
recruit fairly quickly sort of three or four – well, what did they need? I suppose they
needed six young men to go to Halley and another four to go to Argentine Islands,
which they weren’t expecting in a sense. So that was done and then the – I suppose
after I’d been back about six months the – although IGC had been accepted, so the
stations were going at full tilt for another year, gradually the pressure grew for as
many countries as possible to turn these stations into unlimited, you know, semipermanent stations. I mean, you can’t guarantee permanency [laughs] so – but that
you’ll keep them going as long as you can. And that essentially I suppose was the
dividing of the ways, that the Americans and we, the Japanese – I suppose that’s it
actually, those three countries really did keep things going. Hmmm … and – oh, the
French as well, so yes, the French but other countries determined that they thought it
was too – too much effort. As indeed, I mean if you don’t own polar ships and you’ve
got to hire them all the time there’s a huge expense and clearly aircraft were going to
be needed at some stage in the future, so it was asking … governments I suppose at
not a very good economic time to commit quite a lot of money for, well, something
you couldn’t guarantee would give you monetary returns I suppose, yes. That was
really before anything of economic value had been discovered in Antarctica, except
for tourists, which came much later.

[16:45]
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Hmmm, yes, and I can’t remember now, I’ve forgotten the exact timing, but … all I
remember is just about as we were finishing disposing of everything to the world data
centres, Bunny asked me one day if I’d like to be responsible for looking after the
future of the observatories. Hmmm, and he’d just started this scheme whereby the
survey could have permanent people in this country and the idea was that we would
all be in different universities as research fellows, so that we had Queen Mary College
in London for much of the biological sciences, the DSIR had always looked after the
atmospheric work, and so that wasn’t done at university but still an academic one, and
then all the geology was done in Birmingham with Ray Adie and I was offered the
chance to be research fellow in Edinburgh under Sir Edward Appleton and two very
nice meteorologists. And so we had to go and be interviewed [laughs]. That was a
meeting I shall never forget, I mean we were bidden to lunch with Sir Edward
Appleton and handed a list of professors who were going to attend the lunch and there
were three, what were there, yes three Nobel prize winners in physics in Edinburgh in
those days I suppose and there must have been about ten professors of various
subjects who were thought might be useful to us. And we sat down to lunch and I
turned to my neighbour to receive a peremptory ‘shush’ [both laugh], which I took to
be that I shouldn’t speak at the table which seemed a bit strange but nevertheless it
was soon apparent why. Sir Edward opened the proceedings and he tossed the ball of
conversation gently to someone and it was fairly clear who was going to speak next,
and that gentleman, Nobel prize winner or not, was under an obligation to toss the ball
back to Sir Edward who then passed it on to another one and so on and so forth, and it
was the most rigorous, you know, single ball thing and no-one else even sort of
winking at each other [laughs]. And it was obvious that, you know, everyone clearly
accepted that this was the way a vice chancellor was entitled to behave and if that’s
the way he wished to behave that was all right by them, he was – you know, he
obviously had their full confidence in this procedure [laughs] and I learnt later that
that was what – you know, what happened. Anyhow, that turned out to be acceptable
and so off I went to – to Edinburgh.
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Who were the Nobel Prize winners who were at the dinner?

Well, Feather was one, Kemmer I think was another mathematical physicist. I’m
trying to think, there was another – oh, well, Edward himself was one wasn’t he?
Yes.

And who was the name of the first one?

Sorry, Feather, Norman Feather, he – they’re all Cambridge men actually [laughs].
Kemmer was another Cambridge man. I later became quite friendly with Peter Higgs
who worked with Kemmer, and still waiting to find the Higgs particle are we not?
[laughs] Yes.

While this was while you were at Edinburgh, you met Higgs?

This was when Peter published the Higgs paper, the Higgs boson paper, yes indeed,
yes.

And then we’re doing sort of this overview of your career which we said we might do
at the end to help for the next test session. And you were at Edinburgh until 1970?

1976. That was a period of essentially turmoil, hmmm, in the sense that governments
were looking seriously to see what they could cut off, make more efficient and all the
rest of it, you know, the usual sort of way you save money. And Bunny decided very
firmly that with all the people scattered about it would only be too easy for the
government to sort of come and knock us off one by one and so he decided that we
would all move down to Cambridge to be with him. We tried hard to get him up to
Edinburgh, I’ve never really forgiven him for that because a) Edinburgh has a port
which was – would be useful for the ships, you see, our BAS ships. And b) there was
a Jesuit seminary up for sale in the foothills of the Pentlands and there was permission
to deconsecrate the chapel if we needed to [laughs]. Well, I’ve always wanted to
deconsecrate a chapel. Anyhow, Bunny was firm that although it was a very nice
place and although we had the dry ski slope within ten minutes of headquarters and all
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the rest of it, he nevertheless preferred to be in Cambridge and so needless to say he
won [laughs].

[22:15]

Was there any difference that you experienced when FIDS became BAS in 1962?
What was your impression of the significance of that change in name?

… None at all, none at all, none at all. But it was a significance, I mean it was tidying
up. It still left South Georgia a little bit outside the main run of Antarctica, which is
fair enough, but as it turned out we did later require a presence in South Georgia and
we had a third ozone spectrophotometer on South Georgia which turned out to be
quite interesting from some points of view. Hmmm … no, the real dividing line in
BAS itself was unfortunately becoming part of NERC, the Natural Environment
Research Council, which wasn’t far off in my humble view a disaster but still –
[laughs]

When was that?

Oh, I was trying to remember, that was ‘76 was it or something of the sort,

Hmm. At the end of your – at the time –?

Well, that was just –

At the time of your move to Cambridge?

Yes, I think just as we moved to Cambridge I’m fairly sure that’s – oh, no, it would
have been a bit before that. No, it must have been before that, we need to look it up.

Yeah.

And I used to come down from Edinburgh and sit on the NERC computing committee
at one stage, yeah.
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Fine, so it must have been, yeah. And disastrous because…?

… I’m not sure [laughs]. Let’s turn it off for a moment, shall we?

[End of Track 6]
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[Track 7]

Okay, could I ask you what was involved at Gayfere Street in terms of processing the
data that you’d brought back from the IGY for sending off to the data centres?

I suppose that the major job, most time consuming job actually, was the things like
that the magnetic records. Well, all the photographic charts, first of all they needed
unpacking to make sure they hadn’t got damp and all the rest of it which was – and
nothing had, thank goodness. And, hmmm, then all the magnetic records had to be
microfilmed and so the – it’s much easier to process microfilm to real archival
permanence than it is to actually wash clean magnetic paper, so everyone expects the
original paper records to fade eventually and go yellow and all the rest of it and by
putting it on microfilm you hope to get round all this. And so luckily that was all
done professionally, we merely had to go along and sort of make quite sure everything
was in the right order and all the necessary bits of card laid on top so that they could
[laughs] every now and again correlate it with something else. It was all very tedious
but, you know, it was about six months of fairly hard work going through everything
and making sure that there were copies of everything in a good condition to be left to
… whatever you like to call it, posterity or a successor [laughs].

Did you have any difficulties in certain cases in, I don’t know, placing particular
records or of, hmmm, of ordering records? Was there ever an occasion, for example,
where you thought it would be handy to pop back and sort of work out where this bit
of paper or this record comes from? Any difficulties along the way?

Hmmm, I can’t remember any major ones. Whether that ‘cause we just ignored them
when we came across them [laughs] or whether because we’d been careful and there
was nothing really out of order. I mean it’s quite obvious when there’s a gap in the
records and luckily all you need in most cases is the explanation, and so it can be
filled in in the sequence. No, as far as I remember it all went reasonably well and … I
think the interesting, more interesting, thing would be to wonder how many times
anyone had ever accessed the world data centres to look at them [laughs].
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Have you enquired?

Hmmm, well, we know a little bit about some of them but, no, I haven’t actually taken
the trouble to do that. ‘Cause that was one of the really astonishing things about IGY,
there was all this massive dataset and yet when anything of even minor interest turns
up, hmmm, you nearly always find that the first thing people do is to ask for money to
do some more observations, you know, as if the IG record by itself – well, which in
many cases was novel, you know, and new [laughs] –

Yes.

And you’d get the impression that they were just completely underused, that all this
vast effort went in and there still sitting in many data centres are pieces of microfilm
never since viewed by human eye. It’s a pity but there we are, that’s the way of the
world I think.

Given that then, I wonder at this time, I realise there was a lot of work involved in
going over the forms from pencil to Indian ink and microfilming and sending off and
that sort of thing, checking. Were you able at this stage to yourself begin to look at
any particular kinds of data that you’d collected for the IGY and to begin to analyse
them?

Hmmm, it’s difficult to know in a sense what you would mean by analyse in such a
situation. In essence in most of the fields where we had records they were new, so
you fairly automatically did things like look at the seasonal variation, the way it
changed in the course of a year and so on and so forth. But of course equally the –
well, with today’s hindsight one of the things we’re interested in is has something
changed. Well, the answer was of course we had no previous records to look at, well,
except in a very few cases there were a few – there were sea level records from the
French in 1908, for example, that was quite interesting but very difficult at that stage
because we didn’t actually know – well, we knew where it had been made but no-one
had ever been there to look for his sea level mark on the rock afterwards, and that
didn’t happen for another twenty years [laughs].
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Right.

With quite astonishing results that nothing really seems to have changed very much.
And, well, yes and then – and in essence so it goes on.

[05:15]

I mean we had – what did we have by then? I suppose the upper air measurements
started in ‘55 so they were – we got five for the time – five years by the time we
finished, and again that’s far too short to see anything other than five years of very,
very different usually [laughs].

Yes.

So a lot of the excitement was to come, in some cases thirty years later.

Yes, I see. I mean at this stage, for the IGY, why for example were you measuring
ozone? Why were you measuring other kinds of –?

Oh, no, essentially the planning for IGY – I mean let’s try and get it all in perspective.
If before the IGY you had wished to make any statement you wished about any of the
disciplines which went down to make measurements, you could have said more or
less anything you liked and got away with it ‘cause no-one had any data to tell you
you were wrong. It wasn’t the most under observed bit of the earth, believe it or not
the most under observed bit of the earth is the tropics, a) because it’s huge and b)
because all the countries are relatively poor, hmmm, and so that was much the same.
I mean oddly enough up till that stage all that we would call observatory geophysics
was really confined to Europe and the United States and a little bit of work from
Japan. There really wasn’t much else to give you a worldwide – you know, it was a
very scanty dataset to think about the world as a specific object of the size it is.

Yes.
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And so it really was the beginning of something but it did take an awful long while to
get rid of. I mean the tropics today are still the most under observed apart from the
satellites I mean, you know –

Yes.

And perhaps we should say at this stage that the early days of satellites really, hmmm,
was [laughs] counterproductive in the sense that it needs a lot of money and the only
way that governments would give money for satellites was because they were told you
never need to have any ground observations anymore, you know, you could do
everything – and this of course is completely false and – but it did mean money was
squeezed for maintaining ground stations and so and so forth. And, okay, we’re
getting there, there now perhaps is a case that you can measure everything you want
to from space, hmmm, but it’s not really that – I mean it’s certainly less than ten years
old [laughs]. Whereas, you know, we were told in 1965 that we didn’t need to do
balloon observations any more, you know, that satellite would tell us it all but the
answer is no. To this day every time you have a new satellite and a new instrument
measuring temperature you need to fly some balloons to make quite sure it’s telling
the right story, you know. How else do you convince yourself that the satellite can do
what it says it’s going to do?

Who was telling you in 1965 that –?

Oh, the Americans were. I mean and it was – and the University of Oxford to some
extent. And it was true, they were doing wonderful new work but it was going to be a
long while before we could be really sure that it could be just used at the drop of a hat
instead of having to be sat and thought about.

In terms of the Americans, who – were there people in particular or departments in
America in particular who would be the ones –?

Well, most of the early satellite work was done on the auspices of NASA. Gosh, I
shall need to drag my books out to tell you people’s names and so on [laughs].
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Yes. And in terms of the University of Oxford?

They had a group there which was – that was John Houghton who was professor at
the time and since – well, he went on to become DG of the Met Office and then he
became head of the ITCC, which may or not fill him with a certain amount of
foreboding about what might be asked [inaud] and so forth.

[09:49]

Thank you. In 1965 then, among other –

I’m sorry, you probably need a little bit more information. In 1965 was the successor
of the IGY. The IGY was a sunspot maximum, and so the next time the solar
minimum occurred they decided that we’d better have another exercise similar to
IGY, it – I can’t remember, there must have been some financial pressure around the
world at the time and it was by no means anything like on the same scale as IGY but
nevertheless it was nice to have something for sunspot minimum to go with sunspot
maximum, which may or may not – sunspot maximum was quite often completely
unrepresentative of what’s happening in a particular subject at a later time.

Yes. And the – you were then working with FIDS at Edinburgh and there was another
group of scholars at University of Oxford including John Houghton who were
suggesting that for this follow up to the IGY balloons weren’t necessary because
satellites could or –?

Hmmm [laughs], no, I don’t think anyone actually went so far as to say that they’re
not necessary. I mean it’s clear you must always have a few alternative ways of
measuring something to make reasonably certain that nothing – you know, you’ve got
to have some ground truth somewhere. It’s just they were really I think, hmmm,
saying that you couldn’t make a – well, you could replace most of the world met
organisation stations and so on and so forth, that that would all slowly become
redundant but they – even so I think their visions of the timescale it was going to
happen on was at least two or three times too short. I mean it was to be fifteen,
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twenty years before essentially the satellites were taking over as the best way of doing
it.

Thank you. Okay, so still at Gayfere Street, could you tell me about any links you had
at this time with the sort of wider world of science in terms of academic departments,
colleagues, attending seminars, that sort of thing?

No, not really. The one contact we had at the time was the IGY expedition to Halley
Bay which was – well, whose station we’d just been offered as it were if we would
look after it. We were comparing notes fairly thoroughly with them from month to
month shall I say? I mean not a day to day working relationship but at least we spoke
to each other and –

Comparing measurements for the same thing at the same time.

Measurements and basically in a sense I suppose almost convincing ourselves we’d
all been doing the same thing, which wasn’t always the case [laughs].

And what were the instances then of having done things differently across the two
bases?

Well, this was partly the trouble with the IGY, that the ozone measurements, for
example, the – the instruction books didn’t really get put in concrete until the IGY
started but the advance party at Halley Bay had gone down, having talked to Dobson
and done certain things, but it – I think they were somewhat taken aback when the
book came down and they discovered they weren’t really doing what he wanted at all.
But that was partly his fault because he changed his mind.

But that – that affected you as well because you used –?

No, we weren’t really starting things and by that time we’d – it was a year later when
we went to see Dobson and he had – he sort of more less said I changed my mind a bit
since the IGY people came.
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So apart from Halley Bay being a little bit behind in terms of the new way of
recording ozone, any other sort of differences in the way that –?

No, not really, I think …. that – I mean one of the things which was to emerge a bit
later form all this was that Halley Bay was actually established on a floating ice shelf
and not the slightest bit of rock within sixty-odd miles. And building wooden huts in
such a situation, conventional wooden huts, is not a very sensible thing to do. And I
suppose for the first two or three years after we’d taken it over we were sort of trying
hard to cope with how could we extend the life of this hut – I mean once you put an
object on top of an ice shelf all that happens is you collect drift snow around you and
gradually the ice shelf deforms to take account of the extra weight you’ve put on top,
and so in essence the hut is pretty thoroughly buried after a year, something of that
sort. I mean the first build-up was very quick and forever afterwards you’re having to
climb in and out by tunnels and sort of keep working out fire risks and all these sort of
everyday life things [laughs] which are a hindrance to doing any sensible science but
– so it – yes, and it’s been a huge problem ever since. I mean it costs millions and
millions to keep replacing it. We’re always told that they’re going to do it in some
new method, such as you put it on piles and extend the piles and it will not get buried,
but sooner or later none of this actually works and –

I mean I realise that, hmmm, the data that you brought back from the IGY was a
matter because it was very new and there was nothing with which to compare, or not
very much with which to compare it, from other data that had been recorded earlier
so it was a matter merely of describing data of various kinds over the period of the
year or slightly over a year.

[16:19]

Yes, yes.

Now in describing those patterns of data, of different kinds of data, and in comparing
with Halley Bay’s equivalents, did anything – can you remember there being anything
notable that emerged, just in terms of the patterns, the descriptions?
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It’s quoted in our paper in essence [laughs].

Right, yes.

No, the – in essence Dobson, way back in – I’m trying to get the dates right, 1927 to
1930, had at his disposal six Féry spectrographs, which was the precursor of the thing,
and for two years he deployed it at sites in the northern hemisphere and later he was
able to send one to a tropical station and one to a mid-latitude southern hemisphere
station. And in those four years he had essentially mapped out the geographical and
seasonal variations of ozone. The – it so happens, as became obvious after the ozone
hole itself, that the high latitudes in the Arctic and the high latitudes in the Antarctic
have quite profound differences in the air circulation over them. And Dobson was
able to tell from the first observations in winter by the IGY advance party to see this
staring him in the face, and so we were all very quickly aware of the fact that the
Antarctic polar stratosphere is essentially isolated in the winter. And although this
didn’t get wide acceptance by anyone else but Dobson and ourselves it – he did
actually make this point in one paper and basically the remark got ignored until the
ozone hole came along, and even then we had a little bit of trouble in pointing out
that, you know, things weren’t as other people said they were [laughs].

This is the vortex that doesn’t break down, yeah.

This is the vortex sealing itself off.

Yeah. And were there prominent meteorologists or atmospheric scientists who at the
time were reluctant to accept Dobson’s argument and the IG – your argument of
using IGY data that there is this sealing off from the general circulation which affects
obviously, hmmm …?

No, I don’t think it got generally accepted, I don’t think anyone – I mean we had
several international meetings after IGY for a year or two, and none of this really sort
of – it neither got accepted nor refuted [laughs] in essence.

Yes.
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[19:11]

We later were able to show it quite conclusively from the Mount Agung eruption
because the – the stratospheric aerosol which you get after a big volcanic eruption is
so huge an amount that it’s very obvious just from taking a simple measurement of the
diffuse radiation from the sky, the minute the dust comes above you the diffuse
radiation increases by a factor of two or three and, you know, it’s completely
unmistakable [laughs].

Yes.

And we were able to show very clearly that the dust had reached Stanley in the
Falkland Islands, hmmm, in something like the end of August. That’s within, what
shall we say? Well, ten degrees of Argentine Islands and twenty degrees of Halley,
but neither at Argentine Islands nor at Halley did you see the diffuse radiation rise
until the ozone rose and it – you know, it’s then quite apparent that –

That it’s sealed off from –

There it’s been sitting round sealed off on the edge of the vortex for two or three
months waiting for its chance to come in. Hmmm …

So that was one –

That was one very key thing –

Very key thing that was observable from the data. Not necessarily concentrating on
ozone, were there other patterns which once you looked at them were particularly
interesting because of the pattern that was –? I realise it was only over a year so the
–

Oh, yes indeed, yes. Well, again it sort of appeared later. Er … oh, when was that?
In the early sixties I suppose, 1962 or ‘3, I was somewhat taken aback to receive a
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communication from a Jesuit [laughs] no less who wanted to come up to Edinburgh to
look through our magnetic records and this was a gentleman called Pierre Noel
Mayaud who had actually been on the French Antarctic expedition at Cape Martin in
1953 I suppose it was, ‘53 and ‘54. And he’d been given the job by Julius Bartels,
another great name in geomagnetism, to inspect the world’s magnetic records and to
see if everyone was scaling a thing called the K index in the same way. And, hmmm,
I must admit I was a bit taken aback but we became very firm friends and he – when
he retired I sort of rather overdid it I think [laughs] but I wrote a tribute to him and
said that ‘some people are connoisseurs of wine but my friend was a connoisseur of
magnetograms’, and it was true, he carried the world’s magnetograms to a first
approximation in his head, yeah, he – you would show him one of your records and
he’d sort of, ‘Oh, yes, I’ve seen something like this’ and then he could reel off a name
and a date [laughs], it was really quite incredible. And just to show you the sort of
man he was, hmmm, he – magnetic observers don’t go back very far but there were
just two in the 1850s, one in Australia and the one at Kew. And he single-handedly
worked his way through the original Kew records from 1850 roughly to date, and the
American one as well, to get a global index which he fudged a bit but it was
essentially one in each hemisphere so a lot of things were smoothed out, and so thanks
to him we have 100 – well, we can take – well, as has recently been the case, we’ve
just had this very long period of a quiet sun, right, and we can actually deduce the
activities of the sun fairly accurately back to the 1850s simply from this record which
he sat and worked through, all these magnetograms and so on.

Gosh. And because of the scaling, is that the K?

That’s the K index, what’s called the K index, yes.

Which allows you to talk – use records from now and records from 1850s and sort of
have them being meaning something equivalent?

Yes, oh yes, indeed yes. No, I mean it was a –

Why did he not go to a data centre for –? Why did he come to you for the magnetic
records or were they –?
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Oh, no, he wanted to see – he wanted to see our working records as they came in and
how we worked out the K index and sent it off in the usual way to the world data
centre or whatever. No, he was just trying to homogenise the way in which the – you
know, what he wanted to satisfy himself was my K indices were directly comparable
with someone from a different nation and so on and so forth.

Yes, yes.

And really it was quite exciting and – having him sitting with you and sort of working
through records and so forth, it made you realise how dedicated some people can be.
I mean just to sit and – I mean what’s it take? Not very long. I mean when you get a
magnetogram in every day I don’t suppose it takes you, once you’ve got your facts
straight, more than half an hour to scale it happily and, you know, so he – he scaled
150 years and – [laughs]

What is involved in –? What at that time, early ‘60s, was involved in scaling a
magnetogram? It came –

Oh, you just want to find the peak to peak level of activity. The scale you use varies
with latitude because magnetic activity is mainly in the high latitudes and – and once
you’re outside the tropics you essentially – any magnetogram is, quasi speaking quite
quiet, so you have to have a much more –

Yes, I see.

Open scale in order to compare these things. Hmmm, well, then what you’ve got to
do is know your magnetic observatory and you have to know what the record looks
like on a quiet day and you’re – knowing what it’s like on a really quiet day you have
to try and infer what the standard record would be if you removed the activity. I mean
you want the maximum deviation up and down from what the quiet day variation
would look like.

Yes.
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Yes, okay, if that makes sense [laughs].

Yes.

So the – in order to start the game you essentially need something like one or two
years of records which you just look through and then infer what – you know, you
look at the very quiet days and then you look at other days and you gradually build up
a picture of how it all changes. When you get a big magnetic storm you really don’t
have – well a) you don’t have to worry very much ‘cause it doesn’t really matter –

‘Cause it’s exceptional.

What the quiet day variation looks like. It’s a bit small but – and then that sort of
thing. And there are particular things which happen in particular stations. I mean one
of our stations is really quite famous for having an increase on a quiet night which is
almost contradictory but in essence there are polar, you know, currents up in the polar
ionosphere which are there all the time regardless of what’s happening. So you do
actually get quite a large positive variation in the night at these sub-auroral latitudes.

And once you’ve – and then does the K scaling index relate to what you were saying
about the quiet days and finding the sort of general level, and also the fact that you
use different scales at low and high latitudes. How do – how do you calculate?

In modern times this would be in a sense a very old fashioned way of … trying to give
some sort of measure of the intensity of the solar wind, right [laughs].

Yes.

And so essentially, although we’ve got no satellite observations of what’s happening
in extra-terrestrial space before … whatever you like, 1960 I suppose, in fact from the
magnetic records which go back, as I say, to 1850 with this extension by Mayaud, you
can – you have a figure for each day if you like, and each year, which tells you in
essence what the strength of the solar wind was.
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Which for the recording is charged particles, is it the solar wind?

Yes, the charged particles coming to the sun.

[28:56]

Thank you. Okay, in terms of – we’re still at Gayfere Street. In terms of personal
arrangements and social life at that time where were you living –

Oh, I see [laughs].

And who were your –?

Gosh, I’m not sure we had that much [laughs]. I was still living at – was I? Yes, I
did. No, for the first part of the time I went back to share a flat with a friend I’d
shared it with in St Alban’s before I went south who worked at de Havilland’s and
then I hired a flat in Wimbledon I think, because I got a bit fed up with the train
journey. I can’t remember much social life at the time. Well, I do one, I remember
one, but –

What was that?

Well, I received a little note from some friends saying that a mutual, no I mean a
friend of theirs, would very – be very pleased if I would take along some slides and
show her friends some Antarctic slides, so I – I went [laughs].

Yes.

And no names have got to be mentioned here have they?

No.
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I knocked on the door and shook hands and announced myself to find myself ushered
into the kitchen. It seemed a bit strange [laughs]but – and there were various things
assembled and it turned out that I had a reputation for, what do you call the things,
whitebait.

For?

Cooking whitebait [laughs].

Oh.

So having cooked whitebait for the assembled company I then showed some slides
and – and then I found myself in the kitchen again to learn I also had a reputation for
making coffee, whereupon I was handed some of the most stale coffee I’ve ever come
across [laughs]. So what do you do? Well, I thought and I thought, so I took a little
of the stale coffee and sprinkled it over the lit gas ring and it made a lovely smell and
then proceeded to do the best I could with the – with the coffee, yes. So be warned
never – showing slides isn’t enough. [both talking at once]

[31:22]

Thank you. The end of your work at Gayfere Street, could you tell me about the
transition from working there to working at Edinburgh, the –?

Yes, the first what do you say, first four months we were at Gayfere Street the
colleague who’d been on – at base with me, we were working together and then he
decided he wanted to find a job as quickly as possible so he left and I was left on my
own just to tidy a few things up. And it was at this stage that Sir Vivian, the director,
said that he was thinking of, hmmm, establishing a unit in one of the universities to
look after – we now had two stations to look after … because we’d taken over Halley
Bay, and so he wanted someone essentially to develop the programmes. You had to
recruit people, you had to train them and you had to make sure they were doing their
work properly, and you had to let them come and stay with you for – as we’d just
done for tidying up all the things which you’ve done on base to leave it in a fit state to
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hand onto the next lot of people. Hmmm, and so he very kindly offered me the
chance to go up to Edinburgh and be interviewed by the vice-chancellor, Sir Edward
Appleton, a famous … scientific name [laughs].

This is the very formulaic conversation, yes.

So we did this, yes.

And you – which department were you placed in as the –?

Well, Edinburgh had a physics department and a mathematical physics department,
and a subs branch of the physics department that was meteorology with a – well, to
me, quite a famous name is a gentleman called James Paton who set up the first
auroral observing network in Scotland and he had a host of volunteers, about 450
volunteers, who when there were big auroral displays all used to fill in forms and send
him notes which he collated and so on.

That’s very interesting.

And one or two of them had cameras as well which that was – for the day, really all
the sky cameras which you can automate and so on.

Okay, and you were based in the meteorology?

Yes, we were under supervision if you like [laughs] of James Paton and another very
good meteorologist called DH McIntosh who had been in the Met Office at the end of
the war and, er …

Could you start off then by –? First of all you’re saying ‘we’ were based in the
meteorology.

Oh, I see [laughs].
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Was there another – were there other FIDS employees?

Well, no essentially I was the only permanent – well, semi-permanent, whatever you
like to call it, wasn’t quite clear at that stage, it was a permanent job at this place [ph].
I sort of represented FIDS headquarters there and part of the job of course was when
people came back from the south that they would come and work their things up. So
they were nearly always four young men about the place, two-two from Halley and
two-two from Argentine Island, sorry, so one being trained for each place and one
having come back from each place.

Yes.

And we had a secretary as well to try and keep us in order [laughs].

[35:12]

Could you describe as a physical place first of all the physics department –

Oh, gosh.

And then your specific bit of it, meteorology? But the physics department at
Edinburgh in 1961, could you describe –?

It’s in a thing called Drummond Street and it was an old Victorian building, the main
department, and really quite large but outside it there was little low, not quite prefab,
but a small brick building known as the old rifle range where the university two-two
club I suppose used to have a small shooting range and when it was agreed they very
kindly said they would find somewhere else for the rifle club and we could have half
this building. The physics department wanted three more rooms for some new
appointees and so we could share it. And, hmmm, there we met two quite nice
people, one called Dick Sillitto who later was concerned with the John Muir Trust,
and Professor Farago, er … who – Dick’s main interest was in, whatever you called it,
holography using ultraviolet light and, hmmm, I’m ashamed to say I don’t remember
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what Professor Farago did [both laugh]. It must have been something too obtuse for
me to appreciate at the time I think.

And so the rifle club, this small building, this was where you lived?

This was where we worked.

Worked?

Worked, yes.

So this was the meteorology department, just a little –?

No, it wasn’t the – the meteorology department had two or three large rooms in the
main building.

Okay.

But they didn’t really have much room for putting up three – we had to have up to sort
of five or six people at a time, so …

And what was the interior of that, the old rifle room like in terms of your work space?

Oh, we made it quite comfortable and enough filing cabinets and cupboards and desks
[laughs] and so on and so forth.

Any particular pieces of equipment or instrumentation?

No, we – at that stage we didn’t really have equipment. Once we’d recruited the
young men in essence we talked to them and showed them history for a few weeks
and then we usually packed them off to one of … well, mainly to Lerwick in the
Shetland Islands where I’d been for training, hmmm, and I mean in essence we
couldn’t really face the problem of running an observatory ourselves, I mean that
would have been quite a waste of time and money essentially. So while the Met
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Office was still prepared to – I mean they had accommodation and such like things, it
was much easier to use all this and go up to visit the young men from time to time
while they were there to – just to check that everything was going in the way we
expected.

When you recruited these candidates to go south and you said that you – before they
went to Lerwick you gave them a bit of history of the sciences involved. Can you
remember anything about the particular content of what you would tell them as
preparation for what you expected them to do from then on?

Hmmm … I guess you start off by showing slides of what they’re going to so they
don’t [laughs] have too inflated an idea about how comfortable it is and so on and so
forth. Er, then you probably tell them what the instrument they’re going to be trained
on looks like by the time they get there and then simply show them lots of records and
– from the past of the sorts of things they should expect and try and … give them a
feel for the, you know, almost twenty-four hour vigilance you have to pay to make
quite sure that things are working and behaving themselves and so on and so forth.
And, you know, really if they – if it’s not the sort of thing they really want to – you
know, if they’ve been misled as to the sort of life they’re being offered then at least
try and sort of say well, you know, it actually sounds quite glamorous but it really
does reduce to this and, okay, the glamour comes later, you can have a few days off
skiing or, you know, sledging or whatever, but on the base itself it’s very much a
twenty-four hour [laughs] – even if only, you know, six hours of it is making sure you
get enough sleep to wake up and do tomorrow’s work.

In that case, with that very realistic presentation of what they were going to expect,
were there ever any candidates who decided that they weren’t going to go, given the
nature of what –?

No, I – whether that was due to the good selection at the interviews or not, I don’t
know, I mean it’s extremely difficult to interview for that sort of thing. I mean half
the difficulty with the young men was actually getting them to talk, and if you could
get them to talk naturally then at that stage you’re almost there because you’re now
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simply saying to yourself, would I want to be on a station on twelve months of the
year with this person [laughs].

Yes.

If you can tell me a better test I should be glad to know [laughs] but that’s how I
always used to do it. And no, I don’t think – I don’t remember ever losing anyone
we’d actually selected except one but that was nothing to do with the choice of him or
– or not wanting to do it. We had an unfortunate relationship with the Royal Army
Medical Corps who were used as – to make quite sure that anyone who volunteered to
go and be a doctor there had the necessary background information. And
unfortunately they advised and it got accepted that, hmmm, all our young men going
south should a) have their wisdom teeth out, which wasn’t very pleasant, and b) a bit
later we even to the stage of taking out their appendices before they went. And the
one I’ve always regretted was a young, I think he was Australian if I remember
rightly, who duly went off to have his appendix removed and came back in the usual
way about two or three days later and two days after that he came and said to me
rather sadly he thought something was wrong inside and – so I – it so happened I
knew the surgeon who’d done it at that stage [laughs], so I gave him a quick ring to be
told peremptorily bring him in at once and two days later I discovered that – let me
see, the surgeon said to me if I hadn’t – if he hadn’t have gone back in he’d almost
certainly have died but – and b) there was an unfortunate sequel to all this, that he was
under no circumstances to be more than a few hours away from hospital for the next
six months. And so the poor man never went south, I mean we couldn’t send him
away for the training and, hmmm, in any case within six months he should have been
sailing anyhow, so he never did go unfortunately. And, hmmm, the trouble was we
can’t guarantee that he’ll be able to go next year even if he – you know, he has
enough money to sit and wait to do it. So, alas, he didn’t go. That’s the only one that
sort of really lives in my memory as being just too unfortunate for words. I mean he
was very keen to go, certainly, and it must have been a huge shock to him. But thank
goodness he – you know, he was actually coming into the office to say that, you
know, he could tell us about the pain he was still in but – no, I gather there’s some
sort of curious condition which if something goes wrong in the op the muscles inside
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contort and then they’re liable to sort of twist up and seal things off, extremely nasty
[laughs].

Yes.

Once in a – you know, once in a thousand or something the surgeon said, you know,
complications of this sort happen. So there you are.

[44:05]

Could you tell me more about the work of the head of the meteorology department,
Paton, is it Paton?

Yes, oh well, oh his main job is to run courses for students. And as in many
universities there are different options in the physics degree and meteorology was
simply one of the – one of the additional options. So he and McIntosh essentially did
bung in – it’s a four year course in Edinburgh so they had four different years to
lecture to each year, so they had a pretty full time between the two of them.

And their own research in meteorology, do you know – [inaud]?

Well, James Paton, as I say ran the – what was called the Balfour Stewart Auroral
Laboratory which had this big network of volunteers. Hmmm, and I guess he spent
most of his time on that and left most of the conventional meteorology to Dr McIntosh
who [laughs], by the time he’d, hmmm, done four lectures courses in the course of a
year, was actually really quite busy.

Yes. Could you tell me about the work of the 150 volunteers on the auroral work you
mentioned before?

Yes, well – no, I don’t suppose anyone did. Hmmm, no, in essence they volunteered
to watch the sky a certain number of hours and so that there was more or less
complete coverage in any, what shall we say, sixty mile radius. There were at least
two or three people within each one of these who would take it in turns through the
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night. I mean some were very keen and didn’t have anything else to do, they would
stay up all night, but most people doing that sort of thing would volunteer for two or
three hours at a time. So as long as you had enough volunteers you could pretty well
… know the sky, a clear sky, was being watched. I mean obviously if it’s raining you
just go to bed and forget it [laughs].

Yes. How did he recruit those volunteers for this, 150 volunteers to look at the sky?

Well, yes, I guess by giving popular lectures in most of the big Scottish towns and
simply asking for them, and it’s amazing what people will do [laughs].

Do you remember what the form that they had to fill in based on observations, were
you ever shown that?

No. Well, yes, I can – I mean it was just a fairly straightforward thing, I mean there’s
a whole classification. If you first of all have to come to a sort of small course and
learn what all the possible variations of aurora are, which are enormous and so on and
so forth, and then all the short abbreviations for writing it all down. He also, er, used
us as volunteers on occasion. I and a colleague spent two, yes two, two whole
summers up on the top of Blackford Hill. Do you know Edinburgh?

I know Arthur’s Seat.

No, this is the other big bump at the other end –

Okay.

Where the Scottish observatory is up on top of Blackford Hill, except it’s just below
the hill. And he persuaded us to take a time-lapse cine film of the skies, for
noctilucent clouds, in the summer, but we discovered that unfortunately the
observatory wasn’t the best of places ‘cause you couldn’t actually see lower down on
the horizon to the north of it. It’s just below the crest of the hill so we actually took a
tripod and a cine camera to the top of Blackford Hill [laughs], much to the
consternation of people who used to come up to the top, and took time-lapse
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photographs of noctilucent clouds, these wonderful silvery blue clouds which we see
in the summer time.

Who did you go there with, who was doing it with you?

This was a friend called Munro Sievwright who later became very ill unfortunately
but he’s still in care.

And you camped on the top of the hill?

No, we didn’t camp, we just – we went, we – I can’t remember now, summer time
gets in the way. We used to start about an hour after dusk and then come away just
after sunset. It would be on a good night and there were quite a lot of good nights and
– hmm …

[49:04]

Thank you. McIntosh, do you remember what his work in meteorology at that time
involved?

Hmmm … no, I mean essentially Edinburgh physics department was a sort of wee bit
of a strange place is that an awful lot of the lecturers were really just fully teaching
and then people doing research mainly didn’t do very much teaching. And so Mac
was one of the people who I guess spent most of his time with lecturing to students
and supervising students and so on and so forth.

Was there anyone there at that time at the department involved in sort of the use of
mathematics in weather forecasting and atmospheric surveys and that sort of thing?

Oh [laughs]. No, not at that time. Mac was a great character and, hmmm, you’re just
about talking of the time of the very early computer programs for it and, erm, I can
remember – except I can’t remember the date can I [laughs]? It must have been
probably about ‘64 or ‘5 when there was a very deep depression which was coming up
the west coast of Ireland and Scotland and the computer forecast was absolutely
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insistent that this was going to go right round the north of Scotland. But it didn’t, it
suddenly decided to push through the Glasgow Edinburgh gap, I mean gap in the
sense of low ground and no mountains involved. And it caused an awful lot of
damage and of course no forecast … neither the Glasgow nor the Edinburgh office
were allowed to go against the computer forecast [laughs], so no warning was actually
issued of severe conditions in the Glasgow Edinburgh region. And Mac said to me
the day afterwards, he said [impersonates], ‘I’ve seen it happen so many times. If I’d
have been there I would have said there’s a good risk of it coming through,’ he said.
They were forbidden to say anything, you know, and they mustn’t go against the
computer. You know, it just shows that the way – sometimes new ways of doing
things, people just seize on and think it’s going to replace what happens but, you
know, it takes years before the computer program’s good enough to outweigh twenty
years of experience of someone who’s watched these things every day, you know, and
made forecasts in the old way, which is what Mac had done when he was in the Met
Office. So it was – it was quite a lesson to one, you know. And as I say, it was also –
at that stage vastly inflated claims were being made for satellite measurements.

And at that stage was there any link between the meteorology department here at
Edinburgh and the Met Office of – the Edinburgh Met Office or branch of Met Office?

Well, no except that Mac having spent years on it knew everyone and I knew a fair
number of them at the end of my time. But no formal link, no, they didn’t actually do
any work together or things of that sort. In fact I mean that’s the whole problem with
forecasting in a sense is that you’re – if you’re on forecast rosters your life is – it’s
like running an observatory, you know, you don’t have time to stop and think
[laughs], you’ve always got something on the timetable to do next to make quite sure
that the forecast can be issued on time and so on and so forth.

[End of Track 7]
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[Track 8]

That’s fine. Could you tell me about other relations you had at Edinburgh with other
scientists and academics at Edinburgh at the time that you were there? You’ve
spoken about Paton and his auroral volunteers and McIntosh, the very busy
McIntosh, were there other friendships or professional relationships with scientists of
various kinds at Edinburgh?

Well, we have to remember that at the time it was, that these were the years when big
computers were just appearing. The days of, whatever they’re called, KDF9s and
such like things [laughs] and the university had in 1962 I suppose acquired – no,
that’s not quite true is it? The first one was at – Newcastle had a KDF9 and there was
a small unit in Edinburgh whose job was to look after it as remote users at Newcastle.
And, hmmm, so we got to know the computer unit fairly well because it was pretty
obvious after a short time that many of the things we wanted to do would be much
easier done if we were using big machines. And then later on we did actually acquire
a small DEC machine which we had in our own office.

When was that, when did you get that?

I’m trying to remember when that was, that must have been … oh, as late as ‘68 or ‘9
I suppose but by that time we had good friends in the – in the computer unit and we
actually, with his help, wrote an operating system for the KDF9 and taught it to be a –
a friend shall we say. When you were scaling magnetograms and things like that, if
you wanted to – to in the old days you used to take a little bit of Perspex with a line
and put it on and read off the mean, and we decided you could digitise it and do all the
things you want to do automatically. The only trouble was it was rather a tedious
procedure to scale things in with the digitiser. You needed a partly intelligent bit of
software which would tell you every time you’ve forgotten to put the right thing
through a) to get the format of what you were doing right and b) to ring a little bell if
it thought you were doing something silly and so on and so forth. And so we actually
did have this personal thing and, hmmm, I mean the whole point of digitising and
storing the information is essentially you want to be able to put that into the big
machine and process all the information straight away. What you don’t want is
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halfway through the thing suddenly judders to a halt because you’ve done something
silly or forgotten to put the right warning signal in or something of the sort. So the –
the real thing you need is just to be able to scan through once and make sure the
format is right, and then the next time you can just go through it and let the processing
continue. And then – yes, we did quite well with that. We had lots of ladies who
came and did our digitising for us [laughs] and they got a bit irritated to start with,
saying it won’t let me do this, it won’t let me do that. But once they’d sort of learnt,
you know, that it was merely reminding you that you haven’t done this – before you
do this you must have done this and so on and so forth, hmmm, but at least it meant
you didn’t have a massive great paper tape in those days. I mean you didn’t have a
foot diameter paper tape which you couldn’t process because you had to keep
stopping every [laughs] two or three winds of the circumferences to put some extra
information in so that the machine could proceed.

Okay.

It’s called editing [laughs].

Yeah. I’ll take you back to a few of these things, especially bearing in mind that most
listeners to the recording won’t –

No, no, quite –

[04:22]

Understand anything about, you know, the data in the first place and then this
particular computer’s technology. Let’s go back to your first sort of contact with this
piece of equipment. You said that Newcastle got a KDF9 in 1962, is that about –?

Yes, that was an English Electric machine.
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And how did you then get to establish relations with Newcastle?

Oh, that was, hmmm … in preparation for getting their own machine later on
Edinburgh had a network of – I mean like the internet today, you have your own local
equivalent to the typewriter on your keyboard and so on and so forth, hmmm, and you
simply put this through the main office in Edinburgh. First of all it all gets stored
there and then every night which, I don’t know, we had about seven hours I suppose
of the KDF9 at night. That went down the link to Newcastle, it would run the
programs and back they would come, and then they’d be distributed back to us. And
so without any machine you just actually accessed this one down in Newcastle. It was
a bit trying because you – occasionally things would go wrong and you’d want to
speak to somebody to sort of see what was going on and it was actually – that was the
most difficult bit of it. Provided everything worked it was fine but – [laughs]

So how was your data, if that’s what you were sending, being sent? Over the phone?

No, in those days, as I say, lots of the things you prepared on paper tape, your
programs and things like that, they could do, hmmm, any time you like and that gave
you a paper tape and then you’d have a paper tape reader in which you could then
send off to the Edinburgh office and there it would sit stored in electronic form and
later on it would go down – usually at night it would go down to Newcastle to be
processed and come back.

So what was being processed?

Oh, all sorts of things were being processed [laughs]. I mean I’ve never forgotten one
of the early ones. We run seis – we ran seismometers at the Argentine Islands,
hmmm, and I decided that life would be a bit easier for the young men on the base if I
scanned through the earthquakes recorded. They come out fairly promptly every day
and I would just look through this to see where station – earthquakes were which I
thought would – probably the signal would reach Antarctica and so I wrote a little
program which enabled me to take the information about the epicentre, work out what
the travel time to Argentine Islands was and say, you know, look between – in these
minutes and so now you could be fairly sure if it was going to get there you’d be right
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to a minute. So instead of people having to look through the whole twenty-four hours
of records they could just concentrate on the – and with a bit a bit of luck you could
also tell them – knowing where the earthquake was you could work out which signals
they should see on the north south record, on the east west record, and so on and so
forth.

[07:41]

And at that time would that technology, what was involved in writing a program in
order, for example, to allocate the particular time that you’d be looking at in order to
find out –?

Well you – you had a computer language, there were many. I mean if you were wise
you knew something about Fortran, Algog and IMP and you decided which suited you
best and you just sat down and wrote. Hmmm, in the – the main problem with
Newcastle was that essentially you could only get your computing done overnight, so
you – it would take quite a long while to actually write a program, make sure you got
all the bugs out, and then find you hadn’t and do it again [laughs]. So, you know, it
could take two or three days sometimes with the complicated programs to really get
free from all that.

So what was –?

But it was worth it, just.

And what was involved in writing the operating system for the KDF9 which as I
understand from what you said allowed processing of data to proceed without
interruptions because mistakes had been spotted?

Well, the whole point of a small machine like the DEC machines is – essentially to do
the sort of things we wanted to do they have to operate in real time and so you have to
understand the whole business of writing things called interrupts, which means it’s
using its processor for just doing some calculations but if it receives what you call –
what you might call a very urgent interrupt from outside it has to stop doing that, see
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what you’re interrupting for, which is usually to grab a piece of information and
record it in the main memory, and then hand the control back to the calculations. I
mean it sounds odd but in essence the amount of attention someone digitising needs
for the machine is really quite small. And so to be efficient you’ve – you’ve got to let
the machine be doing something else and it can be interrupted every time the
digitising machine wants its data taken away and checked and so on and so forth.

You said that you had ladies who would come in and digitise for you.

Hmmm, it looks like a fairly large desk and you have a little, just like a mouse, like a
mouse, and you – with crosswires through so you can see where the thing is placed,
and they place it on the particular features of the magnetic record which is a line
which wanders up and down. And they just try and follow this line, clicking every so
often to give data points, but, hmmm, besides actually following the trace you’ve also
got to tell the machine what it means. And first of all you have to tell it where you’re
measuring things from, so you have to send a certain letter or number to say this is a
baseline. You put in two points on the baseline, or more if you’ve got any sense
[laughs] ‘cause it might just be bent, and then you say now I’m digitising the record
and –

In relation to that baseline, yes.

And if you’ve got any sense you’ll do it in short bits. In fact you do an hour at a time
which is all you really want, so you just do enough points and then you send in
another – press a button, say this is the end of the hour now I’m starting the next hour,
and so on and so forth. You just have to invent a little system which in essence is as
foolproof as you can make it, so never do you get the baseline mistaken for a point on
the record and so on and so forth.

[11:15]

I see. And could you describe your working relations with the ladies who were
digitising?
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Oh [laughs]. I suppose we come back to philosophy. Hmmm, we – when we bought
the digitising table I guess we knew what we thought we could do with it. So in
essence it was a question of writing these sort of control programs and how much
interference do you want. I mean do you want to be free just to keep going forever
sending in the signals you think are right and which, once you’ve gone wrong, you
know, may never be processed again. So you’ve got to try and work out how rigorous
the thing has to be and you have to invent systems so you can easily correct it or
delete back to a certain stage or something of that sort. So I guess we tried all that
ourselves to start with, hmmm, and then we asked the ladies to try it and see if they
agreed [laughs], and they obviously had different preferences to what we had and so
on and so forth. I guess it’s the old sort of story, if you want people to do something
horribly tedious for you, and it can be quite tedious doing this sort of thing, first of all
you’ve got to do it yourself first to make quite sure you know how tedious it is and,
hmmm, b) you shouldn’t ask people to do something you’re not prepared to do
yourself [laughs], is the fundamental end to it. So we had a good relationship I hope.

Can you remember any particular conversations with particular –? Presumably they
were employees rather than volunteers –

Oh, yes, indeed yes.

Any sort of conversations with those employees working on that, can you remember
any in particular in terms of you talking through something that they were doing or
attempting to explain…?

Oh, I mean we would – if you want people to do that sort of thing they, er, need
motivating, they’ve got to be told why you are doing it and, you know, and now –
why you think that they can do it for you, and basically listen to their complaints.
You know, if in the course of operating something turns up and, you know, it may
well – after a month something may turn up that you haven’t encountered before
you’ve written a program, which you hope is broad enough to account for most of the
silly things which go wrong, it usually takes six months to make sure they’re all the
same. So you’ve always got to be willing to listen to it and you’ve always got to be
willing to change things if they want to change. I mean some things are just a matter
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of preference, there’s no reason why your way of working should be what everyone
else wants so, you know, the two – you’ve just got to be flexible. It’s like any other
sort of relationship isn’t it? [laughs]

Do you remember any of the feedback that you got in terms of their changes to
preferences?

No, not particularly, I think it all just worked quite smoothly. We listened, we asked
[laughs], you know.

And so this scanning was in order to feed in at night to the KDF9 that was at
Newcastle?

Well, yes, that may have been once a week. I mean you – a big machine can work
through an incredible amount of stuff and it may be you save up a day or two or three
days or even a week of scaling. ‘Cause, you know, it is quite tedious and you can’t
expect the ladies to work more than – well, I used to sort of say half an hour at a time
is enough then you get up and walk about and do something just to break it. If you sit
down and try and do too much then mistakes get – creep in quite easily and you’ll be
setting the buzzer off every time you do a [inaud] [laughs].

Yes.

And if you get fed up just stop for goodness sake and go home.

And when – oh, so they were sort of paid by the hour rather than –?

Hmmm, yes, I suppose they were, yes, I’ve really forgotten the details but –

And what was the KDF9 doing with the digitised data?

Oh, well, working out silly things like hourly mean values. I mean that’s one of the
traditional ways of – I mean none of that means these things are particularly sensible
things to do but there are things which traditionally you publish about magnetic
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records, hmmm, and in essence they’re tedious. And scaling it off by hand is – the
trouble with scaling by hand and that sort of thing, and writing something down, is
it’s quite easy to make mistakes and you’ll only find these if you write in terrible
checking programs to make quite sure that sort of thing has happened. So in essence
if you can do it digitally with sufficient protection by the sort of program I told you
about, then once it’s been digitised it’s then a question only of handing it to the
machine and running a few checks and so on and so forth. And you can feel, yeah
[laughs] –

Did you use the KDF9 at Newcastle for any other processing of any other kinds of
data?

Oh, yes, I mean all sorts of things but they were the sort of things which were really
just coming in there. I mean if you want to know about the effects of different forms
of particle on Dobson measurements for example, in the old days with a hand machine
you could take days [laughs] working out not very precise values of scattering
coefficients and absorption and so on and so forth. And then with the big machine,
you know, you could do that sort of thing in seconds with an awful lot of build-up to
it. So, yes, there were various things which we – well, which we were interested in, in
essence, and hmmm, we did quite a lot of biggish calculations and –

[17:18]

And which people were important at Newcastle in terms of your relationship with that
unit?

Only people who sort of – I guess who were in charge of the communications
backwards and forwards and – and, hmmm, occasionally in those days you could
write programmes which did demand large amounts of machine time, and by large
amount I guess I mean things as long as half an hour. But since it was happening at
night, since occasionally the machine wasn’t very busy, you could send programs in
which demanded a continuous half hour of processing and hope that, you know, they
wouldn’t notice this and run it for you when there were spare times.
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Right.

But, you know, there was no promise on any particular night you could have it done,
you merely entered into a queue and it was nice to be able to speak to someone to see
how much was waiting in the queue as to whether it was worth sending [laughs].

And how did the data that you wanted to run through the machine get to Newcastle
from Edinburgh? I mean you – it sounds like you –

Oh, it went through a paper tape reader and then became electrical signals and went
down the land line –

And then they could read it at the other end.

Yeah, they went down –

And so you spoke to them and there were people there at night, this was a –?

Well, yes, I mean occasionally something would go missing or something of that sort
of and you’d sort of say, haven’t you received this and please look in here and so on
and so forth. And, yeah, all the usual tedious businesses of life [laughs].

Thank you. I’m going to ask about your other relationship with academics in an
around Edinburgh at the time and then I’ll come back, so we can keep the two things
separate, to the computer that you actually got in Edinburgh which was in ‘68, ‘69,
which is a – so presumably then you didn’t have to send off to –

Oh, no, the small one was really – I mean you – it wasn’t the sort of thing you could
in principle do huge calculations on. I mean on the small machines you’ve got no
inbuilt mathematical functions and if you want to use mathematical functions on it
you have to write your own little sub-routines to do that. So anything which demands
real mathematics goes to the big machine. This is essentially a … an intelligent desk
which tries to stop you making a fool of yourself [laughs].
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So this little computer, what was that called?

I’ve forgotten what it was called now, perhaps I’ve even got the names wrong of all of
them by now. A PDP11, yes PDP11.

Do you know the company that make that?

That was DEC, yes. I can tell you a story about that if you like.

Yes, go on, yes please.

Well, it turned out that this machine was the first one to be produced in their nice new
factory in Galway in Ireland and, hmmm, it was delivered and presumably someone
from DEC came and set it up and we started using it. And, hmmm, I think it worked
for a day and a half and then it started misbehaving and so we went through the usual
process. You first of all ring up your local DEC representative, I think that was
Livingstone halfway across the Glasgow Forth Valley, and so someone comes and has
a look at it and went away again. And it went wrong again more or less immediately
and so then it became the Scottish office and so we got through that and then we got
to the UK office, and I think it was something like two weeks later we actually got the
chief investigator for Europe [laughs]. Oh dear, yes. And he arrived, if my memory
is right, at nine o’clock one morning and he didn’t go to bed for something like fortyeight hours and I think he did then go to bed and came back the next day and very
sadly said, do you want to see what it was? And so I said yes, I’m always curious
about these things [laughs], so he produced one of the units and do you know what
these things look like? They’re –

No.

Essentially base boards with all sorts of components on top and spikes which come
down underneath and there’s – normally there’s very little soldering goes on
underneath, it’s all done by wire wrapping which is a very robust way of doing it
actually, but – so the whole thing underneath is a whole mass of wires twisted about
and he picked it up and he shook it and there was a loose piece of solder entangled up
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in all these bare wires, and every time a drawer had been pulled open it moved. So it
was all right, you would find that it was shorting when you started investigating and
then if in the course of your work you happened to move the drawer the solder shifted
on so a whole series of new faults appeared [both laugh].

So it seemed a lot more serious than it was.

Well, that’s right, it seemed as if there were problems everywhere whereas in fact
there was just one silly little bit of solder which had got dropped in this in the factory
and – but when you added up the cost of flying this man in from Hamburg and his sort
of – all the rest of it, I guess they made no profit on that machine. It was really an
absolute eye opener but, you know, he had actually solved it [laughs].

[23:45]

But when it was working how did you – how did you use it? How did you interact
with that piece of equipment? People listening to the recording will be familiar with
a keyboard and a mouse and clicking and looking at a screen but how did you interact
with that computer in terms of –? You’ve mentioned opening a drawer.

It stores a lot of programs inside it so you – when you switch it on you simply call for
the program you’re using. If that’s to sit up the digitising table and then to keep it in
operation while the ladies are doing the digitising, essentially … yes, we won’t get too
complicated. Essentially it’s then handed over to them and controls them only. In
fact it can do two or three of these things at the same time but that’s quite irrelevant.
So then she sends them a message saying in essence what amounts to who she is,
which particular set of records she’s going to be processing in magnetic radiation or,
you know, a whole series, and they all have their own little sub-routines and so on and
so forth. It then acknowledges she’s there and then says – prompts her for the
information it needs to – you know, what’s the starting date, what’s the starting time
and so on and so forth, all the housekeeping, and it prompts her as often as it can so
she doesn’t have too many options to go wrong. Hmmm, and if she puts something in
which is clearly wrong – I mean it’s expecting her to always offer a date or a time
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between something or other or something – if it’s outside the acceptable limits it
simply sends a little polite message of – [laughs].

Are you sure or –

Yes, are you sure or do it again or something of this sort. You’ve got to make it polite
because people get irritated if [laughs] – and, as I say, the whole essence is at the end
of the day you should get a whole string of data coming in which at least it stands
some chance of recognising and being able to work out in the right way. And this
saves an awful lot of time because if you ever have to – when we started it we used to
accumulate vast amounts of paper tape and you put it into the machine to run and it
would run for two or three minutes and then sort of come to a grinding halt. And this
meant you now had to sort of look through the – essentially examine the paper tape to
see there was nothing silly wrong with the paper tape and then even if necessary guess
what – read what the data was and, you know – or you knew there should be a time
switch here or something of the sort and you’d find that was missing, so before you
could process it you had to insert some extra data, you know, splice new data in or
things of that sort. So at least it saved all that, you just went through it once, putting
on one side bits it couldn’t deal with if there were any left and then you wrote another
little bit of data to feed in to replace the bit which was obviously [inaud].

And then that’s what was fed into the tape reader that went down the line?

Yes.

And this –

It all sounds horribly [laughs] – stupid …

This little computer –

Yeah.

[26:38]
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Did it just run this digitising desk, is that what it was for, or did you use that –?

That was its main use but no, you can use it for anything else. I mean it’s – store
anything you like and as long as you can put it in numerical form you can save
documents on it in the same way as you do now with that machine here. So, yes, I
mean all these things.

Thank you.

But no, it’s big enough and fast enough and although it sounds as if it’s continually
occupied with just one user in fact it’s got enough time to be able to deal with ten
people like that actually. Actually it had ten digitising tables about – [laughs]

Yes, I see.

And so it can do all that sort of thing, handle ordinary typing work and so on and so
forth. That’s ten times, 100 times, as powerful today, I mean you know, it’s amazing
what you can have tucked on your desk today.

And could you now tell me about other professional and personal relationships with
scientists in and around Edinburgh University at that time? Not necessarily scientists
in your field but …

Oh, I see. Oh, er … no there aren’t really very many which crossed my mind. I mean
there were people in the Edinburgh Met Office, hmmm, simply because we were
interested in the same sort of things as they were, recording sunshine and rainfall and
all these sort of things. Hmmm … no, I guess we were really more or less self
contained.

Who did you know at the Met Office?

Oh, well, it was a gentleman whose name was Shaw who, you probably don’t know,
but the Edinburgh Glasgow bit of the lowlands as it were is – has probably got more
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cricket clubs [laughs] than many comparable areas of England, and he ran one of the
cricket teams which I occasionally used to indulge in playing, only because they
wanted spare people to catch the ball [laughs], or something. And I guess the main –
well, one of the subtle things we did, we – that was the year we put the memorial
plaque up on Ben Nevis, the remains of the old observatory, and, hmmm, it wasn’t a
very convenient place in those days because there was no Forth Bridge and, so if you
went to the highlands you either had to drive round by Kincardine Bridge, an extra
thirty miles a week, or go by ferry to Queens Ferry. And on the way home after a day
in the hills or skiing, as you approached Kincardine you had to be sort of watching
your watch and know the ferry times, thinking, well, do I take the risk of being able to
get to the ferry in twenty minutes [laughs] or do I just chicken out and go round the
bridge? It made life a bit exciting [both laugh]. Now with the bridge of course it’s all
too easy.

Were the people at the Met Office, including Shaw, working on anything that was
particularly novel or interesting in terms of meteorology at the time?

Hmmm, no, I think it’s fair to say they were deep in the organisation and it took quite
a long while for the Met Office really to have a separate research place. I mean later
on there were special units for ozone and for radiation and the things which we’d been
doing on base but in essence they came along to a considerable degree after we had
sort of started doing the work ourselves … yes.

Okay, thank you. And you mentioned that you were friends with Peter Higgs at this
time, I don’t know …?

Well, a sort of casual friendship as it were. Yes, he was working in the department of
mathematical physics but essentially we met because of the university stuff club –
and, er … yes, I mean we were never close friends but occasionally we used to sort of
chat about different things what you were doing. It emerged that he at that time had
just written the paper on the famous Higgs particle, I don’t think at that stage they’d
really quite thought it was as fundamental as it later has become.
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Do you remember him talking to you about that?

Yes, but not – only in a desultory way. I mean I don’t think we ever [laughs] – you
know, it’s one of these funny things that – it often takes quite a while for a paper to
suddenly look as important as it later turns out to be.

[32:19]

And where were you living at this time in Edinburgh while you were working?

I really can’t remember early days. Hmmm … where I went when I first went up
there I can’t honestly remember, I think I must have gone into a hotel and then I
acquired a – or rented a flat … I’ll forget my own name next [both laugh], down by
Dean Bridge during this. And the – it was big enough so that I could put up two or
three of my young men when they were there to start with and then at some stage,
quite early on, there was an advertisement for people to become wardens of student
houses and I applied for one of these and then got it, so thereafter I had ostensibly ten
young men I suppose in my [laughs] tender care.

So you were a warden from what sort of time to –?

Well, from then I suppose till quite close to when I came down, 1976, yes.

And could you tell me about social life at this time in Edinburgh, which I suspect will
include the staff club but other things as well in terms of experiencing a new city?

Yes, I mean the staff club I suppose is the main place where one met all sorts of
different people, I had a lot of biochemist friends at one stage. Squash took up a lot of
time, and Mac was a very good squash player, was much older than me but could beat
me very [laughs] – almost left-handedly, I used to enjoy it. And, no as I say, you
know, many weekends were actually spent up in the highlands or wherever. If you
understand Munros, you’re never short of Munros which you haven’t done till you’ve
been at it for twenty or thirty years and so on and so forth. No, I mean Scotland’s a
wonderful place, Edinburgh’s a wonderful city, it’s a big city. The university had a
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resident string quarter, it had its own amateur orchestra, there’s the King’s Theatre
with opera and such like things. Everyone forgets that Edinburgh’s a seaside town but
it is [laughs] with quite good beaches and so on and so forth. There’s the whole coast
all the way down to Dunbar and Berwick, cradle of British geology. I mean, you
know, typical geological sections there. I had a young nephew who became interested
in geology and he came up to stay with me one summer holiday and I used to drive
him out to the relevant sections and turn him loose and go into the office and then
collect him at the end of the day [laughs].

What age was he then?

Oh, he must have been fourteen or fifteen I suppose.

This was your older sister’s son?

Yes.

Yes.

Her first son, yes. He’s – oh, I’m not sure what he is now but he’s the Iran expert in
BP.

Really?

Yes [laughs].

And what other relationships at this time did you have with family, did you – in terms
of visits and –?

Mother died fairly quickly in – in all that and father went to live with my sister and, er
… I guess I didn’t get down as much as I ought to have done because, you know,
there was always something to do in Edinburgh, even if it dragged you north [laughs]
or whatever.
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[36:10]

What do you remember is the effect of your mother’s death on you at that time? I’m
assuming this was in the early ‘60s.

Yes. Hmmm … I guess an awful lot of regret that one hadn’t paid her more attention,
you know. As I was duty bound thereafter to go and tell various other mothers at –
you don’t have to worry about your son, he’s going somewhere new and exciting,
he’ll have the time of his life [laughs] and he’s almost certain not to spend much time
trying to give you any idea of what it’s really like. And that’s unfortunate isn’t it? I
mean, you know, and see mother must die – I always used to think mother must have
lived through sort of some of the greatest changes which anyone had ever lived
through when you think about it and now I’m not quite sure we’re not doing that
ourselves, you know, now the internet’s come along and all the rest of it. Yes,
perhaps we don’t treat the old as well as we should.

Did it have any effect on, I don’t know, your understanding of yourself or what you
wanted to do with your life and that sort of thing, that sort of effect on you?

Well, no the die had then been sort of cast. I mean I think I realised once I’d accepted
Bunny’s offer to go up there I probably would never do anything particularly different
as long as I didn’t make a complete mess of what I was doing. You know, a
specialised job in many ways and we – you know, we really are getting now to the
stage where perhaps you don’t need to go to Antarctica to look at it. When I went
down it was the only way you could really get a feel for it. And I still think, you
know, you look at the satellite information with a different eye. If you sort of relate it
to, you know, oh yes, I’ve been there when that happened and so on and so forth
[laughs], so yes, it’s – it’s a bit like politicians isn’t it? You know, you sometimes
think that perhaps it’s time they got a real job and it’s much the same with people
sitting in offices and looking at satellite data from the Antarctic. You sort of feel
perhaps you should go and get your hands cold once in your life [ph]. You might
look at it with a different eye then but … yeah.
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And after your mother’s death what – how was your relationship with your sister and
then your father who was living with your sister? How often did you see them or what
did you do when you saw them and that sort of thing?

Gosh, one didn’t see them as often as one ought to have done, I suppose is the obvious
answer looking back. Hmmm … no, I mean these were sort of very difficult
problems, we … I guess … we probably never were very close in many ways after – I
suppose when I started going to school, no grammar school really, was when we
really quite often didn’t have very much to talk about in a funny sort of way. Hmmm
… yes.

And yet you’ve spoken of your nephew coming to visit one summer.

Yes.

Did you –? What was your relationship like with your niece and – niece and nephew
or nephews or –?

No, two nephews.

Two nephews, yeah.

They were very good on the whole, still is, I hope, yes. Jeremy very kindly always
says that he wouldn’t have become a geologist if it hadn’t been for me. I mean his
father ran a chalk pit and … you know, for spreading on the land and all the rest of it,
agriculture. But I guess I made a reasonable collection of fossils and flints from it and
various other things, all of which later went to Jeremy and, hmmm, if it stimulated
him, well and good, yes. Yes, it’s amazing what you do without really quite
understanding what you’re doing [laughs].

What do you mean?

Well, I mean you don’t know when you start collecting fossils yourself and they’re
there in a drawer and then you suddenly acquire a nephew and when he grows up he
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sort of takes an interest in them too, so naturally you pass them on and so on and so
forth. You don’t sort of think to yourself well, now he’ll become a – [laughs]

Yes.

Professional geologist or something of the sort. It just happens doesn’t it? He could
have done anything else I suspect but –

[41:36]

Thank you. And at this time in Edinburgh any important relationships?

Hmmm, oh, various things started I suppose [laughs]. Hmmm … essentially part of
my job was to attend whatever we called them, directors’ meetings, with people from
other units and with the director in London which involved sort of going up on a
sleeper. And coming back on the sleeper the following night, this gave you time to
indulge in concerts or theatres or things in London. Er … it takes you back doesn’t it?
The standby price of a flight from Heathrow to Edinburgh airport was twenty-five
shillings in those days [laughs]. You didn’t normally need to book and so one got
blasé and never did, and the only night I ever felt any sort of trembling that I might
not actually get home that night was it suddenly dawned on me I’d forgotten there was
a Scotland-England football match at Wembley [laughs], so the queue for the plane
was rather long but we still got on, yes. Yes, and occasionally one – one might find
someone to take to the theatre or something of the sort. When did I meet my wife?
Oh, that was when we came back from the Antarctic, yes.

[43:08]

I was – we had a conference on ozone and radiation in Oxford and –

When was that?

1959, that was 1950, very early, yes and my friends invited me to a party and then
cheerfully rang me up and said they had given my name and car number to another
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friend … and she would write to me, and explained how I could convey her from
Oxford to wherever it was, Berkhamsted, to the party I suppose, yes. So I received a
little letter from this lady saying that she would be at whatever it’s called, Worcester
Street bus station, at a certain time and as I was to discover later she was typically, oh,
at least three quarters of an hour late [laughs] and, hmmm, also had somehow
managed to lose her luggage in the course of all this. So the first thing we had to do
was to go and buy her a toothbrush I seem to remember [laughs]. And I think – yes, I
think the letter still exists somewhere but it sort of ended saying, ‘for identification
purposes I shall be wearing a something or other hat and a certain coloured frock’ or
something. And I sort of blinked, this is me, I might not be wearing [laughs] –
anyhow, next we eventually managed to get there and get to the party, yes. And
slowly it sort of blossomed from there. She taught in Sherborne in Dorset and I was
then working very quickly in Edinburgh, which is about as far apart as you can get in
the British Isles [laughs].

So how often did you see each other after the party?

Oh, once or twice a term I suppose it was thereafter. When I came up to London for
meetings I would occasionally disappear down to Dorset. And occasionally I would
do it by car and would have to drive back at night from Dorset to Edinburgh. But they
were good days, the roads weren’t as big and as busy as they are now. You could
drive at night quite happily at a modest speed without having too much trouble.

And when did – when was the first time that you both lived together in the same city?

Oh, gosh [laughs]. I suppose it … we got married in whenever it was. When was it,
’72, yes, after I’d been for my Trans-Antarctic trip and she came up to Edinburgh,
somewhat regretfully I think [laughs]. Though she enjoyed her school life and she did
later teach at St George’s in Edinburgh, but that took a little while to arrange ‘cause
jobs were – you understand the strange business of whatever they call them, the
education office in Scotland and England, they don’t accept each other’s
qualifications and so although she had a, whatever you call it, diploma of education
from Oxford after her history degree this was not recognised by the Scottish education
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and she actually had to have an inspection I think it was, yes, had to be – a lesson had
to be inspected and so on and so forth.

So you married in 1972?

‘72, yes.

Where did you get married?

Peterborough, Peterborough, that’s where her parents lived.

[47:20]

And who from your family went to your wedding?

Oh … gosh … Father by then was dead wasn’t he? Yes. So just my sister and the
nephews and sons and brother-in-law, yes.

What do you remember of the details of that day?

[laughs] Oh, not very many really, not really. Now what’s it called? Wansford –
Wansford? Yes, Wansford, is where the reception was held, yes. Hmmm …

And did your wife move in with you into your warden’s accommodation in –?

No, we were by that stage – had we? Yes, we’d bought a house in Edinburgh by that
stage, yes.

Where was that house?

Er [sighs], how do I explain it? It was just outside the main city limits on the Dalkeith
Road by what – what’s the castle called? Craig – Craig?

I don’t know, I don’t know Edinburgh well at all.
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No, I can’t remember, Craig something or other. Ah, Craigmillar – Craigmillar Castle
is in the background. It was very very interesting because … there were big schemes
afoot to have a, whatever you call them. What do you call them? Ring road around
Edinburgh and as part of the development of the ring road some interesting gentleman
in the planning department had drawn a line for a new Dalkeith Road, which I think
there were something like twelve houses in five miles, and somehow he had made the
new road just sort of jink about enough to knock down all the existing twelve houses
[laughs]. And we went to a meeting about this and much to my wife’s amazement I
stood up and made an impassioned speech, etc, etc, yes. No, I don’t [inaud].

Do you know what you said in this –? Can you remember what you said in your –?

Hmmm, well, I did sort of, you know, ask how the man had managed to make all the
wiggles go inside of the houses [laughs]. And there was a large piece of – well, there
was an old fireworks factory in fact tucked away in an old quarry not far away, so I
enquired gently who owned this particular piece of what seemed to me wasteland to
discover it was an aristocratic name and I sort of said, well, surely he can be
persuaded to sell you this thing for your new road and we can be left in peace in our
modest houses [laughs].

What did they go for, what was the decision?

It never got built but it did – I mean there is a ring road now but as far as I’m aware
the old Dalkeith Road is still there and the houses are still there, with some new
additions and a big new hospital and things like that. No, it was just a piece of
bureaucratic nonsense I think and, er, it was perfectly obvious that there was going to
be a fifteen year timescale before anything was done anyhow, so that – ah, it’s much
like Cambridge. We spend all our time in Cambridge fighting proposals to knock –
well, you know, Storey’s Way is a conservation area now but it took a long while to
fight to get that to happen. And still, you know, you’re continually getting developers
wanting to knock something. Well, not necessarily anything very exciting but, you
know, it’s just part of the area. I mean the hotel at the end where you enter Storey’s
Way, that’s standing empty because the developer wants to knock it down and the
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council foolishly gave him permission to put up a four storey or five storey block of
flats there. And having done that they then extended the conservation area to include
the actual place and so when the man applied for permission to knock down the hotel
they suddenly said, and the same man said it as gave them permission, sort of said, oh
but you can’t knock it down, it’s now in the conservation area [laughs]. So there’s all
hell breaking loose while we fight whatever might happen and, hmmm, they’re mad, I
mean they’re really quite utterly mad [laughs]. I mean all he had to do was to refuse,
as he could have done quite reasonably, putting a monstrous five storey block of flats
where nothing was any higher than two and that would have been the end of the
matter, instead of which he’s now got a lawsuit on his hands to see what happens.
And of course, you know, the recession’s changed everything and there is now no big
demand for flats any more, you know, there was for a time. When flats were in great
demand you could make a lot of money by doing it but once the recession came along
the bottom dropped out of the market, so the developer himself doesn’t really know
what he wants to do. And if he’s got enough money his best bet is to sit still and do
nothing and spend as little as possible until the market plucks up again. But it all
takes time, you know, you’re going to meetings and all the rest of it. Oh, dear.

[End of Track 8]
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[Track 9]

You mentioned that in 1959 you had a conference in Oxford regarding ozone but
other chemical constituents of the atmosphere. Could you –?

No, it was essentially just ozone in those days. Gosh, I’ve forgotten the string of
initials, they – it was shared jointly between whatever the commission – the radiation
commission and the ozone commission effectively I mean the – also the international
and otherwise stuck in between but essentially it was an ozone commission session
and a radiation measurements session, er, where it was meant to be a quick overview
of the results which had come in from the IGY. And … yes, it was sort of interesting
to realise how big the network was. I mean I’ve forgotten – there were sixty Dobson
instruments scattered around the world in the IGY of which we had – well, the Royal
Society had the one at Halley Bay and we had one at Argentine Islands and there were
– I can’t remember now, there were four – I think there were four others in Antarctica,
none of which had actually continued after. We were the only one which went on to
have a continuous record for whatever of, what was it by the time we got to it? About
1985 wasn’t it? Yes, I mean we had a thirty year record by then.

By we do you mean Argentine Islands or Halley Bay?

Both.

Both continued, yeah.

Both, that’s right. I mean it essentially what – well, started by the Royal Society but it
effectively battered [ph] fifty eight years of which – well, one of the I suppose
important things to stress is that there were very few … publications which really
went into detail of how standards were maintained over such a length of time. There
was one for a much shorter period of time which came out of the Swedish Academy
in Uppsala just outside Stockholm, hmmm, but our report which wrote the ozone up
to 1976 was I suspect as careful description of what it takes to run a long series of
measurements and still helpfully do what you were doing at the beginning, at the end
as it were, and that’s not easy. I mean if you look through the relevant scientific
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literature you’ll find a fair number of papers which claim to have detected a change in
ozone but strictly the only scientific conclusion you can draw from that is that the
people didn’t know how to use the instruments properly. I mean that’s a bit rude but I
mean in essence the – the ozone paper was effectively the first unequivocal
description of a change in ozone since Dobson had started measuring it. And, yeah
well, [laughs] I think we deserve a little more credit than many people have actually
given us but – and in particular we – I mean it was allied, both at Halley and at
Argentine Islands, with a set of upper air measurements, again not quite complete at
Argentine Islands ‘cause there wasn’t enough money to keep that going quite as long.
But in essence having data on temperature and winds and all the rest of it, you knew
perfectly well there was no comparable sudden change in any of the variables you
could measure in the upper air, so that any claim which immediately came from – I
mean the world is split into two sorts of people [laughs], those who think ozone’s all
about chemistry and those who think ozone’s all about dynamics. And so the first
thing you have to do when you assert without much proof that it’s actually chemical is
try and convince everyone you’re right and then of course the dynamicists come along
and tell you, oh no, it needn’t be chemistry at all, it can be dynamics, to which the
answer is really in our case quite straightforward, that we’ve been measuring upper air
things and all the rest of it and there’s absolutely no – you know, it’s as rock steady a
record of meteorological phenomena as you can get of meteorological phenomena
because it’s not rock steady [laughs]. But, you know, there is no sign that anything
drastic has happened in these particular years to say that ozone could have changed
dynamically but, you know, that’s the way of the world.

[05:24]

The minute you discover something startling everyone puts forward their own pet
ideas of how it could possibly happen, and it’s very difficult just to stand back calmly
and say no, no, it can’t be that, it can’t be that, we’ve got enough information to show
that, you know, other things haven’t changed and the only thing which has changed to
a first approximation is the amount of chlorine roaming in the atmosphere, you know,
and people have been warning that this could be dangerous for many, many years and
now it – it’s happened and, you know, perhaps you should believe it [laughs].
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When you said that if you look through the literature you could find other papers that
–

Oh, well – sorry, I shouldn’t keep interrupting but you … let me utter a dreadful
warning here [laughs] to – if you take the typical met service around the world, and
now I shall apologise in advance and say I’m being rather rude to them, you will find
that running a Dobson or running a set of radiation measurements is always handed an
awful long way down the chain of command. And quite often, I’m sad to say, you’ll
find people mechanically operating a Dobson without any understanding of why
they’re measuring ozone at all and really not even quite sure that they’re doing the
right things all the time. You know, they’ve been told and let loose and meant to just
walk in every few hours and do something and so on and so forth, and this is very bad
from the sort of checking point of view. I mean your first guess in any such situation
is if there’s a sudden change in the record that probably means that’s when they
changed staff or something and, you know, they don’t really know what they’re doing
for the first little while and it all gets sorted out slowly over time. And because of that
sort of thing going on there are various people around the world, as indeed the climate
unit in East Anglia if we can come sort of near to home. Now there’s a bit of a fuss
going on about their having raw data. Well, the sad fact is as far as I’m aware no-one
in the climate unit at East Anglia has ever measured a temperature in his life. His role
is to receive bits of paper from somewhere else and this has been the sort of general
trade. I mean there were people who used to write papers about ozone who’d never
handled a Dobson, had no idea of how difficult it was to keep going, and they just
accepted raw data, from India, for example.

[08:04]

There was a pair of people who used to produce reports about different parts of the
world and they focused in on India, and they showed a wonderful graph which
showed that ozone was actually increasing over India in such a way that it was
painfully clear to anyone who’d ever handled an instrument like that, that it was to all
intents and purposes impossible. So, you know, almost the best guide you could get
to a met service and how well it was measuring ozone was if anyone from outside had
come in and looked at their data and discovered trends in it. If there was a trend at all
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you could be pretty sure they were doing something wrong, and that’s a bit unkind but
it’s more or less the truth of the matter. And that was why when we were publishing
the paper we knew perfectly well that there would be a lot of fuss and so on and so
forth, and knowing that I’d said that sort of thing many times. Well, it is true, the first
time you see a change in your ozone measurements you think what the hell have I –
who’s forgotten to do what – and so on and so forth. Luckily we’d written up a few
years earlier the complete history up to ‘76 where we’d literally been through with a
fine-tooth comb and, well, I’ll be arrogant, I’ll say thanks to Hammy, RA Hamilton,
who was a chief scientist with the British North Greenland Expedition just after the
war. Between us I think we’ve done a pretty good job on that and we were really
quite sure that there was, you know, very little in it which was left to be questionable.
We’d got to the stage where – well, a) we always used to correlate our ozone against
the upper air temperature, and that’s the very first guide. If you suddenly see on one
day that the upper air temperature’s changed enormously then, okay, you can expect
to see a corresponding jump in the ozone. But if you’ve got nothing going on in the
met you suddenly see a large jump in the ozone, the answer is get out the original
sheets, check through, and make certain someone hasn’t written something down in
the usual way by a factor of ten or, you know, you’ve changed the tens digit or
something [laughs]. So we’d been through it pretty thoroughly and, hmmm, as I say
we correlated it all against upper air variables and so we felt fairly sure that this was a
respectable dataset and then, you know, there was no – I – I wrote a paper on the trend
set, that there aren’t any trends [laughs] to a very good approximation. So when eight
or nine years later where we’re sort of saying things have changed dramatically we
meant changed dramatically and in a – you know, and the first thing when we saw
these silly things was to automatically go back, look through the calibrations of the
instruments, are there any things suspicious there, and the answer’s no so, you know,
we’d better publish it and we’ll have to stand up and say, God, you know, isn’t this
strange? But, you know, please we realise it’s strange and we’ve double checked it
so, you know, if you’re going to accept it at all you’ll have to accept we’ve done the
best we can with an instrument we’ve handled reasonably well for thirty years and
there’s no reason to suppose anything stupid has gone on in the last four or five years,
which is what you’d need to effectively give a different explanation.

[11:53]
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These, for example, the papers that were being produced by the scientists who were
using data, met data on ozone over India for example, when were those papers
coming out, is that before –?

Oh, in the mid ‘60s. There was a little group of people, I mean as there always are,
and I mean it’s how the climate unit in East Anglia started it, if one may be a little
rude [ph]. Running stations is expensive, is time consuming, it needs the right sort of
attitude of mind, it shouldn’t be just given to anyone to do. I mean if you’re not – you
should never undertake that sort of work unless you’re prepared to be interested and
dedicate yourself to it otherwise it’s all pointless. So it is natural for – you know, in
the old days there was a world of distinction between people who actually had handson instrument experience and people who sat in grand offices and wrote papers and
things of that sort. It’s a bit different these days but there were people who wrote –
you know, well, who did analysis of other people’s observations without really being
at all familiar with what was going on and what sort of mistakes were possible, what
other ancillary data should be looked at and so on and so forth. And they used to be
published, I mean that was the trouble. It sounds obvious doesn’t it? If you’ve got a
series of data, well okay, I got it from here so you know where it came from, I run an
analysis on it and I find this. Okay, reasonable enough but [laughs] the first suspicion
should always be to go back to the service and say, you know, have you looked at the
trends in it? There are huge trends it in, do you believe there’s real trends or do you
think something can have happened to spark it off? And so you can say very
categorically if anyone published before 1985 claiming to find a change in ozone, all
they’d done was identify a fault in the network or something of the sort.

The Indian scientists would be an example of one group of people who were just
taking someone else’s data and publishing that, finding a trend, publishing –

Oh, no, these weren’t Indians who were –

No. Yes, sorry yeah.

Actually did the analysis, they –
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Who were those scientists?

Well, they were American –

American.

I won’t name names –

No, no.

But there were people who lived in that way taking – you know, asking other people
for all their datasets and doing – I mean a good thing to do in many ways but you have
to be very cautious, you mustn’t – you know, once you’ve got involved yourself with
lots of different people handling an instrument you realise you’ve got a really difficult
job on your hands to make sure that it’s all trustworthy. And they never really did any
tests to see if they really accepted it. I mean there are other tests they could have done
which should have said be wary of this, you know, you don’t get trends in that sort of
way unless something really drastic is going on. So, as I say, really what – all in the
past finding changes in ozone suggests is that something was wrong with the – with
the handling of the instruments and so on and so forth.

I know you don’t want to name the scientists but –

I’ve forgotten their names [laughs].

Yes, fine, but were there other groups around the world who were doing something
similar? This is one set of people who were doing this when –

Hmmm, no. I mean if you’ve got people who keep jumping backwards and forwards
just doing statistical work on other people’s datasets then on the whole there’s no real
feel. If one set of people has already sort of cornered the market as it were, it’s …
difficult for then other people to sort of try and join in. I mean it would be nice if they
did because it would then suggest we could find a little bit more about the techniques
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being used and so on and so forth, all horribly important now in the climate game.
Hmmm … I don’t know [laughs].

Fine. Now we started on this by mentioning the 1959 conference.

Yes.

[16:05]

Who – can you remember who attended or which in scripted institute [ph]?

Oh, not in any great detail.

No.

I can remember one very sad aspect of it. There was a Canadian there, a man called
WL Godson, who did a pretty good job as far as I’m aware on the Canadian network,
and that was another one you could just about trust. Why I remember him is because
a) he, yes, later wrote a paper about the Antarctic and Arctic measurements and
contrasted them and did various things, but b) he actually invented a very sensible
way of plotting the results of an ozone balloon, I mean a balloon going up to measure
the vertical distribution of ozone. And alack and alas, it’s all been forgotten. Modern
young men don’t want to plot things in a sensible way. I mean essentially he points
out that there’s only one real way of plotting this thing from, if you’re interested in
total ozone, and that’s to plot partial pressure against the logarithm of pressure. This
means you get a curve which you can integrate by eye, i.e. the area between the curve
and the access is directly proportional to the total ozone and that’s the only way you
can plot ozone quantities so that happens. If you want to see other things it’s a
different matter, if you’re interested in whether air might have moved you’re much
more interested in the ozone mixing ratio, i.e. the proportion of ozone to air which
strictly, before the ozone hole [laughs], is a constant. Chemistry normally isn’t fast.
So if you wanted to judge where air came from you – you plotted things so you could
see where the ozone mixing ratio was constant, in which case it told you all the
motion was two-dimensional, purely horizontal. Or if something funny had
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happened, some vertical motion had come in to change the ozone mixing ratio, i.e.
you were bringing in air from above or below, and that all sadly is forgotten because
everyone these days – although you send it up with a normal met balloon instrument,
so you’ve got your pressure sitting there, equally these days it’s as usual to have a
radar there and the radar automatically gives you height and feet or miles or
kilometres or whatever. And so everyone is now plotting partial pressure or ozone
mixing ratios as a function of altitude, which from a physical point of view means
nothing at all, it’s just an arbitrary way of plotting something and you can’t infer
anything from it at all. The curve’s all distorted, you can’t even judge how much
ozone is in different layers by looking at the area, that’s all distorted, and you can’t
most of the time sort of see how the mixing ratio is behaving with height and things
like that, yes. It’s a very strange business and he – he spent an awful long while
thinking about this and it’s all – I keep standing up in conferences these days and sort
of saying can’t you learn to plot ozone properly, we discovered this in 1960 or
something [laughs]. And it’s just the sort of modern way, you know, oh, we’ve got a
radar set, we measure the height automatically. Surely you were interested in height?
Well, no, ozone doesn’t know much about height. It knows about log pressure, it
knows about the pressure, it knows much more about pressure than it does about
height [laughs].

Can you, for a non-scientific listener to this recording –

Sure.

[19:54]

Could you explain why ozone makes much more sense in relation to log pressure than
it does in relation to altitude, in terms of what it is? Or why is it better plotted against
pressure?

Well, there’s several things you want to know about ozone. One, you want to know
how much there is at any individual place, any individual altitude or pressure or
whatever, and the other thing which is of great importance is the ratio of ozone to air,
okay. I mean that’s what we call the partial pressure or the mixing ratio depending on
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which way you want to do it. Now in normal air motion, in the absence of fast
chemistry, a mixing ratio is conserved in an air parcel even if it’s going up or down,
okay [laughs].

Yeah.

But the other thing you’re interested in with ozone is not just what its ratio is at a
given altitude but you’re also interested in the total quantity between you and the sun,
because that’s what guards you against ultra violet. So total ozone is a nice quick way
of telling – I mean it doesn’t tell you everything about what’s happening but at least
it’s an overriding quantity and you fill in the details of what the actual profile looks
like for other reasons. And in particular your graphical presentation should, if you’re
interested in the total ozone context, you should at least have it in the form which can
be integrated by eye, i.e. you should be able to judge from the area between the curve
and the axis how much total ozone there is but in some presentations you so distort
this it’s – I mean it’s a different relationship as you move up the column as to what is
– how much this is contributing to the total column. Only in log pressure and partial
pressure of ozone can you actually integrate it.

So only in that presentation is the thickness of the difference between the axis and the
line –

Yeah.

An indication of the total amount of ozone –

Yeah, or the contribution in a given layer to the total ozone. That only appears in that
one solitary presentation and that’s all – it’s all been forgotten. It’s really quite
shocking I find [laughs].

And who else would have been at that conference in ‘59?

Oh, Dobson and Normand themselves, the great organisers of it all.
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Dobson and…?

Sir Charles Normand, he was ex – he was originally head of the Indian met service
and when he retired he came and worked with Dobson in Oxford.

So – and it would be the Indian met service that those other people were using the
data from to write their –?

I’ve long since forgotten my history. When did we hand India over? [laughs] By the
time the paper I was talking about with the results –

Oh, by then definitely.

It would have – yes, it’d have been long since in the hands of the Indians themselves.

Okay. And so we’ve got those, we’ve got Godson who developed –

Godson was a Canadian.

This superior way of displaying ozone –

Yes, he –

Using the radiosonde.

Yeah. He was both a meteorologist and also a reasonable physicist, so he could
actually cover the thing. I mean that’s the trouble with the observatory game again,
people do tend in some things to be ultra-specialised and – or they’re – perhaps
they’re under-specialised if you see what I mean, to get the balance right so you know
enough to be able to – well, first of all to do your own work properly and then to
understand it, how it fits into the global scheme and the implications of what you’re
measuring. That’s a much more difficult business but one which needs attention and
so on.
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[23:45]

And so else at this conference do we think probably?

Oh, I can’t remember. I mean it was quite interesting actually, there was – thank
goodness I can’t remember his name but he’d been doing the measurements in the
Belgian Congo and he’d got up to give some presentations and caused a complete
consternation. I mean it seemed fairly obvious from Dobson and Normand that they
didn’t believe a word he was saying [laughs]. And in those days one I suppose was
much more polite, one just didn’t – you know, you expected gently to say, we think
this needs a little more looking at, but it almost built up into an argument there. But,
you know, it was the old problem that he’d been, you know, handed this instrument
which he didn’t really I suspect understand. As far as I could make out it failed to do
all the necessary calibrations all the time for him to see and so had found something
change, well apparent changes in ozone, which again on the face of it were more or
less impossible, [laughs] which is what Dobson and Normand were telling him. But
he wouldn’t be – he wouldn’t be silenced as it were. It’s very difficult in these
situations. No, it was an interesting meeting, we have some pictures somewhere
actually [laughs].

Of that meeting?

Yes, yes, oddly enough. Sorry, I’d better keep recording, I’ll show you afterwards.

Yes okay, great. And why held at Oxford, what was the –?

I would guess essentially because that’s where Dobson and Normand were and they
organised it and so naturally they reserved the right to act as hosts in their own city as
it were.

Yes. And this is all of the IGY stations –

Yes.
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Who were measuring ozone –

Yes.

Were invited to come and –

That’s right.

Talk about the data that they collected over the IGY?

Show their results there.

Any sort of areas not represented, any Dobson measurers not there, you know, any
ozone?

Oh, no, all the big – all the big countries were represented certainly. Again, looking
back it was sad in some ways. There were an awful lot of countries which had not
sent people who had actually been involved in doing the measurements but who were
at a certain stage up in the organisation, so had it under their sort of branch as it were
but they didn’t actually send people who’d got their hands cold or twisted or
whatever, you know. And that was the trouble in those days, there was a fairly strict
gulf in most met services between people who actually did the actual – you know,
made the measurements themselves and then the people who sort of sat and thought
about them. There was – luckily today, I mean it does tend that more and more
people who make measurements can sort of come and stand up and say things about
them.

So at that time then FIDS was unusual in the sense that it was senior, well, it was
scientists who were doing the measurements –

Yes.
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Rather than being a distinction between scientists and technicians?

To be rude there was no-one in the survey then who knew anything about ozone
whatsoever, apart from those poor people who’d been indoctrinated by Dobson and
Normand, yes.

Yes, I see, okay.

In fact we stood out a bit at the conference, it’s probably obvious when you see the
picture. I mean we must have been years younger than –

Than?

Anyone else at the conference who were mostly in their fifties, sixties or whatever and
there were just these few young men who’d been to wild places to measure ozone.

Were there any other delegates at the conference who, like you, not only were talking
about the ozone measurements but had produced the measurements themselves?

Well, the IGY party. Joe McDowell was there from the IGY party. I can’t remember
if we had to get a special invitation, I think we did actually, yes. I think the circular
came round and then it –

So from the Halley Bay, he’s from the Halley Bay?

He works for the Halley Bay, for the Royal Society yes, and I guess – yes, I guess our
director had to write and say could I go believe it or not [laughs], to which the answer
was yet of course but –

[28:14]

I wonder if from any other countries there were –

I’m trying to think, yes.
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Measurers and scientists combined in one person if you see what –?

Not – no, not really. I mean Dobson was quite unique in that he always had a shed in
the garden with his own instrument and made measurements himself every day, or
most days of the week certainly, yes indeed. And – but I – no-one above a certain
rank in any met, in any meteorological office round the world, had dreamt of doing
such a thing [laughs].

[28:41]

Did you see his shed and his –?

Oh, yes, well we were taught in there, that’s where we were taught –

When you – ‘cause –

We went there before we went south –

Did you see his shed and his –?

Oh, yes, well we were taught in there, that’s where we were taught.

When you – ‘cause –

We went there before we went south and –

Yes, I remember you saying you went for tea with Dobson and his wife.

Yes, that’s right. We –

That included using an instrument in the shed?
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He showed us how he used the instrument and we – so on and so forth and we
actually had a little go and sort of showed him, yes, we’re not too bad at keeping
[inaud] [laughs]. It was very entertaining actually and there was – who was there?
Oh, yeah, he had a Norwegian called Larsen there when we went to visit him who’d
been doing measurements up in Spitsbergen for Dobson for about two years and that
was quite interesting. He later became a little bit of a thorn in the side because we
don’t think he really believed our results [laughs].

He didn’t believe yours?

Well, he was a bit surprised that they couldn’t find similar things at Tromso and such
like places, nothing seemed to be changing there and he thought if it happened in one
polar region it ought to happen in the other until we sort of explained to him gently
why – probably why it didn’t but, yes, oh dear.

Well, let’s look at this photo then shall we and then perhaps …

Let’s see if we can find them for you, thought they were up here, perhaps not. What
am I looking for? Be-be-be-be …

So these are photographs taken at the conference in ‘59 are they?

[Clicks computer mouse – trying to find photos] I want to open it don’t I? I’d better
click twice.

Had you found these out for me or had these –

No, no, we – they sent me copies because someone was trying to put names to them
all. Hmmm …

Who sent you those, do you think?

Oh, dear, you must excuse my poor brain.
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Oh right, yeah.

We’ll find out in a moment I think.

Is it sort of through the BAS club sort of interest, no?

No, no, it’s one of the physics department I was telling you about in – it was – it
wasn’t Desmond Walshaw. Oh … we’ll ask Neil, he’ll remind me, he’ll remind me.
There’s Joe McDowell, twenty-five, from – where are we? Here, there I am.

If you wiggle it, I’ve lost –

Number seven, sorry [laughs].

Oh, yes. So this is at – this is at Oxford in 1959?

Yeah.

Where’s Dobson? Is he sitting presumably in the middle at the front?

That’s Dobson. Er … I’ve forgotten half their names now. Let’s pull it up a bit so I
can see the people’s names. Muller, that’s right, yes, German radiation man. And
this is a mixture of the two. I mean this is – it was called IAMAS, it had separate
subdivisions for ozone and for radiation. I’ve forgotten what IMS stood for now,
International Aerological and Meteorological and something association –

A lot of …

Ladies?

Yes. Are they wives of –?

Thirty-two is Lady Dobson, yes. Oh, what do you say? Doesn’t know her? Who
says they don’t know? Not yet identified?
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Mostly not, they’re female by the look of it.

Does it say Lady Dobson somewhere else, am I completely bonkers? No, surely
thirty-two is Lady Dobson. No, how strange, never mind [laughs]. That’s Sir Charles
Normand, that’s Sheppard is it from the – no Sutcliffe, that’s Sutcliffe in the met
office. Forty, who’s the – oh, that’s not identify – that’s forty-six. Ramanathan,
that’s the Indian gentleman [laughs] who wrote several strange papers on ozone. Did
I find Joe McDowell for you? Where did I see his name? Twenty-five, where is he?
Twenty-five. Twenty-six is there, twenty-five must be above somewhere. That one,
that’s Joe McDowell there. Where’s David Simmonds? Is David Simmonds marked
somewhere? Oh, I see, they probably didn’t know who he was so I’ll have to find him
again. Oh, do you see the name Godson? Yeah, we are. No, Mr Godson junior,
Warren Godson, that’s the one we want, forty-three, forty-three, can’t see forty-three.
Where do they number them? Up and down this way don’t they? Forty-two, forty –
forty-three, forty-three should be – oh, there we are, that’s him. And it was his son
was it he brought with him? Yes.

Were any of the female people in the picture scientists themselves or –?

Yes, oh yes. No, there were one or two there. Hmmm … where’s the French one?
Oh dear, I’m terrible with names. Vigroux, Madame Vigroux, one two four, it’s here
somewhere. Oh there we are, that’s right, yes. She’s done a lot of measurements
herself and so on.

Which organisation was she from, a French –

French, yes.

Meteorological –?

One of the universities, I can’t remember which one now. Marseilles, something like
that I think.
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And they had a Dobson?

And they had a Dobson, yes, indeed.

She was there for ozone rather than radiation?

Ninety-two is Robinson isn’t it? Yes, Robinson, George Robinson, he’s one of the
British radiation experts at the time.

His name was George …?

Robinson. He was superintendent of Kew University in Richmond Park for a long
while.

Which were the other British key people in radiation at this conference?

Well, he was the chief one, certainly. Geoff Day taught us various things. Where’s
Geoff got to? 114, and we need to go up one more do we? Yes, there we are, the man
at the back, this one of Geoff Day. He was a friend of – a great friend of the man I
told you about in de Havilland’s, John Yarnell, who did the original stratospheric
water vapour measurements from a mosquito.

What was his – was his interest there ozone or radiation?

Radiation, was Geoff. No, Geoff never got involved in ozone. Well, he may have
done but – no, they didn’t have a Dobson at Eskdalemuir when he was there. He was
in charge of Eskdalemuir for a time in the borders. That’s another man who was at
Lerwick, sixty-seven. Oh, he’s not identified, I’ll have to tell them. Oh, no, sixtyfive, sixty-five. No, no, it says it’s Hubert Whist, that’s another one [ph]. Terrible.
Terrible [laughs], anyhow, there we are. Was Bob Murgatroyd there? No, I don’t
think Bob was. Why didn’t Bob come? Why didn’t Bob come? I don’t see …
eighty-three, eighty-three, who is eighty-three? Oh, that one. Yes, that’s – he was in
charge of Lerwick for a time after that when I used to send people up to be trained
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there. See if there are any other names you recognise [both laugh]. It must say Lady
Dobson somewhere surely, surely, surely. It doesn’t, does it?

No.

I mean that’s Lady Dobson, thirty-two, surely. It’s clear as punch, why should it say
not yet identified? How extraordinary.

Well, you can point that one out to them.

Oh, yes, well I must have done. I’ve sent them – I’ve filled in some – well, I’ve filled
in – no, they’ve have some of things I filled in ‘cause they – I had to fill myself in and
various people [laughs], and Joe McDowell. David Simmonds ought to be here
somewhere, I must have told them about David. Perhaps I can’t recognise him.
That’s the last Norwegian man I was telling you about, eighty-one. Where is he?
Yes. Oh, no, that was – that’s strange, that’s a mistake. That’s Larsen. Ah, I don’t
know. Eighty-two, who does it say eighty-two is? It says Swiss, that’s no good.
Trouble with these photographs is they get identified by so many different people that
if they’re not continually checked you get more wrong than you do right [laughs].
Who is that? Twenty-six? I ought to know him. Desmond Smith, yes, that’s right, he
was one of Dobson’s group. Desmond Walshaw, thirty-three, spent many years
wandering around Europe doing cross-calibrations of instruments. Where is he? Oh,
no, there’s David Simmonds, that’s fifty-four. Does it say David Simmonds? Yes,
there we are, that’s who I was on base with, number fifty-four there. Er … Desmond,
Desmond, thirty-one. Need to go up and down somehow don’t we? Where are we?
There’s thirty, thirty-one, thirty-three I’m looking for, thirty-three. Thirty-three. Ah,
there he is at the top, yes, there’s Desmond there. He’s just gone into a nursing home
unfortunately. Oh, well, that’s the same one presumably. Are they all the same one?

Would this have been before –? This has been before someone like John Houghton
was at Oxford in meteorology?

He should be on there just, he was very young in those days.
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In that photo?

In that photo, yes.

Did he – he went to the conference did he?

He must have done for the radiation bit of the conference. As far as I know he’s never
– is that the same one? Have I just got four different views of the same one? What
have I got here? I’m not sure. Oh, it’s a PowerPoint presentation, that’s why. Oh,
heaven help us. PowerPoint is opening. What’s it going to do? People send you all
sorts of things, you tuck them away without realising what you’re doing and it’s not
going to do anything now. What’s it going to do?

What’s that little wheel going round?

Ah, it’s just the same one.

Yes.

Yes. Oh, John Houghton, John Houghton, unmistakable. Where is he [laughs]?
[reads aloud from computer] Oh, this update contains several … let’s cancel that and
go back [laughs]. I don’t want anything to do with that. What we’re really interested
is finding a young John Houghton for you. Here you are, 108. Where is he? 108,
nine. There he is, that one. You know him?

Yeah, he was there for the radiation?

He was there for the radiation.

[40:23]

John Mason, would he have gone to this?
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Hmmm … he might have gone to the radiation. Hmmm … I don’t want to be rude
but [laughs] it’s the sort of thing which he might just have felt was beneath his dignity
[laughs]. I’ve never forgotten he came up to Edinburgh to give a talk to the Scottish
branch of the Royal Met Soc and we gave him dinner in the staff club afterwards.
And, hmmm, I’d been held up and so two other people took him across to the staff
club to give him a drink before dinner and I arrived a little bit later to open the staff
club door to hear the resonance running around – the club was completely quiet and
suddenly it sort of resonated with Mason, ‘Of course I don’t want to be the next Sir
Solly Zuckerman,’ came forth involving detail [ph] [both], and I thought, oh God, oh
God, we’re on that. Oh dear. He was nice enough when you – I mean he’s like lots of
these people, they put on a front and you have to just stand up to them to demonstrate
you’re not really impressed and they become human again almost. But no, as far as I
can see he’s not there, no. It would have been a bit surprising I suppose, yes.

Why would he have not seen that as something important?

Well, his real interests were microphysics and lab experiments with water drops and
things of that sort. Whether he actually ever got his hands dirty making routine
measurements I very much doubt. And indeed that was true of many of the better
people in those days, one [inaud]. Who was the other one who upset me? Noxon –
Susan’s coming to the thing. Noxon was her supervisor and he was the first man to
make sensible NO2 measurements from the ground. And, hmmm, we were at a
meeting in Grenoble and I – it was one of the first international meetings I’d been to.
I was sitting somewhere and I heard voices coming from round the corner and
someone had asked him was he going to continue making measurements and, ‘Oh, no,
I don’t make measurements. I just show people how to do it and then let them …’
[laughs]. And you sort of felt, yes, well, as long as you keep watching them to see
they do it properly that’s okay but if otherwise – it was Murcay. No, Murcay wasn’t
radiation, no. I was trying to look to see who the people were who did lots of the
statistics, they must have been here at some stage, but … no …

[44:02]
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Who else among those female participants are scientists?

Oh, hmmm … I … oh, good question. I think on the whole that sort of block and
these block are family ones. The scientists would have been one – these four here. Is
that another female? Yes, there, and this one I suspect.

And who are they, are they any –?

Yes, how many are identified, I’m not sure how many are identified. Frau Heunkers
[ph]. No, that’s a wife. Mrs Murcay no that’s a wife. Where have we got to?
Fourteen, and we know – yes, we know that. Thirty-one must be known to people.
No, it’s not is it? Forty-seven, who’s –? No, for some reason no-one seems to be too
interested in finding out. Frau Inge Muller, sixty-three. Where’s Muller himself?
Sixty-four, that’s right, yes, those two are a couple. Normand wasn’t married.
Ninety-five, who have we got here? Mrs Sugar, no a wife. 110, Mrs Sekera, a wife.
Madame Vigroux was both, as it were, she was both a scientist and –

Were there any female British scientists there?

Hmmm … not to my knowledge, not to my knowledge. I’m not aware of any of them
except that – no, she was Dobson’s – except that – no, she was Dobson’s – is she
identified anywhere? Er … no, she’s not, no, she was Dobson’s secretary in the
department. No, I don’t – none of those are British I would say. No, I can’t think of a
single – I mean there were senior experimental officers in the Met Office, female, at
that stage but there was nothing above ‘cause they’d only just sort of recently been
recruited as it were. It took several years for them to work their way through the
system. Who’s seven? No, she’s not identified either. Oh, this is terrible. Let’s get
rid of Powerprint, PowerPoint or whatever, er … see what this one says [clicks
mouse] come on. Oh, no, I see, I see, yes that … oh, Falkland Islands am I? Gosh.
Oh, how exciting [laughs]. Should say Falklands Islands Dependency Survey I think.
Some more question marks there. Oh, I see, that’s not going to help us. Right, get rid
of that, go back to the original picture. That’s a different version of the one is it?
Come on. Oh, cannot open. Good, all right, that’s right. And can we go back to that
one? Errr … who else should we –? Working with Dobson, I can’t remember that.
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Kondratyev we got to know. He was still in charge of things by the time we were a
running a campaign in Kiruna in my big balloons. He was still in the – he must be a
very young man here unless it’s his father. 104, three, four? Oh, no youngish, yes.
It’s the same when we still knew [ph] I suppose. Hmmm …

[48:25]

Ah, Jacqueline Noble. Here is a scientist for you, ninety three. Oh, that’s right yes.
She’s a very good theoretical radiation thing, a computer programmer.

British?

No, no, French [laughs]. She was still active a few years ago in fact. Hmmm …
seventy-seven, Langlo. Another famous Norwegian name. Also did lots of auroral
work in Norway, he was a friend of Paton’s. Hmm-hmm. Thirty, Gates – what did
Gates do in the USA? I can’t remember, no. I was trying to see if the – the
statisticians I was talking about here but I don’t think they were. Fritz? No. Er …
Hales, no. Ah, there’s Bob Murgatroyd. Oh, with any luck – you see, he’s ninety
three, he must just come to the … to the meeting.

This is?

Bob Murgatroyd, very famous British name in upper air things. Where is he?
Seventy-three. There, that one, yes. He and – to him and Hamilton we owe a great
deal. Yes, they came and worked for me [laughs]. Not quite true but Hammy came
and worked for me and Bob used to come and talk to me.

At what stage?

Oh, he – I don’t know how we managed that. He was a deputy director of the Met
Office and we persuaded him to come and serve on the British Antarctic Survey
advisory committee for geophysical work and, hmmm, also persuaded Bunny I
suppose. Yes, it must have been before Dick Laws became – persuaded Bunny to be
prepared to pay his travelling costs from Bracknell to come and talk to me one day a
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month, and that was great fun ‘cause we – I used to walk down to the station to meet
him and we then used to walk to BAS, ‘cause a) it’s a nice walk and then b) you can
actually [laughs] have quite serious – sensible conversations without other people
without continually interrupting you.

Yes. So that was in Cambridge at BAS?

Yes.

So you walked from the station to BAS?

Worked out of BAS, yes, and by three o’clock we’d walk in the other direction, usher
him onto the train and, hmmm …

And what was the usefulness to you of that conversation?

Oh, Bob was just one of these wonderfully solid people and if you bounced an idea, a
fresh idea, at him he wouldn’t say anything for five minutes or more and he was
obviously cogitating on it all and then he’d give you a sort of reasoned comment
about it afterwards [laughs]. And you knew if you – well, I mean it was just like
when I sort of went to him and said, ‘Look Bob, this has now got out of hand. I shall
announce this at the next meeting and, hmmm, I’m giving you advance warning, you
know, and I should need an awful lot of help to convince everyone round the table,’
and indeed I did [laughs], that we have to do it, you know, we’ve got to publish it
whether we like it or not. We can’t sit on it any more and send other instruments to
check it yet again and so on and so forth. You know, there comes a stage when you –
you have to trust yourself enough to do it, and I think we reached it, and he sort of
nodded and I said I’ll show you some inner workings when we get to the office but,
you know, basically I gave him a quick outline of what we’d done and he sort of said,
yes, well that sounds good enough to me [laughs]. But he was just – you know, he
was a man of great commonsense, great humility in the face of the data, just a lovely
person to know. You know, if you – if he saw you were doing something silly he just
told you and – in a polite way [laughs] and, okay, that’s what you need more of in this
world, you know. You need people you can trust to sort of unburden yourself to and
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know you’re going to get a straight reply, you know. It was the most curious meeting
I ever went to. They were – is it recording?

Hmm.

Oh dear, oh well, in that case I’ll have to be a bit careful. No, we’ll switch it off
[laughs].

[End of Track 9]
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[Track 10]

Could I start this session by asking about the way in which you controlled what was
going on at Halley Bay and Argentine Islands in terms of the measuring of various
atmospheric chemicals, including ozone but also the monitoring of weather and that
sort of thing? How did you manage to control that from your base first of all in
Edinburgh and then later in Cambridge, in other words how did you manage to
control what was going on there from such a distance?

Well, it changed with time fairly rapidly when computers started to become the done
thing as it were, and I suppose [sighs] one of the things I introduced was – we used to
get the met messages back from the global network. I mean all the messages go out,
they go into the global network, the global network is then there for you to grab. So
you grab them back and you send them through an editing program and I wrote …
several attempts at trying to do it but it least it sort of picked out obvious mistakes.
Then it really – the point of it is not so much to catch people’s mistakes as to show
them that you’re taking an interest and are, you know, aware of what they’re doing.
And I guess, you know, when you send young men a long way away you can only
hope that they’ll do what they’re what their told. When computers came in you
offered as much help as possible, i.e. send me the raw astronomical observations
which they had to take at Halley and I’ll work up the observations for you on the
computer and it’ll save you a lot of time and then send you the results back. And so
again that sort of thing also keeps them on their toes, especially when you do it in a
sort of fairly sophisticated way and you can actually suggest to them what the wrong
figures are or point out to them why they’re obviously wrong and so on and so forth.
So I guess it’s really a two way business, a) assure them you’re taking an interest b)
hope you’ve trained them well and c) just occasionally offer them a little bit of advice
as to how they might think about it.

If we could –

But it’s not easy.

[03:11]
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If we could talk about the Dobson spectrometers in particular then –

Yes.

Which seemed to be instruments which required very careful calibration and use in
order to make sure that the results indicated a change if they did find a change or
indicated no change and it wasn’t just a result of a change in the use of the machine
or the way it was being handled and so on. How sort of in detail – how did you
manage to have control over the way they were used from such a distance?

Well, in some ways it went down a bit because in the very early days, and particularly
Dobson himself, he always recorded with a smoked plate on top of the dial and you
scratch a little record on that and if you’ve got enough smoked plates you can keep
them and look back at them again to check what your readings are. Later on people
got a bit bored by all this and decided they could just read off the dial as they went
along. I tried hard to stop this happening for as long as possible [laughs] but they
didn’t share, I suspect they [ph] had to be allowed to get away with it. But if you –
well, first of all ozone in some senses you can always give a running check at a
radiosonde station, because if you see violent differences in a short time, i.e. less than
a day, then if there’s no corresponding change in say the temperature at 100 millibars
which is the one we use as the simplest one to use, if you measure 100 different
Dobson units from one day to another and if there isn’t to go with that something like
a twenty degree rise in the temperature then you say can you please check it [laughs].

And how quickly then were the results coming back to you in order for you to –?

Oh, what did we have? I can’t remember. At one stage we – in some years we started
off by doing it weekly and then later on – later we dropped to monthly. It is the old
story though, that the – the way not to get good results in my opinion is to train people
somewhere, send them South and ignore them until they come back, if you do that
you’re asking for trouble. You must always ask them to send you something, not too
much, you don’t want to make a huge burden of it, but you want to be getting enough
to convince yourself that they look at first sight as if things are behaving themselves.
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And when there are obvious slips of the pen or whatever it was, you know, anyone
can read a dial and write it down with a ten wrong or something of the sort, if you can
sort of show that you’re looking at taking enough interest to look at the results
yourself to ask if something which looks odd is odd – I mean it won’t help, you can’t
redo that, then you just have to ignore that observation but at least you – you’re not
piling up a lot of unsorted data for yourself. I mean that’s the whole trouble with the
satellites, that they get so much data that unless you’ve got reasonably automatic
checking programs to look at the data you’re in deep trouble from the word go.

The Dobson measurements that came back to you first of all weekly but later monthly,
did you – how did you examine them?

Well, we just plotted them out to see if they were behaving – an annual sort variation
thing and any obvious bumps or obvious anomalies and you have to have a
corresponding anomaly in the upper air records and so on and so forth. I mean there
are a few other things, you can get the weather obs as well and – [laughs]

How often did you find that there was a change in ozone that didn’t have a
corresponding change in temperature or another meteorological observation and you
were suspicious of it?

Well, when we eventually got round to writing the first report on it with Hammy I
guess we threw out – before we printed the tables, oh, probably not more than three
obs per year by that stage. I mean enough to – if you leave it there enough to make a
mess of the statistics but then some people say you can always leave it there anyhow
so that the statistics do look as bad as they possibly can, but hmmm, I feel if
something is just obviously nonsense, well, the first time – you know, don’t forget
you ever had such a reading because it might become important later on but you’re
certainly justified in ignoring it the first work up of it, in my view at any rate.

And that paper that you mentioned, the 1975 one?

No, it can’t be that ‘cause it goes from the beginning of the station to the end of 1976,
so it wouldn’t have come out until –
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Oh, in that case it’s –

The ‘80s or something.

Okay.

I’ll find a copy later [laughs].

[07:43]

And your communication with these people who were working on base, you said that
the results came back to you, the Dobson results came back to you, weekly and then
monthly. How physically did they come to you?

Oh, they – oh, in the early days it certainly came out by Morse code to Stanley and
then from there over a landline. Later on they may even have come by voice when we
got better radio equipment, I’ve forgotten the details [laughs].

That’s okay.

But yes, I mean – as I say, there’s quite a lot of traffic ‘cause if you run a met station,
and that includes upper air work, there’s quite a lot of traffic just associated with those
things so there’s no difficulty in tacking onto that ten groups to specify what the
ozone observations have been for the day. In the winter, when the sun’s very –
doesn’t get very high at noon there’s only going to be one ob a day anyhow and then
it gets to three obs per day and then five obs per day, so it’s not a huge amount of data
but it’s just sort of nice to have these things come in so you can have them in the
drawer and pull them out and then sort of add to the plot and just – as I say, it’s really
a question – a large part of it is telling the people doing it that, you know, someone’s
interested. If people think they’re just making observations because there’s a book
which says they have to, if they never get any feedback – I mean when I went to the
met station at – even to Lerwick itself which is really quite high up the scale of
sophistication for observatories, I mean I was always amazed how little feedback they
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got from their met office headquarters. You know, they’d say sort of say well no-one
ever tells us about them, you know, you got there and they said do you know why
we’re making this? And I said, oh yes, it’s all because of this and you can deduce this
from it and that from it, they went – oh, they said [laughs] – and so in a way we were
a service to the met office as well as they were to us by letting us use the equipment
and so on. But I mean, yes, this is just an unfortunate part of having things too highly
organised. You know, the Met Office has a huge amount of work to get through and
it’s perfectly obvious you can’t have a huge level of feedback but at least you’d have
hoped that there will be a little, you know, even if you’re only saying thank you at the
end of the month or something [laughs] but –

I mean I know that you were very concerned right from the beginning that the
measurements recorded should be as accurate as possible and as consistent as
possible. I wonder then whether you can tell me about occasions where you felt that
particular individuals who were out in Antarctica were not measuring things in the
way that you wanted and you had to sort of intervene to make sure that standards
were held up if you like.

No, I – I’m happy to say I think that there were very few occasions which I would
want to say one got really worried. I guess we – well, a) when it came to the stage
where we were giving hands-on training, I mean I think it was – I hope it was at any
rate [laughs], I hope it was obvious to the people that were being trained that we were
enthusiasts and, you know, if we started to make a measurement we wanted to take
care so we didn’t have to worry too much when it comes to analysis as to whether
things were properly done or not. And I hope a little of this wore off and as I say by
asking for things to come back in near real time it – you know, it showed we were
taking an interest and so I guess it kept their interest going too. I’m not sure there’s
much more to say [laughs].

You said at the stage when we were giving hands-on training, when did that –?

Oh, it was – we normally would advertise each year in March and since the sort of
people we were looking for were often as not people straight out of their first degree,
hmmm, we would normally expect them to come to either the Cambridge office, or in
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the early days London, on something like the first of June and normally we would just
sort of try and keep them happy for a – for a fortnight. Probably the only sensible
thing they could do before we had enough different instruments was to start off with
things like the normal synoptic observations and so on and so forth. Then as soon
after that as possible we would try and get them up to Lerwick and one of the
headquarters staff would be with them for at least half the time they were in Shetland
because otherwise it was really asking a lot of the observatory staff to pay too much
attention to them, so it seemed sensible that one of us should go up and then at least
convince them that [laughs] we knew what they were doing if nothing else. Hmmm,
and it’s just – I mean, yes, that’s really all there is to it, in a sense the science’s easy
[ph] [laughs]. You know, show them that you’re interested, that you want them to be
interested, that there are ways of looking at it so you can enjoy yourself while you’re
doing it. It can be hard work and sometimes you’ve got an awful lot to do but …
that’s what you’re asked to come and do. There’s no point in, you know, if you – in
essence the interviewing and the training I mean is essentially one long interview with
the unfortunate prospect if you really sort feel after that amount of time perhaps they
shouldn’t be going then at least you have to sort of be unkind and say so and, you
know, it’s no good for them to go and not enjoy it and then it’s certainly no good to us
to expect things to come out in a reasonable form, so …

[14:10]

Taking the training on at one particular instrument, the Dobson spectrometer, which
they had at Lerwick observatory so that your new recruits, you or – would it be you
would go up with them and –?

Well, I did in the early days and then as we – I mean when I started it was more or
less a one man job and then eventually we managed to get permission to take one or
two of the better people coming back to stay on so there was – I mean there’s really
quite a lot of – four or five different fields, which is almost a full time job for each
one if you’re going to do it properly, hmmm, and so essentially you’re always short of
staff for the sort of things you really want to be doing [laughs]. And gradually over
time this eased a bit and so that sort of helped.
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Which ones did you take on of the –?

Brian Gardiner was one. Jonathan Shanklin was a rather odd one, he came to us
straight from university and had never been south. Everyone else who had worked
with me had always been after they’d been to the Antarctic and come back. So having
gone through the mill there they – they usually knew something about what was going
on.

Did you just have two? You took Brian and Jon –

Well, there were three all together. Munro Sievwright at one stage he went down to
do auroral work and stayed on to take over quite a lot of the geomagnetic work as
well.

[15:52]

When you were then the sort of – the sole person in charge of activities in Antarctica
operating from Edinburgh and you were teaching your new recruits how to use the
Dobson, what are the key things that you wanted to make sure that they sort of took
away with them in terms of the – in terms of what they did and when and …?

Oh, well, the routine for when they should be done is all laid down in here, it’s just a
piece of paper and get used to it. No, to start with it’s a really quite straightforward
thing, it’s just a question of trying to get some coordination. I mean, you know, it all
sounds very easy, you do this and you do this, but you’ve got two or three different
things to do so it’s a question of going through it slowly, taking it very slowly, and
then gradually getting up to speed. Silly things like for goodness sake don’t leave it
till the last minute, don’t forget you’ve got to switch it on and the power pack’s got to
warm up and the lights have got to, you know, get up to temperature and so on and so
forth. For goodness sake, you know, whatever you do never do a standard lamp test,
for example, unless you know for your own satisfaction that the lamp’s been on for
half an hour before you start, you know, so it’s actually up to temperature. It’s very
easy if you’re in a hurry, you come dashing in, you think, oh, I want to do this quickly
so you start [laughs] and before you know where you are the whole thing’s useless.
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What happens if you do it before the lamp’s warmed up?

Well, the spectrum’s slightly different and things like that you see, and what
essentially you’re using it as is an alternative to the sun and you’re making
measurements as if you were measuring ozone on the different wavelengths, but of
course the ratios of the different wavelengths won’t be constant unless you’ve given it
the time to warm up to –

Is this the calibrating, using the lamp, yeah?

Yes, these are calibrating.

Did they calibrate before every measurement then?

Oh, no, no.

No?

The routine is vaguely they’re done monthly, quite – I mean it’s a fairly long and
tedious series. I mean it may take you four hours to do the monthly calibration if
you’re doing it, as I would say, properly. I mean it’s a huge – always with routine
there’s a huge temptation to a) get clever at it and b) take shortcuts and all this sort of
thing, and that you just have to sort of try and get to the back of people’s minds. You
know, for goodness sake give yourself enough time. If you can’t – haven’t got
enough time go away and come back tomorrow and do it properly.

And you’ve mentioned various ways in which to make sure the quality of
measurements is maintained, a) enthusiastic training so that the new recruits feel that
you’re interested in what you’re doing and that you enthuse them. Reports, regular
reports, back from Antarctica where you actually do something with their
measurements so they feel that they’re being used and there’s a reason for doing them
and you’re interested in what they’re doing, and then the actual training in the use of
the actual instrument. I wonder whether there were any other forms of sort of long
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distance control in terms of reminders on the equipment down at Antarctica, bits of
paper, stickers have you done these charts, anything like that.

Well, no – well, they had a thing which we– well, we had – in the early days of FIDS
there was a thing on the base called a joke book which was essentially the instruction
book. Let me give you one example of what was in it just from a general base point
of view, I think it – I don’t know quite how it said it, I think it said at all costs avoid
discussions on politics, religion, and I’ve forgotten what the other one was [laughs].
And the answer was – sorry. Well, the answer really was that frankly no-one on base
was interested in religion or politics as an after dinner thing, the conversation was
always about when enough seals were going to be there to kill to feed the dogs or
whatever – you know, what was happening tomorrow and so on and so forth. And in
a sense we had the same sort of thing with the geophysics again, I mean the joke book
told them what they were expected to do and so on and so forth. And I guess, yeah, it
was nice to visit the bases and see that a few people did in fact actually copy a bit out
of this on a piece of cardboard and prop it up by the instrument to give them a quick
reminder. Others, you know, didn’t but that may be because they just – they felt
certain they knew it all or whatever. What you should avoid is sort of regimentation,
you know, we all work in different ways. The way which keeps me going is nothing
to do with what someone else may want to do, and so if you can give them enough
freedom to do what they see fit to do provided you – you know, if you’re prepared to
trust them at all, and you have to 10,000 miles away, there’s no way you can sit on
their shoulders and see what they’re doing. So you have to trust them and in that case
give them as much freedom as you think you can essentially.

And do you write the geophysics entry in the joke book yourself?

Oh, yes, they were all – and luckily they were revised, you know, from time to time as
people pointed out to us things which they thought could be improved and so on and
so forth. I mean I find on lots of the, what shall we say, things like strikes today, I
mean they can all be avoided if only people will sit down and talk to each other and,
you know. Surely it’s much better to have a pint of beer between you and talk over
your differences than it is to confront each other. And that’s usually how we usually
managed to get away with our young men.
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Do you remember any particular conversations with one of them about the way in
which measurements were taken and –?

Well, it wasn’t a conversation actually, it was two young men at South Georgia who
had been doing the synoptic obs. South Georgia a terrible place for normal met
observations ‘cause it’s one of these places which is always oscillating about freezing
and things like the classic way of measuring humidity is the Stevenson screen, you
have a wet bulb and you have a dry bulb. If the wet bulb freezes then you have to
take it off, put a new one on and so on and so forth, and it’s all very tedious. And I
got a plaintive telegram one month when it was particularly bad and they sort of said,
it seems a bit of a strange way to do it this putting all this water on which gets
freezing. Can’t we use alcohol on the wick? [laughs] So I had to send a sensible
message back so I said yes, I knew they drank a lot, I hadn’t realised the atmosphere
contained so much alcohol it would actually give a reading [laughs].

And they then realised their mistake.

Well, yes, it’s easy to do isn’t it, you know, and if you’re worried about it freezing
you think, how can I stop it freezing, well, antifreeze or something surely. Well, what
am I doing? You say surely – yes.

In your 1977 paper, Nature paper, you talk about an American method of calibration.
This is in this one.

Oh, I’ve forgotten, what are we talking about? Oh, this one, sorry [laughs].

You talk about an American method of calibration where they had one spectrometer
as a reference –

Yes.

From which they derived calibrations for the station instruments –
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Yes.

And you’ve criticised that method –

Right [laughs].

[23:37]

And I wonder whether you could elaborate on why you thought …

I’ve almost forgotten what I could have said. Essentially in Europe, and in fact
Dobson had a special student to do it. I always get these things wrong [laughs]. Er,
what’s that wretched man’s name? He’s just retired. Anyhow, Walshaw, Desmond
Walshaw. It was his job to take Dobson, a so-called standard Dobson, around Europe
and compare it with the station instrument. Well, that sounds fine and the only
problem is you’ve got to make very certain that you don’t disturb the standard
instrument by moving it all the time and, you know, transport in Britain is relatively
straightforward. But when you think in terms of taking a standard instrument down to
the Antarctic and comparing it with yours and bringing it back again, well, the odds
are it will change somewhere in the way and when it comes back it will no longer be
in the state it started and you’re never really quite sure is when it changed, so you
don’t really gain very much by that way. So I’m not against people doing it if they
take the right precautions, all I do assert is that if you follow the Dobson’s instructions
for using the instrument there are ways of calibrating it in your own time as it were.
And in a very remote station you must obviously take every advantage, every
opportunity, to do that and not rely on outside things. It’s the old story again, you see,
if you take something around to keep checking other people’s things for them the
probability of that means is that they won’t bother to take the proper precautions to
look after it themselves, they’ll expect it to be caught by the standard appearing and
then giving the new correction for the instrument and off you go again. So you don’t
want too much top down in this sort of work, the people who really matter are the
people who are operating the instrument and making the observations and you’ve got
to convince them that they’re doing enough to understand everything which is going
on with the instrument on the data they get for themselves and not from ones which
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are flooding in from outside. That’s the real sort of point I’m trying to make here, you
know. By all means if you’ve got good transport systems and you can make sure the
instrument gets there most of the time unscathed then fine. It’s a mistake to think that
relieves the people operating the instrument of taking the trouble to make sure the
calibration’s maintained in between the visits by the master instrument.

[26:30]

And so your preferred method of calibration over this whole period from starting in
Edinburgh and – was the use of the lamps?

Oh, no you – well, first of all it’s a much more complicated procedure than people
realise. You’ve got the four wavelengths chosen by Dobson and they all have their
different uses. And essentially you get most information out of all of this if you can
take a series across a very large range of solar elevation. So as well as doing
observations at the standard times, which effectively are only sort of five a day in the
summer and three in the middle period and one in the midwinter or something, and
none in the case of Halley. I mean Halley, there are three months when you can’t
make an observation on the sun, you can only use the moon. But you’ve got to get as
long a range of these things as possible and then you can make plots which should be
straight lines on which you can read off essentially what the instrument constants are.
And I was quite proud when in fact the Halley one we made a comparison with the
TOMS over passes and we could actually show that over a range of about 500 Dobson
units down to about 200 Dobson units they really had a standard deviation from the
satellite of less than 5 Dobson units. And okay, we could both be wrong [laughs] but
the implications is that, you know, something was behaving itself in the way –

When was that when you compared with the satellite?

Well, that was when we were worried over – with the hole when – I mean first of all
we had to wait for the – to get the information from it because they’d removed all the
– well, flagged all the ones which were too low, so that must have been in, oh, I can’t
remember … ‘85, ‘6, I suppose, yes, ‘85, ‘6, and we plotted this all out and got really
very good agreement between the two which is as it should be really.
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[28:44]

Over the period was there any – did you – or to what extent did you visit Antarctica in
order to maintain standards or arrange for the transport of things?

I guess I used to go down about once every five years. I mean it was really a long trip
and one felt one had to justify it in some ways ‘cause until we got more staff I mean
nothing would be done at home if you were by yourself as it were to start with, so you
had to justify this. ‘72 or ‘71, ‘72, was quite nice ‘cause that was when the Americans
decided to change the way they funded flights in the Antarctic and so Bunny Fuchs
said to me if you want to go down, he said, this is the last year in which you can go
down and they’ll pay for you, otherwise we shall have to pay. So I went to the States
and on to New Zealand and down to McMurdo, onto the pole, across from the pole to
Halley and then out on the ship, and that was rather a nice experience.

And what were you doing in terms of checking and –?

Oh, nothing very much, I mean I was just seeing what the Americans did and, well,
one can be a little bit scathing I suppose [laughs]. No, they didn’t do much scientific
work at McMurdo. Er … in fact they had a bit of a bad reputation at McMurdo, they
took down a nuclear generator and the first one ended up under the sea, under the sea
ice. They actually got it back some years later but anyhow I was sitting in a room
there waiting to go on to pole and the Americans have a motto, it’s always hurry up
and wait, so you always find yourself with a few days to spare [laughs]. Anyhow I
was in a room talking to someone. Now, what was he doing? I can’t remember. No,
he was – I suppose it must have been some ionospheric measurements, yes, that was
about all they did there. And there was a bang on the door and he sprang to his feet
and said, excuse me, and he shook hands with the man who came in and then he
walked around the room with this chap and he sort of said, ah, that’s the sound of –
that’s something else, that’s something else, and then he looked at me and he said,
‘Yeah, well, I’m off now, this is my replacement. Nice to have seen you.’ And that
was handing over, you know, a science programme. With us we at least try and sort
of keep ten days overlap so that the young people are reminded what – you know, see
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how the people who are just going out do the things and so on and so forth, and I just
felt that was – well, it explained one or two things about the ozone records from the
South Pole that clearly, you know, they – they never published their IGY, they had a
spectrophotometer for IGY but nothing was ever published and it – I suspect it meant
that the poor young man who’d been given the instrument didn’t really get trained
properly in the use of it. We’ll cut all that out, shall we?

Did you ever see his – the measurements from the South Pole?

No, no. Well, it would happen to us you see, it was a rather awkward thing. I told
you about Hesketh who set up the station and built a magnetic observatory and so on.
He took ozone measurements and we actually had those but for some reason he –
either he hadn’t listened to Dobson or Dobson hadn’t explained properly at that stage,
it was before the handbook, what he wanted done. And when we came to – he never
actually – well, he hadn’t shown us a Dobson I think, he never really tried to work
them up, and when I tried to go through them I really couldn’t find anything very
sensible at all. It was a bit disappointing because there should have been an extra year
there for 1985 but, hmmm …

Thank you. So you’ve mentioned the ten, sort of ten day overlap, so were there any
other ways in which you attempted to sort of overcome the problem of changeover
from one operator to another?

Oh, well no, this was the way – this was all really done in the way we operate which
is essentially the geophysics was shared by two people at each station and it was
arranged so that, you know, one had been there for year and then a new one – there
would always be an overlap over the year between people as it were. In the first year
the senior one reminded the other one of what he’d been taught, we hope, or the other
one sort of said, hey, but they changed their mind, didn’t they tell you, or something
of that sort and in the usual way, yes. So, yes, were there any unfortunate? No, I
mean the most unfortunate would have been if anyone died but I don’t think I ever
lost anyone that way thank goodness, but …

[33:56]
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Thank you. I wonder whether I can ask you about the funding of these measurements
and what was involved in – can we first have a brief overview of what was involved in
maintaining funding to keep the bases going, to keep the measuring programmes
going, from the time of the IGY until 1985? So if you could give me an overview of
what was involved in keeping money coming in for it then I’ll come back and ask you
questions about things that you mention.

Well, you really need the director don’t you? [laughs] Essentially … well, I mean like
everything else it’s developed in a huge way hasn’t it? It’s a bit silly perhaps to try
and be too dogmatic about it but essentially in – when I first went down the – a large
eater up of money was two ships and the crews and having the ships refitted and so on
and so forth. So this necessarily was the major item of it and what was left over –
well, I mean first of all you had to pay for the headquarters in London, which wasn’t
very big. We got crown agents and if you’ve heard of them they’re what they say,
sort of private people who do lots of procuring for, well, the crown to start with
obviously and then it later sort of became a part of the government so to speak. So
they did all the paperwork and the ordering and the packing and so on and so forth,
hmmm, and then it was really a question of what you could squeeze in from there. I
mean obviously having undertaken to maintain a station for the IGY this obviously
meant that Bunny had got a reasonable sum of money allocated so that we wouldn’t
exactly starve while we were doing it. We were less well off in many ways than the
Royal Society IGY expedition, which was a massive undertaking which had to have a
special ship and all the rest of it. But I guess we were … we were as well equipped as
we could expect to be in such a strange place, I mean it was largely a question of
going down to suck it and see. And, hmmm, should one mention I suppose in those
days you always had a little bit of a card to play that you – if you felt things were not
quite as they should be you could always say, well, lives may be at risk or, you know.
It wasn’t played very often, it’s a silly card not to have in reserve as it were [laughs].
And in any case, in relative ways I suppose … it was a much easier atmosphere than
things became much later on. None of the – I mean the Dobson was the most
expensive bit of the equipment I suppose, even in those days it must have been a cool
thousand pounds I suppose which was a lot of money in those days but, you know,
properly looked after it would last you for twenty or thirty years so, yes. And then as
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we sort of tried to – I mean gradually building things up you just sort of had to try it
out on Bunny and then sort of say why you wanted to do it and convince him it was
worth doing if you could, and hmmm, promising not to be too extravagant if there
were, you know, cheaper ways of doing it and you would – if he found them you
would look at it and either tell him yes or no, you know, but –

So from the time that you started in Edinburgh all the way through to the early ‘80s
how was it necessary to continue to do what you were doing? Did you have to write
proposals in order to keep things going? Did you have to approach Vivian on – on

Oh, well, no every year there’d be a, you know, send in your estimates, hmmm, you
would send in what you thought you would get away with [laughs]. But on the other
hand, in those days we were – we were … I don’t know, free of a lot of the hassle of –
essentially we were a small organisation, we were all friends, we knew perfectly well
if you asked for too much money there wouldn’t be enough for other people and
things of this sort and so sort of a working relation grew up I suppose in the way we
asked for money for equipment and money for people. I mean even the capital costs,
you know, usually that would need a special dispensation. Your main running costs
were as always people, you know, to recruit a young man, to first of all advertise to
select them and all the rest of it, and then you have to pay for their food and all their
clothing and so on and so forth. They weren’t paid very much but I mean [laughs]
nevertheless that was a very large amount of the expenditure.

[39:14]

Could you tell me about any pressure in this period until the early ‘80s to stop – any
pressure you felt to stop measuring in terms of financial pressure or –?

No, I would think part of the case which Bunny made to people to – first of all he had
to make a case to keep the stations going after the IGY, well having got through that
bit then in essence there were no emergencies or things which didn’t necessitate
looking at it that closely. So in fact we were able slowly over the course of the first
sort of ten years to improve equipment, you know, then new things. And things
weren’t changing quite so fast, it was before the real revolution came on with really
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rather expensive equipment coming. So I guess for the first ten or fifteen years we
went on in old fashioned ways and that was as it had to be in many ways because …
a) – well, I mean take silly things like keeping good time, you know, I mean probably
in those days the best clocks you could have were pendulum clocks, now of course
they’re electronic and they’re getting so much easier and so on and so forth. Now you
can pick up the phone to the bases [laughs]. I’m not sure I would enjoy that too much
but there’d be a big temptation I suspect to ask too many questions, hmmm, yeah. So,
no, I mean luckily for the first sort of twenty years odd I was very – no sort of feeling
that if you asked for anything without a good case that you wouldn’t have it
considered very carefully and usually sort of granted. Then of course you got to the
stage where ships had to be replaced and this sort of thing, where aircraft then started
to come along and so on and so forth and it became in many ways a completely sort of
different exercise. There was more money in total but in a sense one of the things
looked at with a slight sort of suspicion were long term measurements. You know, an
awful lot of people say, oh, you’ve measured this for so many years, do you really
need to keep on doing it? Well, what can you say? I mean you can’t say, oh, but keep
doing it for another twenty years, you’ll find an ozone hole [laughs].

Who was saying that and when?

Oh, just a general sort of feeling, you know. These were internal meetings usually, I
mean when the biologists, for example, would come along and want to do something,
a big field trip or something, which meant a lot of support and – and so on, and they’d
sort of laugh about met observations, oh, you’ve been making met observations
already for, you know, so on and so forth. And the answer is, well, you know … if
you’re in Antarctica in a sense you’ve got a duty to make met obs because, you know,
if we don’t – you see immediately after IGY most of the nations just sort of didn’t do
it any more. The Russians were kept going, hmmm, and the Americans slowly but
Australians – well, the Belgians, the South Africans, the Germans, all went down for
IGY but they all came away again. Hmmm … don’t know, very difficult [laughs].

[42:48]
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Were there any particular interest groups within FIDS and then BAS who were in
particular suggesting that met observations might be stopped in order to save money
for other work?

Well, no I think we – I mean in many ways we – the way we were organised was on
our side because essentially we had two or three people doing lots of different things
and you couldn’t really – you know, you either had to get rid of the two or three
people, that was the main source of the money, the two or three people. And in an
upper air station, for example, if you’re sending up a balloon every day you need –
just for sheer comfort you probably need a team of four people to handle the synoptic
observations every three hours and sending up a balloon every twenty-four hours, and
occasionally for special periods every twelve hours, so in a sense the money is spread
rather thinly and then just chopping one person here or there doesn’t really get you
very far. So there comes a stage when people ask do we need to do this at all
[laughs]. That never really came into focus I think. I guess having put your hands to
the wheel as it were you felt – yes, you know, we can’t quite see why, but why are
you there at all? I mean, you know, there’s no point in going down just for the
summer and doing this that and the other, you lose an awful lot of the value of
scientific observations. And in any case, you know, what was the history, you see. I
mean IGY was, despite all the brave efforts of the pioneers – I mean Scott had a
magnetic observatory in the early years but, you know, IGY is the first time when we
had enough magnetic stations there to actually draw maps of how the variations were
proceeding and this sort of thing. And much the same with practically everything else
we were doing. I mean even in IGY what did we have? Three, four Dobsons there?
Not very many to tell a rather complicated story in later years [laughs].

[End of Track 10]
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[Track 11]

What they didn’t do was then look back at our data.

Could I ask you if there’s any truth in the claim in Rowan’s book on the ozone crisis
that since 1957 you were measuring CFCs at Antarctic stations as one of the trace
gases?

Oh, I think this must be a fairly complete misunderstanding mustn’t it? I’m not sure
that – how one would have set about measuring CFCs in those days. I mean we – I
think the first flasks we filled for people were much later, they were in the early ‘70s
probably. The first possible measurements of such a thing were exposing caustic
potash solution to the atmosphere to trap carbon dioxide which was used for one of
the first worldwide surveys of the C13/C14 ratio. We –well, in order to make sure
you don’t get too much contamination we exposed these in the magnetic huts which
were about as sterile a place as you could hope to find. Hmmm, that was … when
was the great – that was in the early ‘60s wasn’t it? There was the great interest in the
test nuclear explosions which everyone was trying to conduct … which actually had
an effect much later than that. I don’t know if you remember the Russians made a
rather low altitude test, whether it was deliberate or not, I’m not quite sure, of the
Kara Peninsula and some twenty-five years later when we were in Kiruna and flying
balloons into Russian territory the Russians refused to let anyone go in, in the
recovery teams. They would recover them for us and hand them over at the frontier
but they wouldn’t let anyone actually go in. And we always sort of wondered if there
was just such a mess in the north of the Kara Peninsula underneath where this
explosion had been that they just didn’t want anyone to see it, but we never
discovered that [laughs].

When was that?

Oh, when did we go out to Kiruna? Gosh, I suppose it must have been in the ‘90s,
yes, through the ‘90s we used to go up in the winter to Kiruna to fly big balloons.
There’s a little block of Sweden set aside which is international territory for rocket
range and a big balloon range and so on and so forth. And with the prevailing
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westerlies if you put anything up high it’s almost certainly going to go into Russian
territory before you can bring it down [laughs]. But that was certainly – yes, the ‘60s
to ‘63 was a time of really rather a lot of test nuclear explosions which the French
kept doing even much later in the Pacific. Oh, dear, there we are.

Who were you collecting the gases for that you were doing the tests on?

Oh, I’m ashamed to say I’ve forgotten his name, it – he worked in Glasgow
University and I met him later when we – we were in Edinburgh. He had some rather
nice stories to tell actually about one way of getting dated samples of things is to buy
a bottle of whiskey, or even a cask of whiskey I suppose [laughs], but a bottle of
whiskey. Malt, single malt, usually has a date on it and he hinted on one occasion that
he’d actually found something rather strange with the date, which I took him to mean
that there was rather more C14 than it ought to have had if it had been as old as it
claimed. So I suggested to him he should get some Napoleon brandy and he could
then get back to about 1860 with any luck, but he never did [laughs].

Was he interested in any particular detonations or –?

No, I think it was just – in essence I think the worry then was could you from proxy
records, i.e. if you could collect samples of almost anything of known date and could
you find nuclear explosions which hadn’t been reported in essence. So the idea was
to have a catalogue of known detonations and to see whether it was as complete a
record as you thought could be got. That was really – I think was at the back of his
mind, yes.

Did he explain to you how his work was funded or who he was reporting to?

Oh … gosh, one gets old. I suppose it would have been called DSIR in those days
would it [laughs]? Everything has changed. Yes, I suppose it would have been a
DSIR programme … yes. Yeah, it’s a fairly obvious thing I suppose. You need the
expertise to be able to do the measurements and I guess there weren’t many people in
Britain at the time who had the experience to be able to do it and –
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Just for the recording, DSIR stands –

Department of Science and Industry, science and industry.

Okay, thank you.

[End of Track 11]
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[Track 12]

Could you tell me to what extent you were aware of Lovelock’s work in the early
seventies to measure CFCs using the electron capture gas chromatograph?

Oh, what a good time [laughs]. I didn’t really come across him in the early stages, I
heard with some approval that he was going to go down on the Shackleton with his
new instrument and take a transect of the Atlantic Ocean from what, fifty north to
sixty or seventy south. And, er … it would certainly be a very good test for his
instrument, that’s – I think it’s true. But it was many years before we actually heard I
suppose the – I can’t remember when he published saying that it was fairly obvious
that ninety per cent or more of all the CFCs emitted were still in the atmosphere,
which was the first hint of the lifetime. It’s amazing how long it – you know, you’d
have thought DuPont themselves or one of the big makers would – I suppose they
thought it was a magnificent thing to produce something with a lifetime of 100 years
[laughs]. But, hmmm, yes … atmospheric chemistry was a rather new beast at the
time and Jim Lovelock certainly had a wide range of experience and then knew sort of
odd corners of it which no-one else did and which was one of his great strengths I
suppose.

What links did you have with him in terms of being –?

Oh, not until afterwards. He got involved in one of the first reviews of the ozone
problem to which he came and was actually being naughty enough to – not to be
prepared to immediately withdraw the funny statement that he made at the time which
was that the CFCs were no possible – could do no possible harm to the atmosphere.
In fact he almost repeated it at the conference and I asked him to promise not to not to
say it again [laughs] because he had a reputation if people heard him saying that and
you were getting up and giving a talk and saying that they’re doing an awful lot of
harm, well, it sort of put you off your stride so to speak ‘cause you had to point out
why he said this and so on. Ah, yes.

He claims in an autobiography to have had an illness in 1982 which made him drop
out of the arguments about CFCs and ozone, to stop doing work funded by the
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chemists’ association and to stop appearing as a witness and all that sort of thing, so
that he stopped discussing and talking about ozone in ‘82 and never returned to the
problem.

Hmmm, well, he was invited to this conference in London, you’ve got it in front of
you. You remind me of the date, it was the year the wall came down, the Berlin Wall
came down.

The report – oh, 1987 in Berlin.

1987, yes. No, he was certainly invited to that and he came, it – well, it wasn’t
particularly – he didn’t look awfully well at the time I will admit but, hmmm, it
wasn’t at all obvious he felt he was giving up at any stage, that wasn’t Jim’s way
anyhow [laughs].

[03:44]

And what do you remember of sort of personal conversations with him at that time
about this issue?

Oh, I think the usual sort of things you mix up a bit with Jim. He was very
unfortunate, he had this – or he had attracted a huge crowd of what you might call
neophytes with him as the guru and it’s not good for anyone to get like that [laughs].
It was just a bit apparent I thought. He was very nice and usually a sort of self
effacing type but this is the other people who worked with him who sort of usually of
push him forward as knowing everything about everything which alas is given to few
of us [laughs].

Hmm. And what would you say about a claim he makes that Peter Liss, Adrian Tuck
and Bob Murgatroyd in 1977 were the only other UK scientists interested in
atmospheric halomethanes? Does that – to what extent does that fit with your
memory of –?
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They are names which one recognises as having been authors of many of the original
reports into this. Er … what shall we say? Hmmm, CFCs I suppose receive slightly
less attention in the first discussion of supersonic transports than the nitrogen oxides
coming out of the back and there was this report, American report, which effectively
claimed that a lot of damage could be done by supersonic transports. It’s quite
curious if you read it because in order to, er, justify those statements you have to
believe in the estimates they gave for the amount of transatlantic traffic which would
be generated which is – was almost sufficient to transfer – interchange the populations
of New York and London in about three years, which is some density of traffic
[laughs]. And thereafter there were lots of reports. It’s quite interesting to go back to
some of the early reports but it really is I suppose an indictment of the … what shall
we call it, the little closed shops of science at the time. They were chemists, no
chemists known to me until much later had the slightest idea what temperatures you
should encounter in the – in the atmosphere. Hmmm, no meteorologists – very few
meteorologists had the slightest idea of any atmospheric chemistry and never the
twain shall meet, and of course what was needed was that all these things – I mean,
for example, the chemists in the lab making measurements of the speeds of reactions,
things like that, would never have dreamt of measuring down to minus 90, well, it
would have been a quite difficult technical feat in those days to have actually done it.
Well, whether we believe it or not there are some American radiosonde results which
actually show temperatures somewhere between minus 100 and minus 110, on a few
days which I’ve asked them to look at and see whether they really believe them and
no firm statement has yet emerged [laughs] but we’re quite sure you can get down to
minus 95 – somewhere between minus 95 and 100 probably. Hmmm, so I guess that
means that an awful lot of the measurements in the laboratory of reaction speeds were
just in the wrong ballpark. You know, they’re sufficient to get halfway up the
troposphere but once you get into the stratosphere they weren’t particularly helpful.
And it took a long while in fact to get the dataset brought up to a reasonable standard
so you now feel you know what’s going on. And then of course you get the huge
problem which emerged with the ozone hole paper that if you’re going to see a change
of ozone in the atmosphere, well, it could be chemistry couldn’t it, and it could be
transport. And, hmmm, being a new and exciting phenomena, well, everyone wants
their say [laughs]. I mean we felt we had made a rather convincing statement when
we said not only do we measure ozone but we also have upper air observations and
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over the five years in which the ozone’s fallen away dramatically there has been no
shift in winds or temperatures or whatever. In – to a good first approximation we can
surely say it can’t be transport but that didn’t prevent people telling us, oh, it’s all
transport [laughs].

[09:14]

Did you read Gaia when it came out?

I’ve always had … great reservations about Gaia. Yes, I read it, I wasn’t in the least
convinced [laughs]. If you’re - if you have a system and you’re studying it then if
you can make any almost sensible observations of it, it means it has to a first
approximation have to be in a steady state. If there’s no feedback – I mean you get
steady states effectively by feedback, well, we all knew that. It doesn’t help to say
that the earth’s a self regulating system. The very fact it’s, you know, quasi-stable
shows you there must be some feedback but it doesn’t give you any right to postulate
that there’s anything like a mind behind it or whatever [laughs]. No, I just think it got
out of hand. I mean, you know, it was very proper to keep pointing out to people that
things like the atmosphere are extremely complicated, there are lots of closed chains
in it which amount to feed – you know, which are held in that state by feedback and
obviously if you upset feedbacks and things you get fast changes but it doesn’t help
you. I mean it’s – I don’t see what else you gain, we all knew it was a complicated
system with feedbacks here and feedbacks there and so on and so forth, but does it
help to enunciate a rather mystical statement about it all which merely says we don’t
understand it yet? No, I don’t know why, it’s captured the imagination somehow in a
way which is – well, I suppose people – you know, it’s the old story of people love
certainty if they can find it and they somehow thought Gaia was offering them some
sort of more certain way of looking at things than the complication of life suggests is
possible. So I’ve never been a great fan of Gaia, in fact I don’t even think I really
understood what Jim was talking about in many ways. Hmmm …

[11:41]
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Do you remember occasions, or what do you remember of occasions, when James
Lovelock talked to you about his theory as opposed to you reading it?

I’m not sure he ever did talk to me about it in that sort of way. I used to pull his leg a
bit and I think he just sort of thought it wasn’t really worth the effort [laughs].

How did you pull his leg, what –?

Oh … [laughs] in much the same way as I suppose you do with politicians and things
like that. I mean no politician seems to realise how to work out how quickly a bath –
a bath with a hole in it fills, and this is precisely what’s happening with CFCs going
into the atmosphere. You’re putting them into a bath and there’s a natural process
which involves them, there’s the idiots at the other end putting them in, and so you
want to know how the concentration rises. Well, it’s just a simple mathematical sum
but no politician has ever done more than blink when I say to them, it’s no good just
reducing the amount you put in it, you know, if you want the amount not to rise you
have to put less in than is removed naturally otherwise it will get bigger still. And this
they just seem incapable of grasping, you’d think they’d never tried to fill a bath with
a hole with the plug not in. And I know – I mean it’s a bit like that with the Gaia
surely, I mean it’s [laughs] – there aren’t – I mean some of the models he produced
were really quite good fun but it’s – I mean you can’t find many places in the world
where things are tightly – feedback cycles as that and, you know, it’s a bit like old
fashioned control theory when I was in the army and we were learning all about radar
and control systems. They were magnificent, you know, all these things would work
automatically, and they did up to a point, but they were really horribly simple when
you looked at it and get three or four feedback loops and it’s more or less impossible
for the human mind to work your way through them, you have to put it into a
mathematical model and then you’re always up against a very slight change in the
model may lead to huge – you know, the old butterfly business, a small change in the
trajectory here and before you know where you are you’ve affected all the world but –
so if you’ve got complicated enough feedback systems you shouldn’t be surprised that
they occasionally look intelligent [laughs].

[14:24]
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Okay. And so you take issue with the particular form of intelligence that’s hinted at
or the –?

Well, no, I mean that’s never enunciated is it? That’s the sort of – the shadow bit
outside what he’s trying to say, but I think if I had to criticise Jim I would say, you
know this perfectly well but you’ve allowed people in the sort of group of people who
listen to you to fudge the issue. You know, that they’re making statements on your
behalf which are far outside the possible claims, you know it perfectly well and you
haven’t sort of said, here, calm it down a bit [laughs].

Who are these key people?

Oh, I don’t know any of them. I mean whether they’re the ones who – Watson who
worked with him on the, whatever it is, I can’t remember what it is, the thing which
goes from white to black to affect the heat balance of the earth. I mean if you – you
know, if you have ice all over the earth it’s a very different animal to what it is if you
have black surfaces here and there so you have this wonderful flower which can be
black or white depending on something or other to make wonderful models which
actually behave quite intelligently [laughs], yes indeed, but that’s not too surprising.
Erm … I don’t know, one shouldn’t say these things should I [laughs]? I mean I don’t
really think – I think if you find your own judgement sort of shrinking into the
background because people are being too adulatory you should be a bit suspicious.

[End of Track 12]
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[Track 13]

Okay, I’d like to ask you a little bit about your home life. Obviously the way in which
it relates with your professional life is interesting as well but could we talk about life
in Edinburgh? You’ve bought a house and you’re living with your wife at – at that
stage, no?

No [laughs].

Could you give me a sort of – a sketch of the –?

I – yes, I can’t really remember how long it took but I guess I found myself various
places to live for about two years and then I applied to become warden of a student
house. They had houses where something like ten – ten or eleven students and the
warden, and I applied to be a warden and was lucky to become one. That was when
you learnt that Asian students had to be watched because they were very bad at
cleaning up boiled over rice water after their cooking sessions [laughs]. However, we
settled down to a reasonable life when we persuaded them that they had to take a bit
more care. Yes, I didn’t get married until just before we came down from Edinburgh
in fact, what’s it, two years? Yes, two years or something – oh, no, four years, four
years, four years.

Okay, well take this period of time then –

Yes, okay sorry.

As a warden. Could you talk about things that you did for pleasure and leisure at that
time?

Oh, well, there was another sort of strand to this. The other sort of focal point of
social activities I suppose was the university staff club where for a time I was reserved
for the squash teams which played in the Scottish league which was quite a lot of
exercise. And then I got involved in the politics of it and … I can’t remember which
way round it went. Oh, first of all I must have been elected to the committee I
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suppose and then sat on the wine committee, and then became treasurer and then did
two – you were only allowed to do two years at a time as treasurer but you were
allowed to do two terms in succession, so I did four years as the treasurer and ran the
wine cellar when VAT was introduced. Had to be inspected by HM Customs &
Excise and was then handed a cheque for the VAT I would have to pay on all the
stock in the cellar, and so I actually took a cheque for 17,000 pounds [laughs].
Absolutely amazing incident looking back on it, I can’t imagine a government ever
doing that again [laughs].

Which newspaper did you read at that time?

Ooh, what’s this? Oh, since I was always in and out of the staff club I suppose I had
about ten to choose from [laughs]. Hmmm, I … the only one I can really remember
was the Observer of course but it was still in the days of Ximenes crosswords which
once you got hooked was a necessary whatever you call it, anaesthetic [laughs] to
outside life or something, yes.

Could you remember what in particular you liked about his crosswords?

Hmmm, he had a wonderful – he first of all was a schoolmaster and among other
things taught Latin, which meant he had a perhaps over-rigorous mind, but he’d set
himself a code, a set of rules, and so in a sense you knew he could be outrageous at
times with puns and all sorts of things and – but on the other hand, hmmm, if
someone came along to you and you hadn’t been able to solve a clue and showed you
the answer the instinctive reaction on looking at was, oh, what a dimwit I am, why
couldn’t I see that, you know, it’s perfectly fair. You never felt he was cheating on
you which is – happens a lot these days, people are over clever and sometimes just
purely malicious, they now try and mislead people. Ximenes would only just not
quite mislead, put you off the scent. He’d point you in the wrong direction, yes, but
he’d always give you enough information if you were clever enough to fight back to
the right one. And then he also had this wonderful gift that – and then he sort of later
claimed this was the whole point of the clue, it should be entertaining. It shouldn’t
just be a tedious intellectual exercise where you sort of fought your way through and
got from A to B and wondered when you got there why you’d bothered [laughs].
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Somewhere along the line the penny should drop, was his expression, and a small
smile should appear [laughs]. And most of the time, you know, you give him his due
and ninety per cent of the time it was quite a big smile [laughs]. I’ve never known –
well, I’ve done a lot of other crosswords since and including sort of Listener ones
which are really now so complicated that you don’t really smile any more. I think he
gave the most entertainment value of almost everyone I’d come across.

[05:49]

And what did you read apart from newspapers? What did you read for pleasure at
this time?

For pleasure? Oh, I don’t know, I’d almost given up reading I suppose [laughs].
Hmmm, well, the odd mountaineering journal or something of that sort. I think the
Antarctic put me off fiction. There was a whole range of fiction, some of it very old.
If you want fun you should go to an old Antarctic base and find all the wonderful
books which people have kindly sent down for people to read and, er, there’s such a
magnificent collection of fiction you just sort of feel I never want to see a fiction book
again [laughs].

What did you read then while you were there of those sorts of books?

Hmmm, oh, no I – what each station had, and I hope they still have, is a wonderful
collection of old exploring and mountaineering books and things of that sort. And if
you had sort of half an hour to spare you’d probably be up Everest with Mallory or
one of these sort of people [laughs], or one of the early explorers. Sounds like I never
read at all doesn’t it [laughs]? I’m actually quite voracious but not modern fiction I’m
afraid.

Did you have a TV as a warden?

Hmmm … no [laughs].

Radio programmes then, what were your –?
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Oh, well, Radio Three would be me, or the Third Programme in those days. Do you
not remember the Third Programme introduced comedy in, trying to think, 1963?
Peter Ustinov and Peter Jones, a wonderful programme called In all Directions which
was all about setting out to find some obscure address in north London and they never
actually got there but [laughs] they had some wonderful conversations on the way.

Again, do you remember in detail what appealed to you about that programme?

Oh, that would be rude I think [laughs]. I don’t know, I … guess that they’re really so
complementary. They’re very different, Peter Ustinov and Peter Jones, but between
the two of them – well, without very much effort you sort of got the – I mean it was
obviously rehearsed perfectly but you got the feeling it was almost spontaneous and
yet they could still be extremely funny. Not in a … what shall we say, extrovert sort
of way but in a very introverted way, rather like the wonderful Scotsman, Ivor Cutler.
Did you ever hear Ivor Cutler?

No.

No. He was another one, he got on the Third Programme as well and he’s sort of – I
mean the two Peters were very much a down to earth, an everyday living programme,
Ivor Cutler was a surrealist and one of my favourite bits of his was ‘I have a friend
coming to tea this afternoon, I always give him a currant bun. After all there’s not
much more you can do for a man who wants to be an elephant’ [laughs].

[09:13]

Did you – to what extent were you aware of the sort of satire boom and the Peter
Cook sort of –?

Yes, it came along. Yeah, I mean I suppose we used to go and watch television in the
club if we wanted to. I mean I remember to this day seeing the man on the moon for
the – the first man on the moon on the telly. The club was absolutely packed and
were people sort of watching it. Gosh, that takes you back doesn’t it [laughs]?
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What were your feelings at seeing that?

Almost disbelief I suppose and then a sort of certain amount of thankfulness that they
did actually get back [laughs]. I think people underestimate what an immense amount
of work went into that sort of action. I mean they got a bit blasé later on and did some
silly things but they – they really – well, [laughs] if they want to do it again it will
take another twenty years to get ready for it, that’s for sure.

What was public reaction like? I remember hearing JG Ballard talking about it and
he was saying almost public reaction to the moon landings was sort of not that
interested, you know, it was almost –

Well, there was no action, I mean it was really rather a static thing. I mean you didn’t
really get footage of course until the plane thing had actually landed and then it was
fairly obvious that someone had gone out first with a camera to let the other people
step forward and so on and so forth. I mean it’s like all the television programmes
which pretend that you’re – that there’s someone in the middle of a wilderness and
you know there’s a car here and there’s a lorry over there, and there’s a camera there
and there’s, oh, at least two camera somewhere around. I mean it’s all part of the
game of television isn’t it? It’s sort of – they obviously don’t think they are fooling
you any more but at least they give you the impression they hope they are [laughs].

[10:55]

And at this time you were not married but you had – your future wife was your
girlfriend or fiancé at this time, is that –?

Girlfriend, I suppose, yes.

Yeah.

Well, I was lucky you see. I’d go down to meetings in London – because the main
meetings were held by Bunny in London I had to go down once a month for meetings
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in London. And then in – for some reason I’m not quite sure they were normally on a
Friday so that meant I didn’t have to be back in Edinburgh until the Monday morning
and so it was possible to go to Dorset on the way [laughs], which is quite a round trip
when you add it up.

And could you talk about your relationship with your future wife in terms of, you
know, the sorts of things you talked about –

Oh, dear [laughs].

To give a sense of why you two were together, you know, as opposed to not being
together or with other people?

[Laughs] Hmmm, oh, I don’t know, these things are difficult. Essentially in, yes,
1959 there was a conference in Oxford for the ozone results and the radiation results
from the IGY which I’d been invited to attend and I had told this to a friend and was
told that that was very interesting because they had a friend in Oxford who wanted to
come to their party on such and such a day and would I kindly give her a lift from
Oxford to wherever it was, and so this duly happened. As I discovered later she – she
was about an hour late, which when I later realised was probably par for the course as
it were [laughs]. And unfortunately she’d been to another wedding and she’d
forgotten to bring her bag with her so the first job we had to do was to go and wander
through Oxford and buy necessary things for the rest of the weekend. And so it went
on, yes [laughs].

At the time that – so you first were living together just before you came to Cambridge
–

Hmm-hmm

So you moved into a – you got married and moved into a house together.

House, hmm, yeah, hmm.
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I wonder whether you can talk about time spent with your wife, what sorts of things
you did together.

Well, she was sort of really ignorant of Scotland I think is the answer so showing her
Edinburgh was one of the things we had to do. It was also the first time I suppose
since I used to look after my parents’ garden that we had acquired a biggish garden, so
that was quite a lot of work. It had a beech hedge about twenty feet high [laughs]
which was another – quite a lot of work. And I guess we were just – well, you know,
having left it so late to get married I suppose we found it a bit difficult to adjust, so it
was rather a curious sort of episode in some ways. And then she hadn’t really wanted
I think to give up her job, which she enjoyed a lot with lots of friends but – and so she
found herself a job teaching in Edinburgh and in an odd way it had to be a private
school because her diploma of education from Oxford was not recognised in Scotland
believe it or not [laughs]. Yes … oh, I don’t know.

[14:57]

What was her view of your work?

Oh right, oh I see. Oh, I think she knew what she was letting herself in for. Hmmm
… I suppose she thought it was a rather strange thing for people to do [laughs] but,
yes, however she was useful for entertaining some of the young men, you know, when
they came to be – up to be taught.

To what extent did you talk about your science with her?

Hmmm, not very much, we – I took her up to Lerwick with me when I went up to do
some of the training and showed her Shetland which was, er … well, it wasn’t what it
had been. I knew it before the days of oil. In fact when I was up there for training it
was so undeveloped it was almost beyond belief. I mean, you know, it really was
unspoilt wilderness, most of it, and hmmm, then we did Shetland. Orkney as well,
which is a bit more interesting ‘cause there were many more visible bits of
archaeology in Orkney than in Shetland. No, you need to be a bird man to really
appreciate Shetland I think or a fisherman.
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Did you and your wife have particular shared interests that you –?

No, I suppose not in a curious way, I’m not quite sure [laughs]. Hmmm … it would
be rather difficult I think to put that into words. We must have had something
[laughs].

[17:09]

And I don’t know whether it’s possible, but you may not remember details, but would
you be able to, like you did with your family home in Norwich, take us on a tour of
that house in Edinburgh? I know you weren’t there long because you moved down to
Cambridge but in terms of how the rooms were set out and decorated and –

[laughs] Er, yes, one can make one quick comment that – and that is that the Scottish
system of selling and buying houses is much more workman-like than the English
system, where essentially, you know, once you’ve made an offer and it’s accepted
that’s the end of the matter and you can neither get out of it from the buying point of
view nor the seller from his point of view, and it’s all very much quicker and easier in
fact and – anyhow, this particular place was on the old Dalkeith Road just outside the
main, hmmm, what in those days was a sort of quasi-circular road but made up from
old roads, so it was effectively the last house on the left hand side on the old Dalkeith
Road [laughs] and just near Craigmillar Castle, a very famous place tucked away
behind. And over the hill on which Craigmillar Castle stood was Craigmillar village
which was essentially a new village set up to move lots of mineworkers to, from some
of their old little cottages which had been much nearer, to the coalfield. So our first
local election was actually rather a shattering event. We got the required information,
we discovered that we had a very good choice in fact, we could either vote
Communist or Scottish Nationalist [laughs]. I’ve forgotten what we did now, I
suspect we probably voted Scottish Nationalist but it was a very – but that was
because there were, what, one, two, three, there were about ten houses within half a
mile of us and then nothing until you crossed the hill and come to this little village. It
was a really rather strange arrangement but – and not long after we were there we
suddenly received notice, in order to build a new bypass and to improve the main road
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into Edinburgh, they were going to build a massive new road, and on inspection of the
map every, i.e. fifteen houses in four miles from Edinburgh to Dalkeith, the man had
wiggled the new road sufficiently to knock them all down [laughs]. And so we had
meetings about this and I can remember getting up and enquiring why they had to
knock down every house, why couldn’t they use this piece of wasteland which was
sort of sitting there unused at the back to discover it was owned by the Earl of
Buccleugh or some such member of the aristocracy and you couldn’t possibly expect
him to give up his land for a new road. Ah, curious days, yes.

In terms of the rooms, did you have an office at home?

Not really. No, it was a bungalow with a very large … I suppose you would have to
call it an attic floor but it had lots of light in it and it was the biggest room in the place
but there were only two of us and it was plenty of room downstairs anyhow. It was a
nice old bungalow, I much regretted having to come and leave it I must say. What did
we pay for it? Seven – seven thousand pounds, gosh [laughs].

And in terms of your working day you would have gone to the office that you’ve
described at Edinburgh University.

Yeah.

Did you bring work home in the evenings?

Occasionally, yes. I suppose one tried not to on the whole but, yes occasionally as
always. It sounds stupid when you’re dealing with young men sort of N thousand
miles away but just occasionally they want an answer in a hurry and you sometimes
feel you have to sort of work through the night to be able to reply in good time. And
if you delay messages too long they think you’re not taking enough attention of them
and so on and so forth.

[21:32]
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To what extent did you take an interest in your wife’s work in her teaching and did
you …?

Oh, well, I suppose one was always hearing about it, it was really quite comical.
She’s a historian and it took her a little while to catch up with the wars of
independence, for example, which [laughs] Scotland fought to keep the English out
and so on and so forth. So I guess she learnt quite a lot too, yes. Ah … and as it turns
out she – she met someone there whom she’d been in Oxford with. There was a
group of them, I can’t remember, ten or twelve of them, who still meet from time to
time. In fact I’ll tell you a story about them. In 1951, yes, 1951 would have been
their last year and which – and you remember was the Festival of Britain was it? Yes,
that’s right, yes. And they – it was organised from Corpus Christi College in Oxford,
hmmm … and they put on Murder in the Cathedral and – in Oxford and then took it
to, I’ve forgotten where, something like London, Edinburgh, St Andrew’s and
somewhere else in Scotland. And then come 2001, yes, 2001, fifty years later, one of
the organisers suggested they put on a fiftieth anniversary repeat of this in Oxford.
And so they spent a week in Oxford giving I think something like I think ten
performances to raise money for – he was a professor of education who was working
in Sierra Leone and suggested they raise money to – for him to take to Africa. And
believe it or not, and I find it rather difficult to believe, but they recovered something
like ninety per cent of the original cast after fifty years.

Gosh.

That’s really quite an achievement [laughs].

Yeah.

I mean the rest were dead I think but they actually managed to find all the people still
alive who’d taken part in it and they thoroughly enjoyed themselves [laughs].
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Did you talk about having children at this stage or –?

No, we left it rather late, that was the trouble. We were both over forty and
unfortunately we had one or two friends who left it rather late and had dire
consequences to put up with and I guess we just decided that, you know, it was
something you really couldn’t face if it went wrong and perhaps it was better not to on
the whole. Who knows [laughs]? I mean we never felt like fostering or anything of
that sort which would have been, you know, a way out I suppose but, hmmm …

[End of Track 13]
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[Track 14]

Okay, now you’re working in Edinburgh and then later in Cambridge and you’re
managing these research stations in Antarctica, and I wonder to how and what extent
you became aware of debates happening in America after Molina and Rowland’s
paper on CFCs in 1974, how and to what extent you became aware of these American
debates.

Well, one saw them reported in the press usually. I mean not being a chemist one
didn’t necessarily keep up to date with chemical journals. In fact it must have been
another four or five years before I became a quasi-chemist by force majeure almost.
So one was aware of all these possibilities and I suppose in many ways I was really
amazed to realise how little was really known about the chemistry. How can we sort
of put it? There were, you know, very distinct types of people, the chemists who
knew chemistry but didn’t know what the atmosphere was like, no-one had any idea
you could get down to minus 100 in the Antarctic stratosphere. And the amazing
thing I suppose also is that how dogmatic some people were. I shouldn’t be rude to
Bob Watson but Bob Watson said at a conference one found later that the CLO +
CLO reaction can be of no conceivable significance in the stratosphere. Well, now
it’s the think we think which drives ozone [laughs], and then so on and so forth. Also
the curious way in which at one stage, I’ve forgotten, at probably the same conference
people had thought about reactions taking place on particles in the stratosphere but
again decided heterogeneous chemistry as we call it, you know, a liquid – between a
liquid and a gas, and a solid and a gas, [laughs] again couldn’t possibly be strong
enough to be of any consequence at all. And yet this was silly in a way because one
knew perfectly well from the Antarctic – in fact one of my young men came back and
wrote a paper on mother of pearl clouds, which are quite common at Argentine
Islands provoked by the air movement over the peninsula, and it was fairly clear that
these must contain sulphuric acid, simply because there’s no other way of getting
enough water except by dragging it onto the sulphuric acid complex to get particles
big enough to do the scattering required. So lots of people had lots of different clues
about completely distinct phenomena as they saw it, and actually these really were
sitting there waiting to be put together.
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[03:19]

The – I suppose by this stage it was also fairly clear that despite what Molina and
Rowland had said, it really couldn’t be as dramatic as all that because nothing had yet
been seen to change in ozone, and I suppose the answer was everyone was sort of
looking in the wrong place. Instead of looking up in the world’s factory for making
ozone in the tropics, well, if there was some chlorine chemistry going on up there
you’d have thought by this stage it ought to be fairly clear that ozone was changing up
there, and it didn’t seem to be at all. And I think, you know, it was patently obvious
that there was a lot more thinking to be done, and unfortunately the wrong sort of
people – I mean the right people didn’t get together to pool their necessary
knowledge. I mean we knew there were clouds in the winter in the Antarctic in the
stratosphere … perhaps we should have made more of it ourselves [laughs] but, you
know, it had seemed fairly obvious that the world’s major production of ozone is way
at the top of the stratosphere in the … in the tropics and surely if that’s – the first
thing if you affect is the factory, that’s where you should look for the first results.
And of course all this had to be turned on its head [laughs]. So, yes, it was a very
strange time and there was – I mean the supersonic transport came into it as well as
chlorine there was nitrogen and so on and so forth.

[05:08]

And, hmmm, at some stage I must have talked to Brian Thrush, professor of chemistry
here, and sort of said isn’t it about time we sort of started thinking about this? Let’s
apply tonight to have a student and we’ll make a model of the Antarctic stratosphere
and put some chemistry in and see what happens. And that was rather fun when we
came to do it but it was – it was just a one-dimensional model, we were just modelling
a column and I had the rather silly idea that Antarctic has a vortex and it goes round
and round and round, it doesn’t really matter that it isn’t two dimensions. If you
model a column all that really matter – you don’t exchange much air sideways in and
out of the vortex, so that doesn’t seem to happen, we knew this from the dust from
Agung. So effectively if we just take a column and allow the vertical motion in it,
superimpose some vertical motion of it, this should at least give us some sort of clue
as to what’s going on. And the first result was – was quite extraordinary, that was you
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can’t keep ozone in the Antarctic unless you actually do have a steady vertical motion
down to the column. Well, I mean again I suppose we knew that [laughs] but it was
nice to sort of see that the models did actually put this into context.

When did you first get together then with Thrush?

Oh, that must have been at one of the conferences, which one? Oh, I think it was this
one. We were both sitting there and –

Studies of the middle atmosphere.

What date was that? ‘87, yes ‘87.

[07:30]

Now historical accounts say that the Molina and Rowland paper in America led to a
remarkable new effort to understand stratospheric chemistry in the late ‘70s and ‘80s,
so in other words a great new focus of scientists in America looking at stratospheric
chemistry. Was there any effect of Molina and Rowland’s paper on British interest in
scientific work in this way?

Well I don’t … I don’t know enough chemistry departments to be clear about that. I
think the answer is not very much really. [Sighs] I would have thought – well, I mean
Crutzen had been working on the nitrogen – the chemistry of the nitrogen oxides and
how they affected ozone and Hampton had done quite a lot of work on how the water
vapour and the hydrogen things, radicals, could affect it. And these were completely
dis – you know, discrete studies and they hadn’t tried to combine the two. And I
guess the answer was that computer models really at that stage were really in their
infancy and when – you know, when I had this research student and we did actually
build this small one-dimensional model, hmmm, I guess we had to work quite hard to
decide what we wanted in and wanted out ‘cause there was just too many different
things to go in and out. I mean, you know, the – there had been no real advance from
Chapman in 1930 who wrote the original oxygen atmosphere papers until, what, 19’ –
something like the late 1970s when Crutzen and people started extending the thing, so
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it was a really sort of open game. Hmmm, there were huge difficulties in writing
programs which gave you really a good representation of the possible photolysis and
that’s always been a fairly difficult thing to do and computer power wasn’t enough
and big enough in those days to actually put in the full story, you had to keep making
rather crude approximations and so on and so forth. And I guess the paper I wrote
with – who did I put on it? Me I suppose. Farman, Murgatroyd, Silnickas and
Thrush, was the first one to … actually put in some dynamics and some chemistry
which merged in a funny sort of way and gave you sort of meaningful things to work
on next. You know, far removed from the three-dimensional things which now exist
and so on and so forth and which are very good now. I mean, you know, you can
really follow all the great details really exceptionally well. Yeah, it was a period of
huge great change and then sort of crude pioneering – well, you know, as some great
scientist said, all great pioneering work is clumsy [laughs] and that was certainly
clumsy, yes.

[10:52]

Writing in the 1977 Royal Society paper, you’re talking about the current models, and
I think you mean computer models at this time, and you said that there are
compromises between atmospheric dynamics and photochemistry, this was ten years
before you attempted your own one. What was your view of those models then and
which models were you talking about?

Oh, I see. I suppose I’m being really rather rude and – but I didn’t actually put it in
those words in there though. It was – there just wasn’t enough computer power at the
time to include chemistry in a 3D model, so the sorts of models which were being run
to give global coverage were 2D models. And, er, I’m no great mathematician, but
we have Michael McIntyre who is, but at least I knew enough to know as in
atmospheric dynamics, as in many other things, you – the increase in complexity is
not to go from one to two and later to three. Two is not an odd number and one
dimension and three dimensions have a lot of similarity in a funny sort of way, but
two goes off in a different direction all together and is not halfway between one and
two as it seems to be if you’re not thinking very much. But the sort of dynamics you
can get in two dimensions are just not real in three dimensions, so I guess – I mean
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that’s really what the point about the compromise was, that you can’t – you haven’t
got enough power to go into three dimensions and on the whole if you had any sense
you would have just stayed in one and simply ran lots of the different box models in
different latitudes and take the – you know, take those as being your global crosssection rather than attempting to do it in two dimensions only.

Who was making these models then that were –?

Well, there were two-dimensional models in the States and John Pyle here was
already starting to go that way and –

I see.

I mean you – you mustn’t be too critical but it’s looking back with hindsight you can
see these things which you knew worried you at the time and in essence the shortcuts
you have to take to make two dimensions possible on, you know, a simulated sphere
is just nonsense and it can’t be done [laughs]. No, as many people tell me you can do
it in one-dimension but at least it seemed to me it was – at least it gave you an extra
degree because the vertical notion overturning the atmosphere is a huge part of
understanding it. And if you just allow air to move up and down in your column
systematically depending on season or whatever it turns out, that outside the tropics
it’s not systematic, I mean it’s – everything goes up in the tropics and everything
comes down everywhere else. There’s very little going up anywhere but in the tropics
and there’s very little coming down in the tropics itself, so in essence two or three 1D
models are in a sense a much better approximation than playing about in two
dimensions which necessarily – I mean smooth out the temperature, for example. In a
2D model one of the first things which you notice when you ran just some pure
dynamics, you couldn’t reproduce the lower temperatures which you get over the
poles, you know, you have to strain the models so much that you can’t really do that
and –

[14:36]
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Thank you. And also in this 1977 paper you – you talk about the Rowland and Molina
paper and you write, ‘it’s natural to ask what changes could occur before they’re
identified in observations’. I wonder whether you can put yourself back to this time
and remember how likely you thought it that changes caused by these or other
contaminants would be observed?

Well, there’s a bit of guidance in the paper itself, hmmm, where I analyse for trends
and in essence find that there aren’t any trends yet obvious. And I make a little bit of
a ploy of saying that this is true at both of our two stations and that the – I’ve
forgotten what it was. You can work out what the maximum trend possible within the
sort of observations and the errors are, and the very fact that they’re actually
consistent from one station to the other is sufficient to tell you [laughs] in a sense that
nothing can yet be going on.

I know that you found that nothing was changing then but I wonder how likely – being
aware of the paper talking about CFCs and the effect that they could have, how likely
did you think it that you would in the future –

Find it? [laughs]

Find, yes.

Er [sighs], I don’t know, I think we were a little arrogant and thought if it happens and
it happens in a reasonable uniform way over the earth at least we’ve got one of the
longest records, which we will lay our hands on our heart and say it’s the best we can
do. So, yes, if it’s happening we ought to see it would have been our sort of funny
feeling in a way. You know, if it’s measurable in Antarctica it can’t escape us
[laughs].

Yes. So you thought that the way that you were set up, if it happened you would be
able to measure it but I wonder whether – I know it’s difficult to remember, what was
your feeling about the likelihood that –
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The likelihood of it happening?

It would happen? Given what you’re reading about CFCs and the sort of tentative
steps into looking at the chemistry of the stratosphere and how – I don’t –

Hmmm, I guess we just didn’t really look well ahead at all in a funny sort of way
because we were still a bit taken aback when we did actually see it was going down in
October. The clue to that was essentially, hmmm, that – I put it in this way, we come
out of the Antarctic winter when surely nothing can happen ‘cause there’s no light,
you – and I hope it’s still true that no-one’s yet invented a way of putting something
into the atmosphere so you can destroy ozone in the darkness [laughs], that would be
rather frightening. But on the other hand since you have to have the sun at a fairly
reasonable altitude to be able to measure ozone with a Dobson there’s this dreadful
period as you come out of winter when there’s enough photolysis to actually make
quite a lot of chemistry happen but you still aren’t able to measure ozone. Now you
get round this to a slight extent by making moon observations, but moon observations
are very curious things, they can only happen in – near the full moon and you can’t
make ozone observations on anything much less than a three quarter full moon, the
spectrum changes too much to be able to do that. And also moon observations with
the Dobson are one of these curious things which don’t obey Gauss’ law, every
mistake you can possibly make in making an observation on the moon all adds up to
getting too low an answer [laughs]. So if you’re looking for small decreases moon
observations are of very little use to you because everything you can do wrong will
look like it and you’ve got a huge job on your hand to convince yourself that it’s
actually a real decrease and not – I mean moon observations are not something – well,
the Met Office never thought it could train people to do them so their outstations don’t
do them. Now our young men are supposed to be a bit brighter and perhaps a bit
more enthusiastic, and okay they can try and make moon measurements, but still as I
say it’s such a lopsided error game, you know, everything you can possibly do wrong
means you’re adding a bit more to the lower value instead of making the value lower
and lower. And so you tend not to believe very low ones and it’s too easily explained
by silly things, that you didn’t point it in quite the right direction or you forgot to turn
it round or …
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Is it because it’s reflected light off the moon there’s less of it and so it’s –?

Well, you – first of all you have to focus. The normal – with the Dobson in its crude
form, you have a sun director to let the sunlight in but you quite deliberately pass it
through a diffuser so that the ground quartz plate is fairly uniformly illuminated. Now
that’s okay, that’s robust, it doesn’t matter if you have a small error in pointing the
instrument or letting the sunlight in, but when you actually put the lens in and you
focus it then you’ve got several things. You’ve got to a) have it in the right direction
so that the image of the sun passes along the slit and doesn’t keep wandering off it,
‘cause if you don’t get the full image of the sun coming onto the slit you’re only
seeing half the thing that you want to. And so they’re just extra things to do which
can make it wrong, and that’s the trouble with the moon you see. You can only do a
moon with a focussed one and it’s a rather dim little blob anyhow and it’s just too
easy to let it slightly wander one side to the other and the whole – well, the error sort
of simply increases symmetrically like that [demonstrates] but unfortunately if you
think about what else is happening it virtually is a one-sided distribution of errors you
can make, so it’s quite a tricky thing to –

Always erring on the low side.

Yes, it’s always in the wrong direction.

In spite of those difficulties were you making –

Yes, they were making moon –

Moon measurements throughout this whole –?

Observations but we didn’t – I think it’s fair to say that we were completely
convinced by the normal measurements when the sun was high enough and we never
really … well, I mean in – just to show how silly a game it is, I mean the number of
moon observations you can get in September at Halley varies enormously from year
to year. If you get overcast skies, which are quite typical of Antarctic springs of that
sort, you can have a year in which possibly in a month you got two observations.
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Another year you may be lucky, get ten or fifteen. It’s a pretty hopeless situation in
which to look at a trend where, you know, of the two observations both may be wrong
[laughs]. And I don’t think we ever demonstrated convincingly to ourselves at any
rate that there was a discernible trend there.

[22:36]

Thank you. What – what did you know of the work of Richard Scorer, who crops up
in histories of the ozone debates and disagreements through a particular summer
lecture tour that was funded by industry? In 1975 he was at Imperial College London
and in one particular account of the ozone story referred to Molina and Rowland as
doomsayers, and so the argument is that he was a sort of industry scientist I suppose
on the other side, but I wondered what your experience of him at the time, and after,
was.

Hmmm … well, no really direct one, it’s just he was rather outspoken. He was quite a
good dynamicist [laughs] if I have the right to say [ph] such a thing but I mean he
knew what he was talking about as far as sort of many aspects of dynamics are
concerned but he did make one horrible error and I’m afraid I sort of pointed out to
him at a Royal Society meeting that something he’d said was really a bit naughty.
And this was to the effect that you couldn’t really get very large chemical effects
because the air was always moving and necessarily would lead to mixing and various
other things, to which the answer was, well no, I’m sorry we showed you in the IGY
that the one thing which doesn’t happen is that you mix across the Antarctic vortex
and it’s no good saying the air moves at a high speed. When air moves at a high
speed the mixing’s less, in a curious sort of way, than it is when it’s going – you
know, you get more mixing in a reasonably slower wind speed. When you get sharp
wind speeds there’s a huge amount of sheer and the two bits of air go past each other
without very much mixing at all. And so you mustn’t claim that the motion in the
atmosphere stops anything strange happening, that’s not the right way to look at it at
all, so – but I mean this was the whole trouble in those days. Everyone was
specialised sort of mainly, you know, had one specialism and they probably knew
very little about any of the other things. The poor idiots who go out to the wide open
spaces and make measurements do perhaps end up with a bit more of an open mind as
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to what’s possible and what’s not possible. I mean we were – well, as we pointed out,
Dobson himself recognised the first minute ozone measurements were made at
Halley. He recognised at once that it was clear that in the winter the Antarctic vortex
was a separate bit of – you know, a different mass of air to the rest of the world, and it
– [laughs] and he was right as we’ve shown by the ozone hole time and time again.

Which Royal Society meeting was this?

I think it was this one wasn’t it? I think that’s the one. Hmmm, the question is did
Scorer speak at it. Well, no, he wouldn’t have to speak at it, he would have leapt up
and down [laughs] putting his point of view anyhow wouldn’t he? Yes.

So that’s the 1980s?

I think that’s the 1980 one, yes indeed.

1987?

Yes.

Thank you. And what relations did you have with the work of Donald Heath or others
at NASA with the Nimbus Four and then Nimbus Seven?

Well, very – I mean very little really. Hmmm, it was painfully clear that they had
published some things on trends which needed a lot of checking and they were
claiming sort of huge changes which just couldn’t have been missed by the Dobson
network. And, yeah, I mean this is the same old story that … experts in building
instruments to put on satellites are not necessarily experts on the earth’s atmosphere at
all [laughs]. You know, they’re making very specialised measurements and they
often interpret them in ways which are – a dynamic meteorologist would simply
recognise were completely spurious. Hmmm, I mean this was one of the nice things
about actually seeing the TOMS data came out. I mean I think it’s fair to say that the
TOMS instrument is the first one to produce easily believable measurements of the
ozone in the atmosphere.
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And that started in 1978, Nimbus Seven went –?

Yeah. Was it? I can’t remember. No, not as early as that surely, no.

That’s when Nimbus Seven was launched.

Was it? Oh, dear.

Before that it was Nimbus Four.

We used to have a graph somewhere, perhaps it’s still up here. Not that I ever look at
it these days but [laughs] – this is one of the problems of different satellites, if you
want to deduce trends you have to know how they combine with each other [laughs].
So what’s this tell us about TOMS? SVUV, SVUV – now N7 TOMS. Yes, you’re
quite right, 1979 was the first –

Oh, so that was when the first results –?

That’s the N7 TOMS, that was the – and then the EP TOMS [ph]. Yes, so they would
have been probably the first one.

So were you looking at these –

No.

At this time in ‘79?

No, they weren’t – I mean there was nothing like this. Now they’ve got – freedom of
information means that I can get them every day but in those days a) you didn’t sit in
front of a screen so often [laughs] and b) they weren’t immediately published at all. It
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took – what did it take? After the Nature paper which they had a preprint of, or rather
they had – they had advanced warning before the paper was submitted actually that
we were going to claim that there was a change.

How did they achieve that advanced warning?

Oh, Brian asked me if I would mind it being sent to Johnston in the States. If you
remember we were extremely naughty to the world, we published the paper just as
they’d completed their first WMO assessment of ozone and [laughs] it appeared in
that as a sort of footnote saying that, you know, various people who claimed that
ozone changes and this, that and the other [laughs]. And it was, what, October? I
think it was October of ‘80 –

Five?

Six, no, ‘80. Oh, ‘85, May ‘85. Sorry, yes, October ‘85 before I received a message
from the American embassy that Bob Watson was coming over with maps from
TOMS and would I like to see them, to which the answer was yes please [laughs].

So that was the first time you saw the satellite images?

Yeah, well, it’s the first time, I mean I think they’d been printed the week before after
all – I mean it took a long while to rework them. I never quite understood the inside
story but, hmmm, but Adrian Tuck came along as well and it was really quite new
[ph] but I’ve still got copies, is that true? Yes, I have somewhere [laughs].

[End of Track 14]
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[Track 15]

Hmmm, can I start today by just asking about the involvement of your stations, Halley
Bay and Argentine Islands, in two systems for global atmospheric monitoring in the
‘60s and ‘70s, the World Weather Watch, which I think was started in the early ‘60s,
and the Global Atmospheric Research Programme which ran from 1967 onwards, but
wasn’t really taking place properly until well into the seventies I don’t think, but the
contributions of your stations to that?

Oh, in a sense we were the precursor of that with the IGY and ever since, hmmm,
Halley Bay and Argentine Islands, until we gave it away to the Ukrainians [laughs],
has taken – essentially contributed data to any international programme of that sort. I
mean you missed the quiet sun year, there was a quiet sun year. If you remember the
IGY was a sunspot maximum, quite a big solar maximum and then the next solar
minimum, hmmm, to get to [ph] – to try and study the contrast, there was another year
of co-operation for that.

And I think that you said earlier in the recording that many of these stations that were
set up from the IGY stopped –

Yes, indeed.

Recording and collecting.

Ours were, and the South Pole station for the Americans, hmmm, a few of the Russian
stations but quite a lot of the other ones closed unfortunately. Germany came along
with Neumayer station soon after the ozone scare and, hmmm, so – I’ve forgotten
what there are now, there’s probably ten stations all together I suppose covering the
Antarctica, which doesn’t sound much but it’s sufficient given satellites that you’ve
got ten anchor points to hang onto and so you should be able to guess when the
satellite goes wrong, as it sooner or later does, or it deteriorates or something of the
sort. In fact we’re running into trouble with the, hmmm, OMI on the satellite which
gives us the ozone there now. White stripes visible on it where something has slipped
and you can’t get the full field of view of the instrument, and so they decided to black
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out the – white out the bits where the data is suspect and luckily in the pole you’ve got
fourteen orbits per day and so that means that each orbit is – it gets very narrow as
you approach the pole so to speak, the bit you can see, so you can afford to miss every
other orbit just about and still get a moderately good picture. And no doubt if you did
some sensible mathematics in the field, serving [ph] in the long run.

[03:00]

Thank you. And if we can return to your story at the point we left it which was just at
the time in the early ‘80s when you were beginning to receive back from Halley Bay
and Argentine Islands low results for ozone levels in the spring, could I ask you to tell
the story of your memory of beginning to receive those low results?

Er, yes, you make it sound as if we had nothing else to do. Unfortunately that wasn’t
the case and the two co-authors of the paper, their job was to keep an eye on things as
they came in. And so actually I heard about this a little bit late and my first reaction,
as anyone should be in essence, is if your observations of ozone start to change you
should be – the first question you should ask is has something gone wrong with the
instrument. And so you have to go through all the procedure of the calibrations and
comparisons and so on and so forth, and convince yourself that it’s not the instrument
or the people operating it but is actually something real. By the time this was sorted
out the sort of next lot of observations we looked at just had got considerably lower,
hmmm, and it was then fairly obvious that you had to believe it or not and if you
believed it you had to publish it pretty quickly because it was fairly clearly important.
One of the odd things about the whole of the ozone story I suppose is it demonstrates,
you know, how shall we put it [laughs], in a rather worrying way how
compartmentalised science can get. Sherry Rowland and Mario Molina had given this
warning that chlorine could be important, etc, etc. Hmmm … they clearly, by the
time we talked to them, had no idea what incredibly low temperatures are reached in
the Antarctic stratosphere. I mean when I started to do a very crude modelling of
what might be expected, if you look in the recommended reaction rates for – air rates
for some appropriate reactions you discover to your horror they had never been
measured at the sort of temperatures you can get in the Antarctic winter [laughs].
And so it goes on. It shows very clearly, almost the same in the Met Office, that there
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was this huge gulf between people who wrote papers and the poor people who made
observations, there was very little feedback, you know, by the people who regarded
the data as important to the people who were making it. So you get this terrible
situation where you get young men, even in the Met Office, old men, being paid to do
something of which they’ve got really no idea why they’re doing it and they don’t
really understand how important it is to take every effort to stop doing silly things,
impossible to completely eliminate [laughs] and so on. But, you know, it’s much the
same with the theoretical chemists. They really had no idea what the real Antarctic
atmosphere was like and so I suppose it’s not surprising that no-one really sort of
thought Antarctica was a place where you ought to be looking for this but when you
look back with hindsight it is perfectly obvious. And I suppose I’m as guilty as
anyone, I knew perfectly well about stratospheric clouds – in the winter polar
stratospheric clouds. I’ve even got some got good pictures of them and so on and so
forth but since the chemists had sort of issued their blanket statement that there can’t
ever be enough particles in the atmosphere for chemical reactions on them to be
important you [laughs] – until you’re sort of pressed and are struggling to find
something to latch onto – you know, it’s difficult when people tell you don’t think
about this to suddenly say, ‘Oh damn it, you have to, look.’ [laughs] So it was a very
curious situation. There we are.

[07:35]

So that lack of theoretical work on Antarctic stratosphere explains partly why you
suspect initially that it was equipment failure rather than –

Oh, no sorry, no, no, no, please don’t misunderstand me. You can’t suspect it’s an
instrument, what you’ve got to do if you want to report something as being real data,
you simply are forced – one of the first things you’re forced to do is make sure you do
believe that nothing’s happened to the instrument. You know, you mustn’t sort of
lock it the other way so to speak [laughs], just because things appear to change it must
be an instrument change. No, you have to eliminate –
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What did you do then to satisfy yourself that it wasn’t the instruments?

Oh, well I simply asked my young men to show me what they should have been
showing me all along which was the internal calibrations done every year, so you
make sure that all the – you know, one of the huge problems of running a Dobson
spectrophotometer is that you spend as much time making instrumental checks and
internal calibrations as it were as you do actually doing the procedures which lead you
to the ozone measurement as a result. And any station which fails to do that, I mean
and you can look through the history of many stations and you can find that they
didn’t take enough trouble to make sure the instrument’s actually behaving or
misbehaving. And there’s one incredible paper, and again it was another one of these
terrible things, it was some Americans who just started asking all the stat – ozone
stations around the world for copies of their data, never having made any
measurements themselves, and they produced a paper in which ozone was increasing
at about five per cent per year at some Indian stations. And, you know, anyone
knowing anything about this thing would look at it and say, you know, forget it, go
and ask them to show you their instrument calibrations and the standard tests and all
the rest of it, there must be something – something wrong, it just – you know, it’s
quite inconceivable.

So you asked them to show that they’d been doing the calibrations and presumably
they had.

Yes, and they looked all right and I mean in essence what you want – what you’re
looking for is a fundamental constant called L naught [L0] and if L0 stays the same
over a reasonable number of years, you’re convinced the instrument is moderately
clean and so on and so forth, and provided they used the procedures in the
measurement, you then have to sort of make sure they haven’t changed – to save time
decided to do sort of shorthand cuts sort of thing. But basically if you’ve trained
people to write enough things down as they go along there’s usually enough evidence
sitting there to enable you to be half certain that [laughs] what you suspect has
happened, has happened, and – yes, a strange time.

[10:46]
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And if, as you say, you’re slightly behind in getting the low results because I think you
said that your – the co-authors of the paper were looking at these results and –

And I was busy and I didn’t pay enough attention to what was going on [laughs], so it
was nearly too late.

Do you remember when you yourself first saw –?

Oh, when they showed me a plot I sort of erupted because it was already then fairly
deep and if it was real, you know, it demanded to be published almost immediately. I
suppose the funniest thing about it all was it – well, it more or less coincided with an
external review of our science and so I had to make a presentation at this and it
seemed the obvious thing to tell them about, hmmm, provided I was convinced myself
and had worked it through. And, hmmm, I’ve never forgotten to this day, I foolishly
said to the director’s secretary, ‘It should be an interesting meeting next week.’ And
she looked at me a bit strangely and after the meeting had all finished she looked even
more strangely at me saying, ‘What on earth did you say that last week for?’ And I
said, ‘Well, no-one really seemed to react did they, but if you wait for another six
months I think you’ll see what I meant.’ [laughs] And she had been seconded from the
treasury and the next time I was in London I happened to spot her in the tube station
and she took the trouble to – she was on the opposite platform, she took the trouble to
miss her train and come up over a bridge and come down and say to me, ‘Yes, I do
see what you meant’ [laughs]. So that was nice.

So this external review was a NERC review of –?

Yes, indeed.

Of BAS?

Well, of BAS, of BAS geophysics, you know, er, of – of my section –

So you presented those, the ozone findings, there?
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Yes. I told them what it was all about, yes.

And – but the reaction from that story –

Well, there were several people there who we shall not name I should think who
ought to have reacted but didn’t react as strongly as I thought they would. No, the
only real reaction was to say publish it as quickly as possible and see what happens.
I’ll tell you one little bit that’ll amuse you if I may. You came to the …

The ozone?

The anniversary thing didn’t you?

Yes.

Yes. That’s where I learnt for the first time that my head of division had tried to
suppress that paper. He’d written to the Met Office, a copy of which still exists,
saying he believed this paper shouldn’t be published ‘cause it’d be very embarrassing
if my inferences were wrong [laughs].

And who was that at BAS then who was –?

Michael Rycroft, I should have – sorry, wipe that out of the tape. Yes – no, I was
quite – I mean I knew he wasn’t at all happy but – well, I could tell you other stories,
which I won’t, not in front of the microphone, yes.

But that effort failed in the sense that you were able to –?

Well, it seems to be in the Met Office archives without any comment on it. Yes, it did
fail. It might have saved us getting a misprint in the Nature paper [laughs].
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And so what year was this external review where you presented the –?

It must have been the November before the paper came out in the following May, yes,
I suppose, so that’s what, ‘84, November ‘84. Does that make sense? Yes, indeed.

[14:50]

I wonder whether you could describe any – you’ve just mentioned the opposite of
what I’m asking for, in other words someone thinking that perhaps you were wrong in
wanting to prevent the paper coming out.

Yes.

But did you experience –? What can you say of any pressure of the other kind of
people saying to you, you need to publish before you felt that you ought to? In other
words –

Well, it was too late.

But was there any pressure to publish before 1985 at the stage when you were
convincing yourself that it wasn’t the instruments, that it wasn’t another reason, was
anyone saying –?

No, not really, no. No, I mean I think – well, it wasn’t too bad was it, what five
months, six months [laughs]. We actually put the paper in the post on Christmas Eve
in fact, so – no, it was by the time it had been rehashed several times and, er, yeah.
The one thing we never really got credit for was everyone seems to have forgotten,
although I thought I’d spelt it out very clearly, was that we also had, whatever it was,
well, upper air information since 1956, ‘57, and although one of the immediate
reactions to the paper was to claim it was most likely not chemistry but dynamics, I
mean the answer is really quite straightforward. I’m sorry, it can’t be dynamics, we’d
see something in the temperature and the winds and, you know, they’re all perfectly
normal, nothing’s changed dramatically over twenty-five years of balloon
measurements. And so I think we’re entitled to say that it, you know, just simply
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can’t be dynamics or it would show up and – in which case there’s only one, you
know, possibility left, it has to be what everyone’s been telling us for years, that the
CFCs are going to show up somewhere.

[17:00]

Yes. Now the timescale that you’ve given me for this, you know, the reception of this
data and the publishing of it varies from accounts of the ozone crisis, which obviously
may well be inaccurate but the impression you get from reading books like Rowan’s
book, the Ozone Crisis, is that the first sort of low results came in 1982 and then there
was this long period until the publishing and –

No, this is all – I mean when you look back you can kick yourself for not thinking
something funny was going on but really unless you were watching it every – every
week or so you – I think it would be unkind to say we should have – we couldn’t have
published any earlier because one would have been in grave doubt about whether – it
would have meant an awful lot of statistics. We left it so long that all you needed at
that time was grandmother. No, I mean it’s what I call grandmother’s test, that if I
show this picture to grandmother will she see what I’m talking about, and the answer
is well, yes, she should do [laughs]. But, you know, you don’t need standard
deviations or whatever. In fact I think I invented this new method of presentation. I
don’t know if you remember, the Nature graphs actually show the envelope, the
highest and lowest values ever recorded. And okay, we … we were a bit pedantic and
one of the things we always used to do with ozone results was to look at the upper air
temperatures. You can be fairly sure that if you get a big change in ozone you’re
going to see something changing in the temperature graph, and that’s simply to say
that before the paper any change of ozone was indeed dynamic usually [laughs]. So
you had – you had to see something in the upper atmosphere records as well and so if
you got one without the other you should scratch your head and perhaps apply a little
quality control and flag it and so on and so forth, I mean all of which are reasonably
permissible. It sounds a bit like cheating as it were but it’s not because, you know,
when people are doing measurements every day, every hour or something of the sort,
something goes wrong sooner or later. You know, someone misreads something,
someone sort of instead of writing down fifty-nine manages somehow to do it to
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ninety-five or the other silly things the human mind [laughs] does, so you must have
some quality control. And I don’t think anyone could seriously have said that in ‘82
you would have convinced yourself that there was anything other than some noise
about the place.

[19:51]

Now if we can talk now about the Nature paper itself. I suppose that the first question
that arises is why Nature, why did you choose Nature as the journal to which you
should send this article?

Well, I think the real answer to your question is the heading.

[Reads aloud] ‘Letters to Nature’?

Yes, letters are – I mean letters are short, the paper is – what is it, I can’t remember
what it is, one, two, it’s only about four pages.

Yes.

Yes, that’s right, yes. And if you want to get something through – I mean, you know,
it’s a long process by the time you’ve gone through the review and answered all the
obvious things which people are going to say to you, don’t be silly and all the rest of it
[laughs]. So it had to be short and it really had to go in as letters and not as a bigger
article. So I guess the real point about the paper was to be as concise as possible to
put enough graphs in which were moderately sensible –

Yes, I wonder whether you could talk about the graphs and the decisions that you
made in presenting the data in the very particular way in which you did present it in
order to be convincing. Are you able to remember, yes, the decisions you made in
presenting in that way rather than any other, the layout of the graphs and so on and
the –?

Yes, perhaps we should go back –
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Yes.

Well, we’ll point out that one of the references in here, wherever it is, is actually to a
British Antarctic Survey report by Farman and Hamilton, hmmm, in which we
reviewed the data from IGY up to – what does it say? Oh, it says 1975 but I thought
we did all the way up to 1976, never mind.

There is a 1977 paper written by both of you so –

Oh, is there?

Yes.

Oh, no, no, no. Hmmm, no, it’s a [inaud]. Where are we?

Here you are –

I think that must be an error, that ‘75, frankly. Ah, that one, there’s no – no, that’s not
the one. Hmmm, that just goes to show there is a misprint in this interesting paper.
That must say … mustn’t it? Oh, dear, the things one learns sooner or later. I don’t
suppose I can find it now, oh. Fairly complete discussion of twenty-five years of
ozone data with all the supporting facts which show the instruments behaved
themselves and so on and so forth. And then when we did that one of the things we
were fairly careful about was to compare ozone values against the temperatures and if
there was any reason to suppose that something is a bit suspicious we then actually
look back at the original data sheets and sort of worked all the way through and
occasionally just found some simple mistakes and occasionally just sort of had to put
large question marks in and disregard them on the first – or give them very low
weight on the first run through. But it was a surprising actually homogenous set, it
really was – had very tight climatology, which is a bit strange because the
meteorology as such that that should – well, you can see from the envelopes here –

[23:38]
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And by envelopes you’re referring to the first graph?

Well, this is actually the highest value in twenty-five years or – well, by the time we’d
finished this we’d now got another ten years to play with, so that – and that was the
highest value in that interval, that was the lowest value in that interval and that was
the mean variation. When they sort of fall out of the envelope really what anyone
says about statistics, you have to sort of say to yourself, well, these at least are
unprecedented values [laughs]. Now whether you believe them, that’s another –

So this is the top left graph on the first page that has any images.

Yes.

And by dropped out of the envelope you’re referring to the dots –

Well, this is below the – these are much lower than any value seen in the rest of the
dataset.

I see, yes. And you say you invented this is as a method of –

Well, I’d never seen a graph – well, I mean I’ve seen things which normally you’d put
in the Gaussian distribution here, but I decided that it was much more dramatic if you
actually put in the highest and the lowest because, you know, if these had fallen in
here somewhere one might have been a little bit uncertain but since they dropped
outside it the obvious thing to do seemed to be say, well, here’s the highest we’ve
seen before, here’s the lowest we’ve seen before and, you know, gosh, these are low
aren’t they? [laughs]

Yes.

That’s what I sort of say with grandmother, you know, you don’t really need to start
talking about distributions and frequency distributions and such like things if it’s
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perfectly obvious what’s going on. I mean you can see at Argentine Islands it wasn’t
really – I mean everyone asks about that one as well and the –

Could you –?

Well, I mean that looks dramatic but it’s partly dramatic because you’ve blown the
scale up to make it look a bit dramatic [laughs]. Hmmm, and it’s – you know, it’s
really quite difficult to tell where you think there is an ozone hole because to some
extent these are correlated with the winter temperatures. Hmmm, in very cold years
there’s always smaller ozone anyhow, so it’s all a bit strange really. Anyhow. And
that wasn’t really the point [laughs].

[25:57]

And are you able to remember particular decisions you made in the actual
construction of the text in preparing this paper in the way that you presented this
argument in the paper? I know it’s quite a long time ago but sitting down to write
this.

Hmmm, no, I think the – I mean it was fairly obvious that there would be a certain
amount of hesitation in accepting it, shall we say [laughs], particularly considering the
inference which we were to draw from the fact that upper air had stayed much the
same that, you know, it really had to be chlorine. And, er, I suppose really the main
thought was to make it as simple and as clear as one possibly can. It was a bit
unfortunate that I went through some of that chemistry but, er … nevertheless I think
it wasn’t too bad for, what did we spend, just over a month writing it, the science got
through [ph] [laughs].

What was Brian and Jonathan’s role in writing it?

[laughs] Oh, to point out I couldn’t spell and a few other things. Hmmm … no, I
think shall we say … I ran at the front [laughs]. Hmmm … in any case we had the
gentleman, his name Brian, was a bit equivocal. Brian Thrush was a bit equivocal
about it, that’s a chemist, but Bob Murgatroyd, who was, em, a – what was he? Ex© The British Library Board
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deputy director of the Met Office but he’d been working with me for two or three
years and he was like a brick wall. If you threw something stupid at him it would
come back [laughs] really so – the fact that he was fairly happy with what was written
and didn’t think we should change too much of it.

And in the acknowledgements, did you say Brian Thrush?

That’s Brian Thrush –

What then was his view of this?

Well, he … I mean he … I don’t think he was very happy about the whole thing but
we – I mean I’d had a research student doing a PhD, Silnickas, and –

Sorry, what was their surname?

Silnickas.

Yes.

Brian was there ‘cause he was – his profession. Bob Murgatroyd was there because
he shared with me some of the supervision things. And this was a paper where we
had run just a 1D model. This was before the days of huge computer power and …
and John Pyle who was here – I mean had been running 2D models for a long while. I
– I hated the sight of 2D models because people don’t seem to realise that there’s a
huge mathematical gulf between odd order models, one and three, and the silly things
which two and four, which are non-physical so to speak [laughs].

I don’t – could you explain that?

Well, the boundary conditions and all these things don’t really sort of behave in the
same way as they do in odd numbered models. So if you can’t do a 3D model, which
we couldn’t because we didn’t have the computer power, then really to me, and in the
way in fact the Antarctic behaves, it makes much more sense to run a 1D model, i.e.
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to allow air to go up and down inside a column, than it does to start putting in silly
things where transport, horizontal transport, can be accomplished by 2D modelling
‘cause it basically isn’t the way the real atmosphere behaves. So I was quite happy in
running a 1D model which after all – it was in fact the first attempt to model ozone at
realistic Antarctic temperatures, although we cheated ‘cause we didn’t really go to the
heart of winter [laughs] but that was another story. Yeah, looking back one would –
could have had things ready so much earlier if we’d have thought about it properly but
…

You were saying – you were going to go on to say why Thrush was not convinced or
not enthusiastic about the paper and this was connected to the research student.

Hmmm … I’m sorry, no, I’m just being unkind to Brian. I was just surprised at how
casually he sort of regarded it [laughs]. Once it sort of dawned on me and Bob I
suppose that, hmmm, this was potentially very exciting as it were, and we were a little
bit taken aback when other people sort of wondered what we were getting excited
about [laughs].

[31:53]

Yes, how did you feel about these results? And it’s one thing to talk about the fact
that you’ve scientifically observed something that you’re convinced is significant, but
how did you actually feel about –? Because you’re hinting at a kind of emotional
interest in this. How did you feel about the fact that you’d spotted very low ozone?

Er … the answer is to be found in that other reference you gave me. Where that is
heaven alone knows. Can I find it? It’s – oh, dear. [pause – looking through papers]
Oh, perhaps I didn’t save it after all. [pause – looking through papers] Well, there we
are, I don’t even remember what I’ve written do I. It was to do with when aircraft
flew over you just sprayed some CFCs into the atmosphere, so you made quite sure
that everything stayed in the form of chlorine nitrate [both laugh]. No, it must have
been a joke I made. Ah, forget it, yes. [pause – looking through papers]
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Yes, I was just wondering, given that there’s a difference between sort of observing
something and seeing that it’s happened –

Yeah.

And actually having certain feelings about it, I wonder what were your emotional or
moral feelings about finding a drop in ozone which you believed to be connected to
the emission of chemicals, I mean how you felt about it?

Hmmm … well, in essence it was – it had to be chemical literally as I say because we
had enough upper air observations to convince us that the circulation could have
changed only negligibly over that length of time. So almost by definition if ozone’s
changed the only other thing it can be is some chemistry, and since people had been
telling us for years that it’s bound to be – you know, chlorine’s bound to do
something it sort of suddenly became horribly apparent that it was high time people
started running models in the right place. I mean our pioneer effort of the one
dimensional model, in which we showed very conclusively in essence that even
summer time chemistry would have removed all the ozone from the Antarctic
stratosphere, hmmm, apart from the fact that the whole air was sinking so you’re
simply dragging more ozone from the top as it – you know, if we ran the model with
no motion in ozone just disappeared before the polar night came along and, you know,
the atmosphere wasn’t like that, there was ozone all the way through the – through the
polar night. In fact, as you might expect, in the darkness you don’t expect any
chemistry to be possible, thank goodness [laughs]. So … yes I mean, you know, it is
clear we don’t understand the chemistry sufficiently well. We know we’ve still got to
put our thinking caps on and see what all the missing features are which everyone has
ignored. I mean in essence all the models had previously been run at mid latitudes,
hmmm, and which means in effect that you’re running at a very narrow temperature
range and then you are completely justified probably in ignoring all the possible
particles about the place. I don’t know, we were sort of – I mean the main thing was
to get the facts published in such a way that if possible people wouldn’t be arguing
too much about whether it could possibly be true or not but were prepared to accept it
and, hmmm, start investigating it in great detail as soon as was possible. And that was
very lucky because the States had been building up for years these spy aircraft and
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equipping them with instruments and – mind you it still took, anyway, another – what
‘87 was it, 1987?

Hmm.

Was the airborne expedition where everything sort of began to fall into place,
although there was still a fair amount to do before the real story became apparent
[laughs].

[37:32]

I’ll ask you about the period sort of 1985 to 1990, given that 1990 is the time when
the Montreal protocol becomes sort of strengthened –

Yes.

But can I just stick now to the immediate period after you published this paper and
ask you first what was the first sort of fairly immediate response of scientists to the
publishing of the Nature paper to start with? And if we could start with British
scientists and then move out.

Well, Bob Murgatroyd very kindly took me down to the Met Office to see his group
and, hmmm, which includes Rod Jones and some other people [laughs]. And, er, the
reception there, despite Bob being by my side, was one of frank disbelief [laughs]. I
then discovered that Brian had actually sent a – Brian Thrush had sent a pre-print to
Harold Johnson in the States, who on the whole seems to have thought it might be
sense [laughs]. That didn’t appear until later. No, from the accept – well, I suppose
we ought to talk just briefly about the review process, hmmm, and in my current state
of anxiety about peer review it perhaps [laughs] should not come as any surprise –
how do I word this? Hmmm … one review went almost like this, it was handwritten
on a half sheet of foolscap [laughs] and it said, ‘This is impossible. However, if it’s
true it’s obviously important, you’d better publish it straight away’. The other one,
hmmm … I suppose I’d better not disclose that I know who wrote it, told me a lot of
things I didn’t know about the Antarctic stratosphere, but also seemed to think that we
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probably could measure ozone and therefore it was worth publishing, whereupon it
was published in May. And you know about the story of the correction of the figure
don’t you, or do you not?

I think you may have told me off the tape, so could you say –?

Yeah, I said – I’ll explain it again, yes. It was – I suppose I’m an awkward cuss so the
following won’t surprise anyone but it really did seem to one that no-one who knew
anything about ozone had bothered – had read the paper at Nature. And so what we
got was the sub-editors trying to tell us we couldn’t write English and various other
things, so I think we had something like 150 suggested amendments to the paper in
which we cheerfully pointed out that probably about 100 of them actually reversed the
sense of what we were trying to say [laughs] and therefore we would rather they were
left alone. Another 40 were completely trivial and didn’t – if they wanted to put a
comma here or something there they were entitled to do it. The other ones we weren’t
awfully worried about anyhow but – and then when it was published a sub-editor had
noticed that although we explained PPT in the paper that it wasn’t actually explained
on the diagram and so they very kindly put in an explanation for us and called it parts
of 1000 instead of parts per trillion which is a mere error of ten to the tenth [laughs].
So there was a serious error in the paper, I don’t think – was that John Maddox there?
It was, and he was not amused when I pointed this out and he did actually reprint the
paper, the reprints were … but in the original journal it had this wonderful error in it.
There we are. And then we just had to sit and wait for reactions to appear, and that
took an awful long while in fact. In fact very little feedback came through to us until
a telephone call from the United States embassy to say that Bob Watson was coming
across, bringing some satellite pictures of the TOMS maps of ozone measurements,
would I like to wander down to the embassy to have a look at them. So the answer
was yes and there – you’ve seen they’re next door in fact, some of the original ones,
and it was nice to see that you could understand what the maps looked like, sort of the
meteorology, which I mean after all we had just two stations and, hmmm, it could all
have been happening on one side or whatever, and so it was nice to sort of see the
vortex staring you in the face. And thereafter it took off at great speed and the next
year we were in Berlin writing a book about it and – and then the American aircraft,
airborne experiment, was announced. It was obvious that we should do something to
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help them if we could, so we wanted to fly some ozonesondes from Halley while the
aircraft were flying about. Hmmm … NERC behaved with true NERC generosity
said they couldn’t possibly afford to buy us whatever it was, fifty ozonesondes, i.e.
about 3,000 pounds or something of the sort. But luckily, hmmm … ICI, when
reminded of the – of the fact that they gave generous grants for people working on
ozone, very kindly said that they would pay for them, ‘cause I couldn’t get any money
from the director of the survey either. He claimed money was so tight again we
couldn’t afford 3,000 pounds. All good fun, yes. So we did, we flew ozonesondes
while the campaign was on and, er …

What year was this?

‘87.

‘87.

Yes. In fact not only did we fly them but in order to make sure the aircraft had them
they came back to – it was much easier to get them up on the radio from Halley to
Cambridge and send them back from Cambridge to Punta Arenas [laughs]. But that
way it meant we saw them at the same time, so that was perhaps good sense in that …
yes, so –

[45:35]

What was there in terms of a sort of immediate popular response to the paper if any in
that –?

Er … the – NASA made a press release when they’re reworked the satellite data.
Hmmm, I mean you know the story that they simply had invented upper and lower
limits and all the – in the last October before the – well, in the October which
coincided just before the meeting I had in Cambridge they were actually flagging
something like seventy per cent of the October data but no-one was looking at it and,
you know, flagged the data but no-one was actually told. Someone had forgotten to
write a little message saying, you know, this is how much data we’ve had to disregard
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this particular month, I mean anyone with any sense would have put a little flag up
which says we’ve discarded ninety per cent, 100 per cent or something [laughs]. And
they had no idea so when – it took them – yes, what was it, from – well, they knew
about it before the publication in May. I mean they knew about it in something like
January and, hmmm, it was October before they’d reworked it and drawn pretty maps.
And when they’d done this they made a press release and that’s where the ozone hole
came from. And no-one quite owns up to it but it certainly appeared in the
Washington Post but who’s actually responsible for the name ‘hole’ – not that it
matters very much.

Appeared in the Washington Post following the publication of the NASA maps?

Yes, indeed. Well, they had a press release and the Washington correspondents must
have asked some questions, someone said, well, it looks like a hole doesn’t it, or
something [laughs].

Yes, we should probably say that this satellite data, that there’d been a – Nimbus
Seven had had two ozone instruments on since 1978 but as you said they discarded
these very low – or ignored these very low values because it was –

Well, they simply put in an upper limit and a lower limit. I mean you get so much
data from an instrument like that and, I don’t know if things have changed, I very
much doubt it, but although they’re prepared to spend several million dollars putting
the damn thing up there they’re not prepared to pay one person’s salary just simply to
look at what comes back and it’s so mad you could scream, I mean it really is. So,
you know – I mean at least they didn’t delete it, you know. When they wanted to they
could go back and look and see what the values were.

So this was the – was this the TOMS –

Yes, every one of the –

Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer –
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[Inaud], yeah.

And is it TOMS data that produced the maps that Bob Watson showed you –

Yeah –

And was it the US embassy in Britain that you – in London that you visited?

Yes, in London, yes indeed.

What do you remember of that – of that occasion of going down there and seeing
these things for the first time?

Hmmm … not really very much. I mean by that stage the Americans were – I mean
they’d already had the press release by the time they came across. I think they were
then thoroughly convinced. Hmmm, what’s his name? Oh, gosh, I shall go mad soon
[laughs]. He was at the – he was in the Met Office and he was – Adrian Tuck. He
came to the meeting from the Met Office at the same time and he just politely said to
me, well, I see what you were talking about now [laughs]. We all thought you were
mad but – so it was nice too – and, yes, well then really was the question of trying to
raise some money to help with the airborne campaign.

[49:45]

Well, we really got little encouragement from either the director or from NERC or
anything of the sort, it was rather painful. But there we are.

Yes, you’ve mentioned a very specific case of someone at BAS’s view of this paper,
but more generally what was the view of this paper and this finding within BAS at the
time?

Oh, up till then not very much but after the satellite data came across and then it
appeared in the Post, then naturally that was when one started appearing on television
because they’d ring up and say what’s happening this year, and so every year
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thereafter for the next fifteen years you would pontificate and say it’s getting worse or
it’s not or whatever and try generally to hold things in place. [Sighs] Yeah, it was a
funny time. I mean I travelled the world, I suppose I just about lectured in every
continent except Australia where they seemed to think they knew as much about it.

[51:05]

What memories do you have of appearing on British media of various kinds?

On British media? [laughs]

From your first appearance, which you seem to imply came after the publishing of the
satellite maps.

Yes, yes.

And that happened in October of ‘85?

Er, yes.

Yeah. So could you tell the story of your first approach as it were from a British
media?

I can’t honestly remember who it was. I have a feeling it was Channel Four. Lance?
Lance McGinty, something like that? Laurence McGinty was there?

Sounds familiar.

Yeah, I think that’s right, yes. Well, we got on quite well together and so it was all
very friendly. You got used to the idea that, hmmm, nothing which was said the first
time can be of the slightest use, so once you’ve gone through it once you start again
[laughs], you gradually refine it, which I suppose leads me to the best story. It went
on like this for several years and then I can remember one evening he came up to
Cambridge and we did a little piece in the usual sort of way, and I looked at him
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expectantly when he sort of said to the man, sort of switch it off. And I said now
we’ll have a cup of coffee and start again. He said, no. No, that was perfect he said
[laughs], and I thought perfect? Does he mean perfect? So I waited with great
expectation to see this perfect interview, and you’ll never guess what happened.

They didn’t broadcast?

It wasn’t broadcast. President what’s his name? President Reagan was shot,
remember that? So not surprisingly [laughs] there was no space next day and it just
got on – he said he’d send me a copy but I’ve never seen it, so I still give bad
interviews [laughs]. Yes, oh dear, happy days.

In taking part in interviews with British media, do you remember the sorts of
decisions you were making about what sorts of things to say or what sorts of things to
show in order to be convincing about what you wanted to be convincing about?

Yeah, we used very little graphics. I mean it was more or less a question of
comparing it with – previously if anything surprising, still surprising turned up, were
we beginning to understand it, answer. And essentially hammering away at the fact
that at the end of the day no-one really wanted CFCs anyhow, what a waste of money
it all was and, you know, you could do it so much cheaper in other ways. And I
remember getting very angry on one occasion when I suddenly discovered about the
fast food. Do you know about fast food? Well, you want to freeze things quickly so
you need some cold air or something of the sort to blow over it. And what was the
choice they made of what to refrigerate and blow over food to freeze it fast? Well, it
was CFC12, and they didn’t bother to recycle it. Oh, no, it was so cheap you just
chilled at CFC12, chucked it over your food, blew it into the atmosphere and opened
another bottle and – I mean [laughs] can you imagine anything more sort of – you
know, all because once you mass produce something the price per unit trickles down
so low that you don’t bother to do the sums any more. Okay, any one blow over them
so to speak, that’s fine, maybe you chuck it into the atmosphere is the simplest thing
to do, but when you’re doing this sort of 365 days a year, 24 hours a day [laughs] …

And this was happening in the late ‘80s?
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Yeah, this was still happening in the late ‘80s, yes,

[55:33]

And could you tell me about scientific opposition to the arguments that you were
making about –?

Oh, well, opposition is not quite the right way of looking at it, it’s more competition.
Everyone has their pet idea of what’s important and it’s what they’re working on of
course, and so naturally all the dynamic meteorologists were only too eager to point
out how it could happen so easily because of dynamics and they thoroughly confused
the issue. There were the people who knew all about aurora and such like things and
all the funny things which happen in very, very high atmosphere and how if you
brought some of these things down to the ozone layer – of course how you get them
down with a [laughs] weak vertical circulation is not very easy to see but again
everyone who knows something about something is very eager to prove that that’s an
important part of it. And then you just – I continually brought back to the sort of silly
statement which I’ve sort of made already here, that I’m sorry, you know, there is no
reason to suppose that air which demonstrably in the first twenty years of our records
didn’t come down from the upper atmosphere, why it should be coming down now.
And there’s nothing in the upper air measurements which suggests that this is possible
and so on and so forth. So all these ideas are fun, yeah, they might even just be
possible but most of them actually aren’t possible when you think about it, simply
because there are very few people – I mean science is now so specialised there are
very few people who get the whole picture and then see how this can all interact
together over a big scale. You know, you can’t change the world in a huge way
overnight. You know, if you’re going to disturb the vertical circulation it’s got to take
some time and you’re going to see all sorts of side effects which ought to be
immediately obvious anyhow. Hmmm, and then slowly I think all these things had
their little day. I mean the meteorologists went on for a long while about the
dynamics and those huge arguments but basically they never really demonstrated
anything which showed in the least how it could happen without chemicals. And once
the aircraft had flown I mean the story – you know, that was it, there was chlorine
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there and ozone destruction went with chlorine. If you don’t see chlorine you don’t
see ozone destruction, and what more do you want? I mean it’s – you’d have thought
at that stage that the dynamicists would sort of tone down their remarks [laughs] but –

Did they?

Well, yes, because basically no-one had yet succeeded in showing any – you know,
when something did appear it was painfully obvious that, for example, in – well, one
fairly obvious sign straight away was that once you’d got an ozone hole, so to speak,
that particular bit of the vortex simply stayed in place longer than it had before. Why?
Well, if there was ozone in that particular bit of air it would absorb the sun as it came
up to sunlight and it would be warmed up and helped to dissipate the vortex. But in
fact neither the vortex – well, it’s still there at the moment and will probably be there
for another fortnight or something of that sort. Normally it would have gone away
any time from, well, mid-October to probably early December, but now it’s quite
typical for it to go – we’ve seen it sit there until the next year, until January 1st and so
on and so forth. Well, okay, that’s a bit of dynamics but it’s immediately explicable
dynamics, you can see why all that sort of thing happens. Yeah, I’m sure it makes
perfect sense but you – as I say, you can’t do – change one aspect of the atmosphere
without having the effects all over the place which ought to be there to make a
coherent story. Hmmm, and I mean the trouble is even good people actually say silly
things. I mean I told you my story which is take the ozone out then that particular bit
of air no longer absorbs as much ultraviolet radiation as it did in the past, so it doesn’t
warm up as quickly. Now there are people who will tell you that actually what’s
happened is that Decembers have got colder. Well, that’s the whole wrong way to put
it. It’s not that Decembers have got colder, it’s that previously it used to warm up
from October to December and now it doesn’t [laughs]. That’s not the same thing as
saying December’s got colder. I mean, okay, the temperatures in December are lower
than they were in the past but it doesn’t mean to say it’s got colder because in the
scheme of things it simply refused to warm [laughs]. And then there’s this terrible
sort of putting the cart before the horse, you are continually somehow fighting against
it, it seems to me, and even quite intelligent people look at me when I get on my high
horse about that one. ‘No, no,’ they say, ‘the temperatures are lower now.’ ‘Yes,’ I
say, ‘they are but that particular bit of air hasn’t got colder, it just hasn’t warmed up as
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it used to.’ And that – you know, that somehow is so much easier to put across it
seems to me [laughs].

And who were the British meteorologists that you referred to, or dynamicists?

Oh, no, there weren’t very many in Britain who did it, they were the Americans
mainly. What on earth’s the man’s name? Oh, dear, doesn’t matter, it’s unkind.
Schoebel, Mark Schoebel, have you come across? And he was very outspoken as it
was all dynamics to start with and published quite a lot of papers which I’ll be rude
and say I wouldn’t have published myself [laughs], I mean I wouldn’t have allowed to
publish if I’d been a referee. There we are, that’s another story.

[1:01:55]

And can you give me more detail of that visit to the Met Office after the publication
the paper where you say that the –?

Well, I mean let’s be kind. They were mostly young men and they hadn’t lived with
Antarctic ozone for twenty or thirty years and so it was difficult to, hmmm, make the
point, and obviously the paper hadn’t convinced them they were simply being a little
obstreperous and well, as anyone’s got a right to be, you know. You say this but do
you make good observations? Well, we think we do, yes of course you do, yes. No, I
mean I think – trying telling anyone anything new and, you know, you’re bound to
meet some conservatism aren’t you? They just – they weren’t receptive, shall we say?
[laughs] Despite Bob being there, he was prepared to swear we made good
observations anyhow [laughs].

Could you say something about your involvement in presenting the scientific
arguments to I suppose what we might call policy makers or even politicians over the
period? Just for the recording we ought to say that by the time the paper was
published in 1985, there’d been a United Nations environment programme, Vienna
Convention on the projection of the ozone layer, but that hadn’t banned CFCs in any
way, it had only encouraged international cooperation in monitoring the environment.
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I think that’s right to say that isn’t it? So by the time the paper has been published
there’s no ban on CFCs, no –

No.

International effort to limit their use. By 1990, five years later, there’s actually quite
a strong ban on the use of CFCs through the Montreal Protocol. So that’s five years
in which – over which time a – you’re looking doubtful but is this [JF laughs] – does
this make sense to you? So what I’m interested in is the process of going from a point
where there’s free use of CFCs –

Yes.

[1:04:35]

To a ban and your role in making –

Oh heaven knows –

Representations to people who hold or have access to some kind of political power.
Now this might involve meeting politicians, it might involve the sorts of things we’ve
already talked about, giving broadcasts and that sort of thing, but it’s that really; it’s
the relationship between your science and policy makers really.

Yeah, er … let me give you a slightly different view of the history [laughs].

Yes.

Right, the Vienna Convention, what was it, 1980 – no.

It had been –

No, I’ve forgotten the dates.
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It had been adopted by 1985, I’m not sure whether it was 1984.

Oh, 19 – okay, no, it was – yes, that essentially was the result of something like
twelve years’ negotiation. Hmmm, and thanks to all the big chemical companies
putting out their views and indeed, I mean you know, they – it clearly was going to be
a major effort to stop people using CFCs and cause an awful lot of disruption.
However, they’d been working hard for ten years and the Vienna Convention was the
best that they could do. In effect they said we can’t agree to do anything, people may
take individual action, and the aerosols were banned in Europe, for example, and so
on and so forth, but in essence all that the Vienna Convention could say was, well
there may be a problem but we must simply agree to, er … collaborate to do as much
research as possible to see what’s going on. And then every year after that they kept
meeting again to see if they could actually formulate some things for doing it, and the
last one of these was to be in 1987 when the airborne experiment was in progress.
They knew at that particular meeting what the date of the press release from the
airborne experiment was going to be, and I’m afraid I’m a blunt person and I have
told Benedict, who was one of the chief American negotiators, what I think of him
[laughs] and it was quite simply this, that they sat for about four or five months in
1987 striving hard to come up with something to say. They suddenly realised that the
press release was going to be next week and so they came up with this absurd
agreement called the Montreal Protocol, right, which – what did you say? It
controlled the amount of CFCs? Well, I’ll tell you what it said actually [laughs]. It
said we will do nothing until 1990 and we will meet again in 1990 and decide what
controls can be put on it, and that’s it. You know, we believe CFCs may have
something to do with what’s happening in the Antarctic but we haven’t got any firm
evidence at the moment. They only had to wait another week and they’d have had
their damn firm evidence [laughs], but they just chickened out completely, said right,
adjourn the meeting, don’t make any more CFCs, or don’t expand your production of
CFCs, and we’ll meet again in 1990 and take some ‘serious’ [requests commas]
decisions.

[1:08:14]
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Now luckily the first thing they did when they met in 1990 turned out to be the most
sensible thing the Montreal Protocol ever did which was – well, I mean the first thing
they did was actually stupid. They put some numbers on the table which meant in
essence that the – they were, I can’t remember, four parts per billion of CFCs up
there, then – and that by whatever it was, 2000, there would have been eleven parts
had they [laughs] not done something rather much better in 1990. But the figures they
produced in 1990 were absurd anyhow, that doesn’t really matter, what they actually
agreed in 1990 was that the situation was now so serious that they’d better meet every
two years and keeping bouncing and getting it up until it actually got somewhere
sensible [laughs]. They knew they couldn’t do what they really wanted to do straight
away but at least they did agree to meet every two years and produce something. But
I mean the first time was really quite horrible. I mean in 1987 with the evidence just
about to stare them in the face to solemnly say, well, yes we’ll agree to do something
but we won’t decide what until 1990, you know. And if you look, well, can I find it?
I’m not sure I can find it. If – you should see one of my talks in which I put up a
graph of the sales of CFCs, and I put it up and I say look, and you can see the effect of
the Montreal Protocol, it actually increased the sales of CFCs for the next four years
[laughs], as people stockpiled in order to make sure that, you know, essentially there
wasn’t a problem, it’s really – I mean you can literally see a bump in the sales of
CFCs which, you know, coincides with the effect of the publication of our paper. So
publishing a paper about ozone destruction immediately amplifies the sales, yes, good
fun.

[1:10:31]

How close to the protocol negotiations were you and –?

Not at all, not at all. I’ve even been refused access to a protocol meeting at which
NGOs were allowed to go but I couldn’t because I wasn’t an invited government
scientist. [laughs]

Which one? That would have been one of the ones –
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The one in London. I mean I have been to some but very rarely that has anything to
do with negotiation.

Have you been asked to give evidence?

We have given evidence, yes. We wrote a whole series of books. You’ve seen all
those haven’t you? No, probably –

Yes, so we’re talking now about your role in giving evidence which eventually feeds
into the Montreal Protocol. Could you –?

Oh, into the protocol. No, the protocol was fed by Bob Watson and other people from
the States. There were meetings before at which one could get up and speak but again
it was awfully difficult to get people to, hmmm, actually really sort of behave
sensibly. I mean they – I think Bob unfortunately had the attitude he didn’t want to
ask Talba to do too much, or Talba would probably not have done enough anyhow, so
he always asked them for much less than was really obvious what we wanted. And so
it just staggered on getting a bit better each time but it nevertheless was a protracted
process. Hmmm …

Talba?

Sorry, Talba was, I can’t remember, the secretary general of UNEP. Yes. So that was
really where we had a chance of putting something in. Effectively once you’d written
those reports and given it to DoE it vanished into Whitehall and then you were never
quite sure of what the hell was going on.

[1:12:33]

I had a row once with a member of the Foreign Office who later got an award for her
services to these negotiations. I said to her – on one occasion I said, ‘You know there
is a clause in the Montreal Protocol which says no-one should be limited by the
decisions of the protocol. Anyone can act faster on their own initiative if they wish
to.’ And she looked at me and she said, ‘But no-one could do that.’ [both laugh] And
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it was perfectly true, you know, the way it was all organised you went at the pace of
the slowest, and if you read the minutes of all these things I mean effectively they
went to each meeting knowing what ought to be done and they came away having got,
well, not halfway there would be a slight exaggeration but then you got a little way
there and then they’d wait for the next meeting. And you just get the feeling that all
these things are – you know, that’s how they – how life is organised at that sort of
level. I mean we did have a fair amount of success when the Green Party held the
balance of power in Germany, for about two years was it? I’ve forgotten but
something like two years they held the balance of power and we all gave evidence to
them. I’ve never forgotten it because I vanished out to the toilet to come back to find
everyone standing around and so I thought, what’s happened, adjourned? Yes, they
said, the chair lady has adjourned the meeting. Says she has read all our written
evidence, she doesn’t wish us to get up and read it all out again. She has asked us to
appoint someone to tell her what should be done. So I said, ‘And what are you all
standing about for?’ And they said, ‘Well, we thought you might like to.’ So, you
know, I tried to but I mean – and that’s about the only meeting I’ve ever felt actually
got anywhere. And then alas, you know, two years later the greens had lost the
balance of power and back to normal. They got a little bit through, let’s say.

What did you advise them to do then given –?

Oh, I just simply said, you know, you want to get rid of them as quickly as you can
without causing chaos obviously but, you know – and I gave all these examples. I
mean, you know, to make fast food, well, for heaven’s sake if you’re going to do it
recycle the damn stuff. You know, CFCs are perfectly safe, you can have a bath in
them and it won’t do you harm, okay, but don’t let that deceive you. We don’t want
them in the atmosphere, as long as you keep them all sealed up. Every time you have
to scrap a refrigerator you suck the stuff out and destroy it or re – as long as things are
kept inside it matters not a damn. It’s letting them into the atmosphere and, you
know, everyone’s so damned casual, you know. People can’t even tighten nuts up so
they don’t leak. We had a letter from ICI to the States to all their garages and things
simply saying ‘it now appears there’s a problem with CFCs in the atmosphere, it
would probably help if you fitted a thicker hose between the CFC tank and the air
conditioning plant in the car, which should probably cost about 100 dollars’. And that
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just shows you what the automobile industry is like, you know, car, what fifteen,
twenty thousand dollars, and they put the cheapest possible little bit of rubber in
between all this and it leaks. Really, I mean it’s amazing and, you know, it’s on
record, it’s on this silly little thing, fit a thicker hose. High tech stuff [laughs].

[1:16:42]

Could you tell me about your involvement then with the department of environment? I
think there may have been a stratospheric ozone review group –

Yeah.

And then later or earlier a stratospheric research advisory committee but really I’m
asking about your relations from 1985 onwards with that – with the Department of
Environment, the UK one.

Well, they took the view that they wanted advice from all British scientists who were
competent to offer them advice. And so we formed a small group who – Adrian Tuck
I suppose was in charge of it to start with from the Met Office at that stage before he
went to the States. And we tried hard to write short reports in as good English as we
could muster and saying just simply what the facts were. And I mean you – you
probably won’t believe this but I’ve never met a politician who doesn’t think that if
you reduce the rate at which you’re putting something into the atmosphere you don’t
actually reduce the amount in the atmosphere [laughs]. The idea of filling a bath if
you let more out than you put in, you empty the bath if you put more in – if you put
things in more rapidly and it runs out at the other end then you fill the bath. This
doesn’t seem to be common knowledge among politicians. They think, oh, not
putting as much in, it surely must be going down. Well, the answer was no, you
know. CFC12 we’ll still claim gently will – thirty per cent of what was there in 1985
will still be in the atmosphere in 2000, you know, it goes very slowly and unless you
do something positive to remove it faster, you know, you can’t get the amount down
quicker than this.
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When did –?

So it’s really – it’s really quite amazing how difficult it is to get these messages across
to people. I mean I remember when I gave evidence in the House of Commons select
committee, I looked up the membership of the committee just to see if there was
going to be any help from the people sitting on it and there wasn’t a single scientific
qualification apart from someone with a degree in agriculture. It was just frightening.
Yeah.

When was this House of Commons –?

It must have been the next year I think, ‘88 or ‘9 or something of that sort.

And do you remember what you said or showed on that occasion?

Yes, I showed them some graphs and I can remember – well, I can remember to this
day I thought written evidence shouldn’t exceed one side of a sheet of foolscap, they
can’t read any more than that with any understanding [laughs]. So it was one sheet of
foolscap of I hoped quite sensible English, which I don’t think I’ve got a copy any
more, and some graphs showing, you know, the thing. And I can remember to this
day that they were – first of all I’d been told I shouldn’t – I shouldn’t say anything
until I was spoken to as it were and the head of NERC and my director would take the
questions and if they thought there was something technical they might hand it on to
me. But luckily the chairman sort of addressed me straight away, so I – I started
talking as rapidly as possible to keep these other people at bay [laughs]. And I can
remember sort of looking at the committee and they were sitting there with these
pieces of paper in front of them but with a glazed expression over their faces. And so
I sort of banged on the table [bangs on table] and I said, ‘Oh, for God’s sake wake up
and look at that piece of paper I’ve given you.’ [laughs] And they – they did react, it
was quite comical. I wouldn’t do it again … but, no, it really is very discouraging. I
mean to expect any – any sense at all from most of them is just too much. And I’d
just – I’d been to one meeting where something did actually – startling occurred. It
was in Sweden and it was a meeting on CFC113 and I’d been asked to go along, I
don’t know why, I’m no expert on 113 I don’t think, but the door opened, the minister
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walked in, looked the meeting in the face and said, ‘I intend to ban the use of CFC113
in Sweden in six months’ time unless you can convince me otherwise.’ And I
thought, oh, well, had that been Britain the minister would have walked in and said I
now believe we’re going to discuss CFC113. It appears there’s a slight problem about
it, what shall we do about it [laughs]? And you sort of felt, well, at least someone has
done some homework, you know, but it’s so rare. Anywhere else I think it’s – yeah.

[1:12:51]

What was the extent of Margaret Thatcher’s interest and involvement in this?

Well, that’s – oh, I spent a whole television interview, which went on for three
quarters of an hour I think, and they wanted me to … what shall we say, be forthright
about Mrs Thatcher’s views on the environment and things like that. And I said
politely that it wasn’t my job to criticise the prime minister, if they persisted in asking
this question I’d just cover my face up and so they agreed and we started off and then
just as you were sort of talking sense they suddenly switched back to try and get it.
And I spent, you know, most of that effing hour’s interview putting my hands in front
of my face and saying you’ve forgotten what I told you [laughs], I’m not here to
openly criticise the prime minister, you know, it’s not my job. I’ll tell you about
ozone, I’ll tell you about what policies should be, I’m not going to say whether she’s
going fast enough or not, it’s not a personal matter, it’s the advice she gets from
elsewhere which causes it all. Anyhow, she ran this meeting in save the ozone layer
conference in, when was it, ‘90?

1981?

No.

Far too early.

No, no, much later than that, ‘85, ‘6, ‘7, ‘8, ‘89 I suspect it was, wasn’t it?

Hmmm, yes, you’re pictured in …
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Yes, I’m pretty sure it was ‘89 ‘cause the protocol was going to reconvene in 1990.

‘90, yes.

So we had this save the ozone layer conference, hmmm, in which we had six initial
talks of which I – Sherry Rowland started off with talking about what he and Molina
had decided about it all, and then I spoke and then Bob Watson spoke. Anyway, I’d
forgotten he was there. There were six talks and Bob was giving the third one I think
it was, hmmm, whereupon Mrs Thatcher suddenly climbs to her feet and takes her
entourage out, leaving Bob in mid-sentence [laughs] gasping somewhat. She had to
go to a hospital where there’d been a terrible accident or something, had pictures
taken talking to her, so anyhow, that wasn’t a good start. Then we went through all
that, yes, that was fine. And then she appeared later in the day and gave some press
conference and told everyone to go out and buy these wonderful new refrigerators
from ICI which were going to be full of hydro-fluorocarbons 134 and, er, that was
fun. And – and while she was away the heads of delegations from all around the
world, paid for by us [laughs], solemnly got up and made statements about what
needed to be done and so on and so forth. And I thought that’s very interesting,
they’re all saying quite often stronger statements than I say. And then suddenly it sort
of dawned on me, well, actually they weren’t going to be asked to sign anything at
this particular conference, this was a build-up for next year for the protocol. And then
when they came back next year, well, they didn’t quite speak in the same way they
had at this particular conference [laughs]. In fact they didn’t promise to do very much
at all. No, it’s really quite staggering that, you know, with a piece of paper to sign
and politicians don’t commit themselves, if they’re speaking at a preparatory
conference or something of that sort they can all get up and preach and then make it
sound very exciting, oh dear. That wasn’t quite the end of it … what was I going to
say? [laughs] Well, no, it so happened that, hmmm,Virginia Bottomley was
Environment Minister, wasn’t she, at the time. She was the niece of my next door
neighbour, a very old Irish lady and with whom we had a moderate relationship, so I
sort of knew Virginia a little and she came and grabbed me at the end of the meeting
to meet the prime minister you see, oh dear. Well, the prime minister says a few
kinds words and then unfortunately – [telephone rings] is that mine? [break in
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recording]. Ah, okay, so she says to me somewhat sadly, did I make a mistake in
telling everyone to buy this new refrigerator from ICI, you see. What can a poor man
do but say, well, actually I don’t think they’ll be on the markets for a year, what you
saw this morning was a prototype and they haven’t yet gone into mass production.
[laughs] Oh, get rid of this man, I don’t want to – so you get passed off and I find
myself face to face with Denis, you see, that’s what happens to people when [laughs]
– so Denis is busy studying the marble floor and says to me, ‘Tell me Mr Farman, and
what are you going to turn your brilliant mind to now that the ozone question is
settled you see?’ [laughs] Bloody hell, I’ve had enough of this and so I thought, well,
so I said, ‘Oh, I don’t know, there are one or two problems we’re up against. You see
there’s the balance of payments isn’t there? There’s the council tax, there’s …’ and
he has the grace to sort of smile gently and we discover we can talk about rugby
[laughs], and that’s what life at some levels is all about. It’s somewhat sad I’m afraid.

[1:28:33]

Did you reach a point when you thought that enough action had been taken on CFCs?
Was there a –?

No, no. No, I mean the whole exercise – there’s a blog on the BBC, I don’t know if
it’s still up there. I wrote a very harsh criticism of the whole Montreal Protocol
process, I mean which was continuing to dog us until this last year. They allowed an
open ended commitment to the Indians and to the Chinese for unlimited use of
HCFCs and production of HCFCs into the lower limit, with no time set to it. I mean
that’s now been changed and with sufficient bribery the Indians and the Chinese have
agreed to phase out the use of HCFC22. But the trouble with HCFC22, which should
have been known by the people who made it and all the rest of it, was that in the
normal manufacturing process you – it’s made simultaneously with a moderately
small amount of HFC23, which is a greenhouse gas. What’s more it’s a rather
powerful greenhouse gas, a factor of 12,000, which means to say if the Chinese and
the Indian factories burn off their HFC23 they can claim carbon trading rights for
12,000 – you know, if they burn up a ton of HFC23 they can claim carbon trading
rights for 12,000 tons of CO2. And it’s only just been put under control, it was
absolute [laughs] – I mean you just wonder. I mean you can’t blame the Indians or
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the Chinese, any entrepreneur faced with this wonderful bonanza will automatically
take it won’t he? I mean, you know, but when you think about it it’s just absurd. It
got to the stage where well over sixty per cent of the world’s carbon trading rights
were based on these HCFC22 factories in China and India who had the cheek to ask if
they could build new factories. Wouldn’t you?

[1:31:03]

Yes. How did you explain the fact that when this is – when the ozone story is written
about, it’s very often written about as a success story. It’s often opposed to climate
change, because it’s so successful it’s a problem identified political – you know,
politicians mobilised a successful ban by 1990. How has this story become the story?

Just the self aggrandisement I’m afraid of organisations like UNEP who, you know,
believe they shouldn’t be reminded of how slowly they’ve gone about it, how, you
know, they took their eye off the main thing which is just to get rid of the damn things
as quickly as possible, find other things to use. I mean the real question you should
ask is much deeper. We had a Greenpeace conference in Washington, I can’t
remember now, some time in the mid ‘90s I suppose it was, where they showed
beyond any reasonable doubt – well, first of all they showed you don’t need CFCs,
you can just pump the CFC out and pour in some hydrocarbons and you don’t even
need to change the lubrication or the valves or anything, it will work, despite the fact
that ICI and DuPont had told us it wouldn’t possibly work but they sort of showed it
did. They also showed it was not beyond the wit of man to use a wonderful
refrigerator, or two wonderful refrigerators in fact, which are unlikely to do too much
harm, they’re called water and they’re called air. Well, air you need multiple
compressor – multiple compressor stages, so it’s a little bit more expensive in energy
but not very much. Water is just that people don’t particularly like water because you
have to be quite careful with all your joints and things so it doesn’t leak and so on and
so forth but otherwise it’s a perfectly wonderful refrigerator [laughs]. I mean it’s
much the same with ammonia, you know, the little pilot ammonia flame refrigerator
you used to have, don’t need any electricity and don’t even need to be near a mains
electric supply. You just have your little gas pilot lamp and the thing works quite
happily. I mean high tech is the answer to everything for industry ‘cause you can
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make more expensive things and get more profit when you sell them. The low tech
solution, no-one wants. That’s what’s frightening about it all, it’s, you know – and
the fact that very simple ideas which work are actually suppressed because you can’t
make as much profit from them. That’s half the problem.

[1:34:00]

No, I mean I suppose I’d better go on record somewhere as pointing out that, please, if
you ever read the World Health Organisation’s view of the Montreal Protocol just
don’t believe it, they will tell you that the Montreal Protocol has prevented N cases of
eye trouble in the tropics and various other things, and the answer is what on earth do
you mean? There hasn’t been any ozone depletion in the tropics, there hasn’t been
any increase of UV, documented increase of UV in the tropics, what the hell has the
Montreal Protocol got to do with saving all this vast number of malignant melanomas
and all the rest of it, you know. And they – and the world goes mad in front of
environmental problems and alarmist scares and things like that. It sort of somehow
takes the story to be hard evidence and it just, you know – as far as I know no-one has
yet demonstrated anywhere in the world any harm’s been done to anyone by ozone
depletion or any organism. All the krill round Antarctic are very sensible creatures,
they live under the ice, got the most wonderful sun screen there is, you know, and if
they’re in the open water, when the sun comes up they go down. Not the slightest
evidence that anything’s yet changed and, you know, okay, we don’t want to lose the
ozone layer, I’m as keen as anyone to get rid of CFCs and put the ozone layer back to
where it was but you don’t fight battles by misleading the public once they, you know,
get known that this is the sort of thing which goes on. You can’t even start a story
any more, I mean it’s the trouble with climate change. It’s been so overdone, it’s
seized on by politicians ‘cause it’s a wonderful excuse for giving a wonderful new
tax. Save all the budgetary problems, you know, you just put a carbon tax on. Gosh,
isn’t that life? No way, no way. I’m a cynic aren’t I [laughs]?

It seems almost as if the political and popular arguments happened almost entirely
detached from science or almost –
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Yes, because we don’t get asked to state the facts simply, you know, and in any case
there – you know, let’s give up this pretence that scientists are any better human
beings than other people. They’re not, they’re probably just as nasty and if there’s
money to be had and grants to be obtained and all the rest of it I guess ninety-nine per
cent of us probably take shortcuts occasionally. And you don’t need many friends or
old pals as it were to let through papers, you know, these days. I mean I’ve never
really forgiven the science community for allowing, or suggesting, to journals that
they ask authors for names of people who could review it. Now I know science is a
very narrow field these days and it must save an awful lot of time if people play the
game properly and say, well, so and so knows about this, why don’t you ask him to
review it? But it’s got now out of hand, it’s got to the stage where you ask your
friends to do it and your friends simply score something saying it’s a good paper,
please publish it. That’s not peer review, peer review means you’ve looked through
it, you’ve gone through the details, you’re convinced there’s not a mistake in it, as far
as you can see the data is good and, okay. Now you may not like that paper at that
stage but you’re not entitled to reject it because you don’t like it, if you want to reject
it you have to point out there’s a serious error which needs to be addressed before you
go on from that stage. And, you know, that’s what peer review used to be. It used to
be that you had to write enough information in the paper for an outsider to be able if
necessary to duplicate what you’ve done, see if it gets the same answer. Well, that’s
what peer review is meant to be, it’s not that any more, it’s an absolute scandal
frankly.

[End of Track 15]
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[Track 16]

Now in the period from 1985 till 1990 I think I’m right in saying that you retired from
BAS in 1990?

Yes, yes.

I wonder whether you could say how your work in trying to make arguments about the
ozone hole and CFCs ran alongside your normal day to day work as an employee of
BAS, how those two things went together.

I think anyone has long since given up any hope of me [laughs] doing anything
sensible any more. No, I mean I was travelling a lot and I was involved in – there
were always meetings somewhere or other and invitations to wander around the world
and help out and so on and so forth. No, I guess that ordinary day to day things
devolved under Jonathan and Brian in a large degree, which kept them happy as well.
[Sighs] And in any case I mean things were never really very happy in the survey
from those days on.

In what way?

Er … oh, I don’t know, I didn’t like the directors we acquired, and having been
brought up on Bunny Fuchs and, erm, nice honest gentlemen who sort of meant what
they said to you, if they promised you something they gave it to you and if they
couldn’t give it to you they told you so politely and said why they couldn’t and so on
and so forth. With NERC everything sort of changed beyond – beyond belief almost.
Have I ever told you the story about Bondi? Oh, you know the great Hermann do
you? Yes, he was a lecturer at Cambridge when I was an undergraduate and it was
when he and Hoyle and Gold, the three people of steady state theory, could be seen
playing on the staircases of Trinity College with a Tippy-top and with Slinky the
spring [laughs], and you thought they were moderately sensible gentleman. I mean
Bondi always was a bit of a poseur, I mean I can remember a lecture on alternating
electricity in which he complained bitterly that he – about his correspondence with the
electricity company, how he kept pointing out to them that he sent them back as many
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electrons as they sent him and he didn’t see what he was paying for [laughs], which is
not a bad little joke but it gets a bit repetitive. But he came to see us in, when was it, I
suppose it was ‘84 when he was chairman of NERC for a few years, and we explained
to him about ozone measurements as one of the things we were doing and he sort of
listened to all this and then came up with the wonderful – following wonderful gem.
He looked at me and said [imitates], ‘Oh’ he said, ‘you’re making these measurements
for posterity are you? Tell me what has posterity done for you?’ And you just sort of
could have kicked him, you know [laughs]. Okay, yes we were making those
measurements for posterity ‘cause if we didn’t leave some good ozone measurements
from the Antarctic no-one would ever know what it was in the past. And yes, that was
true, and if we were dedicated enough to do it properly, well, you don’t sort of make
these silly snap remarks. Oh dear, no, that upset me greatly. It’s the way to put
young men off I think if you things like that, you know. The trouble with – well a) I
mean he was a good scientist once and then the chief scientist at the Ministry of
Defence and in his retirement comes to NERC and so clearly no doubt thinks he
knows all about everything [laughs]. But he didn’t seem to have any appreciation
how difficult it is to keep making measurements for twenty years and be sure at the
end of the day you’re still doing something comparable to what you did twenty years
ago, it’s not easy [laughs] and if we did nothing else I like to think we did that.

What was the effect on –?

Oh, Brian and Jon…Jonathan, standing were next to me when he said it. They sort of
looked at me and [laughs] – as if to say, oh well, we shan’t get any more money shall
we to help us do anything. And then really what was being said in essence.

[05:04]

In that later period then, ‘85 to ‘90, could you talk about ways in which you had to go
about applying for funds to keep your measurements going or to, as you say –?

Well, no, the answer to all that is astonishingly simple. Because of the complexity of
an Antarctic station and the number of different things we were doing, hmm, the
simple task of measuring ozone [ha ha] was shared by people. If they’d have been in
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the hands of say just one person at each station and you could have just simply said,
oh, we won’t measure it any more and we don’t need that person any more, then it
would have been stopped immediately. But because it was shared and it was only a
part of a man you couldn’t actually demonstrate that closing down the ozone
programme actually led to any significant savings, certainly not enough to appoint
someone else in a different job all together. And that essentially was what allowed it
to keep going. If … they’d have thought of something else they ought to be
measuring and they thought it was more important it would certainly have been
stopped. I mean it was just that there were a few of us who were dedicated to running
observatories and, hmmm, we could manage thank you very much on half a man, you
know, shared in this way and that way to do all these different things. But no, it could
have been stopped at any time if people had liked to really argue about it.

One might imagine from the outside that once this paper in 1985 is published, and
especially after 1987 where the satellite work seems to corroborate it at a global
scale, that your status and the status of what you’re doing within the BAS would be
elevated. Could you say what did happen?

Hmmm … elevated in the sense that most people in NERC at our sort of working
level were very grateful that we’d produced something which kept us in the public
attention and meant that the whole damn thing wasn’t slowly chopped off bit by bit
and so on and so forth. Hmmm, yes, but at management level, no, I mean the
management at NERC was just – I mean the trouble with NERC when it was formed
is they asked other departments to send people along to run the central department and
naturally when you get that invitation you – that’s how you get rid of the people you
don’t particularly want yourself. And it was – well, let’s not be too heavy [ph] but it
was a collection of very incompetent people I always felt and all they did was get in
the way and use up money [laughs] which had been better spent on actually doing
some science in the field.

[08:29]

So it was a very mixed period in some senses. I mean, yes, you thrived on the
publicity and all the rest of it. I mean if you didn’t enjoy it you just would have gone
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mad I suspect but, hmmm, it was nice going about the world and meeting other people
who did our sort of work anyhow and, er … it also meant unfortunately a hell of a lot
of extra work on reviewing papers and things of that sort. And, er, I mean that’s one –
the real reason why peer review no longer works is that there are now far too many
scientists trying to publish far too many papers to get more money for funding, etc,
etc, and so, you know, if you reviewed every paper people ask you to you wouldn’t do
any work, especially if they’re bad papers. ‘Cause a good paper is fine, a good paper
can be reviewed in a day, a little homework perhaps looking at this and that but if it’s
a good paper, you don’t need to write anything other than say that this perfectly in
order, please publish it. But if it’s wrong – I can remember one ruddy paper which I
got a reputation, ha, ha, [laughs] with a certain editor and he had this out for review
for about ten people and they all disagreed on it and he said to me one day – you
know, he explained it all to me, he said I wonder if you’d be kind enough to look at it
for me. So I said yes, providing I’m not committing myself to too many of these in
the future. It took me a fortnight to find the mistake in it. I mean it was obvious once
you’d read it that there must be a mistake in it somewhere [laughs]. Can’t explain that
process but, you know, this sort of happens. But now that’s one thing, you know that
provided your hackles are risen in the right way that you really ought to be able to
find some good case to write to, to reject it but it may take a hell of a while and as I
say it took a fortnight of hard work, quite a lot of maths, and a very careful exercise of
writing it so that the author would be in no doubt where you thought the faults were
and why you thought they were faults. Hmmm … and being me, I’m sorry, but if I
reject a paper I sign it. Peer review is anonymous, well, that’s fine if you accept it, no
reason why anyone should know that you’ve done it at all, you know. The editor
knows, if anyone really wants to know they can find out, but if you reject a paper,
however careful you write the rejection, I still think you’re duty bound to sign it and
tell the editor you can tell – you know, you can send it to him and give him my
address and email and, you know, if he thinks I’m wrong he’s entitled to a) tell you so
and b) point out things to me if he wants to, otherwise the whole process is – you
know, it just shouldn’t be anonymous, I don’t – I mean I have never rejected a paper
anonymously in my life. I’ve accepted some anonymously because I don’t
particularly don’t want to get involved in the correspondence which sometimes
happens [laughs] but however much you don’t – I mean the number of Indians I’ve
had to write to very sadly and say I’m awfully sorry but I think you ought to be able to
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put it right yourself and I really haven’t got the time to become a co-author with you
and, you know, you don’t particularly want to but you don’t say that [laughs] but, you
know – and, you know, they’ll write back to you and say, oh, would you help us to do
it? Well, the answer is yes up to a point but, you know, I’ve got a job to do and it
happens I’m damn busy at the moment, as most people are in science ‘cause there just
aren’t – a) there are too many of us and so there are far too many rubbish papers
trying to be written and – yes, so hard life [laughs].

[12:42]

Now this is the time when BAS itself –

Yes.

Is very concerned about its self image and publicity itself.

Was it? Oh.

In the ‘80s.

Was it?

Well, it seems – well, just by looking at the sort of history of it, it seems a time when
there are, for example, open days for the public where –

Oh, no –

The directors –

That’s forced on you whether you want it or not, it’s got nothing to do with whether
you’ve got anything to say in a technical sense [laughs].
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Yes, I wondered whether – to what extent you were under pressure from BAS to
involve them in – when you’re talking in TV and radio documentaries or writing
articles, to sort of mention BAS or to –

Oh, everyone knows that’s who you work for, I mean there’s no problem about that.
Hmmm, one is far less inclined to point out that BAS unfortunately is now under the
control of NERC. I don’t see any need – I never saw any need to say that. Hmmm,t
the press being what they are you’re continually fighting off articles which quote you
as the director of the British Antarctic Survey because that gives more weight to
what’s being said doesn’t it? I mean they’re a bloody nuisance journalists because
they get you into trouble with your director. I mean he knew perfectly well I didn’t
call myself the director but he used to get uptight occasionally when this damn, who
was it, one of the Observer people would always sort of say the director of – ‘Joe
Farman, director of the British Antarctic Survey’. You bloody man, I shan’t talk to
you in the future [laughs]. No, these are – lots of these are irritations. What do you
say? Well, you know, be giving – be giving the survey good publicity but it won’t
actually get you anywhere, it won’t get you extra funding. You get more funding by
demanding a new ship and things of that sort but I mean that’s the trouble with the
survey that it’s got such vast overheads, and when money is tight it also is not
particularly economical on numbers of people. Hmmm, so if you want to do
something new unfortunately the only way of doing it in an organisation like the
survey is to get rid of some people, and that’s why they were so keen that I should
retire the minute I became sixty. I mean they suddenly decided to change it all, you
know, you’re sixty, we don’t want you any more. Okay, fair enough, but it was a bit
naughty I always felt but when it was new and exciting – luckily my friends here sort
of took me on for SORG so on and so forth so I’m still involved –

SORG?

Stratospheric Ozone Review Group, yes.

Which is the Department of Environment?

The Department of the Environment, yes.
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Yes. So in 1990 then you retired from BAS but then …

Well, I stayed at a room in BAS but that’s because SORG had appointed Tony Cox –
hmmm … what did they appoint him as? I can’t remember [laughs]. I assume it was
something to do with SORG but anyhow it doesn’t really matter. So we used to sit
there and look at the ozone data as it came in, as I’ve been doing ever since, I mean –
and it was all too exciting to leave. How anyone could ask you to leave, I mean … so
what?

[16:34]

Having been asked to leave because this is the day for retirement –

They ceased to pay you, I mean, you know, no-one minds whether you sit in a room
or something of the sort if the room is already paid for by NERC, by Department of
the Environment, etc, etc.

And at what date did you move to where we are now which is in the Department of
Chemistry?

Here? Well, that – see John Pyle was involved and Tony Cox. When Neil came
back, he came, and they all had research students in the department of chemistry and
they just were beginning to get fed up with travelling backwards and forwards and
they thought it’d be much easier to simply have a room here.

And so when was this sort of department created?

Oh, I can’t remember, ‘91, ‘92, something of that sort. [Telephone rings]. It’s Tony’s
phone, okay, we can leave that, it should go off in a minute or two.

[17:21]

Now, hmmm, you spoke earlier that with the 1987 airborne experiment –
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Yes.

Which was a way of studying the relationship between CFCs and ozone loss by flying
aeroplanes at high level, you wanted to – you wanted some balloons in order to
support this effort and you first applied to BAS and NERC in order to get these.

Well, I first asked the director at BAS if we could do this and he said, no, there is no
spare money whatsoever and I said gently what about NERC, and he said I doubt it
very much but you can try. Hmmm, and then they both refused and Bob Watson was
across from NASA and he went to see the director and came out very sadly and
looked at me and said, ‘I see your problem [laughs]. Now we’d better ask ICI.’ So I
said, right. We have this gentleman who sits on SORG, we had an ICI representative
on SORG and it was his job to catch us out and find what we were saying wrong but
… so I wrote him a nice letter and he immediately said yes and no problem, order
them and we’ll pay for them. So that was – I suppose I should have asked him first
and I wouldn’t have [laughs] – but I thought I’d just find out what NERC and BAS
had to say.

And ICI are at this time the British manufacturers of CFCs?

Yes.

Yeah. Could you say something more generally about their involvement in this
period, in debates about the role of CFCs in the destruction of ozone or otherwise?
You’ve got a representative on the Department of Environment Stratospheric Ozone
Review Group, how else were they involved in this whole process of –?

I mean his job essentially was to report back to ICI in fact. Hmmm, I think his feeling
was he wouldn’t let our paper be published had sent him a pre-print, but still [laughs]
however that’s another story. I mean I – I accept with wholehearted agreement the
view that I didn’t prove that it was CFCs, all I pointed out was there was no other
reason for it and if it wasn’t CFCs it was going to be a very strange business indeed
[laughs]. I certainly didn’t prove it and never do prove things by pointing out that it’s
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only happened since CFCs have grown in quite large quantity but, er … and, well no,
let’s be perfectly fair to all these people. What can we say? [Sighs] From the
preliminary meetings which started – which ended in the Vienna Convention and so
on and so forth, hmmm … I suppose every big – well, they had a consortium in effect,
didn’t they, so ICI and DuPont were the two biggest ones but all the CFC companies
were prepared to fund a lot of work to prove that CFCs were perfectly safe and this
that and the other, so they actually funded a lot of ozone measurements and chemistry,
lab chemistry, and so on and so forth. Hmmm, as far as I’m aware they published
everything as it was handed to them, they didn’t attempt to pick out the ones – I mean
that’s not to say they didn’t pick the experiments which they thought might offer them
some help but once they’d funded the experiments there was never any attempt that I
know of or even rumoured about of trying to suppress anything which looked bad or
so on and so forth, it was all perfectly straightforward. They spent an awful – they
spent more – much more money between them the governments at that stage. It was
only after NASA came along with its airborne experiments that the governments
really started to fund any pure research in it at all. So, you know – and DuPont had
made this silly promise, you see, years before that if it was ever satisfactorily proved
to them that CFCs were a danger they would withdraw them. And they had someone
else who – we had the ICI man who sat on our British one and there was an American
gentleman who came to all the international meetings on these things, and he just got
to the stage where, oh, some time two or three years after the ‘87 paper, it just became
apparent to him that, you know, the case was made. It was chlorine, there was no
other source of chlorine apart from the CFCs, he couldn’t – you know, he’d been
telling DuPont that, okay, it was still a bit uncertain and he just went to DuPont and
his bosses and said, I’m sorry, I consider the case is made and they remembered their
promise and so they agreed to essentially to phase out – slowly [laughs] so they didn’t
– I mean I think you can say this for the chemical industry, that, hmmm, they played
their cards extremely well, they weren’t really in the least worried from a financial
point of view ‘cause all the CFCs factories left by that time were pretty old and they’d
made a pretty hefty profit from oil and if they could persuade the government that we
needed high tech substitutes, which they did without the slightest difficulty, they
could build new factories and with HCFCs and HFCs and so on which would have a
working lifetime of ten years, enough to make another handsome profit, thank you
very much [laughs]. I mean had it not been for that there would have been much
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more huge difficulties but because they owned factories and they were quite happy to
think that their investment had already given them a good profit and if they could get
away with this new scheme of things they would still be handsomely in profit. ICI
has long since disappeared unfortunately but that’s another story [laughs].

At what point did your ICI representative feel that the case had been made and –?

Hmmm, oh, he had – he’d been ill for some time and he actually retired fairly soon
afterwards and then we had another young man come along. Hmmm, you’ve got me
now, I said I’d forget his name. He’s at Bristol – Archie McCulloch. Have you heard
of –?

Hmm.

I think Archie was convinced from about the second SORG meeting he attended that
we were really just dealing the cards as they fell, you know, there was no need to
make things up or scare stories or anything else, it was just pretty painfully obvious
that it was CFCs and nothing but CFCs and something needed to be done before they
got to some critical level somewhere else in the atmosphere. You know, it was easy
to see after a little while why Antarctica itself was so beautifully built to exhibit this
wonderful thing [laughs] but it wouldn’t be too long if we kept loading them into the
atmosphere that something else would probably find to go wrong [ph] anyhow, and
we began to find evidence of weak depletion in the Arctic. I mean it was obvious it
had to be, it was just as confined and much more variable year to year. No, we – I
don’t think we ever had any difficulty in convincing him that the case was – was
finished, closed, you know, a proved case and then all he could do was join the
general battle to make sure that the chemical companies kept getting a profit from
somewhere [laughs].

[25:48]

What was the view of your wife during all of this at the time, coming home and
discussing … matters, do you remember her response or reaction?
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Well, she was busy teaching and she always worked very hard as a teacher so she
used to be normally sitting up marking things by the time I came home at half past
one or something or whatever. Oh, we got on not too badly [laughs]. I think she was
a bit … surprised by the notoriety shall we say, yes. There we are [laughs].

On your travels around the world, as you say delivering lectures on the matter, did
you take your wife with you on some of these or all of these?

No.

You travelled separately.

Er, well, she’s been to the odd international meeting but not too many in any of the
foreign ones. I doubt she’d have been welcome in Russia or China, for example, or
Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia was very comical actually. We had a meeting just
outside, oh what’s the place called? It didn’t matter, the capital, where there’s a
university for women and we had the meeting in that. Nevertheless, when the
chairman called upon ICI’s representative to give the first talk she, the only lady in
the room, stood up and he blinked and goggled [laughs] [impersonates stuttering]. I
think he didn’t realise at that stage that she was from Iraq and I don’t think he –
obviously if she’d have been a Saudi she wouldn’t have been allowed to come to the
meeting [laughs], so that was quite comical to see, oh dear. The other curious thing
about it was the crown prince was part of the reception party and when we’d flown
into – into Saudi the, hmmm, what was it, British Airways pilot I suppose, had given
us about ten minutes’ lecture on not to take photographs of the crown prince, etc, etc,
etc. And this was all very well but when the taxi sort of drew up in this particular
place the world’s television was gathered there and you thought, does he really know
[laughs] that the crown prince is going to appear on the world’s television? Our little
cameras surely can’t do any harm [laughs]. It’s amazing what people try and stop you
doing but there we are.

[28:37]
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Often Margaret Thatcher is represented in things dealing with policy and science as
someone who was particularly interested in science and particularly effective in
bringing about change. I wonder whether – you’ve mentioned that she was at the
1989 conference. In fact she –

She organised that.

She organised that and –

And paid for it all from the British taxpayer [laughs].

Yes. And –

Which is not cheap.

Could you say more then about her role in advancing or not British negotiations over
CFCs and ozone?

I don’t really think I want to, hmmm … I think the trouble is there are other people
involved in this. What’s the –? Tickell, yes, Tickell, yeah. I mean I think a lot of the
sort of stories have originated from him trying to convince the world that he taught
her about climate change and all the rest of it, and I rather doubt if that’s true. I don’t
think – I don’t think she had enough time to think about these things, she was always
doing other things. I mean, yes, she liked to … I think, have a green reputation but
I’m not sure there’s any substantive reason for it in any legislation she ever passed or
anything else of the sort. I mean she paid for this conference and that was, as I say,
not particularly cheap. I never did write to her, I was going to her the year after and
say all these people have come back again and they’re not doing what they said they
would do last time [laughs]. But I guess she knew that anyhow if the truth be told.
No, she had this curious reputation, but it was all a little bit suspect I think is all I
really want to say. Whether she had any real vision that there was a world to save, I
don’t know, and I’m not sure I want to save the world any more, there are far too
many people who think you can save the world by telling lies and I don’t particularly
want to get involved in that either. I mean that’s what real climate – you know, the
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real climate website? Well, it’s Michael Mann and his cohorts and they’ve just
decided that saving the world is more important than telling the truth. I’m sorry, I
can’t agree. It’s important to save the world but it’s also important to do it by telling
the truth and not the opposite. And once you let these visionary concepts take over
you’re not a scientist any more. It seems to me if you can’t let the facts speak for
themselves it’s a pretty alarming – oh, dear.

[End of Track 16]
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[Track 17]

[laughter]

Now the last session we’d got to the early 1990s and –

Oh.

And from the early nineties you’ve been based in the department of chemistry in the
University of Cambridge, where we are now.

Right.

And you’ve initially moved as part of SORG –

Yes.

That’s right isn’t it? But I notice in newspaper articles written recently you’re noted
as belonging to the European Ozone Research Coordinating Unit and I wonder
whether you could just give a sort of brief history of –

Of that, yes.

Or really of the development of this particular institution that we’re in at the moment
or this particular unit. It says ozone unit on the –

Yes.

On the buzzer [JF laughs] and that sort of thing but from the early 1990s when we
had SORG to now how has this sort of department or unit developed?

Well, let’s go back to SORG first of all. SORG was the British Department of the
Environment committee which reported and tried to give advice to the government,
and as well as that there were also dealings with the European Community. So
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essentially the British government didn’t have much money to spare and it was
perfectly obvious that if we were going to be able to do anything it would be mainly
European money. So essentially we made a very strong effort to get everyone
involved in Europe, all the people that we knew about, to have meetings before we
went to the community with the object of a) asking for a sizeable but sensible sum and
b) trying to agree as to how it should be shared out before we went to ask for it so that
the – you know, there wouldn’t be a huge fight afterwards. We’d sit down, we’d
discuss what everyone could do, we’d try and work out a programme of what
programme we wanted in such a way that all the different countries had a reasonable
influence and all the relevant universities had a reasonable share in it all. And this in
a sense worked extremely well, we actually got quite well funded and we kept at least
ninety-five per cent of the people [laughs] who might expect some money reasonably
happy over the course of ten years I suppose, something like that. So that really was a
– well, it’s something to look on with pleasure. You made lots of friends in different
countries and you remain friends despite all the competition to … lead the research as
it were. And so, yes, it was one of the few good examples, now most of the time
there’s so much competition with these things that things tend to get distorted and
some people can lose out and so on and so forth. I mean it suggests if you can only
get the right group of people together and they’re good people you can solve all these
things and end up with having a good group of friends who work hard for each other.

So what – where are the other European centres that are linked then to this one?

Oh, well, there’s CNRS in France, there’s the Planck Institute in Germany and so on
and so forth. Most countries have their own little things. It gets a bit more difficult
when you get to Greece and Portugal where they virtually want the EU to run the
whole of their universities for them [laughs] on research funds like that, you just have
to sort of say, come on, this is what we’re asking for you, you can’t as a small
university ask for more than that with any degree of credibility. So … yeah.

[03:52]

And if we take the – we’ll take the sort of two decades separately, so we’ll start with
the 1990s.
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Right.

Could you say what your work here has involved, what your work here involved
through the 1990s?

No, I mean it was always my job in a sense because other people working here have –
don’t have spare time but I’m free to sit and look at the data as it comes in on the way
and to keep everyone up to date with what’s happening. In particular years, you
know, there’s likely to be a good year for ozone, a bad year for ozone, is the vortex
going to stay long and so on and so forth. So that was one aspect of keeping an eye
on the Antarctic, hmmm, and then wondering what you could do in Europe and sort of
deciding now that the real thing was to concentrate on measurements as much as
possible, which in essence meant going up to Kiruna in northern Sweden where you –
you know, as high latitude as you can get and luckily you’re a bit biased ‘cause the
vortex tends usually to be on this side of it, so it’s a good place to make
measurements. And, oh, I quote it myself I suppose a bit but I was responsible in the
early days for insisting that we needed a much bigger programme of ozonesondes.
You know, we had to have enough stations so that by chucking out on a particular day
ten ozonesondes you could actually get a read – you know, what you wanted were in a
sense sondes downstream. You had to sort of work out where the circulation would
be liable to be and you needed enough sites so that you could have a fair chance of
something – air mass you’d seen would actually be coming from a station that had
been a little bit further that way and so on and so forth, and that worked quite well and
there’s still in existence a so-called Match programme which is in essence – no, I
didn’t actually show you the press release but it’s what’s led to this particular press
release that they – what have they been doing it now? Gosh, where are we, 2011?
Help [laughs]. That’s about sixteen years it’s been going now, so a ‘reasonable
history of the Arctic ozone hole.’ [requests commas]

[06:09]
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So they’d been – so which – what year did you establish the balloon stations?

Hmmm … I’m trying hard to remember. Hmmm … I suppose it was starting just
before I left BAS or it must have been starting in 1990 and the first – oh, dear
[laughs], have a look up there somewhere, there ought to be reports sitting there on
them all. Dear me, can I get that far?

Yes. It won’t matter if you can’t ‘cause I’ll just pause it.

I’m trying to see what we’ve got on here [looking through papers]. They’re all the
British ones, where are the European ones? Oh, hopeless, hopeless, hopeless,
hopeless, hopeless. Has – oh, there we are. We’d better go back that far hadn’t we?
We must be able to find something. Oh [pause – looking through papers]. We must
have –

So we’ve discovered that it was –

Yes, it’s 1991, ‘92, it’s what was called the first EASOE European – where are we?
Let’s get the wording right.

European Arctic Stratospheric –

Stratospheric Ozone Experiment.

Yes, E.A.S.O.E.

That’s right, yes.

[08:18]

Would you be able to say a little bit more about the geography of the stations, the
decisions made in where the stations should be in relation to –? You’ve mentioned
the vortex but for the general listener it might be worth explaining in relation to the
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atmosphere and what you knew of it at the time, why the stations were put where they
put.

Well, it’s not – perhaps I’ve made it sound too dramatic. In the Arctic you don’t –
unless you’re going to have an awful lot of ships and fly sondes from ships you don’t
really have much choice. There isn’t that much land so I mean it’s Iceland,
Spitsbergen, northern Norway and Russia, and – and if the Americans are prepared to
play then Resolute always comes in but in the first case we didn’t actually get
collaboration with the Americans so it was essentially the available islands and as far
as possible making use of the normal upper air observations from the normal weather
services. In essence there’s – what you want is a nice latitude spread so every –
wherever the vortex wobbles up and down you stand a chance of seeing something,
air which is either going into the vortex and going to cross the station. The central
station was Kiruna in northern Sweden and it so happens that the vortex is normally
biased to lie slightly over the European side of the pole, so Kiruna’s a good place to
send up balloons from. You normally get into the heart of what we’ll call the Arctic
ozone hole for the sake of argument but – so then it’s just a question of finding
enough people prepared to put the work in to fly ozonesondes whenever you want
them. And essentially what you want to do is to watch the five day forecast so you
can give stations plenty of warning as to when to fly the next sonde in order to give
you the maximum chance of catching that air again as it comes over Europe. Hmmm,
and it did work – I mean, yes, the idea of Match, the whole point about Match is that
you should send a balloon up and try and get as close as you can to an air mass sample
which has already been sampled upstream and so on, so with any luck you may sort of
get a whole trajectory and be able to see ozone changing in the few days which it
takes to go – come that distance. So, yes, I mean with luck you can actually get direct
figures of [inaud] ozone loss in between seeing that bit of air in three or four different
places, hmmm, but it all has to be coordinated and there’s quite a lot of hard work on
the people running the forecasts and so on and so forth. You may or may not sort of
send them an urgent telephone call saying, it looks as if the air’s going to do this, can
you please give us a trajectory for such and such a time and how far out are we likely
to be if we fly on such and such a time. And it all – all works in the end [laughs].
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Who was making those phone calls to the stations to tell –?

Oh, no, the Danish Met Office took over that from us ‘cause they had sort of enough
staff and with the coming of ECMWF, the European long range forecast system, all
contributing governments can have access to that and sort of call down their forecasts
and work on from there if they want to do something special with it. You can’t upset
their routine in the ECMWF but they’ll always drag something down for you at odd
times of the day and if, you know, it suddenly dawns on you at midnight [laughs] that
this particular air mass might just be coming over you’d better see where it’s been in
the meanwhile and that sort of thing.

And who was responsible for actually launching the balloons at these various sites?

Oh, well, then I – then you simply send the emails to all the relevant stations sort of
saying, you know, it looks as if the best time for you to be doing it would be this to be
able to mix in with everyone else.

And what sort of person is staffing the stations do you know?

Oh, just the normal [inaud] [laughs]. It depends but many of them, well, you just get
ozonesondes delivered to their station and their staff. Well, when you’ve made
certain their staff have been trained in the right way to be able to use them they will
take all that sort of thing on board and –

So are they the staff of the met offices of the various countries?

Oh, the various things, yes indeed.

And you mentioned – you said the word Match.

Oh, Match really means simply that we want to be able to match a particular bit of air
with – [laughs]

Okay.
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One which has already been seen somewhere else as it were, yeah.

And why not have spectrometers at each of these stations, why balloons?

Oh, that’s okay, that’s right. I mean balloons because, well, you saw for yourself
[laughs], hmmm, it by no means follows that … sorry, a – a column of air above you
doesn’t move as a coherent whole, it’s always being sheared, so the relevant time to
match it at a particular altitude will be completely different as you go up and down the
columns and you may well be looking for, you know, air – the air coming through at
that sort of height may have come from there but the air coming at that sort of height
will come from somewhere else. So you’re looking for – your match has to be shared
out, you know, it’s not one column goes to one column, it’s nothing like that at all,
it’s a complicated 3D jigsaw to try and –

And so the balloon can get into the particular parcel that you want?

Yeah. And I mean the air you saw from that, that the depletion’s quite limited in
altitude and so –

Yes, you showed me a – we should say you showed me a graph which was recorded
yesterday –

Yes, that was.

Showing a –

A big notch.

Significant drop in ozone at a particular height in the atmosphere over a certain
station.

Yeah.
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[14:49]

And you said one of the things that you were doing in the ‘90s was looking at the –
keeping an eye on the Antarctic data as it came in.

Oh, yes.

Where was that coming in from in the ‘90s, from satellites or –?

Oh, it was satellite again, yes. By the time we taught them to do something so that the
satellite maps meant something. Hmmm, it was a bad time actually because the early
instruments were getting quite old and so falling to bits and quite often there was a
sort of gap in between being able to put the new one and get reliable data and
sometimes there were two up there and you had to make up your mind which you
wanted. I mean there were several up there using different techniques, and so there
were all sorts of nasty problems if you want the real truth but in … in essence I guess
you need, you know, the weather maps and the ozone satellite and everything sort of
in combination. I mean these days you’ve got lidars wandering around in space and
they look down and tell you if there are polar stratospheric clouds about and things of
that sort. It’s all good fun [laughs], but it’s an awful lot of data to watch and keep
your eye on.

And how do you access all of this data from here?

Well, it’s all – since it’s all government money essentially governments all around
world doing these sort of things are duty bound to put it up within a reasonable
amount of time to be visible by anyone who’s involved in the international effort. So
life’s very easy for us [laughs], an outsider, to come and sit and see it all.

[16:34]

But you are an insider in the sense that you were involved in setting up the project.

Well, to start with, I don’t have much to do with policy these days, but –
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And what has been your role in it, what –?

Well, as I say most of the other people here have jobs to do and students to look after
and things of that sort, so they can’t afford all this time. It’s my job simply to say you
are aware that this is the deepest ozone hole we’ve seen yet, or it’s going to break up
within a week or two, or looks as if it’s here till Christmas [laughs], all this sort of
thing just to keep them sort of occupied and be thinking about things.

So through the ‘90s did you come in here every day to –?

Very nearly, yes. Well, I mean not all weekends [laughs].

No.

In any case there’s only a shortish season for ozone hole in the south and then there’s
a gap a bit and then there’s a possible ozone loss in the north and, er, then as you’ve
seen this is perhaps the first time you might just think there was something worth
calling an ozone hole in the north but it’s – it’s not quite like that.

[17:43]

Why was the decision taken in the early ‘90s to look more closely at the Arctic in
terms of ozone?

Oh … I suppose that’s quite straightforward. What you were seeing in the south was
– if you sort of forgave the excitement and all the rest of it, what was actually what
you can only call horrific. I mean had you got ozone depletion of the typical
Antarctic hole over a populated area in Europe and coming up to the equinox you
would be running around telling people to have some sun cream and not to go out in
the sun, and so on and so forth. I mean it’s easy to overdo it, I’ve never forgotten
someone there, forgotten when it was now, about the second week in January we were
up in Kiruna and schoolchildren came round in the usual way and they said something
to him about [adopts excitable voice] ‘isn’t it dreadful, all the ultraviolet coming in
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now?’ And I sort of looked at them and I thought, well, it’s not quite like that, the
sun’s only one degree above the horizon and the ozone layer, when it comes straight
on the slant you’re actually seeing probably about sort of fifty times the normal ozone
layer, so it’s not – you know.

How high in the sky would the sun have to be for the ozone thinning to be significant
in terms of ultraviolet coming through?

Oh, hmmm … probably have to be thirty degrees or more, yes. I mean that would
still give you protection of two times the – it’s still got to go through twice the
thickness of the ozone layers. So you can afford fifty per cent depletion and it’s still
perfectly within the normal – normal things. I mean we haven’t really seen that sort
of depletion in the north yet but [sighs] …

[19:52]

And over the same decade, the 1990s, could you talk about how you spent your time
when not working? And we’ve got a sense now of what you’ve been doing here but I
suppose the pursuit and development of interests that you’ve talked about earlier in
the recording through the 1990s.

Well, yes, I mean ozone sort of tends to be the great thing but of course climate
change came along. We’ve all been foolish enough to make silly policy statements to
the effect that, hmmm … slow as it had been [laughs] and much as the chemical
companies kept delaying we have actually achieved in the end, four or five years
behind what it need have been, we had actually managed to eliminate releases of
CFCs in ninety per cent to the atmosphere. So like it or not, and despite all the things
which went on, one was driven more or less to say that the Montreal Protocol was just
about a good thing [laughs] and it being a good thing that is obviously the model isn’t
it to take similar protocols on … on fighting climate change. Well, the answer I
suppose really [laughs] was, no, and in fact when you consider – when did the first,
Rio wasn’t it? Rio –

1992.
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19?

‘92.

‘92, yes. Well, when you consider what’s actually been achieved since then the
answer is absolutely nothing for all intents and purposes.

In terms of climate change?

Well, no, in terms of introducing any real regulations which stand any change of
controlling in the slightest way the amount of CO2 which is put into the atmosphere.
Hmmm. so you can’t really claim that we taught the politicians [laughs] or world
powers anything at all, and then the sort of pious hope that getting agreement on
ozone would lead to getting agreement on anything as complicated as energy supply
and all the rest of it was obviously just sheer optimism triumphing over reality. And
in fact I mean it’s gone completely the other way. I mean the public opinion now is
almost so sceptical, and rightly so. I mean governments have quite deliberately
thought they can get away with imposing a carbon tax on the grounds they’re saving
the world and who can object to a tax which is saving the world? Unfortunately it’s
by no means obvious that that’s the right way to save the world [laughs] and in fact
most of many of their efforts have badly misfired. You know, in the States now less
than fifty per cent of the people put climate change as – into one of the ten major
problems of the world at the moment. It’s – you know, it’s the last one on their list
under the latest Gallop poll and that’s all – well, it’s scientists’ fault for overhyping
things and it’s government’s fault for – and then the Green Party too. I mean the
Green Party sadly comes out with a, you know, climate change is an excuse to be
authoritarian and tell other people what they should do all the time; how much they
should drive, how much they should do this, that and the other, and it doesn’t – it
doesn’t get them anywhere [laughs]. You know, that’s why there aren’t many green
parties which have actually achieved anything.

[23:56]
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Hmmm, you know, I was lucky enough to see Germany, I can’t remember, you may
remember, when the Green Party held the balance of power for about two years.

I don’t actually, no.

And we gave evidence to the Bundestag and, hmmm, I’ve never forgotten that
meeting. I got up to go out to the toilet and came back in to find the meeting sort of
standing up and everyone looking around. I thought, oh, what’s happened? The chair
lady has stopped us giving our evidence, she has said, ‘Thank you very much. You
have all wrote your evidence and we have all read it and we don’t want you to stand
up and read it out again but we’d rather like to know what you think.’ [laughs] And
they said ‘We’ve been told to decide – to tell someone what we think and we were
waiting till you came back.’ So I suddenly found myself lumbered with that but it
was – I mean it was good a) that people don’t expect you to read something you’ve
written however carefully beforehand, they really are more interested in finding out
what you really feel about it. And b) they were lucky enough to hold the balance of
power and in two years they actually did quite a lot, then they lost the balance of
power and it went back to business as normal but in two years they did actually pass
some quite sensible legislation on CFCs and such like things in Germany and which
then got sort of imitated in – for quite a bit of Europe elsewhere. It is a – it’s a
frightening process watching the politics go on [laughs].

[25:34]

In practice how do you keep up with developments in climate change science? And by
that I mean what do you read, where do you look, in order to stay informed about the
development of the use of science in climate change or –?

Well, I mean ostensibly IPCC was doing all this for you and they made reports every
four years, hmmm, and in essence if you knew people in any of the working groups
they would tell you what meetings were going on and, you know, with the web it’s
relatively easy, you can get access to minutes of meetings and such like things, not
that they help very much but – and you just have to keep your eye on the – on the
main literature anyhow. Hmmm … it always has been a strange business, I mean it’s
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something one’s never really felt comfortable with. The ozone one I felt perfectly
comfortable with, you know, all the people you worked with, okay, they had things
they wanted to push as individuals and so on and so forth but at least you told each
other the truth and you didn’t sort of try and distort the facts to make it sound more
newsworthy and that sort of thing. And, you know, climate change just got too big
and too political and, you know, all the people who took part were selected by
governments anyhow. And sadly I guess people told governments what they wanted
to hear rather than sort of saying, you know, there’s a lot of uncertainties and we
really don’t know this, we really don’t know that. And that sounds silly when you’re
being asked to give technical advice of course. I mean, I was just reading a comment
today, I mean someone is confessing to having taken part – in one of the IPC chapters
where it went badly wrong and sort of now admits he didn’t make enough fuss at the
time, and er, try and keep a track of things … but I don’t know [laughs].

Do you have –? You mentioned that you might have friends who have been on
working groups and involved in –

Oh, yes. I mean I’ve known several people who worked on –

And what have they told you about the process of that?

Well, they don’t really tell you very much, I mean that’s the trouble, you – what you
think of as what should be an open and transparent process is actually in the hands of
very, very few people. I mean a) because there’s a hell of a lot to get through, I mean
what’s it take, four years, to produce a report and so people are working quite hard for
most of that time to actually achieve that, and there’s an awful lot of things have to go
backwards and forwards. And these days of course there are lots of people on the
outside who always want to be kept informed and raise objections in their own sort of
way, and I guess you can’t make it as transparent as it ought to be but nevertheless it’s
always seemed to me if you were a scientist and you were paid by government to
produce some data you’re duty bound to hand it over in a reasonable form to anyone
who asks for it. I mean [laughs] it’s – it’s not that private, it’s not like a commercial
thing where a lot of money may be at stake for not getting priority and that sort of
thing but … no, it’s – I’m just really rather ashamed of what’s happened to climate
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science and quite a lot of environmental science I’m afraid at the moment but I think
people are letting themselves down and just putting the whole credibility of science at
risk. You know, it only needs one bad egg to be shown to have done something
dishonest and thereon the public is going to say, well, I told you so, they all tell us
what they – you know.

[29:45]

What are the key events or practises or things that people have done that make you
feel ashamed? What are the – what stand out for you as the key wrong –?

Well, the hockey stick, I mean you can ask John about it I suppose if you want to but
the hockey stick was this great graph, you know, it goes along twiddling a bit flat and
suddenly soars up in the last two decades. Well, that’s a complete fudge of bad
mathematics and, hmmm, hiding some data which shows it’s not quite like that but it
looks dramatic and it was a nice thing to stand by when you’re introducing the IPC
report, ‘Gosh, look at this, isn’t it frightening,’ sort of thing. Well, yes, if it were true
it would be frightening, but unfortunately just not true [laughs].

Could you say a little bit for a listener with perhaps limited mathematics or limited
science of any kind –

Sure.

Why the hockey stick graph is wrong, what’s wrong with it?

Well, hmmm … in essence it’s a homemade piece of statistics, not by a professional
statistician but by someone who specifically wanted to find something in the data.
And it’s so badly written that in essence what it does is show it the shape that you
want to try and find in this data, to give everything which fits with it a very high
weight and to throw away the rest. And if you do this three or four times you end up
with getting something which looks like what you’re asking for, surprise, surprise. I
mean it’s quite simply as bad as that. It’s just terrible statistics, hmmm, and, you
know, it’s been shown clearly that you can feed it red noise, that means – it’s a
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technical term meaning it goes up and down in a specified sort of random way
[laughs], but you feed it something which you guarantee to be red noise and it will
produce what you’re looking for ‘cause it’s so clever and throwing away everything
which doesn’t agree with your hypothesis. How it got through anything I just don’t
understand, and it took a Canadian ex-geologist or something of the sort to sit down
and go through it and then show this. And I think everyone now agrees that it was
nonsense but it became, you know, the finding of IPCC and everyone stood around
with this in the background as their picture was being taken and they must be feeling
rather sad about it I should think, frankly [laughs], hmmm, yes. No, I mean there are
at least four or five people in highish places who have decided if you’re saving the
world it doesn’t matter if I tell a lie or two along the way and, you know, and that’s
bad. We’re none of us that clever [laughs].

[33:03]

And during the 1990s as well as following this sort of thing and doing your work on
ozone, what have you been doing outside –? [JF laughs] What in terms of your
interests in walking and wine and music and that sort of thing?

Oh, music goes on much the same. Cambridge is a good place, there are lots of
concerts and string quartets, and the resident string quarter happens to be one of the
best in the world and so on and so forth, so you can’t complain about that. Hmmm …

[33:38]

Oh, we also have friends in the maths department who are really good on some highly
theoretical aspects of the atmosphere and so on and so forth which keeps one busy
[laughs]. We don’t hear much about it in the press but potential vorticity is a – was a
wonderful discovery. Michael McIntyre who really has brought it all out is retiring
and there’s a farewell party for him in April and so that should be quite amusing. No,
it’s quite interesting and if you take this terrible complex thing which is the
atmosphere, hmmm, it turns out that there’s a wonderful quantity called potential
vorticity, which is a scaler. That means that it’s a specified potential, you just need
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one number [laughs] and because of the way physics is made and the atmosphere is
made, in essence if you have the complete distribution of PV …

Okay yeah, potential vorticity.

Throughout the world, a scaler, a single scaler, you can in fact derive from that single
scaler quantity a complete reconstruction of the temperature and the wind fields,
which sounds extraordinary but it’s – it is because, you know, the atmosphere can’t
behave in some ways and the fact it has to behave in certain ways means that this
scaler can be – with some suitable boundary conditions can be – from that you can
derive the full three dimensional field of what’s going on in the atmosphere. Yeah –

Can you just say a little more about what a –? [JF laughs] ‘Cause it seems that the
scaler that you start with in the first place is –

Well, you can derive the scaler you start from. You take the 3D observations and a
certain combination of the things you measure can be organised in such a way as to
yield you this scaler. Now at that stage you can forecast the future simply by saying
this scaler is conserved, overall this scaler is conserved, and any development down
into time must be of such form that it conserves its quantity, okay, right. So you
forecast ahead on this thing and in the stratosphere works reasonably well out up five
days, it’s quite surprising how well it goes for five days. And then you take the
forecast of the scaler quantity and now, by means of the procedures I told you about
before, from that scaler you can now build up again the complete temperature profiles
and wind profiles and so on and so forth. And you can’t forecast with it very well in
the troposphere because there are various things which interact in the troposphere
which don’t allow this thing to be conserved in quite the same way. If you’re near the
ground, for example, and there’s friction between the air and the ground you can’t
include all that sort of thing in it. But once you get into the stratosphere, hmmm, you
find that this quantity is indeed sufficiently well conserved to give you a very useful
forecast for five days ahead, and a not too bad one for ten days ahead, then it sort of
falls off fairly quickly, you know. For five days, well, there’s one on the wall there
[indicates] [laughs].
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Ah, yes, the star shaped –

Well, one of those is the five day forecast and the other one of them is actually what
was observed five days later.

To what extent is this concept of potential vorticity been integrated into actual models
used by the Met Office?

Not yet, not properly, no. There are a few models which are – well, there’s one in
France in particular which – where that thing comes from and they use it for
monitoring the ozone layer in the north and south each year and running a chemical
model. I mean they’re not too concerned about the forecast as it happens, they’re just
concerned with deriving the transport from the measured conditions, right, okay, and
using that transport to carry chemicals away. That shows you the way the various
chemicals are taken around and so on and so forth. And so you can run a chemical
model and the chemical model actually behaves quite well and – well, it works pretty
thoroughly in the south and it’s not too bad it in the north. You can have a look at it if
you like and sort of see. No, it’s a real advance which is, what, getting on for twenty
years old now so it still hasn’t been thoroughly exploited but at least it’s –

And that model uses Michael McIntyre’s –?

Yes, that works – the French model works – forecasts by just simply conserving
potential vorticity.

And does it have a name, the French model, that we can –?

Yes, what’s it called? [laughs]

We can look –

Forget my own name next, hmmm, oh dear. Where on earth’s it gone, hmmm, I’ll go
and have a look for you [laughs].
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[39:07]

Yes, we can add that later. Could you then give me a sort of potted history of your
relations with the maths department and Michael McIntyre in particular?

Well, Michael and I started off – when I sort of got involved in having PhD students
and things, Michael was one of the sort of people who – well, we certainly got
involved ‘cause he was already talking about the vortex and things like that and he
was always amazed that I had recognised that the vortex was a discontinuity of the
atmosphere and, you know, it – the whole point about the ozone hole is in essence that
you seal off from the rest of the atmospheric the so-called vortex in which the
chemistry all goes on. He always sort of looks as if to say, how did you know that?
[laughs] Well, when was it, 1963, there was a big volcanic eruption and my young
men were sitting there and you can tell whether the volcanic dust comes over you
easily ‘cause if you measure the radiation coming down from the sky, as opposed to
the radiation coming directly from the sun, you will see after volcanic eruptions
suddenly all the diffuse radiation stuff goes up with a huge jump, you know, it’s
unmistakeable. And, well, here’s this year and you can see – you can only see it
jumping up when the vortex goes away. Before that, you know, the Antarctic station
saw no volcanic dust and it was quite clear it didn’t get there until the vortex went
away, which suggests, you know, that that particular bit of air is definitely isolated
from the rest of the world. Oh, he said [laughs], you knew by observation did you?
Answer yes. Right, let me go and find these things for you, yes.

Could you then say something about your involvement in the development of these
ideas about potential vorticity or if not involvement then –?

No, I’m not as great a mathematician as Mike is, but I used to talk to him about a lot
because – ask his advice about things and so on and so forth, yes. No, I mean it was –
it was nice that he would sort of – if you sort of said it’s obvious it’s a sealed off
container and other people would say it can’t possibly be a sealed off container you’d
say, well, go and talk to Michael, I hope he’ll convince you it was and so on and so
forth. Oh, so he did allow that we actually knew a little bit about the Antarctic, yes
[laughs].
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[41:56]

And could you say something about the development of your hobby of walking over
the ‘90s and what’s called the noughties and last –

Yes, I’m getting old. I’ve got an allotment, that keeps me happy, no I haven’t done
too much walking recently, hmmm …

You mentioned some work that you were doing in relation to the preservation of a
plaque?

Oh, yes we … I think I’ve taken them all home. Hmmm, in … oh no, I was in
Edinburgh, 1963 or something of the sort, hmmm, for my sins I was on the committee
of the Scottish branch of the Royal Met Soc and the main committee in London, I had
a letter from someone pointing out that there was this set of ruins on top of Ben Nevis
and there was nothing to tell people what they were and so on and so forth, and why
didn’t someone put a plaque up, and the central committee more or less said, well,
Ben Nevis is in Scotland so it’s your job [laughs] but you won’t want to do it will
you, and we’ll write a polite letter to this man telling him we can’t do such a thing.
But I looked at a friend and I said, oh, I don’t know, that sounds fun. If someone will
pay for the plaque then we’ll go and – well, we’ll firstly go and have a look and see
what might be done and if we think we could do it we’ll come back and start thinking
about the plaque. So, hmmm, we went through all that and got invited to write the
plaque, which the Royal Society of Edinburgh and London, and the Royal Met Soc
itself, would share the cost of it. It was eighty pounds I think, a hefty piece of bronze
casting. I think I mainly wrote the inscription on it and –

Do you remember anything of what you –?

[laughs] [quotes] ‘These are the remains of the meteorological observatory which with
the bridle path from Achintee were constructed using publicly subscribed funds in
1882,’ [laughs] or something of the sort. Then what did we say? I can’t remember
what was said then, oh gosh. Observations from this observatory were transmitted by
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cable throughout Europe [says full stop]. Ruining science of course because it meant
it wasn’t – yes, you can transmit data that far you don’t actually need to think any and
that was what killed meteorology [laughs].

What was that, what killed meteorology?

The ability to cable backwards and forwards and to send off observations quickly
around the world, ‘cause it meant everyone was busy drawing maps without thinking
about it [laughs].

Well, I’ll come back to that in a minute. Carry on with –

Sorry, that’s another story – yeah. Now then. It was here that CTR Wilson as a
research student obtained the idea of the Wilson cloud chamber or something
[laughs]. Hmmm, you know, I think that was about all we had left for, wasn’t it,
something like this [laughs]. No, we must have given a date for when he was a
vacation student up there and, hmmm … no, what did we say? He got the idea by
looking down into the main valley and seeing the Brocken Spectre, you know, the
little halo you get round your head when the sun shines and casts your shadow onto a
bank of fog, and it was that which apparently gave him the idea of having this little
chamber which you compressed rapidly and it made the water condense and if there
are any charged particles in there the condensation is preferably on the thing that [ph],
so a charged particle going through it will leave you a very clear track of little
condensation droplets. Anyhow, yes [laughs], I’ll find it for you, yes.

And what’s happened recently in terms of this?

Well, no, in order to, hmmm, to make sure that everything was reasonable, in those
days Nevis was privately owned, there was a thing called the Ben Nevis estate, and
I’ve forgotten the name of the family I’m ashamed to say, we’ve got it all in writing
somewhere. Anyway, we got their permission to put this plaque up because there
were lots of other things scattered around which no-one bothered about getting
permission for. But we thought spending eighty pounds [laughs], make sure of that.
So we got permission from the estate and when the owner died, I can’t remember
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twenty years ago or something, he in essence left it to the nation, some of the estate,
with the specification that the John Muir Trust should run the place and then – you
know the John Muir Trust?

I’ve heard of them but –

John Muir was a Scotsman who went to the States and got involved in setting up
national parks and so on and so forth. And they’ve got quite a biggish organisation
with a fair amount of money to play with, so they set up a small group to be in charge
of the plateau and, hmmm, they are great believers in the world should be left in its
natural state, so they were going to set about clearing up some of the various things
which have accumulated round about. Hmmm, and I think they were a bit naughty
myself but, you know the summit of Nevis or not? [laughs]

No.

No, right. Well, Nevis is joined by a sort of eastern arête, as it were, to Carn Mor
Dearg which is a mountain round the corner but in the winter in particular if you want
to walk from the top of Ben Nevis down this ‘straightforward’ [requests commas]
ridge, in winter if you get a terrible accumulation of ice there, hmmm, and there have
been lots of accidents by people who didn’t quite know where they were and if you
venture to the right or to the left and don’t stay absolutely sort of on top of the ridge
there have been an awful lot of people killed over the years, twenty or thirty of them
or something. And so the, hmmm, Scottish Climbing Club, mountaineering club, put
up some markers to be used in the case of fog and things like that to make sure that
people stood more chance of actually getting down, but the John Muir Trust has
decided to remove them, to remove some abseil posts which enabled you to get from
the lowest part of the ridge down back into the main corrie and the easiest way back
down to Fort William, and they removed those and various other bits and pieces on
top of Ben Nevis which help you to know where you are. And in particular if you’re
up on the summit and you want to go down one of the ‘easy’ [requests commas]
gulleys, if you think you’ve reached the top of it and you’re a little uncertain, if you
stick your hand out and feel there you’ll come across a metal number three [laughs]
which has been hidden in the rocks, and very nice to be able to find it and sort of
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think, oh good, all I need now is to relax and I can have a quick glissade down
[laughs]. And they decided to move those and things like that, I just found that – I
mean I sympathise with them, you don’t want the place strewn with a lot of
extraneous rubbish and there’s so many odd plaques and things about, I’m sure
tidying up’s not a bad business but things which have by tradition saved lives for
quite experienced people, I mean you don’t need to be a novice. If you’re a novice
you’ve got no right to be there in the winter anyhow, so you can forget that, but the
very fact that something like the SMC thought it its duty to put these markers up to –
to help people who’d not got right there in the first place to make sure they go back
and don’t go down the wrong way [laughs], and I just – they said at one stage they
were tidying it up and so I wrote to them and sort of said what about the plaque on the
ruins, you know, it was paid for by these august bodies we had written permission
from the owner of the estate. If you wish to remove it I think you should hold a
meeting with the representatives of the people who did it. And I guess I’m the only
one left, my friend died, I’m the only one who actually has real memories of putting it
there and, you know, if you’re going to think of doing anything to it I’d like to be
informed and then we’ll get representatives from the Royal Society and the Royal
Society of Edinburgh to come too. And nothing’s happened [laughs] so I shall have
to remind them.

[51:38]

Hmmm, as part of that story you said that you thought that the ability to communicate
quickly or to send and receive data quickly had harmed meteorology –

Oh, yeah.

And as a bit of context, in the period that this project covers, in the early ‘60s there
was quite a lot of fanfare when a) satellites arrived and b) computers were used to
process data, and this was all linked to something called the World Weather Watch
where information, meteorological information, was exchanged.

Yes.
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So I wonder whether you’d be prepared to expand or comment on the effects on
meteorology?

Yes. No, I mean I was really sort of pointing you to prehistory [laughs]. Fitzroy was
the first, no, whatever you call it, the precursor of the Meteorological Office. He was
appointed in – well, after he’d done the Beagle trip with Darwin and, hmmm, he just
had very few people and in essence most of his time was simply spent in drawing
maps and things of that sort. And, hmmm, really you can say that for the first sort of
forty years of the Met Office people were just so taken up by the remit they’d been
given to distribute information for the use of mariners and all the rest of it that
meteorologists just didn’t – there were several goodish scientists who were quite
interested in meteorology as a science but they never really had a chance to sit down
and work at it because the main obligations of all this were simply to publish and
distribute charts and things of that sort, and that’s why meteorology really took a very
long while between the wars I suppose, you know, between the ‘14 – ‘18 war and the
other war was when the beginnings of meteorology as a science really started to come
about, you know, almost 100 years after the Met Office was first set up. I mean there
was Loop and his clouds [ph], I mean he was a better cloud man [ph] than many
people [laughs] are today perhaps because you don’t have to worry about such things.
But no, it’s a bit sad, that’s why meteorology really took such an awful long while to
develop and why even climatology today is, oh [sighs], a very strange – like the
IPCC. I mean you start wanting to run something of that sort to produce consensus
advice to government and so on and so forth. Really meteorology has never gone
along that route and to have independent experts sitting there anyhow. Hmmm …
whether it would have changed history, who knows [laughs], it might perhaps have
done something a bit more [ph]

Well, what did you think was the effect of being able to exchange meteorology –?

Oh, well, these days it doesn’t really matter ‘cause it’s all mechanised for you and so
the old human effort – I mean if you remember when Richardson did the first
experimental forecast, he had to have a room with 200 ladies with a hand calculating
machine in order within whatever it was, twenty-four hours, to actually produce a
forecast for the pressure in Berlin twenty-four hours ahead. And that just meant, you
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know, if you were going – you couldn’t envisage that sort of thing happening ‘cause
there were just too many people and things were [inaud]. And now with the modern
computer and it all comes in on landlines and you needn’t touch it, if you take all the
necessary steps to make sure your steps are valid of course [laughs]. No, I mean now
you can afford to become a real science but in the first 100 years, hmmm, you really
had a choice, you either kept away from the mainstream of providing advice for
mariners or you just had to face it, your time is completely taken up doing fairly
mundane things which – to produce something like a twenty-four hour forecast or
even a sort of longer look ahead. So in a sense, hmmm, you know, it’s nothing like –
it didn’t become an academic subject in the way in which chemistry and physics did
where you can sit in a building and do your own experiments and things of that sort.
In meteorology if you want data you have to have lots of people getting it and
distributing it, and other people poring over it, and then distributing all the – you
know, all the forecast in the same ways as always [ph]. So it’s so tied up with, hmmm
…

The distribution.

Nasty details and things that you – you don’t feel like a scientist at all [laughs]. And
that was – you know, it was obvious in the Met Office after the war. If you went
round to visit people, as I did before I went to the Antarctic, to see what was going on
and so on and so forth there were an awful lot of people just sitting on stations so
taken up and – you know, their time was completely taken up and no-one really had
time to think about it. Indeed they weren’t invited to, they used to send their
information in to headquarters and they very rarely got any feedback from the people
they sent it to telling them what it meant or even showing them a decent graph of it
afterwards. And … no, okay, you know, people do the best they can but without any
sort of extra interest to know what they’ve done and why it’s valuable and that sort of
thing they take much less interest and care in what they’re doing than they would
otherwise. Sadly, but –

And what’s your view on the weather forecast models that were developed in the
sixties and the way in which these have developed into climate predicting models?
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Well, I find this is a bit strange I must admit. Hmmm … I think one of the things
which really baffles one is that at long last they’re beginning to talk about looking at
the forecasts and seeing how well they do. I mean for an awful lot of time they just
produced them and sort of, you know, you are forced to accept that’s all there is and
it doesn’t really matter whether they’re good or bad, they’re going to go on in that
way until something is done about it. You would have thought there would be more –
well, the people running the models would be much more interested in giving a really
thorough look at the difference between what they forecast and what actually happens.
I mean – I mean I think this question really is what do you expect the model to get
right. Now what the public notice is what they get wrong, which is they said it was
going to start raining at four o’clock and it may well be midnight. You know, it’s four
o’clock in the afternoon shall we say and it may be midnight before it starts raining.
Well, that’s one thing but all that means is that you’ve predicted wrongly by one mile
per hour in ten miles per hour what the rate at which the weather systems are drifting
over you, so that’s not a big deal. But when the weather system came along was it in
the right condition? Was it in the same sort of state as you expected it? If it was,
okay, that may be that’s the best you can do at getting the speed right. That means
you’ve got to keep updating it a bit more. But on the other hand it may have got the
whole damn thing wrong and it didn’t rain for the next five days [laughs]. Well, noone to my knowledge has ever really seriously looked at – compared what happens to
what the forecast was, looking at it in all these different ways, whether it was a) a bad
forecast if the shape was all wrong or just the speed wrong as I say, which is a sort of
trivial mistake almost. And then with enough satellites about, you know, you
shouldn’t really do that anyhow ‘cause you ought to be able to measure the speed
which is drifting to give you a twelve hour forecast [inaud] quite happily. I mean, you
know, they reckon in the eastern states forecasting is easy, all you have to do is ring
up Colorado and you know what’s coming across for you whereas, you know, before
the days of satellites there were so few weather ships in the Atlantic that Britain –
well, you couldn’t expect to forecast when the next storm was [laughs], a little blob
from the Atlantic was going to come in, so yeah.

And what about the longer climate change models of the Tyndall Centre and the
Hadley Centre?
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Oh, this was a curious thing. The Met Office claim their model’s exactly the same, I
find this quite surprising, I really do. Er, you know, as I was telling you about this
wretched potential vorticity thing, I mean I explained that really isn’t – it doesn’t give
you much better information in the troposphere than it does – than the normal sort of
forecasting models anyhow, which literally pretend to solve Newton’s equation, so
blobs of air in essence whereas the potential vorticity forecast is a different animal all
together. But the trouble is – is that the – the timescale, once you get well away from
the ground, and particularly in the stratosphere, then there basically isn’t time for
anything for anything to destroy the potential vorticity fast enough. Hmmm, it’s the –
simple idea that it should be strictly conserved fails very badly whereas down here the
timescales are very different and so you couldn’t hope to play that sort of game down
here. No, I mean I think the whole – the whole horror to me of the big models is that
you can’t peer review them and knowing the same problems one has with the IPCC,
whereas things are supposed to be peer reviewed, they’re not peer reviewed, now lead
authors quite often decide what they’re going to accept as criticism of their own work
and they can criticise other people’s work and then the whole thing gets out of kilter
completely, as it were, and … yeah. No, I mean someone comes to me and says could
you peer review this paper from the Hadley Centre and I just have to smile and say
sorry, it took 2,000 men years to write the code, I haven’t got 2,000 man years to offer
you to attempt to understand it, you know, so who can? I mean, you know, they’re –
you can’t peer review a big model like that, you either have to accept it or try and
discover – you know, compare it with reality and try and work out why it’s wrong
‘cause there aren’t many you can say are right enough that you don’t have to worry
about the errors [laughs]. So it’s changed the way science is done, you know. What
information should you put in the paper? You should always put enough information
in the paper so anyone who really wants to do the same work as you have done can
repeat what you’ve done, see if they get the same answer. That’s what science is
about. You know, running a model is – on a computer is no more than a lab
experiment in a sense, so at least there ought to be enough information to reproduce
the code [laughs] but the answer is, as I say, you know, peer review of a big computer
model is virtually impossible. I mean I know to a fact there are several subroutines in
there written by someone I once knew who’s been dead for twenty years and I – I
suppose I could ask a pointed question and say are you still using that rather primitive
subroutine but, you know, it’s quite important that it actually fudges something which
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you don’t know about, and one would like to know if it’s still in the same primitive
state as when it was written. And - I suppose I still have a slight chance of finding out
if I write to people I know [laughs] but the average man or reviewer wouldn’t have
the slightest hope.

Who was this friend who wrote the subroutine?

Oh, someone in the Met Office. I’ve forgotten his name to be honest but he was
telling me what he was doing and I sort of blinked, said ‘That’s a bit crude.’ He said,
‘Yes, but at this stage of the game you just have to put something in, you know, we
can’t ignore the process but we haven’t a hope of doing it properly so let’s just choose
one of three possibilities depending on what’s been reported.’ So, you know, buried
deep in these things you just really don’t know what’s there or how simple they are or
how complicated or whatever. Hmmm, so, you know, science has changed, it’s not –

It seems quite important because not only are the models a key part of, for example,
IPCC reports, but in terms of the history of it it’s often argued that the models are
almost the inspiration for the existence of the IPCC, the fact that climate models were
being developed. I think one was shown at the very first meeting where the IPCC was
sort of getting together, they seemed to be a sort of key part of what the IPCC is in
these models.

Well, yes, I mean if that – I haven’t really sort of followed that bit particularly well, I
mean it’s bad enough trying to keep up with [laughs] – no, I think the first part of –
yeah, I would put it this way round I think, that the most important part of IPC in the
early stages was certainly has the climate changed, what changes have their been,
what can we deduce from the historical record, is something changing faster than we
expect or whatever. Then secondly, yes, have we any hope of sort of forecasting it?
But the question which has never really been satisfactorily answered to my mind is,
hmmm … how do we put it [laughs]? Have we made a rigorous comparison of what
the long term forecast models are saying and is there any hint that they actually agree
with what’s happening in the current datasets? And the answer is, well, it’s not being
done very well ‘cause there’s one huge discrepancy. All the climate models which
produce you the largest changes in temperature certainly don’t get the height
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distribution of the change of temperature right. All the models without exception, I
think, show a very concentrated bit of warming in the 100 – in the ten kilometres or so
below the tropopause. They show that as getting much warmer much quicker than
anything else and there’s not the slightest evidence from radiosondes or from satellite
measurements that this is actually happening. Hmmm, and then certainly the – you
get the impression that some of the models which produce quite extreme or rapid
changes actually are vastly over-emphasising the importance of CO2, and you can
only really feel that this can only happen in the models if they’ve been told to do it
[laughs]. You know, somewhere there must be a figure in the code which says, oh,
what’s the equilibrium response to this change in CO2, it’s so much and that must be
about four or five times too big, one suspects.

[1:08:15]

I mean it don’t – it is foolish to say these things in many ways but that sort of seems
to be the general idea that, okay – I mean there’s all this nonsense of consensus and
Paul Nurse and Brian Cock or whatever his name is and Stewart, on the BBC are
pontificating.

Brian Cox?

Well, Brian yeah, I mean but there’s all this nonsense of science being consensus.
Every major advance in science has been breaking the consensus, saying, oh, you’ve
all been wrong you idiots, look you forgot this and here’s what it really should be. I
mean that’s [laughs] – Galileo, oh yes, well yes, sure. Copernicus saying, oh, you
silly boy, it’s much easier to look at it with the sun at the middle [laughs]. And, you
know, to make a real – well, yes, making a real advance in science is frankly breaking
the consensus. Ozone can’t possibly change in the Antarctic, well, I’m sorry, it has.
Er …

What’s brought about then this sort of recent interest in consensus, in presenting a
consensus?
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Well it – well, no, it’s the wretched conflict between politics and science. I mean
IPCC was really meant to get the world’s best meteorologists to write a sensible
report to governments sort of pointing out what the warnings were and what the
timescales were involved and things of that sort, it’s got the other way round now.
Virtually governments appoint their representatives to IPCC because they think
they’re going to give them an excuse for doing carbon taxing and all the rest of it
[laughs]. You know, they want support to carry through authoritarian policies, they’re
not prepared to – you know, they don’t want to have to explain to the general public
what’s going on and all the rest of it so if we get the experts to say, gosh, we’ll all be
dead in fifty years’ time if you don’t pay us four times the price [laughs] and, you
know, you set up huge carbon trading schemes and things like that which are just
scams to get money out of the … it really is rather frightening and it’s – and the green
parties are – I mean the Green Party killed themselves because they’re so, you know.
Okay, recycling fine, everyone’s prepared to do a little something to recycle. No, you
must have eighteen different bins [laughs] and you must put pins in here and nails in
here and so on and so forth. If you want to be tidy and you’re prepared to pay for
being tidy then fine, but if you think you’re saving the world in that way, no [laughs].
I was out at Milton, the dump, you don’t know but this is our nearest local dump and I
was taking something there one day, I’ve forgotten what it was, because I couldn’t get
it in the bin and a dear old lady drove up in a car and proceeded to bring her
lawnmower grass box, a very little one like that [indicates], and very carefully
climbed up and put it in the right bin. I sort of blinked and I didn’t like to sort of say
anything particularly but I did just say, ‘Madam, how far have you come to do that?’
‘Oh, it was about fifteen miles.’ And I thought, my God [laughs], so I said ‘Can’t you
save it up and sort of bring it in slightly bigger bags?’ ‘Oh, no’ she says, ‘it’s really
awkward.’ And you just sort of feel this is not right to commandeer old ladies like
that to drive a thirty mile round trip to bring their contribution to the composting
[laughs].

[1:12:19]

Are there then scientists that the British government you think favours in this respect?
You said that it’s got to the point almost where the government is appointing scientists
to say certain things and –
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Well, I – it goes all the way through from the chief scientific advisor to – I mean
Beddington has said the most appalling things and, well, I mean the main trouble in
this country is quite straightforward, it’s the BBC. The BBC looking back six years
ago decided that it believed in climate change and it was going to keep ramming it
down our throats, and it’s done it ever since. And most of it is downright nonsense.
Harrabin has got himself into deep trouble by having commercial interests in the usual
things, carbon trading, forests [ph]and so on and so forth and they’re now no longer
trustworthy reporters of the climate scene, and now that’s – and that’s appalling
[laughs]. So, yeah, I mean I don’t know how you break the vicious cycle
unfortunately but … and, you know, there are so many people, sceptics on the blogs
now. There are blogs which, you know, if I showed you some of them you’d be
amazed at how vituperative people get about government science and so on and so
forth.

[1:13:55]

Which are the blogs that you, I don’t know if trust is the right word, but the ones –?
Which are the blogs that you take seriously in following this?

Oh, well, you can take the Climate Audit which is McIntyre, who has a terrible
reputation in the, what shall we say, the orthodox groups. Quite unjustified, he’s
always polite, he doesn’t scream when people don’t release data, he merely politely
requests it again. He’s determined and he knows what he wants and he doesn’t see
why under the Freedom of Information Act he shouldn’t have it, so he – he is very
persistent and he takes care of his statistics, hmmm, and he’s continually pointing out
that, you know, if many of the academic climatologists, so-called, worked for industry
they wouldn’t hold a job down a year if they store their data in this careless way and,
you know, and don’t check everything which had gone – if they don’t leave a
verifiability trail behind them making it easy for other people to come along and to go
through it and say, yes, this is a good bit of work, or no, it’s not a good bit of work or
something like that, you know, people like the East Anglia … well, you see how
careless I am [laughs] - I understand people being careless but that’s ‘cause I’ve
retired and I don’t have to account to anyone any more [laughs] but when you were
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working on these things and publishing them in the world data centres and things like
that you’d have been ashamed to – not to leave a carefully verified trail of how you
went from here to here and what you’d done. You don’t sort of just sit down and
modify the data and say it looks a bit better doesn’t it and toss it off. You have to
explain what you’ve done and why so anyone coming later knows – well, I mean
ideally you should leave the raw data there and everything else you do from there
before you tidy it up and put it in the world data centre should be – well, you can
leave a lot of steps out as long as you tell people what you’ve done and they’ve got
the two sets to compare how much you’ve done. Well, what you don’t do is throw
away all the raw data and leave no-one else with a chance at all of making their own
mind up. I mean if all you do is throw away every bit of data which doesn’t fit in with
your view of course you end up with a wonderful looking paper but it’s not science
[laughs]. And have you ever read an old Victorian paper? I mean it literally tells you,
occasionally when they’re making a piece of glass apparatus, the particular sealing
wax, the grade of sealing wax they used, the length of the – thickness of the string and
[laughs] – but it’s all there if you want to go and actually reproduce what they did, by
and large they made a pretty good job of it. Whereas today I just ran a computer
program and, oh well, the program’s updated since I’ve published it isn’t it [laughs].
It’s not nice to think you’ve got to do all these things but if you want to be believed
you’ve really got to pay that amount of attention to it, it’s … you see I mean in theory
these days you quite often – you don’t get asked to – even to show your programs. I
mean Nature’s been terrible, Science has got a terrible reputation, they don’t ask
people to deposit programs, so if you want to find out what the program actually does
you have to write to people and if they have a problem [ph] they will tell you. That
usually means it’s a reasonable one and if they tell you [laughs], ‘Why should I tell
you what my program is, you’ll merely criticise it,’ well of course I will, it’s what I’m
trying to do. So it’s all – all pretty bad.

[1:18:16]

This leads on to archiving and what have you done to ensure that in the period when
you went – you were working in a way in which you were accountable, what have you
done to ensure that your raw data is in the future going to be available for other
people to examine?
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Well, there are various rules by the world data centre. If you send copies of your data
to the world data centres there are rules as to what you have to provide. Hmmm, I’ve
forgotten half of what they are but I mean essentially … I – yeah, I mean you’re
allowed to leave things out if you give the criteria by which [laughs] – by which
they’re left out. On the other hand, in some of them strictly you’re duty bound to
mark the ones which you discarded but to leave them there so people can see what the
actual raw result was, hmmm, but merely say, you know, it’s – we discarded – well,
you no doubt provide a copy of the program which runs through it to – to make sure
it’s an acceptable piece of data according to the rules you’ve set up and if anyone
wants to see that silly figure sitting there which clearly [laughs] – I mean it’ s a very
difficult subject. I mean I – you try and get round it by having as many things
checked while it’s going on as – as possible.

[1:20:05]

Well, you always have a feeling that if you can look at the really sort of raw
instrument readings and you can recognise mistakes of a factor of about ten or
something of that sort [laughs], which is simply someone just wrote something down
wrong. Should you put it in correcting the ten? I don’t know, it’s very difficult. The
trouble is – you see it’s not an experiment like in the lab. In the lab if you get a
strange result you simply repeat it again [laughs] and if it’s your job to go and
measure something at one o’clock on this particular day, well, you measure at one
o’clock and if the answer looks stupid you still can’t go back and do it again [laughs].
It’s hard luck but – so, yes, you’ve got to pay a lot of care to these sort of things but
everyone makes some silly mistake at some stage [laughs], some more often than
others.

And in terms of the BBC is there a particular reason in terms of personnel or history
why you think at that time, as you say, they made a decision that climate change was
real and had pursued that? Are there individuals or –?

I’ve never seen this satisfactorily explained but there is one chap who used to work
for them who published something on the blog, I don’t know if you’ve come across it,
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hmmm, claiming he’d left because he refused to toe the line. Hmmm, it must have
been one of the director generals I think who more or less started pushing this as a
thing. I’ll look it up for you and see if I can find out the relevant history but, hmmm
…

[1:21:51]

I’ve got a question now about what you have in terms of your own sort of personal
archive and any thoughts you’d had on where you might put these things. And by
personal archive I mean what you might have in terms of correspondence or photos
or slides or diaries and –

Very little. It’s surprising, I mean you get sort of in such a state. You sort of do
things and you wander round the world and so on and so forth. Everything which is
needed I suppose has something tucked away in BAS somewhere [laughs] in the files
and you sort of felt that was an official version of what – if it mattered to anyone
[laughs], we hope it should be there. Hmmm … does it all matter? Who knows?

Were there things that you’ve consciously left in the BAS archive or have since put in
the BAS archive?

No, I never add anything to it, no, I just went round and asked them if they wanted
this kept. I was going to throw this away but if they felt they should keep it, could
keep it for a little while and decide in their own good time what they wanted to do. I
don’t think I ever really got involved in things in that sort of way. Hmmm, the end
result was something like this and – or this to the government, and once you’ve done
that you’ve done your duty as it were and all the rest of it will die with you [laughs].

So you haven’t kept files of correspondence or …

No, there was very little really. I mean by the time one had got through … I mean
most of it would be trivial - arranging a meeting, saying thanks afterwards [laughs],
but what went on at the meeting would have been minuted in meetings and if you said
something sensible with any luck it would be there and if you didn’t, well, with any
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luck it wouldn’t be there but who can tell but – no, I’m not a great writer or diary
keeper I’m afraid.

And have you been involved in any other autobiographical or biographical projects
other than this?

This? No, not really, no. Well, we had the BBC who do their silly whatever it’s
called, the Reunion Programme. Did that once, yes, that was – didn’t like it.

Why?

Hmmm … well, the usual sort of game. Hmmm, you do quite well you see but when
people ask the wrong question you don’t sort of – you dither, you don’t know where
the start. If the questions got turned round the wrong way all you can say strictly is,
oh I don’t want to start here, let’s go back and start from there [laughs]. But – so,
yeah, you’re in the hands of the interviewer and whether it comes out to be a good one
or a bad one is a completely toss of a penny really [laughs], hmmm, yeah. Oh, dear.

[End of Track 17]

[End of recording]
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